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^CLOCK CHESS 89
CLOCK CHESS 89 is the strongest and moat versatile chess

program yet for your PCW computer. It has the most advanced 3D

Jjraphies, the widest range o( options, the power to play incredibly

ast and the intelligence to selectively search deep into the position.

chess programs and has shown itselfto be stronger than any of

them.

Written using the latest techniques CLOCK CHESS 89 does not

use the usual" brute force" method of searching for the best move,

but instead is packed with chess knowledge which uniquely allows it

to search only those moves which are "sensible" or "interesting"

and not to waste time analysing lines of play which it regards as

•trivial". In addition, it has a variable search depth which results in a
deeper search ol active lines, thus reaching Those parts that other

chess programs cannot.
Now m th added strategic knowledge to give an extra edge

' massive 44,000 byte, user extendable, openings library

Stunning 3-0 graphics

annihilates other PCW chess programs

largest range of options, cursor controlled (or easy move input
* special easy mode for beginners

lull display of its thought processes gives you a fascinating insight into its

search mechanism
* perfect understanding of all the rules of chess inducing underpromotion,

daw by repetition and the fifty move rule

achieves all the standard mates including those occuring with minor

pieces in the endgame - well able to handle difficult pawn endings

makes full use of the extra memory of the 256K and 5t2K PCW

'CLOCK CHESS is a lively and interesting opponent. An
aggressive program that keeps you on your Toes .... it dices up
Colossus Chess nicely' Mike Basman, UK Chess Champion.

CLOCK CHESS 89 IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PCWs £19.95

fcf LIGHTNING BASIC PLUS
B0+ NEW BASIC KEYWORDS AND 100% PCW COMPATIBILITY, THE
ULTIMATE PCW MALLARD BASIC EXTENSION.

First ever program able to trap Mallard Basic's command list. Produces
devastating graphical output with fast smooth sprites for the games
programmer and icons for more professional software. We guarantee you will

astound yourself with your capacity for creativity using this amazing software.

Many original features provide the ideal environment for the Basic
programmer. Now, Special Plus version adds yet more functions.
r

circles, ellipses, regular and irregular poygons
* run CPIM program from tw'tfwnBASlC I

high and medium resolution graphics, plots, lines, fills

multiple sprites and icon graphics

User Definable Graphics, new character sets, 4- tone colour
* new editing facilities, variable list, search, ascii string dump etc.

* save screens and instant multi- screen recall

full A4 screen dump to dot matrix printer
* timer, sound routines etc. etc.

easy cursor and printer control
* al I fundions use simple- to- use BASIC keywords
* masses of demonstration programs supplied on disc

knocks spots offother bases t"

LIGHTNING BASIC IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PCWs £24.95

Z80X68000 SOURCE
CODE TRANSLATOR

^CLASSIC GAMES 4
v, Special Edition

THESE FOUR CLASSIC GAMES FROM CP SOFTWARE NOW COMPILED
ON ONE DISC. BEAUTIFULLY PACKAGED, MAKES THE IDEAL GIFT
FOR THE PCW OWNER

CLOCK CHESS 88 - " strongest chess for PCW. 3D graphics are well done,

enjoyable toplay against, $ out of3- 8000 PLUS

BRIDGE PLAYER 2000 with TUTOR " very well thought through, fine

display, gets the most out ofBridge on the computer - PC PLUS

BACKGAMMON - " goodimplementation of the game, uses the doubling

cube properly, good graphics' 8000 PLUS

DRAUGHTS
aooo plus

Z80 to 68000 Source Code X- Translator lor ATARI ST on as" disc.

Are you an assembler language programmer ?

Do you have a library ol source code 'chunks' you keep re-using ?

Do you want fast, efficient conversion to ST and AMIGA ?

Then Z80X68000 is the tool for you
Now instead of re- writing whole programs or program chunks for 68000
computers, you can directly translate from ZB0 source code, edit the 68000
source code thus created and/or directly assemble it

Remember, most programs consist of an outer shell, inner logical code,

system dependant code and graphics routines. Z80X68000 will easily convert

the outer shell and the inner logical code giving you a bug- free start to get

your software up and running.

You can convert from one computer to another as easily as if they both used
the same micro-processor.

ZBOX6B000 produces source code that runs at 2MHz ZSO equivalent on an
ST. With a quick manual optimisation of time critical loops you can achieve
12MH2 equi valence ox better.

Z80X68000 for ANY ATARI ST on 3lF disc + documentation £99.95

extremely strong play, 3D graphics are pleasant to us&

#.
FOUR GREAT GAMES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.

CLASSIC GAfvES 4 - Special Edlion £19.95

all you ever wanted to know PLUS 2
about GRAPHICS, THE UNIVERSE
AND EVERYTHING FOR PCW

but were afraid to ask
,

SECOND UPGRADE - WITH YET MORE HITHERTO
UNPUBLISHED INFORMATION - THIS HAS TO BE THE
ESSENTIAL TOOLKIT FOR THE PCW PROGRAMMER
70+ ROUTINES AND 100% PCW COMPATIBILITY
' Create devastating graphics using fast smooth, user definable sprites.
* Directly access RAM ofsc.
' Create User Defined Graphics.
" Modify character set, send LOG'S and enlarged characters to

dot matrix printer.
* Experiment with sound routines.
* Direct access to Video Ram.

Discover hitherto unpublished low level hardware information, Ports and
edge connecter diagram.

' Easy to use from Basic, Pascal, Assembler, CP/M etc.

' Full source code supplied
' Page in and directly access all 512K ram segments.

Bit mapped keyboard scanner for fast games software.
* Tips on speeding up video ram access.
* Set. reset and test individual pixels to 720 by 256 resolution

ROUTINES INCLUDE:
Linedraw/Erase, Pixel Rot/Erase/Test, Flood Fill. Create/Plot/Move Sprite.

Change char, set, UDGs, Turn Screen on/off, Invert Screen. Sound, Send
UDGs and Double Height/Double width chars to dot matrix printer, Wait for

Frame Flyback, Delay. Randomiser, Move Cursor anywhere. Read Joystick,

Disc Motor On/of I. Full Software Reset, Save/Load Memory from disc or

Ramdisc, Find System Clock. Save/load Screen, Scan Keyboard, Full control

over dot matrix printer _JVND MUCH MOREI
Comprehensive manual plus detailed documented source code.
" ALL YOU EVER..' as used by Real Time Software to write

STARGLIDER
ALLYOUEVER„- IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PCWs £24.95

1
Atari ST's available from £250, please phone for details

please rush me the following titles for myPCW:
PRODUCT PRICE
All you ever wanted - PLUS 2 £24.95
Z80X6800O Translator £99.95
Lightning Basic PLUS £24.95
Clock Chess 89 £19.95

Classic Games 4 £19.95

Bridge Player 2000 £15.95

Draughts/Checkers £12.95
Backgammon £12.95

Postage to Europe (per item) £ 1.20

Postage ex Europe (per item)

UK post and packing included

QUANTITY

:

card no Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card Expiry date

/ enclose a cheque /postal order to the value ot

Name

Address

Postcode Signature

CP SOFTWARE, Stonefield House, 198 The Hill, Burford, Oxfordshire, OX8 4HX

Credit Card Hotline : 0993 82 3463 Telex: 57784 MCCLG
Dealers: please contact Leisuresoft - 0604 768711
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^yj/oyN WITH STOP PRESS,
EVERYONE CAN HOLD THE

FRONT PAGE NEWS.

LEI'l LEAVE TIE UtT
WORD Tl IRE PRESS...

"the most comprehensive in its

lield.. very high quality printouts are

possible"

Amstrad Action

"the best graphics available in a

DTP package"

8000 Pius

"exceptionally useful... the manual

was hardly necessary"

Commodore Computing

International

"it's phenomenal, this product rs

worth every penny"

Educational Computing

"one ot the most prolessional

packages I've seen... all I can say is

gooutandbuyit"

A&8 Computing I

STOP PRE 'STOP PRESS' is the ideal DeskTop Publishing program for

home enthusiasts, schools, societies and small businesses. 'STOP PRESS' makes it simple to

create professional newsletters, leal lets, forms and flyers, in

fact anything where text and graphics are required - placing

you right at the heal of the DeskTop Publishing Revolution.

Text can be entered from within 'STOP PRESS' or

imported from your word processor with fully automatic on

screen text formatling including centering, ragged right and

literal justification.

The graphics capabilities of 'STOP PRESS' are equally

versatile. The ability to import digitised and scanned images is

complimented by facilities for drawing spraying and painting.

Enhanced cut and paste facilities replace traditional

methods (no scissors and glue supplied or required).

'STOP PRESS' includes an excellent 200m facility lor

adding those finishing touches betore your work is output to a

wide range of Epson compatible dot matrix printers.

Extra, Extra is a collection of instant clip art and newEXTRA EXTRA

typelaces covering a variety of subjects and styles.

Stop Press can be used with a joystick or keyboard but the

AMX Mouse gives you the control and flexibilty which you would

expect from the most accurate pointing device available.

Established as the marke! leader the AMX Mouse has been the

driving force behind a whole host of new applications Irom olher

software houses. With its unique design and high resolution

movement the AMX Mouse is a must.

SI OP PRESS
ISAVAIIABLEFOH

SOFTWARE
ONLY

WITH AMX
MK 11IMOU5E

EXTRA'
EXTRA!

ACORN aBC/B + /MASTER £49,99 £79.99 £24.99

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/85 1

2

£49.99 £89.99 -

AMSTRAD CPC 61 28 £49.99 £79.99 £24.99

COMMODORE 64/128 £39.99 £69.99 "

These products are available from all good computer dealers or Ireeposl direct by cheque,

Access or Visa, All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Become your own publishing

baron with 'Slop Press' and start the presses rolling.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS

166-170 WILDERSPQOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE, WA4 6QA

FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS TEL: (0925) 413501 • DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL:(0525) 222211
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VERTICAL HOLD
Is this a word processor? No, it is a computer.

This may not be a proposition from Wittgenstein - more tike a

line from a very bad Business English for Foreigners course - but it

does raise a few philosophical points-

Stick a LocoSchpt startup disc into your PCWand it becomes a

dedicated word processor. Until you reset the machine, switch it off

or die waiting for LocoScript 1 to scroll to the end of your novel, it is

a single-function machine. Which is probably why you bought it
-

you may be quite a dedicated word processor yourself.

But if isn t just a word processor -it's a computer, ie. it can be

programmed to do different things. Put the right piece of software

into it and it becomes anything you want, it can become a cricket

scorer or a recording studio or an accountant or a Scrabble partner.

It can also, more useful still, become a business partner.

Which is where vertical software comes in. It's specialist,

purpose-written software: instead of buying a spreadsheet, say, and

then spending three months learning how to make it do the only

thing you want from it, you buy an off-the-peg program which

automatically maintains your parish records or calculates your

cricket scores or works out your outrageous estate agent fees or

produces estimates for that building work you're doing. All you do is

buy the software, put it in the drive and follow the prompts: an estate

agent's program to keep house lists would ask you questions like

'how many rooms in the house?' and 'price?' and date

built?'. Vertical software is not cheap by nature: it isn't a mass market

product and you pay three rather than two figures. But if it's exactly

what you want, it can effectively do the job of one person.

Last year we appealed for examples of vertical software. At that

time there were maybe a dozen examples. Now we're asking again

- given the spread of the PCW in small businesses everywhere

there must be plenty more vertical programs floating about. Let us

know what you've written, or had written for your club, society, or

business, however big or small; there will be a lot of others who'll be

interested.

<W?>tffe-\

Tipoff tipoff
The 'Tipoffs' section in 8000

Pljs is one of the most popular

of the whole magazine - in fact

from this month were making it

a four-page feature, giving you

more information in greater

detail and with more

illustrations.

Last year, for the benefit of

readers who couldn't get hold of

our back issues (many of which

Public Health
Warning

Some time ago we published a

cautionary note about the Mira

Group of 577. Huddersfield Rd,

Dewsbury, who advertised various

services for PCW owners.

We had received many letters

trom people who'd ordered goods,

had their cheques cashed, and

never received anything. Our

advice was not to send off any

cheques to this operation until

further notice.

Not only does the above

warning still apply, but we'd like to

draw your attention to the newly-

appeared Computer & Software

Independant (sic) Advisory Council

of 577, Huddersfield Rd,

Dewsbury. The phone number they

give (0924 430964) answers as the

Mira Group answerphone. They

invite dealers to send cheques for

are now sold out) we reprinted

the tipoffs from the first six

issues as Tipoffs 1-6. In

response to the hundreds of

requests we've had from new

readers asking for a similar

compilation of tips from the next

eighteen issues, we're putting

together all the tips we've ever

run from issue 1 to date.

Rather than just re-run old

material, we want to cater for all

you owners of 9512s,

LocoScript 2, Mini Office, etc.

etc. so we're completely revising

and re-illustrating all the earlier

tips, and the book will be split

into sections - LocoScript 1

,

Protext, BASIC etc. for easy

reference.

It's therefore rather a big job

but we hope to have it ready for

you soon after Christmas.

New faces of '88

Joining us in the editorial

department of 8000 Plus is Bath's

battling local boy Steve Patient,

fresh (having spent a long time

out in the cold world of freelance

writing) and determined to

improve on the existing high

standards - would he have joined

us otherwise?

We hope he will bring to the

magazine not just his way with

words but his interest in those

aspects of CP/M + so many of

our readers are just beginning to

discover. However, we will do our

best to curb his enthusiasm for

£35 to be registered with them to

enjoy the benefits of their

'services*...

We leave you to draw your

own conclusions!

delving deep into the bowels of

the machine. Despite entreaties

he refuses to part with a picture of

himself in a bikini..

8000
PLUS

The merry

December issue

of 8000 Plus will

be present in your

newsagents on

November 24th, a

gift at £1.50. They
won't be stocking

up for long -

order your copy
now!

Next month
• Christmas stocking ideas plus

LocoScript 2 vs. Mini Office

• Test your PCW IQ

LocoMail walichart

• Four more pages of invaluable tips

• Assembler for beginners (honestly) -

a new series on writing machine code

• The complete buyer's guide to

Databases, Comms, Educational and

Programming software

...and lots of other Christmas goodies!

Nova 8000 PLUS 5



THE OFFICIAL AMSTRAD PROFESSIONAL USER CLUB

When you buy a

whole new Amstrad system,

why use only half

of its potential?

1. 12 Issues of the Official Amstrad PCW Magazine.
(worth £1 .25 per month)

2. Unlimited access to our PCW Technical

Support Service.

3. Nationwide PCW training facilities.

4. 24hr Ordering Service.

5. Discounted Software . . . best prices in the U.K!

6. Monthly Amdata PCW Newsletter.

7. Welcome Pack.

8. Discounted PCW Maintenance Scheme.

9. Introductory Gift if you join TODAY!
(worth £6 - £10)

A Message from Amstrad 's Chairman

Dear Amstrad Computer User,

You don't needme to remindyou that you have selected

the best computer in it's price range. Numerousjourn-
alists from the specialist press have now contributed to

the opinion that Amstrad computers represent the best
all-roundmachine you can buy.

One of the many reasons why computer journalists have
received our products so enthusiastically is undoubtedly
our careful attention to providing information on the
system and it's software.

You can be a part of Amstrad"s ongoing effort to inform
and help users by taking advantage of this opportunity

to join the User Club. Catering only for the Amstrad
computer user, this specialist support club was initially

formed by Amstrad solely for the purpose of assisting

you with all your computer needs.

There are many immediate and direct benefits available,

so don't delay before filling out the application form
below and sending it back to Amsoft.

Yours sincerely.

WjU/
Alan Sugar l \

Chairman AMSTRAD Pic M is wnA
THE DfFICIALAMSTflADPfiOFSSSJONAL uSt fi CLUB * AMSftf ? MAIL GflDEft. EhTtfVRISE HOUSE. PC BOX ID. HOFEfl STfltE T. PALLrciN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. SUNDERLAND SPU Ml *CL IfflKHMiHH

A HOW TO JOIN THE CLUB A
Simply nil In the coupon and mtum

It to us at the address shown together with your
( tmi I la nee. Well lend you your ei elusive

membership discount card, a "Welcome Pack
1

and

your FREE Introductory Gift

Yes, I want to enjoy the benefits nf Amstrad Professional User Club Membership . Please enrol me today

I enclose BCheque/P.D. for £39.95 payable to AMSOFT MAIL ORDER - or debit my credit card.

~rE3CS ACCESS* VIS*
1—

r

amen
My ".ir!mi -i.:ii .&

Name ,.„,

Address

FOR OFF ICE USE ONLY

8000+/KP11

Posrco*- Day Phone Number
All otters uibiecl to iifailabilly- tit prices correct el lime of going 10 press

POST TO
OFFICIAL AMSTRAD PROFESSIONAL USER CLUB
ENTERPRISE HOUSE, PO BOX 10, ROPER STREET

PALLION INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SUNDERLAND SR4 6SN USER CLUB
or Ring (091) 510 8787 NOW! /[pays to belong!

smm
THE OFFICIAL AMSTRAD PROFESSIONAL USER CLUB



NEWS PLUS-

Games
Two of the best and most popular

adventure games for the PCW are

Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy

and Leather Goddesses of

Phobos. 'Goddesses' was written

by Steve Meretzky, who co-wrote

the computer game version of

'Hitch Hiker's' with Douglas

Adams,

Since Infocom stopped

distributing games for the PCW
these two games have been more
and more difficult to find from mail

order places. However, one

enterprising Scottish retailer has

managed to get hold of several

hundred copies of each and claims

to be the only real source of the

games tor the PCW. They are

available from ComSoft of

Coldstream, Scotland (0890 2854)

for the standard retail price of

£24.95 each.

Is that a fax
Professional Computer

Consultancy have just announced

the launch of their new software for

the PCW called FAX,

FAX expands on the functions

of the typical personal organizer,

millions of which are now flooding

the market, by producing printouts

to fit organizers of any size. You

can print out from the program on

ordinary A4 paper, or continuous

stationary. All you need to do then

is cut the sheets to the required

size and punch holes in them to fit

the binder you're using, whatever

its make or size.

As you'd expect from any

organizer package, entering

names, addresses, telephone

numbers and other details,

together with a few notes, is

perfectly feasible; but as well as

printing weekly and/or monthly

calendars, you can also make
appointments in the diary section

for individual dates and times, and

repeat appointments for a given

day of the week, or a given date in

several months.

All entries have a

comprehensive search facility with

each word of each entry being

indexed. Editing facilities are said

to be extensive.

The PCW version of FAX,

complete with manual and

including VAT and postage is

available at the introductory price

Of £24.95.

Contact Leslie Fahidy on 0293

776683 for further information.

It's quicker by Grail

Following Mandarin Software's

launch of the Arthurian blockbuster,

Lancelot, last month, a nationwide

treasure hunt, starting on the 17th

October, is being staged to

promote it. The quest involves

discovering the secret hiding place

of a £5000 replica of the legendary

Holy Grail. Hand-crafted from

sterling silver, the seven-inch copy

of the famous goblet has been

hidden in a secret location

somewhere in the UK. Gilded

inside with 22 carat gold and

studded with amethysts, garnets

and opals, the Grail will be

mounted on an oak block bearing a

silver plaque on which the name of

the winner will be engraved.

Contestants have to battle

through a two-stage contest based

on clues lurking in the depths of the

three-way adventure package. Four

preliminary clues issued on a Holy

Grail hotline at the beginning of

October reveal possible locations

of the goblet. The first 36

contestants to correctly guess

these will receive a further set of

clues leading to the real location.

Organizers of the treasure hunt,

Mandarin Software and Level 9.

say that anyone who carefully

studies the game should be able to

crack (at least) the first set of clues

without any difficulty at all.

For further details, contact Mike

Cowley on 0625 878888.

Have Amstrad blown it?

September saw the Personal

Computer Show at Earls Court.

Not much of interest for PCW
owners - the only new product

on show was Locomotive

Software's LocoFile, described in

this issue. Otherwise, all the

software and products around

had a very familiar feel to them,

Amstrad announced the PC
2000 series, aimed at the

corporate market, ideal if you

have four grand to spare and

want a machine which looks like

a PS/2. If on the other hand you

don't know what a PS/2 is, you

may not be interested.

Most reaction was caused

however by their Sinclair PC
200, Prices range from £299 to

£499 and the technical spec

includes phrases like Intel

8086', '16-bit chip' and '8 MHz'.

There's a choice of mono or 1

6

colour CGA monitors, or you

can plug it straight into your TV
set. There are parallel and serial

ports, plus a 3<
2
" 720k disc

drive.

So what's it for? Bearing the

Sinclair name Amstrad bought

off Sir Clive two years ago, the

new model is a cut-down PC ('a

toy PC, as some pundits have

scathingly described it) touted

Backpackers take note

Isenstein's battery back pack is

now available. This is a device

which fits onto the expansion port

as a games-cum-business
machine. Games are an

increasingly important feature of

the PC market and the 200 is

meant to appeal to the games
player who wants the benefits of

compatibility with the industry

standard' software as they

progress onto more business-

oriented applications. However,

many are pessimistic about its

chances of success, saying it's

too expensive for what it does

when you can get. for example,

an Atari 520ST plus colour

monitor for a few pounds more,

Amstrad have confounded

plenty of critics before now,

though, and the Christmas

market will leave someone with

egg on their trousers.

/f
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at the back of the PCW and quietly

saves all you data as you go along

- the idea being that if you

experience a power cut or just

forget to save all the data before

you turn the machine off, the

battery-powered pack will save the

data in memory for you to start up

again where you left off when the

power comes back on. Invaluable if

n ti \f

i

C&*~>3t'

you live in an area where power

cuts are frequent It has an

expansion port itself on the back

for you to put your RS232 interface

on.

The backpack costs £39.95

plus VAT and is available from

Isenstein on 0244 31 2986.

teas 8000 PLUS 7
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Turning vertical

IT Marketing are currently different, so it is important that and a tirm of Chartered

launching industry-specific manuals and screen displays talk Accountants.

versions of their highly successful in terms that mean something to Cash Trader Plus and Credit

Cash Trader Plus and Credit individual business men. Doctors Trader are available at £199.95

Trader programs. The three expect to use programs that refer and £299.95 respectively. Further

vertical markets in question are to Patients, not Customers, and versions are also said to be

Opticians (who became liable for which are set up to deal with under preparation for Architects,

VAT in September), Vets and Family Practitioner Claims and Hotels, Pubs and Churches.

Doctors. Reimbursements." For further information,

Richard White, Managing These new packages have contact Richard White

Director of IT Marketing, says been perfected after months of on 08045 6566.

"Every type of business is collaboration with existing users

Prices down
In response to Locomotive's

marketing of their own add-on

printer styles tor LocoScript, Digita

have brought down the price of

their similar package 'SuperType 2'

for use with LocoScript 2. Its price

has almost halved to £14.95, and

Digita point out that it also works

with CP/M programs (like Protext).

They have also slashed the

price of their Business Controller

program from £99.95 to £69.95,

and are talking about new software

for the PCW. They aren"t giving too

much away yet, but one of the

programs is a Payroll program said

to be one of the most sophisticated

on the market. Another is

described only as 'revolutionary'

(a revolving door simulator? A
planetarium emulator?)

SuperType and Business

Controller are available from Digita

on 0395 45059,

Is their 'C key
broken?

Kador's Kompukalk is a more
sophisticated than usual ruler

which enables you to work out line

and character pitches and

appropriate scales for inches,

millimetres and picas (or possibly

pikas).

Not only can it be used to plan

the layout on a blank piece of

paper, but it can also be of help on

printed material so that text can be

copied back into the computer -

pitches and all. For more

information about either product,

call Dorian Young at Kador on
0443 740281.

Pools Forecast
If you won a million pounds, would

it change your life? Yes, we hope

so too. Pools Predictor is the name
of a new football pools prediction

program for the PCW range from

Corwen Computer Systems in

Clwyd. It's been designed, say the

authors, with ease of use in mind.

There's no setting up to do

whatsoever, as the program is

supplied as up to date as it can be

at the time of posting.

Central to the prediction

process are two entirely separate

but linkable systems. On the one

hand there's the Form prediction

formula which explores the current

form of the teams involved; on the

other is a statistical process

designed to uncover the draws. At

£1 5.99, Corwen say that the

program could very quickly pay for

itself.

Phone 0490 2902 for further

details.

Just for the record

For all would-be disc jockeys and

proud owners of vast record

collections, Cavalier Software have

just announced the release of Re-

chord, a database for cataloguing

album collections. It's the sort of

program that will help anyone who
enjoys having an impressive

number of tracks always available

at their fingertips but who can

never find the one they're looking

for.

The principle of the database is

easy; you catalogue by user

reference number the details of

each album, single, video or

cassette tape which you have in

your library. You can then trace any

track on any recording in the

AMS, the manufacturers of the

successful AMX Mouse, are

offering a prize to the 1 00,000th

purchaser of their product. A
forecast made on the basis of past

sales has shown that the company
will be shipping out the 100,000th

mouse in something like a month's

time. AMS will be monitoring its

progress so that they know exactly

which retailer has it. Its precise

location will remain a mystery to

library, using any one of the fields

created: artist, main title, recording

code number, date or track name.

The whole system is menu-

driven, said to be very easy to use

and also provides you with insert

cards for cassettes as well as other

lists and index cards which you can

consult at times when it's

inconvenient to get your PCW up

and running - when you're on the

road, for instance.

The PCW version of the

package costs £29.95 (inclusive of

everything) and can be obtained

from Cavalier Software, PO Box

32,LondonSE15 2HS.

Phone 01 639 668 for further

details.

Happy Christmouse

everyone except the retailers

themselves so that when the time

comes, 'a fanfare will sound'

(obviously not played on the PCW

Microlink expands
Hugely encouraged by the heavy

increase in subscriptions due to

the postal strike, MicroLink is

making considerable

improvements in the services it

runs both for businesses and the

general public.

The leading electronic mail

system has just announced that,

from October 4th, its subscribers

will be able to enter into direct

communication with fax users all

over the world; there are 200,000

of them in the UK alone.

Three more useful

modifications are currently in the

pipeline: firstly, a high-speed

number cruncher, which will

convert units of measure, weight,

capacity and temperature from

Imperial into Metric (and vice

versa) - all this correct to 1

6

decimal places, just in case you

order your rounds correct to

billionths of a pint; secondly, a

currency exchange calculator

which gives an instant conversion

of a given sum of money into any

of the world's major currencies (the

16 places will presumably come in

handy for lira): and finally, a postal

rates calculator, which tells you the

cost of sending a letter 1 st or 2nd

class inland or anywhere else in

the world by surface or air mail. All

you do is enter the weight and

class of the letter and the correct

rate is instantly displayed. The only

thing it doesn't calculate for you is

your telephone bill for doing all

For further details of Microlink's

facilities, phone Tony Leah on

0625 878888.

- not many fanfares can be played

solely on B flat) and the prize will

be presented. The prize itself will

be a Fortnum and Mason
Christmas hamper.

The AMX Mouse is compatible

with the Amstrad PCW (among

others) and comes bundled with

Stop Press, popularly

acknowledged to be one of the

best desktop publishing packages

on the home computing market.



The day Roger Jackson sent

his first mailshot.

] was impressed by the fact that Star have now

produced a great looking little budget printer with a

24 pin head.

I was impressed by its excellent quality - the

8 resident fonts available and its high density letter quality

helped me produce a really professional mailshot.

I was impressed by the extremely swift draft elite speed

of 170cps and LQ elite at 57cps and the standard 7k buffer.

I was impressed by the special push-tractor feature

that allows the LC24-10 the lowest possible tear off and its

ability to 'park' continuous paper and load single sheets

automatically -so there's no need to remove the continuous.

I was impressed by the touch-button front control

panel that makes using the printer an absolute dream

.

But most of all, I was particulary impressed with myself.

Because my Star LC24-10 was so inexpensive

and no other printer comes close for sheer quality and

value-for-money. Star Micronics U.K. Ltd.

Craven House, 40 Uxbridge Road,

Ealing, London W52BS.

Telephone: 01-8401800.

„ A division of

COMPUTER PRINTERS StarMicronics Co., Ltd., Japan.

Please tell me how the Star LC24-10 can handle my printing needs.

Name_

Company_

Address

Postcode _ .Telephone.

Or just call Belinda on 01-840 1829. L24A8+11
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At last a database
program that likes

LocoScript! Rob Ainsley

has a sneak preview of

Loco File...

THELO
DATABi

V

\ N.

<c#

*;V>

%̂*

4

Wait for it...

This is a preview rather

than a renew - we had a

pre-production copy on

which a couple ol

improvements might be made

deto'e it goes out to the public.

The manual wasn't available

either but it Ml no doubt be up

to the usual Locomotive manual

standard (ahem. well, the tetter

ones anyway |. LocoFile proper

will be ready to roll oil the disc

copying production lines m mid-

November shortly after you read

this

10 8000 PLUS itoaa

Why don't more commercial programs work from

within LocoScript? Why does everything you buy

have to be run from CP/M. rendering any transfer

of information from your database, spreadsheet or graphics

package awkward in the extreme?

LocoScript is very different from other programs, and

specially designed for those unfamiliar with computing.

Hence it has developed into an idiosyncratic system which

hopeful writers wanting to create an add-on spreadsheet

system or database would find very difficult to work with.

So, virtually all software for the PCW uses CP/M, whose
whole purpose in life anyway is to provide a platform for third

party programs to work from. Unfortunately LocoScript is

such a nice cosy environment it discourages people from

venturing into CP/Mland to run a database. Seeing the

potential for a LocoScript database add-on, Locomotive

Software, writers of all the 'Loco' products, have come up

with LocoFile.

LOCOFILE
£24.95 • Locomotive Software (0306 740606)

• All PCWs
LocoFile is a database system that runs completely from

within LocoScript: you never need to leave off editing a letter

to look up an address, or run up CP/M to find a telephone

number. When using it cards pop up on screen, 'in front' of

the document being edited or the disc manager, and after

use they disappear to leave the original screen as you left it.

It comes as a disc which converts your LocoScript 2 to

the latest version, 2.20, which then incorporates LocoFile. It

you have ever run LocoSpell or LocoMail (both of which

work fine together with LocoFile) you'll know what to expect.

Everything is the familiar LocoScript style of menus and

prompts, and you have the regular menu-cum-command
sequences, with any letter as usual selecting the appropriate

option from the menu (eg. A' for Abandon edit') as well as

the cursor keys.

Any datafile ending in .DAT in group of a disc in any

drive gets copied automatically to group of the memory, so

you datafile - names and addresses perhaps - is always

available for use even when editing a document on another

data disc.

Suppose you're in the middle of editing a document and

want to look up an address, typically at the start of a letter.

You press [fl] 'Actions' and find that in addition to the usual

Document Setup, Insert Text and so on, there's a new option

'Run LocoFile'. You are taken to the disc manager screen

and asked which database you want to use (subsequent

runs of LocoFile will assume the same database as used

before, with the option to select a different one.)

You move the cursor over the file you want and [ENTER].

Up pops a 'card' on screen from your database file, the last

one you were looking at, with the cursor in the same position

as it was. You can move the cursor around it with the usual

cursor keys, and [ENTER] takes you to the next field,

[RELAY] to the previous one. Each card is treated as a page
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The database is the first program you buy after your word

processing tools. It replaces a tiling cabinet: it keeps on disc all

those names and addresses of your club members, customer

records, catalogues of your Andrew Lloyd Webber LPs, publishers

who've rejected your novel etc. All easily edited, re-ordered, sorted

into groups, printed out and so on.

The only problem for LocoScript users is that you have to leave

LocoScript. start up CP/M, run your database program, write down

the details you want, restart LocoScript... a bit of a fag if you're only

looking one address up. Now, at last, there's a database that works

completely from within LocoScript.

in a document; [PAGE] moves you to the next record,

[ALT][PAGE] to the previous one, [OOC] to the iast record

and so on. All this is according to the order of the currently

selected index: eg. if you're indexing on surname and then

initials, [PAGE] might take you from G. Marx to K. Mane, and

[DOC] thence to W. Zzyniewski.

Beefy extract
Probably you want to use the name and address in the letter

you were writing. You do this either by [CUT] and [PASTE]

as normal, or through [f7] Extract'. This lets you set up a

regular pattern of things to extract: for example you can set

up your database so that [f7] always takes out the title,

name, address and postcode, but not the telephone number

or salary 'Extract' copies the information specified into a

normal block, and a couple of keypresses later you're

straight back to the letter you were writing, pasting in the

name and address you've looked up. Any blank fields come

out as fRETURN]s. As there are ten

blocks available you can get ten pieces

of information from the database and

paste all ten in at the appropriate points

in the letter.

Indexing of your records (effectively

the order they are kept in, though in fact

programmers differentiate between

'sorting' and Indexing') can be done on

any item and any sub-item, the most

obvious example being surname- initials.

You can also do it on a numeric basis, so

that £9 will come before £10 (it doesn't if

you sort them character-by-characters

rather than as numbers!) Locomotive,

having a sound cross-cultural outlook,

allow you to index in English,

Scandinavian (in which a and a come

after z) or Cyrillic!

Often you need to find one specific

LocoKle

The pip-up database for LocoScript 2

LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE

record - that customer called Marx maybe. [f5], 'Goto', lets

you specify the indexed item to be found (ie. the surname if

you're currently indexing on surname) and immediately

displays that record, or a brief message and then the

nearest it can find if there's no exact match. [f6] 'Search' is

more general: say you can only remember that the customer

you're looking for lives in Wetwang. You give 'Wetwang' as

the search text and LocoFile goes through every item of

every record looking for places where 'Wetwang' occurs.

This tends to be slow by nature of its thoroughness: 'Goto'

on the other hand is fast, taking under a second (and no

time at all if the database file is on the memory or a hard

disc).

For indecisive people, maybe
A great feature of LocoFile is its flexibility. However carefully

you set up a database, you realise later on that you've

forgotten to leave a slot for 'country' on the address, or that

the space you left for the telephone number

isn't big enough for international numbers, or

that the card layout is just too small. Most

databases make you start up the whole thing

again, maybe letting you use the old data if

you're lucky; LocoFile, however, makes no

such arbitrary restrictions. At any time you

can add fields, change the shape of the

card, make fields bigger, remove fields,

reposition items, and so on. The only thing

you can't do is make cards too small to fit

anything on.

There's no limit on the size of a LocoFile

^J f database - you can make it as big as will fit

^^ mk on the disc, even a hard disc. Thus you

J ^k might get a few hundred name-address-
* ^^m. phone no. cards on a 1 73k disc and around

j^J| ^g a thousand on a 706k disc, though obviously

it depends on how big each card is. On a 20

megabyte hard disc you could store

9512 note
LocoFiie wiil work on either ttve

8256 8512 Or the 9512. but

separate versions will be

produced lor each model You II

have !o slate which machine you

own when buying, therefore and

it's probable that il you have two

machines you II nave !o buy two

copies Scmyl

One for all,

none for 1

LocoFile does network with

LocoScript l and never will II

you're an 6256 or 8512 owner

and smi haveni bought version

2 whaddya waiting lor? Much

faster scrolling, ability io work

with any pnnters in the world

jumping direct 10 any page in a

document, easier layouts, all

lor just £25'" It's available from

Locomotive On 0306 740606.

IiSVSTEH /SENSIBLE, DOC Editing text.
Layout I Pile LSI _CR+? LPG
fl=Actions|

ra'Mjr Talari
Edit identit
Insert text
Disc manager

Show phrases
Show blocks

for your last le
- I seen to spe
a hot keyboard
enties. Ben, as
ng wonert's cloth

Vol wanted that address of the pi

last year. Here it is:

Extracting address details for pasting into a document

Hi group O/HAILSHOT.LTS LocoFile, Printer idle.
Index: Sumane+Initialj Iten^ Ngne_

TRecord:4^^=
Sol j 5noi. r..» I

Iitle Initials Surnane
i28k used 278k free

Ms jj j 2UUCM ieslici-

mtumjjLS MEKf
at-ouc 1 72k LhBE Address 32a Scunthorpe Bd

—

FTIEBS 22k INUC
ANUSCRP 6k Mlill

jTcuTTrS to fjj Toun Grinsby
fl.SVSIEM 19 fl Colnlty I Hunberside

5 hnbo files ' PostcoS | sas sui

ifw ' IBF^lk Phone 0466 751002
D630 .PC* 2k
DHP .IBP 4k
DOCUMENT. 001 2k
INSTALL .BRU 6k
LABEL JOB 2k
LETTER ,TAX 2k
LOCOSPIL.ZZZ 160k
PCH9512 ,»SF 2k

INGUIRE .EC
LETTEB .1

LETTER .2

LSINF0 .

KAIL ,TXI
HA III .TXT
MASIEB .EG

Running LocoFile Irom within a document

EC 2k
1 2k
2 2k

4k
IXI 4k

Col: 21/60
'

.;.,; ; .—mm.

Title
Initials
Surnane
Address
Town
County
Postcode
Phone

EX
JACKDAH,
PITCHES!
PITCHES .ETC 2k
TEMPLATE. 2k

Extract specified
Select all
Select none

EMOS Ok
ABELS 0k
NU0ICE 0k
AILSHOI Ok

' 3 files
) files

no,M 8000 PLUS 11
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Er, what is a database?
Data" means no more or less than

Information' but is easier for computer

journalists to lype. A database* just means a

load of Information you maintain for reference

purposes' but only takes up eight letters.

The word 'database' is used with three

meanings: the information store itself in

general, the computer program which

manipulates the information, and Ihe

information as stored on disc. Thus Ihe

current TV adverts tor the Talking Pages

where John Cleese tries to buy an antique

diamond ring show an obliging operator

using the database (program) to search

through the British Telecom database (store

ot Information, based! on the information

contained in the Yellow Pages) which is

stored on their computers as a database

(series of files).

In effect a database replaces those card-

indexes in your local library which have one

card to a book. There are fixed slots for

author, title, publisher and so on. and the

card 9 are kept In order of author. In computer

jargon each card would be called a record',

each item on the card a 'field', and the whole

collection of cards a 'file'.

A significant use of name-and -address

databases is in mailshots. From your

database you make a file of names and

addresses, then tell LocoMail to write letters

to all the names like Dear (name). We'll be

round to (address) to see you if you don't pay

up the (amount owing) you owe us'.

something like twenty-

five thousand people's

details, or perhaps a

concordance of every

word in the Bible

together with extensive

details on when and

where each is used.

The 'squash' function

'squeezes' files, rewriting

them to make more

efficient use of disc

space. Possibly more

important is the fact that

it can also rescue

database files if you get

a problem with your disc, and the directory gets corrupted. It

doesn't guarantee that a database on a disc left next to an

X-ray machine will be recoverable, but should prove a useful

emergency tool.

Editing a database file, or looking up a record or two, can

be done from within a document. Setting up a new file is

ri:feti4i.;MMa(7'r7a

". 1

IK23£SL!1£32H
Kenane matt
Clear cheiws

fata fit* 5«t«p
[inert <iiis

[dit Identity

Print sll
Print All criiiij?;

Show phrases
Sheu Slocks

UyKHB|
The 'Actions' menu in LocoFile

I ;-uen i>-^ui'j m-i imi ii-L>ira*;i ra-uj

itle Initials

f H

Address 45 Knights Hay

Tom Edinhursh

Postcode £HC TYV

Phone 031 E79 3663

i'jritim» *Ii»tij|j

Altering the structure of Ihe database - eg. adding a tield Is easy

You can index on one item and

sub- index on another

LOCOFILE
PLUSES
A Works completely from within LocoScript

A Usual helpful menu-and-prompts

A Size of files limited only by disc space

A Can change structure after setting up

A Fast, efficient and well-written

A LocoMail loco File data Interchangeable

RANGE OF FEATURES
PERFORMANCE

MINUSES
No report generator- must use LocoMail

No calculation facility- must use LocoMail

T No facility to select only certain records -

must use LocoMail

EASE OF USE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT 5/5

lf5=Gotol *Bfirm

Mt Initial!

Address 22 Hi

tnm CUysl

Postcode LS5S
'

Phone OEM 956322

Finding one particular record is easy

done from the disc manager though. Cards can be made
any size up to 99 lines deep by 80 columns wide. You scroll

around large cards if they're too big to fit on the screen.

Cards can be set up to expect' a certain printing style, just

like LocoScript documents, so you can configure your

database tile to print out those names and addresses on

your Filofax' paper type in Script font.

File your mails
LocoFile and LocoMail data files are two-way compatible -

ie. you can use data files from either directly as data files in

the other. Suppose, for example, you have an existing

LocoMail data file consisting of names, addresses and

telephone numbers; set up a LocoFile database consisting

of the same items and LocoFile can read all the existing

entries from the mail file into its database file. Saves a lot of

re-typing! Alternatively, LocoMail can read LocoFile data files

- so if you want to do a mail shot to all the customers in the

database file you just write your letter as usual with bits in

like Dear (+Mail) name (-Mail) where name' is an item (or

field) in the database file, and the results will be as you

expect.

You can therefore use LocoMail to produce reports from

your database - ie. if you just want a name-and-telephone

number list from the name-address-and-telephone number

database file, you use LocoMail. LocoFile has no calculation

facilities built in, but you can again use LocoMail to do things

like total figures tor you or calculate VAT or prepare invoices.

951 2 owners have LocoMail already - otherwise

Locomotive (0306 740606) will sell it to you for £30.

Selectors out
LocoFile is a very simple database and doesn't have some
of the functions you would get in a CP/M database of the

same price - ability to select groups of records (just

customers who owe you money for example), or anything

more than crude printing facilities. You can only print out

images of each card; for 'reports' (ie, printouts of just some
items, such as name-phone no. only) you need to use

LocoMail. You also have to use LocoMail to do selective

printing, ie. only sending threatening letters to customers

who owe money.

However, a neat feature of LocoFile is that you can tell it

just to print out the items from the database which have

been edited or added since the last printout. Handy for

keeping long lists updated.

All in all LocoFile looks an excellent product - a simple

but very flexible database that works from within LocoScript

and is totally compatible with LocoMail. Of course.it won't

replace specialist databases like Masterfile, Delta, dBase.

AtLast and the rest, which have much more powerful data

manipulation and printing functions; to make the most of

LocoFile, you really need LocoMail.

However, on the simple name-address level that 90% of

database work is involved with, it's difficult to think of any

LocoScripters who wouldn't find LocoFile useful: unless

you're dedicated to CP/M, have no outside interests to

catalogue, and know nobody to write to, you'll find LocoFile

a vital part of your word processing armoury.



nm SPORTS STRATEGY

HIGH QUALITY LEISURE SOFTWARE
THAT YOU AND YOUR PCW DESERVE

For too long now, the range of software available for the Amstrad PCW has reflected its image as a

small business machine, and the range of High Quality LEISURE software has been extremely limited.

That's why CODA SOFTWARE now announce SPORTS STRATEGY, an expanding range of software

which tests your abilities to the limit, not just at one sitting, but again and again, providing an on-going

challenge which we think is fairly unique in the world of software today.

WORLD OF SOCCER International management is the ultimate challenge in soccer. Building a

squad of players who can overcome the ball playing skills of Brazil, the

fluid play of Holland, the organisation of West Germany and the counter-attacking of Italy, demands an insight into the game

rare amongst managers let alone fans.

Do you exploit a team's weaknesses or play to your own strengths? Do you attack down the flank with wingers, or pierce the

centre with powerful midfield running? Do you play a flat back four, or use a sweeper? In "WORLD OF SOCCER", players

are not merely defined as attackers, defenders or midfield players, but as goal poachers, play makers, ball winners, wingers,

left, right and centre backs, sweepers (19 types of player in all).

You can choose to manage any one of 33 European squads. The four U.K. countries come"
with 1 6 man squads already defined,and can be increased to 36 with players of your own
choice. A customisation program allows you to create squads of your own tor any of the 33

countries in the game.
Guide your squad through a tour year period encompassing the qualifying stages and Finals

of both the European Championships and the World Cup itself. Use friendly matches to

develop your strategy and learn to match the in-form players at your disposal. Success is

there for the taking, but it will need to be earned.

HEAD COACH v3 American Football • Where the war on the field is often decided by the decisions

of a lonely figure pacing the sidelines. He's the Head Coach, and while the

mayhem on the field looks unplanned, he knows that his carefully crafted gameplan is beginnig to work, and the decision to

use the extra defensive lineman on first down is placing devastating pressure on the opposition's star quarterback. It's your

first year as a Head Coach in the NFL, and in the short time before the season gets under way. you're going to have to get to

know your 45 players well enough to avoid embarrassment in your first regular season match. The likes of the Chicago

Bears, the Washington Redskins, the 49ers and the L.A. Raiders lie between you and Superbowl glory.

Your task will be helped in several ways. Firstly, a wealth of statistics are available to you,-

logging the match performance of each player. Rigorous training sessions and time trials can

help you to sift out the players who just don't have what it takes anymore, and the college

draft will give you the chance to find that star player you so desperately need.

If your already a fan of the Gridiron, then "HEAD COACH v3 will test how much you really

know, and if you're just a beginner, then its the ideal way to learn. A 48-play playbook will

teach you even/thing you need to know. In fact there's only one thing that can prevent you

from winning the Superbowl, and that's YOU!

CODA
SOFTWARE
Dept. 8000

4 St Simons Ave
LONDON
SW15 6DU
Tel: 01-789 9551 E3

Please supply:

WORLD OF SOCCER J £15.95

HEAD COACH v3 Q £15.95

Both titles run on all PCW's

Name:

Address:

Access No. (If appl.)



DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FOR THE PCW 8256, 8512 & 9512

HARDWARE

5.25" DISC DRIVES
We now stock 5.25" fully compatible

disc drives for the PCW range. They
are directly addressed by CPM and

require no extra software.

PCW 8256 & 95 1

2

5.25" drive £129.45

PCW 85 1

2

SuiidmhWIme LI 49.95

WORD PROCESSING

Tasword 8000 17.95

Tasprint 8000 10.95

Taspell SOW) 1 1.95

Tas Sign 23.95

Locoscript 2 (new version) 21.95

Locoscript 2 + Locospell 31.95

Protext Filer (needs Pretext) 21.95

Protext Office (needs Protext) ...29.95

MJC SPECIAL:
PROTEXT CPM FULL VERSION
including Spellcheeker & Mai I merge

RRP £59.95 OURS £39.95

DATABASES

Masterfile 8000 34.95

At Last Plus 32.95

Comix Card Index 29.95

Minerva First Base . 25.95

TUTORIAL

Gentian Master 15,95

French Mistress 15.95

Italian Tutor 15.95

Spanish Tutor 15.95

Iansyst Two Finger Typing 19.95

Iansyst Crash Course Typing 19.95

SPREADSHEET/PLANNING

Supercalc 2 39.95

Minerva first Calc 25.95

Money Manager Plus 34.95

Stockmarket (Share analysis) 34.95

Cornix Simple Accounts 41.95

Plan-li (personal planner) 15.95

DESKTOP / GRAPHICS

Desktop Publisher ....19.95

Desktop Publisher + AMX
Mouse 59.95

Newsdesk International 34.95

Stop Press Software 34.95

Stop Press + AMX Mouse 69.95

MASTERSCAN: will digitise MOST
pictures using an optical scanner attached

to the PCW printer head. Images can

then be re-printed or saved to disc and

incorporated in the Masierpaint or

Desktop Publisher.

RRP £69.95 OURS £54.95

MASTERPAINT: graphics package

which can be used to enhance or alter

images produced by Masterscan or as

stand alone drawings package.

RRP £19.95 OURS £15.95

MASTER PACK: including both

Masterscan and Masterpaint.

RRP £79.95 OURS £61.95

Dr Draw 39.95

Dr Graphic 39.95

Supertype II 21.95

LANGUAGES

Hisoft Forth 18.95

Nevada Cobol ..39.95

Nevada Fortran ...,39.95

Hisoft Pascal 80 39.95

Hisoft Devpac 80 V2 39.95

Hisoft C Compiler 39.95

DR CBASIC 35.95

DR Pascal MT+ 35.95

Maxam II 39,95

Arnor C 39.95

Hisoft Lisp 19.95

GAMES

The Pawn 19.95

Starglider 19.95

Guild of Thieves 19.95

Jinxter 19.95

Trivial Pursuit 16.95

Scrabble 16.95

Tomahawk (not 9512) 16.95

Clock Chess 88 12.95

Maichday II 12.95

Batman (not 9512) 12.95

Strike Force Harrior 16.95

Knight Ore 16.95

Program Your PCW 7,95

Amsoft PCW Basic 2 9.95

AmstradCPM+ , 12.95

Business & Mini Office 11.95

HOOKS

PRINTER RIBBONS

PCW 8256/8512 Fabric 14m ....3.95

x2 7.00

PCW 8000 Col: red. blue 3,95

PCW 95 1 2 Genuine Carbon 3.95

PCW 9512 Fabric Mullistrike 2.95

MISCELLANEOUS

PCW 8000 Dust Cover Set 3pc ..9.95

PCW 95 1 2 Dust Cover Set 3pc 1 0,95

8 Series Printer Ext. Lead 1m ... 1 1.95

9 Series Printer Ext Lead Im .... 12.95

AMS 20L Disc Box 9.95

1000 Fanfold Labels 5.95
3" Disc Head Cleaner 6.95

9512 Daisywheels: All at £5.95

Rector (10*) Courier (10)

Script (12) Orator (10)

Prestige Elite (12) Thesis

MINI OFFICE PCW
Including Wordprocessor.

Spreadsheet, Graphics,

Database and Comms
RRP £2 9. 95 SPECIAL £19. 95.

GENUINE AMSOFT
CF2 DISCS

BOA" OF 10 JUST - £22.95

All prices INCLUDE VA T postage and packaging
Overseas orders welcome - please write for prices

MJC SUPPLIES pis

VISA

40a QUEEN STREET, HITCHIN, HERTS, SG4 9TS.
Tel: (0462) 32897 / 420847 for Enquiries / Credit orders

CALLERS WELCOME Mon to Fri 9.3(1 - 5.00 Sat 10.00 - 4.00 EJ
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It's always useful to maintain a ledger at

home to keep track of your bank account.

Every payment made, either by cheque or

more recently by Connect card, is

scrupulously entered in the accounts book
(in theory at least). Trouble is, entering all of

your direct debits and standing orders every

month can be a real chore if there are a lot of

them.

Of course you can buy accounts

packages incorporating the sort of simple,

foolproof routines that can automate all this.

But often the cost is much greater than the

need. One alternative is to write a program in

BASIC - but for the silent majority of

LocoScripters, a Loco-based system is much
more practical. All 9512 owners, and 8000

owners who've bought LocoMail, can use the

mail merger to run their own accounts

handling routines.

For the maximum power in your home-grown accounts

program, you need to utilise both Fill' and 'Merge'

modes in LocoMail. Using the Fill option, you update

the accounts sheet every month, say, with entries that are

either a one-off or likely to change from month to month -

like winning the pools, inheriting a vast amount of money

from Great Aunt Maud, paying a speeding fine and so on.

Regular monthly transactions, on the other hand - like

salary, standing orders, direct debits - can be grouped

together in a datafile and automatically merged into the

standard document later on.

The routine is very thorough and will show the date of a

particular transaction, the method of payment involved, the

amount of credit or debit, and a running balance. LocoMail

calculates all the arithmetic automatically - so long as you

feed it the proper instructions and codes; similarly, as long

as your entries are correct, the final balance will be too.

Basically, you need to prepare four files: a Template which is

the foundation of the master document, a Fill document, a

Merge document, and a Data File. You can see in the first

screen shot what a combination of Fill and Merge looks like,

with an existing balance of £250.00. The first five entries

were made in Fill mode, the other regular deductions were

drawn from the Data File in Merge mode.

First things first

First of all, you need to create a new file as the format of the

main records. Call it TEMPLATE.STD. As long as all the files

are created in the same group the layout you set up will be

duplicated in all of them. Via Document Set-up, devise your

header layout, fixing the tabs you're going to need. [EXIT],

Return to Edit, Change Layout and set up the

same tabs for the main part of the document.

CREDIT
WHERE
CREDITS
DUE
Malcolm Ruthven shows how LocoMail

can run your home accounts

Creating fill document: FILE ACCOUNTS.R
(tMail )balance=?l; Enter balance to date: [RETURN]

accfill=" l+Mail)

[RETURN]

? date (-Mail! [TAB) (tMail) [RETURN]

? transaction (-Hail) [TAB] (tMail) [RETURN]

? method (-Mail) [TAB] (tMail) [RETURN]

credit=?t:credit=[credit|2] [RETURN)

#credit="0":< (-Mail) 00. 00 l+Mail) X:credit:>(-Mail) [TAB] (+Mail)

debitor :debit= [debit 1 2] [RETURN]

ldebit="0":<|-Mail)OO.0OI+Mail|x:debit:>|-«aU) [TAB) (+Mail)

balances [balance* [credit-debit) |2) [RETURN)

balance [RETURN]

reply=?; For another entry press ENTER, or type N to finish

lreply="N*" : < : f inisli=0 :X : finish=l :

>

[RETURN)

(-Mail)" [RETURN]

iaccfilllfinish (-Mail) [RETURN]

(tMail) memo; Press ENTER then choose SAVE RESULT Option [RETURN]

; and save file on group in Drive M. (-Hail)

[RETURNl

SEIDRK

[KKTUKH]

(+Mail)balance= ?#; Enter balance to date - [RETURN]

[RETURN)

loop=" (tMail) [RETURN]

!date=?:date (-Mail) [TAB] (tMail) [RETURNl

transaction (-Mail) [TAB] (tMail) [RETURN]

method (-Mail) [TAB] (tMail) [RETURN]

credit (-Mail) [TAB) (tMail) [RETURN]

debit (-Mail) [TAB] (+Mail) [RETURN]

balance- [balance* [credit-debit] 1 2] balance [RETURN)

S+Hiail) n [RETURN)

tloop8transaction(-Mail)

:— .. . I-
.

... . „|il'"iAftjia" on flo nsOo3l.01.8B salary
83.01.88 credit card
06,01.88 club subscription
OB.01.tt Christnas presents
07, 01. it uine nerchants account
10.01.8i Building Society (mortgage)
10.01.8t Insurance
10,01.88 Electricity
10.01.88 Gas
10.01.88 Rates
10.01.89 Telephone
10.01,88 Hater rate

In completeted form: a combination of fill and merge

giro 900.00 00.00
chet| 00.00 30.00

so 00.00 15.00
28.00 00.W

cheq 00.00 37. 3C

)D 00.00 aso.oc

1 00.00 25, 0C

)D 00,00 14. 0C

11) 00,00 89. 5C

6 00 ,00 31. 0C
":< 00 ,00 13, 0<

W 00. 00 8.3E

Novee 8000 PLUS 15



LOCOMAIL

[EXIT] and Finish Edit.

Then create the file, ACCOUNTS.F, for filling and

ACCOUNTS.M, for merging:

Data import
Finally, you need to create a data file. ACCOUNTS,OTA, for

your regular, rarely-altered debits, and receipts (if you're

lucky enough to have any) for merging with ACCOUNTS.M,
Change the layout of the document so that there is only one
simple tab in the middle of the page and just two decimal

tabs further to the right. Type in the following record pattern.

7/MKturc.

Building Society (nortsage);*
Insurance; -i

Electricity;-i
Gas;-,

Hates; -j

IHei>none;-t
Hater rate;-*

Accounts DTA: Datafile ready for merging

ti%;t flebit(UniT)

00,00; 2S0.00(uniI
)0,00; if.wiJSiJ
)0,00; 14 .00 iSij
)0,00; iS.SOi'Unil

»,«[ 31.00iUnil
>0,QO; 13.00 Unil
)0.00; i.isiMi

•41-oup WOTOHTn
Layout 1 Pit? LSI

TdTun^iext
CM LPS

PrTnte^TTeTUsTii^^^^^^
Page 1 line USE

factions EXIT

Fill document: Accounts F

r^!I^?TOI!ITs^^TaTTTnTTex7^^^^^
JSOUt 1 FU2 LSI CR«9 LPS Page "t line 1/SS.

Ifl-totions f2=La<jout P3=5tnle (4=Size fS=Page f7=Si>ell f8=Options EXI1I

inrmi ntiiiraTinimTWTT^M

PririteriaTeTTsTng^B;

/Too p(? trail sa c t i on

Heady for merging with datafile

You should be able to get it all on one line, of course, without

the bracketed instructions. Set out your data in separate

pages below, and don't forget the semi-colons and the

record terminator [ALT][RETURN] every time.

transaction; [TAB] method;

debit [ALT. RETURN]

[DECIMAL TAB) credit;

[DECIMAL TAB]

Would you credit it

To set up your first accounts sheet, it's probably best to

begin with the Fill unit - then there's a good chance of

topping up the balance with a credit or two! Set the cursor

on ACCOUNTS.F, press F, [ENTER], and fill the table with

details as prompted. When you've finished, make a note of

the final balance. From the completion menu, select Save

result, and save it to a nearby group in Drive M - that means
you don't have to worry about erasing it later, and you can

even accept the offered file name DOCUMENT.000 if you
like.

Next, merge the ACCOUNTS.M file with the

ACCOUNTS.DTA file. Set the cursor on ACCOUNTS-M and

press M. When prompted for the file for merging, move the

cursor to file ACCOUNTS,DTA and press [ENTER]. The first

thing you'll be asked for is the current balance (which you're

carrying forward from your fill - £1089.97), and then for the

date. Once you've typed that in, all the other information is

entered automatically. Save result of that file to a group in

Drive M, too. Unless you rename it, it will be called

DOCUMENT.001

.

Finally, creating what is to be your main document
involves merging {in the non-LocoMail sense of the word)

the Fill document and the Merge document together. It's

quite a good idea to keep a separate file for every month, so

you could name it, for example 8808.ACC. Having opened it,

go to Insert Text (from fl. Actions), and insert first

ACCOUNTS.F (saved in Drive M probably as

DOCUMENT.OGu). and then, in exactly the same way,

ACCOUNTS.M (DOCUMENT.001). Your simple accounts file

is now up-to-date and you can [EXIT] and Finish Edit or

Save and Print as you like.

The information can be kept either on disc or as a print-

out for storing in a loose-leaf binder. And any time you need

to update it just work with the Fill document, as before.

• LocoMail is available from Locomotive Software

(0306 740606) for £29.95. Different versions are

available for LocoScript 1 and LocoScript 2. 9512
purchasers, on the other hand, get LocoMait and
LocoSpell free with their LocoScript 2 disc.

In Merge mode, you'll get an error message if you

attempt to use a variable name (like, in this case, Gas,

Rates, Telephone etc) without assigning any

information to it. This doesn't mean that no

information is unacceptable (it is possible for

example to have a field in a datafile that registers

nothing), but that variable names that are not defined

will be rejected.

In Fill, of course, it's perfectly acceptable to use

an undefined name: if it's used in an expression, or

elsewhere, you'll be prompted to supply the relevant

information from the keyboard (like Date ?,

Transaction ?, etc). This information is then stored

with the name. New information will be assigned to

that name at the start of the next pass.

If you get an 'invalid record pattern' message,

Brief reminders
followed by a prompt to cancel the operation when
trying lo merge a master document with a datafile, it

means that the datafile you've selected doesn't have

an acceptable record pattern or that the record

pattern in question has got two terminators ('End

Page Here' symbols). Edit the datafile and try the

merge again.

Information being inserted into the wrong blanks,

meanwhile, would seem to indicate that the datafile

has not been set up properly. In particular, it might be

worth checking the use of field separators in the

record pattern against their use in the data records

themselves; errors are pretty certain to occur if the

character that you've chosen as a field separator

appears in the midst of information it ought only to be

used to mark the end of. Use carefully, for example,

the hash sign it It's being used to incorporate what's

ultimately more than one line as a single field in the

record pattern (as we've seen with addresses, for

example).

If, after all the Loco Mai I instructions have been

processed, the usual Exit menu is not displayed on

the screen, and instead you're left with the cursor on

the document long after the last instruction was

followed, then the chances are you've pressed the

ENTER key more times than was strictly necessary.

Because some of the information may well have been

inserted into the wrong slots because of this, what

the program has done is very thoughtfully send you

back to the editing screen so that you can correct any

mistakes and then carry on as normal.

16 8000 PLUS no. ss
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I LOCOSCIipt 2 foryourPCW8256/8512

p The FASTER, BETTER word processor

move around documents faster

• jump straight to the page you want
• use a huge range of foreign characters

- including Greek and Russian scripts

• print mathematical and scientific symbols
• select standard or new sans-serif typestyles

• choose from a wide range of extra printers

• print multiple copies
• copy discs direct from LocoScript menus
• use your existing LocoScript documents

with LocoSpell
The spelling checker and corrector

• Check spelling against a Longmans UK dictionary
• Choose the dictionary which suits your PCW

- the largest contains over 77,000 words
• Correct most simple typing mistakes automatically
• Add a word counter to LocoScript 2

LocoScript 2
The new Word Processor for your

Amstrad PCW 8256/8512

with LocoSpell
Re integrated Spelling Checker & Corrector

A

£
LOCOMOTIVE
SOFTWARE

Specialist printer support
with these additional products

LocoFont
for ten distinctive typestyles on the

PCW8256/8512 matrix printer

Printer Drivers Disc
for specialist control of many specific printers

Character Sets Disc
to personalise how you use your extra printer

9512 Printwheels Disc
for accents and special characters on the full range
of printwheels for the PCW9512

To: Katy Buchan, Locomotive Software Please send me the following products
Allen Court, Dorking, SurreyRH4 1YL 8256/8512 LocoScript 2 with LocoSpell

(0306) 740606 - 24 hours sales line

From:

Address:

825678512 LocoFont
825678512 LocoScript 2

P 825678512 LocoSpell for LocoScript 2
825678512 Printer Drivers Disc
8256/8512 Printer Character Sets Disc

] 9512 Printer Drivers and Character Sets Disc

] 9512 Printwheels Disc for foreign printwheels

£34.90
£19.95
£24.95
£19.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Postcode:

Signature:

TOTAL £

D I enclose e cheque payable to Locomotive Software

Charge my Access Card
J I L J J—

U

J I L
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GOVERNMENT,
EDUCATIONAL &

OVERSEAS ORDERS
WELCOME

All prices subiecT to change wiltiout nonce.

AMSTRAD PCW RANGE
The worlds most popular word processors.

PCW 8000 Series

PCW 8256 - Single dtive/256K toemory/VDU

Keyonard/Dol Warm printer

Sotiwore 1325 00

PCW 851? - Some os above bill double oW
5I2K memory . £424 00

THE LATEST PCW 951 2

Single diive - 512K memory/YOU/Keyooaid/

Daisywheel Printei/Softwure

NEW SECOND DISK DRIVE

8256 & 9512
FD4 (1MB Diive)

. £439 00

For the

£115.00

DJ&TAta
By Kempston

Doiiy - Phonebook - Notepad - (olendei

* £28.00 *

PCW SOFTWARE - DATABASES
Comsoft Cumbose II

Soge Retrieve. ..

Soge Magu Filet

Doiosrore (Digilo) [Version II)

Digila Supertype (Version

"'

Dolnbose mmm (M tosl

Mostetfile 8000

dBase II

DATABASE MANAGER PIUS

£25.00 —

WORD PROCESSING
losmon luswwd 8000

losmon losprinl 8000

losmon lospell 8000

losmon los Sign

Amor Ptoiea.

Amor Pockei Protex

Newword II

£16.00

£1000

£12 00

C?0 00

£35 00

£2700

£43 00

..

'•: "

:»

m

THE CLEAR HEAD 3" Disk Drive Head Cleaner

RSC Special Price £6 50

SPREADSHEETS PCW
Am soft Supercok II

Crutker II

GRAPHICS PCW
Dr Draw..

Dr Graph

Electric Studio Video Digilisei

£30 00

.£29 00

£30 00

£30.00

£80 00

Amslrad RS23? Cenlianics/lnlertoi.; £45.00

8256 Memory upgrade 8512 .PDA

RSC PCW Printer extern 8?S«B512 . .£11.00

(Pock Includes Pcwei Extension)

RSC PCW PSmlei extension 9512 [9 50

£30.00

[42 00

£43 00

£?8 00

£16 00

£18 00

£29 DO

£66 00

LIMITED
AMX MOUSE PACKAGE

(With Desktop Program)

Graphic Front End - Desk Diary

telephone Address Book — Memopod

Desk Accessories Alt for

48.00

PCWDUSKOVERS
Very Attractive Set.

Keep your PCW Dust Free.

VDU Keyboard & Prmtet

(Please Specify 3256, 8S12 or 9512)

£8.65

PCW DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Fleet si fdnoi Plus £38.00

E lee lite Studio Newsdesk International £33.50

Ihe Database Publishei (scfrvrare) £20 00

Database Desktop Publisher (wih AMX Wouse) . £48 .00

Lighlpen Willi Newsdesk [49 00

Mouse wilh Newsdesk £69.00

Kempsion Mouse £60 00

Kempslon Moose With Fleer Street Editor £95 00

..STOP PRESS...

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

13 Fonts, Clip An, Typesetting,

Cat & Paste Up, Graphic Design.

NEW IN! £30.00
Stop Press & AMX (House £58.00

RSC's SPECIALS

AMSOFT CF2

Double Sided/

Sinqle Density Bo* Of 10. ..£18.00

For 20 Dish £17.50

For 50 Disks £17 00

For larger quantity discount - Please Coll

The latest version of Loco script now includes

extra fonts and drivers.

RSC price £20.00

lotoscnpt 2 Willi locospell 2 £28 00

Locospell 2 .. [1700

btomoil2 £26 00

LOCOFONT £16.00
LOCOFONTII
(contains different fonts) £12.00

ACCOUNTS PCW
Sage Popular Accounts

designed loi ineiperienced useis, suitable for cash ot nedil

ale

trade

Single program disk, fully oulomalic sales.. Puichose and

nominal ledgei 999 soles I Pure hose ae eon n Is £58 00

Sage Popular Accounts Plus.

- Alt the featu'es above Plus Invoicing Stock Recoidmg £90.00

Sage Popular Invoicing.

For ihe business with highei Ihon average output of invoices Con

ft!be used on its own oi in c on
|
unction with Soge Populoi

Accounts £42 00

ALL OUR SOFTWARE
IS U.K. STANDARD

NOT U.S. IMPORT

FREE DELIVERY
(U.K MAINLAND)

All prices exclude VAI

Sage Popular Payroll.

Handles oil UK coders and N. I tables £42 00

MAP Integrated Accounts.

- Solos, Purchase, Nominal iedgets nnd slock control.

Comprehensive reporting of debtors, ciednois

Invoicing statements VAI Calculation. Pioiil ond loss and balance

sheet

Mop Payroll ,.,....,

Camsofl Stock Control

Comsoli Soles Ledger

Camsofl Purchase ledger

Camsofl Nominal ledgei

Camsofl Invoicing Syslem

PSPN - Sales, Puirhasing and Nominal

PS IS - Slock, Invoicing nnd sate

PSIL Inv Sales, Purch ond Mom

Money Monager Plus

DISK STORAGE BOXES

: :

£36 00

£36 00

£36 00

£36 00

£3600
£3600
£69 00

EH ]

.£98.00

.£2500

AMS 201 (holds 21 3" disks)

Mini OfficeA
PROFESSIONALS
Value for money. Five programs £18.50

Sloekmorket £2700

PCW COMMUNICATIONS
Linnet V21/V23 (needs RS232 Centronics

Interface)

- Autodialling ond onsweung

- Hayes Compatibility

- 32 Nomes/Number store

- 3 Help menus - Best Value. . .

.

£129.00

Miracom WS4000
- Aulo-Hoyes - Standard (with connecting coble straight into

user port £156.00

Sage Chitchat Software

Soge Combo (ChitChat + Linnet Modem) [187 00

Soge CbiiChot softwoie. £78 00

Dmlup Communication saftwaie 145 00

/\0ffi
With Master Sean you con

reproduce any picture on your

PCW screen - and print it oui as

many limes os you like.

£45.00

Incorporates graphics into packages such as The Desktop

Publishei, Fleet Si Ediiai Plus and Newsdesk, Send seonned

images via o Modem' to other PCW's anywhere!

/HIW PADSTT
As well os creating drwaings from scratch you can [odd in

scanned images from Master Scan and manipulate them

using Waster Points versatile tools. Then you con lemoue

superfluous detail, fine lune the drawing using the zoom

feature, and odd text £13.00

Mfiffir
MASTERSCAN

AND
MASTERPAINT

£50.00

Telephone: (0923)243301
(24 HOURS)

i ...

i\fa



PCW AND GENERAL UTILITIES

,'tas Eosy lobeller

Digiral fosral MI+

irjnkey Ciosh Typing

v Fingers

Prospell

Amor C

Amor team
Digitn Penonal Ion Planner

Chgrrn Business Cnnlrata

tab And Go

£23 00 Rorcre £17 00

£34 00

£34.00

oooo
SI' 00

-17 00

£?0 00

£38 00

138 00

S!2D 00

£65 00

117.00

9512

SINGLE SHEET

GUIDE
RSC SCOOP!

f^TT
, ~.r °i

ATuminufn PLjIw

N . /

Sturdy aluminium and perspex

construction. Available now -

exclusive price. £14.95

Simply the best-MARGIN MAKER.
Single sheet guide for the 8256/BS12. .£8 75

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON
Epson LXB00 1 50 cps/80roi UBS 00

Epson EX800 300 ros/SOnlq B0 col £445 00

Epson fXlOOO 300 cps/SOnla 136 wl £565 00

Epson 502500 Ink Jet . £875.00

Epson IQSP0 1 50 cps/50nlq £295 00

fpson LQBS0 220 cps/73nlq £445.00

Epson E01050 132 tol 220cps/73nlq 1530.00

Epson 102540 New In £9/5 00

Epson 0FK5QQ0 (high speed) 1)295 00

NEW IN!

Epson FX850

Epson FX1050

£329 (

S4I5I

i-kinI ! «s run WJltM^S

Sror tCIQ Multifont Printer £167 00

Slot IC10 Coto PuniEi £315 00

Star NX15 120cps30nlq 136 tol £289 00

Slot 1124-10 - latest 24 Pin Machine £289 00

AMSTRAD PRINTERS
The new Amstrorj LQ 5000

24 pin Printer

RSC PRICE £360.00

DMP4000 i36cel200cpsF.150nlq £265 00

DM3140 80 to! liOcpsF/INLQ .£165 00

Amslrod IO3500 24 Pin £2?0 00

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS

Juki 6100 ?0ips

Juki 6200 30 (Os

£2/9 00

£417 00

AMSTRAD PCW
PRINTER

MAINTAINANCE KIT

For 8256/8512

Removes ink deposits maintains

print quality

RSC PRICE £14.00

LASER PRINTERS

Epson GO3S00 £1235 00

(mill 1 feci on sits mouitainente) £1325 00

HP Inset lei II £1495 00

taw KX-P4450 £1645 00

Conon ISP Mil £1494 00

ton BHl-D/Bin S2I9S0O

Cnnon BUT Duplex £2650 00

Brother HLB £1695 00

Stor loser 8 £1495 00

(accessories available on request)

BOOKS (no VAT Payable)

Mallard Bosk By Ainstrud £9 50

Prog ramming PCW fly I an Sine tai £750

Slep 8v Step Guide to loroscript £4 95

All In One Mini Oline Professional £11 40

Desktop Publisbitinig with the Amstrnd PCW £9 SO

latosctipl! Bv Ian Smcloii £9 50

ACCOUSTiC HOOD FOR THE 9512

PRINTER

Up 10 90% noise reduction - attractive linen textuied

finish, mamtainence free, eosy to instoll, bronze tinted

acrylic petspe* lid with gas struts for smooth access

Available in black ash, magnolio ond light grey finishes

£175.00 (hood withaul trolley 125 00) For otnet

punters please ring

TT RSCll (desk clomp)

^

# £12.00 j;
What evety woikslohan ought to have. No more looking

down — Dr finding important diafts. Ihey con he

positioned at almost any angle

PCW RIBBONS (min order 2's)

QH 0T5 QUO (at more]

£4 00 Emit 13 SO Each £3.00 eoch

PCW Multisltike Ribbons £5.00

PCW Colour ribbons [blue, brown, red, gieen)E5 00

Ribbons for olher printers available

PCW 9512 RIBBONS

012 Of 5 QUO (oi muse)

£3.35 ench £3.15 each £3 00 each

FOR BAISYWHEEL PRIMER ON1Y

9512 colour ribbons (Red, Green, Blue, Brawn) £.5 00

PCW 9512 DAISYWHEELS
Courier 10 Prcsnge Pico

10 Redo 10 Oiolor 10

teller God in ID '17 Prestige Elite 12

Man talk 15Scnpl 12

IllBSIS PS tDtbSS.25

Note A selection ol the above are also amiable m French mid

Cmmm typeset

RSC PRICE £9.50

PRINTER PAPER

30 Column listing papei Puce per Bon

11 1 9 S 2000 I poit plain AOnsm £13 50

II 1 9 5 3000 I poit plain BOosm £19 00

II » 9 5 1000 2 pail NCR £2150

A4 20Q0 1 port ptain 70gsm £19 00

M 1500 I pan plum 90ijsiii £IB SO

132 Column listing Papei

ll< 14 5 2000 I pan Plant 60ijsiii £1?00

IUI4 5 2Q00 1PuilrWRule60gsru £12 50

For lonje quantify puce please call

LABELS

1 Across (1000) £6 00

2 Anoss (3000)

LASER LABELS

£8 50

2 Acioss (2000) S13 50

3 Auoss (2000) £13 50

LEISURE SOFTWARE
Cytus Chess.

Colossus 4 Chess

BdIimi

lotnalioitk

Scioabfe

Ihe Pawn

luviol Persuii

Head Over Heels

Siatglidei

Silicort Dreams

Ace

Strike Foice Hotnei

Knighi Ok

Match Day II

fatis

Clock Chess

luutet

Steve Oavis Snooker

£12 00

£14 00

£1100

03 00

£13 00

£17 00

£14 00

£1100

£1700

£14 00

£14 00

£1400

£14.00

£12 00

£1400

£1400

£1500

£11 00

Professional Adventure

Writing Systems (P.A.W.S.

By Gilsoll £18.00

RSC Limited, 75 Queens Road, Watford, WD1 20N

Fox: (0923) 37946 Telex: 265871 M0N REF 6, REF GJ128

Callers welcome
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CASE IN POINT

TEACHER'S
PETPCW
Ian Kernaghan tells how the PCW
taught him a lesson in automation

At last the
problems
AlLast is weak on one area only,

and it freely admits it. and thai is

mathematical calculations. Ii

only totals on separate fields,

and nothing else. This means

that it would give me the total ol

marks all pupils had in their

Electricity lest or itaoDes test

which is not very useful. It

cannol work out Ihe average

(this has to be done by taking

Ihe lotal and doing it by hand). It

will ioi add each pupil's test

marks or average them, and

subtraction, multiplication and

division are noti-exisiem.

Computing only started for me. despite my physics

degree, six years ago when I went on a course for

using computers in science teaching. As Head of

Science at Forest Hill School in London. I realised that we
had no expertise, so I duly signed up. little knowing what the

future was to hold!

The course introduced me to programming in BASIC,

which in retrospect was the wrong approach, as it soon

became clear that to produce effective teaching programs

you need vast amounts of time, and today's teachers have

precious little of that. Having laboriously plotted my sine

curve. I could see that this machine might have other uses,

so on returning to school I pestered the Head and eventually

got the department its own black metal monster.

I then found out that it was impossible to do computer

development in school during the day, and discovered

Kernaghan's Law of Educational Computing - "For every

thousand pounds of hardware, you need to spend another

thousand on somebody's time".

Look before you leep
I first learnt to use a database program called LEEP (you

thought AtLast and Cracker were silly names?) to organise

groups for end of term activities. This program was very

unforgiving as you could not search for records in editing, or

go back if you made a mistake. When it eventually was put

to its final task of printing out, it took two and a half hours to

do the job. Because nobody had ever tried to do such a

large job before, we all thought the machine had broken or

jammed, and switched it off several times before we decided

to see if it ever would stop!

Nexl I bought WordStar. What an experience! I can
honestly claim to having learnt Wordstar from the official

manual, which is no doubt why I was of the few who thought

the first LocoScript manual was wonderful.

By September 1985 I was furiously saving the £2000

' ' " i w 1

t

1

U

1

H

In ii c e

t

i c

L Cut Mt i pirn c-f row 9 x 1 m,

I trw in ill tht lints is slam ii

J Cut ilMsUt lints It, nixriCC,

1 Fold I ind C intt Uk niUlt inj tin

nu i row clip,

5 lot II ini 13 in tntsitf dirMtims,

t dirlW)
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HW 1 — VELOCITY AMD SF

Lower

Middle

Changing speed

Speed and velocity, acceleration

Read and learn chapter 35, mSpeed", **V

"Ilckert imer: tape charts".

INSTRUCTIONS - DO NOT COPY

1. The
impo

Z. when
cerb
The

correct use of units et all tinea le ve
rtant

.

setting up the ticker timer, make sure
3d disc le shiny side down, and le free
lots must be clear.

needed to buy a system that I could have at home when I

read an article in The Guardian describing this wonderful

new system, but hadn't I read it all before? Remember Oric,

Dragon, Memotech? A colleague went to a computer show
and returned with the brochure and a sample page of print.

No, this could not be true, not at that price! By now other

reviews were appearing, so on their recommendation I

placed an advance order, and can duly claim to be one of

the first owners in the country, collecting it the day it first

arrived in Dixon's in Croydon.

Now at that price I knew that it could not be as good as

the sytern that I had grown up with. Two and a half years

later I still cannot quite believe the value for money that it

represented then, and still does today. The opening days

however were not easy. As a Wordstar expert I had

expected to transfer in a trice, but Loco Script's approach

was rather different.

Pip does a strip
I had bought the 8256 expecting not to be able to transfer

my Wordstar and Microscan files, but this proved to be no

problem. Microscan directly produces ASCII files, and I

discovered that if you copy Wordstar files with PIP using the

[Z] option, then it strips out all the Wordstar codes leaving

pure ASCII files. The 5\" discs were then sent off to Grey

Matter in Devon, who transferred them on to 3" disks by

return of post. At £1 a disk this is a very good service.

For me the main thing that word processing can do is not

merely to correct mistakes or prevent professional copy, but

produce several different types of documents from the one

original. When I start to write a new unit of work, I sit down
and write a course guide that has teacher and technician

notes on one page, the pupil's instructions on another, and

the questions last. The overall format is set up in the

template, so that question numbers for instance, need never

be typed more than once, as the template can then be

copied and edited for each unit.

This guide forms the definitive text for teachers and

technicians, and they are encouraged to write their own
comments and suggestions into it for typing up by me later.

This guide then becomes a way of communicating amongst

all the teachers, and a historical document, listing all the

good and bad things we have done.

I then cut and paste the instructions to get the pupils'

sheets for use in class. The questions are cut and pasted

into other sheets that are copied and given to each boy. This

means that all teachers set the same homework leading lo

greater uniformity, and time is not wasted in the pupils

having to copy the questions down.

I supplement the pupils' sheets with artwork produced by

the Electric Studio Art software and mouse, I find this a very

good package to use, and more than adequate for my needs

which are usually simple apparatus diagrams, or drawings of

graphs. A diagram used in a

worksheet can then be easily

modified for use in the test. My
one criticism is that you cannot

quickly call up an erasing

block, but have to go through

several pulldown menus every

time, which is tedious.

For administration

LocoScript is perfect for

producing standard letters for

internal memos, missing

homework, poor behaviour,

etc. The beauty of being able

to tailor such letters to meet

changing needs is a

tremendous aid to good

administration.



Crackered
The Cracker 2 spreadsheet helps with finance. We use a

formula for allocating the money by multiplying the number

of pupils in a subject, by the number of periods they have,

by a weighting factor that varies from 1 for Junior Science to

2 for A level work. This is then totalled across all the years

am) the percentage of the capitation is then given to each

subject. Graphs can then be drawn, and the standard "What

if calculations done. It is a very powerful package, and the

only drawback is that it is a little slow. The new version

claims to be 50% faster.

I also discovered a bug in early versions which meant

that despite its sophistication it could not draw a pie chart for

the numbers 1,2and 3!

For set lists I had relied heavily on Microscan, so I

urgently needed a database for the Amstrad. I wrote to all

the companies who had one on offer then, outlining the

facilities that I wanted. It was with some surprise that I found

that none were exactly what I wanted. I tried Sagebase. but

it is really only for a double drive machine because of the

number of times that you keep having to change discs. Next

was Saxon Computing's Microfile, but it would only sort on

one field, not two or three. This means that the database

has to take a list of names and sort them into classes first of

all. then alphabetically within each class of instance.

Success at last

I was resigned to waiting until something else came along

when I spotted AtLast. It certainly seemed to do the job so in

desperation I bought it.

There then began the sort of love-hate relationship that I

had had with Wordstar. The first manual was really heavy

going, not helped by the dark blue print on light blue paper.

Whilst it was never incorrect, it was certainly brief, and in

consequence I had to pore over a single sentence for hours

to work out what it meant. It took me a long time, including

talking to the author at an Amstrad show, before the

significance of the definition of constant field as "A constant

whose value will be selected from the elements of an

associated field in the SYS record. Fields of this type are not

permitted in the SYS record" finally emerged.

One word of warning - you must be fluent with CP/M, to

get the most out of Atlast, and you need expanded 512k

memory. The program is in two halves, one will fit into an

unexpanded 8256 memory. (I have expanded two 8256 's

using Silicon City's kit which is excellent in instruction detail

and speed of delivery).

On the other hand once you have built the database.

AtLast provides a very user-friendly front end. I discovered

this by using its simple mail merging facilities to enable my

department staff to write reports.

These are designed so that the teacher is faced with a

series of uncompleted sentences such as "His ability is" or

"His homework is". They then have a series of words or

phrases such as "excellent", "good", "average", "poor",

"always done" or "not always done" to pick from. Pressing

the first letter, then return, displays the whole word or

phrase. The words or phrases to pick from are the constants

and this is one of the most powerful features of At last.

It is also fast, giving near instant access to a record in

several hundred. I was also surprised at how quickly non-

computer people quickly handled the program.

I then discovered the joys of exporting data out of the

database in ASCII files, so that I could modify it by adding

new fields, then putting the data back in. All versions of the

manual carry the message "Although this method may seem

clumsy and tedious, it is very powerful", A masterpiece of

understatement! You definitely need CP/M here.

Another excellent feature is the ability to print out your

data in unlimited (I think) formats, and this is why I use it

rather than Campbell's Masterfile 8000. With reports I design

one screen display with help messages for the teacher, then

I print this out as a proper report for the parents. These are

often used as the basis of parents evening, so I produce

summarised reports for the teachers to work from, just in

case they say something different from what they wrote! I

can also produce lists of boys who are getting adverse

reports.

So what of the future? LocoChar seems to show promise

for drawing electrical circuit diagrams directly into

worksheets. Atlast is being lined up for a full lesson by

lesson analysis of our Junior science curriculum covering

everything from apparatus to aims and objectives. Stock

contol might be done. Now who would have thought that six

years ago?

1987-88
V3-0

j-T&chs requirements 7%

Junior Science ^^^^S^^ iifiifev *~ h<imiii funci * ft
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_. ^ ' \ Biology 13*

anior Science 1 5K—
\ '^^^^^M
^^^^^^^^^^^^^wCheniatry l&%

^*SSS£22SP*^ Electronics 2X
Physlca ?2SJ
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SC1B1CB report
Teacher's name

for ADAMS, Ricky Lea
- WILLIAMS

1

Febl

Mis ability 1* aver age and his effort IB average.

Hi* practical tfork Is average and his wrUten work
1ft average.

Els behaviour Le average. His homework 1* not aIhb

He has been absent for 3 lesson

t

s >

,

SCIENCE report
Teacher's DalU

for ADU-BAAH, Scott
- HARDI1G

^

Feb

His ability la poor ami hi* effort ! average

His practical work is average and his written work
Is poor.

Hie behaviour is good. His haaavrork is not ! rfaya

He has been absent for 2 leftBOD<l).

>-W" „^^^- , t«,H*n»n T»- *„( --

CASE IN POINT

Worth it at last?
For those who have ihe old

Alas! and are wondering if they

should spend £20 upgrading to

AILasi Plus, I would say yes, but

only just. I don't teal lha! the

improvements are such good

value for money as the £20

spent changing tram Loco 1 to

Loco I is.

Grand Union
As well as being a teacher, I am also

branch secretary for the Lewisham

NASUWT, which is one of the teacher

unions. LocoScript enables me to

produce professional letterheadings and

documents.

Minutes and agendas are easily

written once a template is made, so a lot

of the drudgery that goes with this sort

of job is reduced. I had not felt the need

for LocoMail, until a certain Mr Baker

introduced legislation that we are not

entirely in agreement with. It's on order!

AtLast keeps my several hundred

members in order. A database has the

names, home and school addresses and

telephone numbers of school

representatives, plus one of the officers

who contacts them. The excellent form

writing with AtLast allows telephone

contact lists, mailing labels and

checklists to be produced.

Noves 8000 PLUS 21
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AMSTRAD USERS
BBD Professional Dust Covers offer an exclusive

range of stylish, top quality protective covers

for your computing equipment.

Manufactured from top quality washable nylon, BBD Oust Covers

have stylish, contrasting piping on all seams.

• NON-FADE • EASY IRON

• NON-SHRINK • FLAME-RETARDANT FINISH

• NON-CRACK • ANTI-STATIC TREATED

• MACHINE WASHABLE • FULLY GUARANTEED

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/85 1 2 : £ 1 1 .95
In light grey with green piping. 3 piece set

AMSTRAD PCW 95 1 2 : £ 1 3,95
In ivory with green piping. 3 piece set

(COST INCLUDES VAT AND P&P)

A wide range of

primer covers is

also available, at

prices si arlinglram

ONLY £5.00!

Money-back

guarantee If no!

compfetety satisfied!

DUST
DEPT 3Z

The Stan dish Centre,

Cross Street,

fiOVFRS standish -UUVLI lxJ WiganWtttDHQ JISm,
Sheer Perfection in Computer Protection

TEL: 0257 425839 EXT. N0.32 FAX: 0257 423909

Personal Callers and Dealers Enquiries Welcome

SOFTWARE
FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS
A CARD-INDEX £34.95 Incl. VAT

Re-Creates a Card-Index System On Your Computer
Extensive Sea.ch and Sod: Facilities

Wide Range ot Printing Formats
Unlimited Applications From a Single Program

Ideal For Mailing Labels

SIMPLE ACCOUNTS £49 95 Incl. VAT
Book-keeping Made Easy For The Small Business

Complete Record ot Sales and Purchases
Comprehensive Range ot Printed Reports

Latest Update on Creditors and Debtors
Full Information tor Vat Returns

JOB ESTIMATING £79.90 Incl. VAT
Calculates and Prints Estimates and Quotations

Performs All Arithmetical Calculations

Gives You Full Control Over Selling Prices

Mainlams Your Latest Cost To Complete
Reports Your Profit

A PRODUCT COSTING £79.90 Incl. VAT
Maintains and Reports Your Manufacturing Costs

Reflects Any Changes in Component Prices
Automatic Update ot Production Costs

Records Your Latest Selling Prices

Reports Your Profit

ALL OUR PROGRAMS INCLUDE
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS AND

INDEFINITE FREE SUPPORT

Contact Us Now For A Free Information Pack

CORNIX SOFTWARE iTD
Spirella Building, Bridge Road, Letchworth, Herts. SG6 4ET

Telephone: Letchworth (0462) 682989



GSX

EVER DECREASING
CIRCLES Charles Pulteney concludes his

look at graphics in BASIC with GSX

You'll need to have typed in the listing UTILITY.GSX

given last month. This does nothing by itself but sets

up graphics functions you can use in other

programs. Enter your special GBASIC as usual, load

UTILITY.GSX and type in Listing 1. This is a routine that

draws circles, pie charts and pie slices. The mathematicians

amongst you will realize that lines 6060-6120 plot a series of

points five degrees apart around the arc of a circle. Straight

lines drawn between these points provide a reasonable

approximation to the curve of a circle (the lines are actually

drawn by the polygon GOSUB). This is now your circle-

drawing utility.

Listing 2 is all you need to draw any circle or pie chart,

Furthermore, pie chart data will be automatically scaled with

the size of each segment proportional to the sum of the

data. In lines 10030 and 10080, the first two figures are the x

and y co-ordinates (x1
, y1 ) for the centre of the circle or pie

chart. The third figure is the length of the radius, and the

next is the number of segments. The data for each segment

then follows. Each segment is drawn in clockwise order. Line

10060 is a clever way of automatically changing the fill

pattern whenever a new segment is drawn (up to 12). Note

that the slash is the integer division operator (press EXTRA
and 'h twice). It is up to you to design your own segment

labels! Unfortunately, you will find that the circle is not quite

perfect. With large circles you will find that the radius at the

top and bottom is slightly shorter than it ought to be. You will

need to bear this in mind when drawing your labels.

Last month's introduction to GSX, the graphics drawing package

supplied free with your PCW, left us all on the edge of our seats with

bated breath and eyes agog. Now at last you can see some
interesting and mindbogglingly useful applications: pie charts, bar

graphs, circles...

Further reading
More details on GSX can be

bund in 'The Amstrad CP/M

Plus' by Clarke and Powys-

Libbe. bul il's a real hacker's

book, and won't enlighten you

unless you're familiar wiifi

assembler. The same can be

said lor Amsirad's 'CPIU Plus

Handbook', by Digital Research,

published by Meinamann a!

£14.95,

6000 'DRAW CIRCLE/PIE CHART/PIE SLICE (LISTING 1 (PART 2))
6010 'SET beg AND fin TO START AND FINISH ANGLES OF SEGMENT
6020 a=l : count=3; cx=xl*x. scale*; cy=yl*y. scale*
6030 pi=3. 141592: DEF FN rad(d)=d/180*pi
604 rax= (radius*x, scale#+radius*y, scale*) /2: rax=rax- (rax* 1/10)
6050 IF no.segs%>l THEN pts. in%(l)=cx: pts. in7«(2)=cy ELSE count=l;a=0
6060 FOR i =beg TO beg+fin STEP 5
6070 pts. in% (count )=ptr*rax*SIN (FN rad(i))+cx
6080 pts. in%(count+l)=rax*CQS(FN rad(i))+cy
6090 count=eount+2: a=a+l: NEXT i:np*/i=a+l

6100 IF slice% THEN pts, in%(count )=cx: pts, in%<count+l)=cy: GOSUB 1000; RETURN
6110 pts. in% (count )=pti-*rax*SIN (FN rad(beg+f in) )+cx
6120 pts, in%(count + l)=rax*COS(FN rad(beg+f in) )+cy: GOSUB 1000: RETURN

10000 'CIRCLE. GSX (* IS~f>N6r -2 (ftWTT -2.)]

10010 'PROCESS CIRCLE/PIE CHART DATA
10020 fin=0; beg=0:tot=0; RESTORE 10080
10030 READ xl, yl, radius, no. segs'A: DIM div<no. segs%>
10040 FOR i7.= l TO no. segs'/i: READ dlv (i%) : tot=tot+div(i%) : NEXT i%
10050 FOR j%=l TO no.segs'i: fin=ROUND(360*div( j%) /tot

)

10060 fill%=l:sty%=(j%-l)\6+2: idx%= (j%-l) MOD 6+1
10070 GOSUB 6000; beg=beg+f in: NEXT i%: RETURN: TO LINE 210
10080 DATA 40,40,20,12,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

msa 8000 PLUS 23



GSX
To draw a circle, the number of segments (no.segs%)

should be set to 1 and the one item of data to 360. Do not

forget to set fiil% in line 10060 to if you want a holiow

circle. Save the program in the normal way and run it by

merging with UTILITYGSX and Listing 1.

Listing 3 draws a pie slice. The first two figures in line

1 0060 are the x and y co-ordinates for the point from which

the slice is drawn. The third figure is the length of the radius,

and the next two are the beginning and finishing points of

the slice in degrees (ranging from to 360). Use fill% in line

1 0050 to set the fill. Save the program in the normal way
and run it by merging with UTILITY.GSX.

Listing 4 draws a bar chart with a main title and labelled

x and y axes. It may seem complicated, but this is because

the program is designed to scale all data automatically, as

well as to label axes, regardless of the size of the graph and

the character height of the text selected. You will probably

10000
10010
10020
10030
10040
10050
10060

'SLICE. GSX (LISTING 3 PART <2>>
•PROCESS PIE SLICE DATA
slice%=-l: f in=0: beg=0: RESTORE 10060
READ xl, yl, radius, beg, fin
f in=f in-beg: f ill%=l: sty%=2: idx%=2
GOSUB 6000: RETURN: 'TO LINE 210
DATA 40,40,20, 10,55

10000 ' BARCHART.GSX (LISTING 4 CPAET 2)>
10010 'SET UP VARIABLES AND DRAW WINDOW
10020 RESTORE 10380

:
gapl=l

:

gap2=2
:

gap3=3
10030 READ xl,yl,x2, y2, no. cols, max. col , xhgt'A, yhgt%, title%, titles, y. LablS
10040 GOSUB 2000: col . hgt= C (y2-yl>*0. 75)/max. col : cal. vrth= (x2-xl)/no, cols
10050 DIM bar (no. cols) : xxl=xl: yyl=yl: xx2=x2: yy2=y2
10060 'DRAW y AXIS SCALE AND MARKERS
10070 hgt%=yhgt%: GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8800; nxt, stp=max. col/5: mark =nxt.stp
10080 FOR i%=l TO 6:mes$=STRS<mark ) : mes$=RIGHT* (mes$, (LEN (mes$)-l>

)

10090 xl=xxl-(gap2+((LEN(mes$))*(ch. wth/x. scale*) )

)

10100 IF ±%=G THEN left,side=xl
10110 yl=yl+tnxt. stp*col. hgt) :hgt%=yhgt%; GOSUB 3000
10120 xl=xxl-gapl: yl=yl; x2=x2; y2=yl; GOSUB 4000: mark =inark +nxt . stp: NEXT
10140 'DRAW y AXIS LABEL
10150 xl= left, si de-gap2: hgt*A=yhgt%: dir%=90: GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8800
10155 llxout. box=xl- (gap2+ch. hgt/y. scale*)
10160 yl=yy2-yyl: yl=yl- ( (LEN(y. labl$)*ych. vrth)/x. scale*)

:
yi=yl/2: yl=yl+yyl

10170 mes$=y. labl$ : dir%=90: hgt%=yhgt%: GOSUB 3000
10180 'DRAW MAIN TITLE
10190 hgt%=title%: GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8800

10200
10210
10220
10230
10240
10250
10260
10270
10290
10300

xl=llxout , box: xl=xl+ ( <xx2+gap2>- (xl+ < (LEN(title$)*ch. wth) /x. scale*) ) >/2
yl=yy2+gap3:mes$=title$: GOSUB 3000: uryout. box=yl+gap2+ (ch. hgt/y. scale*)
DRAW x AXIS LABELS
hgt%=xhgt%: GOSUB 8100: GOSUB 8800: xl=xxl

:
yl=yyl- (gapl+(ch. hgt/y. scale*)

)

1 1 you t. box=yl-gap2: RESTORE 10400
FOR 1=1 TO no. cols: READ mesS
xl=xl+<col. vrth-(LEN(mes$)*ch. wth/x. scale*) )/2
hgt7.=xhgt%: yl=yl: GOSUB 3000: xl=xxl+ Ccol , wth*l) : NEXT
' DRAW (AND FILL) BOXES
xl=xxl-; yl=yyl; RESTORE 10390
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GSX

find it easier to follow this description of the key elements of

the program if you type Listing 4 in now and run it.

The core of the drawing is the window in which the bars

are drawn. If you look at lines 10030 and 10380 you will see

how the dimensions of the windows are set. The first four

Items in line 10380 provide the lower left and upper right co-

ordinates of the window. The next two items in line 10380

specify the number of columns and the value of the largest

column. The largest column will always extend to 75% of the

height of the window (change 0.75 in line 1 0040. if you do

not like this), and the other columns will automatically be

scaled accordingly (by col.hgt). Lines 10070-10120 draw a

scale on the y axis that is related to the value of the largest

column (nxt.stp). Six proportional gradations are always

drawn, the fifth of which is equal to the value of the largest

column.

The next three items in line 1 0380 provide the values of

the character heights for the x axis text, the y axis text and

the main title. The last two items are the main title, and the

title of the y axis. Much of the complexity of the program is

due to the fact that the titles and scales are drawn around

the window. It is therefore necessary to keep track of the

space that is used to draw text. This is not difficult to do

because you can ask GSX to tell you how much space

(width or height) is taken up by the characters of a particular

character height setting. For example, in line 1 01 90 hgt% is

set to the height of the main title text and a call is made to

GOSUB 8800. This call provides the value of the width of

each character (ch.wth), which when divided by x.scale# is

used in line 1 0200 to calculate the space taken up by the

title. This information is then used to print the title in the

centre of the large box at a position of gap3 above the top of

the window. Similarly, ych.wth/x.scale# is used to centre the

title of the y axis along the left side of the window (line

10160). The same technique is used to centre each x axis

label on its bar (line 10260)-

If you now change the first nine values of line 1 0380 to

data 15,15,35,25,12,8000,1,1,1 you will find that a

perfectly scaled mini-graph has been produced from the

same data. In future, the effort required to produce this type

of graph is minimal. You just change the relevant DATA

linesl

Listing 5 introduces one other technique. Lines 8400-

8710 of UTILITY.GSX alter the colour of fill, text, lines, and

line markers. Setting colour% to has the effect of writing in

"white" and, for example, enables you to place "white" text

on a black background, or to create a "white" shape within a

filled shape. There are a number of points to note. First,

when using the fill colour option, you have to specify the

same fill setting that was used in the first place (line 10020).

Second, the line effect is difficult to see as the tine is so

narrow. Third, text, line markers and lines written when

colour% is set to will not appear on the screen. Finally, do

not forget to set colour% back to 1 and call the relevant

GOSUB when you finish!

9512 owners beware
The GSX driver as shipped with the 9512 is a

slightly improved version of the one 8000

machines have. With one exception, it

performs the same. When using the draw

rectangular box function with no fill, the 9512

driver erases everything written to the screen

earlier on which falls within the boundaries of

the box. In contrast, the 8256/85 12 driver

leaves the screen intact. This point is

illustrated by line 10352 in BARCHART.GSX,

listing 4. If the line is not changed and the

9512 driver is used, the rest of the picture will

disappear. This problem can be overcome by

using the following lines;

10352 il=llxout .box : yl=llout.box :

x2=il : y2=uryout .box : gosub 4000

10353 xl=xl : yl=y2 : *2=xx2+2 : y2=y2

: gosub 4000 : il=x2 : yl=y2 : «2^2 :

y2=llyout.box : gosub 4000

10354 xl^c2 : yl=y2 : x2=llxout . box :

y2=llyout.box : gosub 4000 : return

The tine function is being used to draw the

sides of the box. The variables llxout' and

'llyout' begin with tetter Is not number 1s.

HIDGET PRODUCTION IN 1987

9600

8000

I—

§ 6400

o 4800

1§ 3200

1600

Jot Frt rtar Ap, «fc« Juo Jul Auf &•* Oct

10320 FOR J%=1 TO no. cols: READ bar<j*£>

10330 x2=xl+cal. vrth: y2=yl+ (bar (j%> *col . hgt)

10340 fllI%=l:sty*4=(j%-l>\6+2: idx%=(j%-l> MOD 6+1
10350 GOSUB 2000: xl=xl+cal, wth: NEXT $%
10351 'DRAW OUTER BOX
10352 xl=llxout.box: yl=llyout

.

box: x2=xx2+2: y2=uryout. box:

GOSUB 2000; RETURN
10360 DATA 27 , 5 , 20, 72 . 5, 65, 12, 8000, 400 , 600, 800, WIDGET PRODUCTION
IN 1987, NUMBER OF WIDGETS
10390 DATA 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,8000,7000,6000,
5000, 4000
10400 DATA Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec

toss 8000 PLUS 25



GSX

10000
10010
10020
flll%=
10030
10040
10050
10060
10070
10080
10090
10100
1 1 1

101-20

10130

LISTINGS. GSX <LISTI
xl=30; yl=75: x2=45:y2
xl=35:yl=80:x2=40; y2
l:sty%=l
GOSUB 2000: calour%=l
xl=30: yl=55: x2=45

:
y2

colour%=0: GOSUB 8510
GOSUB 3000; col Qur*'.= l

xl=30: yl=35:x2=45:y2
calaur%=0: GOSUB 3610
GOSUB 400Q:colour%=l
xl=30: yl=15: x2=45: y2
colour%=0: GOSUB 8700
GOSUE 5000:colour%=l
RETURN

NG 5 CPART 2)>
=90: f ill*=l;sty*=l: GOSUB 2000
=85: colaur%=0: GOSUB 8410:

GOSUB 8400:'VHITE FILL
=70: fill%=l:sty%=l: GOSUB 2000
xl=34:yl=60: hgt%=2000: nesJ=" A"

GOSUB 8500:' WHITE TEXT
=50: fill«=l: sty«=l: GOSUB 2000
xl=32:yl=40: x2=43: y2=40

:
psty%=4

GOSUB 8600: ' WHITE POLYLINE
=30: fill%=l:sty*=l: GOSUB 2000
xl=35:yl=20: sze«=2O00: tpe%=4
GOSUB 8700:'VHITE POLYMARKER

Last month
These listings will mean nothing

unless you have typed in the

uMtiy given last month, if you

wani to get hold of last month's

issue, hack numbers are

available from our Old Barn

address (of £1.75.

10000 REX****»DBH02.GSX«»»»»
10010 REX»»»«*FILL STYLE AND INDEX DEMO*»*#*»
10020 xl=30:yl=91:hgtX=40Q:aies*="FILL STYLE AXD IHDBX" : GOSUB 3000
10030 xl = 0:yl=87:hgt%=400:i«is$="sty% = 2"

: GOSUB 3000
10040 xl=0;yl=77:hgt%=400:nes$="sty* = 3"

: GOSUB 3000
10050 nxt. atp%=0:ll%=65:ur%=90: style*=2: GOSUB 10260
10060 nxt.stp%=0:ll%=75:ur%=80;styleX=3; GOSUB 10280
10070 REX»*«*»F0LYL1NE STYLE DEMQ#«»*»
10090 xl=32;yl=88:ligt%=4Q0:3nes*="POLYLIHE STYLES" : GOSUB 3000
10090 nxt.stpX=0:EOR 1=1 TO 6:psty%=i
10100 xl=O:yl=40+nxt.stp«;hgt«=4OO:nies$="psty% =" +STR* <psty%>
10110 GOSUB 3000; xl=10: yl=40+nxt . stp'i: x2=70: y2=yl : GOSUB 4000
10120 nxt,stp£=nxt,etp%+5:NEXT
10130 RBK***#*TEXT DIRECTION DBMO***»*
10140 xl=53:yl=36:hgt?>;=400:n>esS="TBXT DIRBCTIOH" ; GOSUB 3000
10150 RESTORE 10330
10160 FOR 1=1 TO 4; READ dir%
10170 xl=60:yl=20:hgfi=400:maGS="TBXT: dlr% ="+STRS<dlr%>
10180 GOSUB 3000: NEXT
10190 REH«*«"POLYGON DEXO"***
10200 xl=17:y 1=33 : hgt*i=400: fflesS=" POLYGON": GOSUB 3000
10210 np%=9 : RESTORE 10340
10220 FOR 1=1 TO np%»2 STEP 2
10230 RBAD pts. in%Ci>

:
pte. inX (1 >=pta. inXCi > »x. scalal

10240 READ pts. in%<i + l.> : pts. lnl£<H-l>=pts. in%<l + l>«y, scale*
10250 FEXT: GOSUB 1000: RETURN: ' TO LIRE 210
10260 FOR 1=1 TO 6
10270 xl=15+nxt, stptt: yl=ll%: x2=20+nxt. stp%: y2=urfc
10280 idx%=l;fill%=l:sty%=styleX: GOSUB 2000
10290 xl = 16+nxt. stpX: y 1 = 1 1%-3: hgt%=400: nesS=STR* <1 >: GOSUB 3000
10300 nxt.stp%=nxt,stpX+10:NBXT
10310 xl = 0:yl=ll%-3:hgt%=400:iDes*="ldx* =": GOSUB 3000
10320 RETURN
10330 DATA 0,90,180,270
10340 DATA 10,0,0,10,0,20,10.30,30,30,40,20,40,10,30,0,10,0

This is a demonstration listing to show off some of the effects possible from last month's UTILfTY listing.

H n

pstuX 6

p»tnf! - 3

P.tyX . 4 ... .

p«tuX • T

p»twK - 2

KtwX - 1

13 4

POLYLIhE STtT.ES

TEXT DIRECTION

8

:udlf0; ** " 8

!
i

3
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"An extra

PCW for

just £25"?
Well

almost.
>

FLIPPER splits your PCW in two. You can run

Locoscript 2 in one half and a CP/M program in the other. Or

you can run two CP/M programs, one in each half, Either

way, you can FLIP from one half to the other in under 3

seconds, any time you want -and you won't lose your place

when you do. in fact, it's exactly like having an extra PCW

for just £25. Apart from the 5p change, that is.

f f « ill-

Please send me FLIPPER for my:

351 2
[ ]

• 9512
[ ] 8256 with 256K extra memory

[ j. I enclose a

cheque / postal order for £24.95 made payable lo Software Imperative

(Price Includes UK po slags arc
1

packing. Sorry, FLIPPER de«s rim run on an uniipandwi 8!56i

Name.

Address

.

Postcode .

FLIPPER. Only £24.95, actually

• 8000 plus, October ! 980

Mail this coupon lo:

SOFTWARE IMPEBSTI',
1

!, 1SKLEIGH HOUSE. BUS5IGE, STBOUD QLG BIZ

• PCW is trademark of Aitwtrid pic, CP/M I* tradema i* of Digital Reaearch, LocoScript 2 1* a trademark of Locomotive Software.

• Software Imperative, ftshle-igh Home, Bussage. Stroud OLE SAZ, proprietor A. J.Wilton. Tal. 10453} 886931.



QUICKIES!
Attention all you graphic artists! A desktop

publishing manual on disc and a drawing

package on test

DESIGNER STUBBLE
£16.95 per Issue • John Evans {0225 315131)

• All PCWs (for the Desktop Publisher only)
Designer Stubbie (Issues 1 and 2} is an unusual and

interesting piece of secondary' software which serves as a

definitive guide to newsletter production using Database's

The Desktop Publisher. The aim of this disc-based

guide to the theory and practice of electronic desktop

publishing is to show how you can use inexpensive

software on the humble PCW with excellent results -

just so long as you use it wisely.

Issue 1 is a 46 page newsletter which sets out to

educate The Desktop Publisher user in general

publishing skills. Cleverly avoiding a stodgy tutorial

approach, Evans carries out a very detailed and

impartial evaluation of The Desktop Publisher, of the

world of computerised DTP in general and its

relationship to established methods of typesetting

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT 5/5

and editorial procedures. The only comment he made that

seems a little open to debate is his claim that The Desktop

Publisher manual is an excellent example of succinct, to-the-

point software documentation.

The chapter on Newsletter Design and Production is very

informative and covers the practicalities of organising an

efficient assembly line for a multi-page Desktop Publisher

newsletter. There is also a full breakdown of the way in

which the Designer Stubble 'newsletter' was put together.

The newly-released Issue 2 offers scope for output

enhancement through the use of alternative, high-definition,

functional fonts that are suitable for any kind of publication.

Used on its own, he says, the program only offers a fairly

limited range of 'off-the-peg' graphics; you have to go

beyond its limits to fully exploit the capacity of the PCW as a

desktop publishing tool. There is detailed description and

examples of the new fonts.

He describes how you can transfer sophisticated Stop

Press material into Desktop Publisher format using

Database's MasterScan file-conversion software, an

attractive combination since most mouse-owning Desktop

Publisher users have the AMX model which is ideally suited

to Stop Press.

The great thing about Designer Stubble is that you can

modify the files on the component discs as templates to suit

your own purposes. Evans' time spent familiarising himself

with the workings of the various programs he mentions

represents a significant shortcut for other users.

All in all, Designer Stubble is an excellent complement to

The Desktop Publisher and is guaranteed to answer any

questions you might have, and even more that you don't,

about newsletter production.

CD DRAW
£19.95 • cdSystems (0267 89292)

• 8000s only
Cd Draw has been designed to reproduce scale drawings,

dot for dot, from the screen to the 8000 dot matrix printer.

The manufacturers stress, however, that unlike most

graphics packages, which often produce a perfect square,

say, on screen and a slightly distorted one on printout, cd

Draw will proportion the drawing on printout even though it

may look slightly odd on screen (principally because the

dots on the screen are further apart up and down than they

are across).

It consists of a number of single (or double) keypresses

which enable you to move the cursor (in this case, a large

arrow-head) around the screen horizontally, vertically or

diagonally. Pressing one of the four arrow keys will advance

the cursor one millimetre in the appropriate direction;

holding down the ALT key while moving the cursor will

advance it ten millimetres at a time.
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RANGE OF FEATURES
PERFORMANCE

3/5 EASE OF USE
2/5 DOCUMENTATION
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The program offers a number of drawing utilities on

which you will probably have td rely quite heavily because

without them you can only draw straight lines. They're

accessed at any time by pressing f7 and will enable you,

among other things, to produce arcs, circles, dashed or

spotted lines, measure the distance between two points on

the screen, fill in spaces, draw ellipses, load, save and set

drawings to scale.

Unfortunately, using these utilities does tend to be quite

hard work. If you want to draw a circle, for example, the

program will ask you how many steps you want to complete

it in. Producing as smooth a curve as possible necessitates

quite a number of steps - say, 36 or so. The trouble is, the

program will pause after each step, regardless of whether

you want it to or not, to allow you to make adjustments.

Producing anything remotely circular becomes extrememly

tedious because you have to keep restarting the program

after every step (represented on screen by the merest

millimetre),

Another of the program's major flaws is the difficulty you

have in acquiring any degree of precision. Admittedly, the

large arrow head {which rapidly begins to assume the

appearance of a major blot on the landscape) can be

suspended so that you can see exactly where the line you

are drawing begins (or ends). Even so, overshooting your

destination is something which tends to happen with

monotonous regularity. To make matters worse erasing is

quite a complicated procedure - especially when it comes to

cancelling diagonal lines. Documentation is supplied on

disc, and you have to print it out beforehand.

Cd Draw has its limitations both in accuracy and

versatility. It will probably prove a useful tool for anyone

wishing to reproduce relatively simple drawings, like logos,

for instance, but if something more complicated is called for.

you might well be better off sticking to a desktop publishing

program.



THE BEST IN THE WEST - PLUS ! ! !

THE WEST OF BRITAIN BUSINESS SERVICES

COMPUTERS
AMSTRAD PCWS + FREE Disc storage
box & 3" disc containing
database, graphs pack, psychological test

+ games etc.

PC'» IIBM Compalsl Anistrad, Samsung,
Opus. Sanyo, Sylron 286 and 386 at
compatibles, also Commodore.
Acorn. Atari, Canon,

We are now registered dealers. for (and
users of) The PCH-Ten Super Turbo- IIBM
Compat-I - Demo's by arrangement.
Phone for prices/large SAE for details

PORTABLE PC'S - Amstrad PPC. Micro P
Plasma & Cambridge Laptop Z88

PRINTERS come In all shapes and sizes

to suit the Job you have In mind = or your
pocket! We can supply 9 to 24 Pin and
Dalsywhcels through to lasers: - Citizen

Iwftti [heir 2 year guarantecl. Amstrad
Including the LQ3S00, Epsom, Juki.
Canon. Micro P. Panasonic. HMS. Il.il.i

Products. Hewlett Packard Impact
Systems. Linotype plus Hiltachl and
Sekonlc Plotters and one or two more.

We strive hard to be the friendliest and
most helpful place around with low prices

and fast despatch with after - sales

support that will bring you back for

more,
PCW Hardware

PCW8256 2nd 3 'drive £124.95
PCW95I2 2nd 3' drive (FD4)
129.95
Memory Upgrade to 5 1

2

P.O.A

Buy either of the above and 2 disc drives

plus the memory
upgrade and we" deduct £5.00 from the
total.

Pace 5.25" 2nd disc drive - We now
specialise In the PACE drive produced
especially for the PCW with Its own built

In Interface. Conies with freeTDOS &
external power supply. Very easy to llt-

vie use one for data transfer from
PCW/PC^PCW 164.95
Tlmalic 20MB PCW hard disk 599.95
ACC 20MB PCW hard disk 599.95
Cany you PCW shoulder bag 27.95
Games Interface + Joystick Iphoncl 24.95
Kempslon Joystick Interface only ... 14.95
Mouse mats - keep your
rodent clean , 4.95
S.C.A. serial/parallel interface - New -

with real time
clock! 54,95
Amsoft RS232 interface 54.95
Pace RS232 ser/par Interface 54.95
Spike Protector in 3 Pin Plug 1 1.99

Spike protector in 4 way strip 59.99
Data switches - Run 2 printers from one
computer or share one printer between
two computers 41 .95

MODEMS
PACE BUNDLED PACKS

FOR THE PCW
Nigh i ingale+ Inter faee+Cablc ,.149 95
Llnnel+Tnlerface+Cable 194.95
Series Four 12O0's+lnterfacc 399.95
Series Four 2400S+lnterface 489.95

PACE - MODEMS ONLY
Nightingale - manual. V21/V23 -.94.50
Linnet - Intelligent. V21/V23 149.95
Series Four 2 f23S 2S9.5Q
Series Four 1200S 3"<"

Series four 2400S, V22 & V22bls.469 95

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY MODEM
WS2000, Manual dial Modem 108.70
WS-iOOOPCW. c/w Interface Hi!!. Ill

WS3000 Professional Modem 285 .00
WS.-M00 I'rofeMlinml Modem.
V22 475 00
WS3000 Professional. 22bls 599.95

WS3000 was Peripheral Of The Year In

1986 British Microcomputing Awards
(other tvpes/models also availablel

BBD DUST COVER SET
This exceptionally high quality 3 piece-

dust cover set is waterproof and
antistatic, can be washed and Ironed! -

there
are no others like (I 1 1.95
Please Stale Model When Ordering

DISCS
CF2 3" Amsoft/Panasonic x 10 22.95
CF2 3' Amsoft/Panasonic x 5 1 1 .95
3.5° Alhana DS/DD Discs X 10 15.95
5,25" Xldex DS/DD x 10 7.49
5.25" Xidex DS/DD Discs x 25 15.99
5.25" Xidex DS/DD Discs x 50 29.49
5.25" Xldex DS/DD Discs x 100 ,,.,54.95

[Thai's less than 55p each - all inl)

5.25" Maxell DS/DD Discs x 10 17.75

DISC STORAGE
DS10CF2 3' (Holds 10) 5.25
DS40L CF2 3"

I
Holds 28| lockable ....9.75

CT-3100 3' (Holds 50/601
lockable 11.75
DS40L 3,5" IHolds 401 lockable 9.75
CT-3100 3.5" (Holds 100)

lockable 11.75
CT-5070 5.25" (Holds 70) lockable.. .9.75

DSI00L5.25" (Holds 100)

lockable 11.75

PRINTER RIBBONS
PCW 8256 fabric (14m length! x 2 ...7.49

PCW 8256 Carbon Multlstrlke x 2 ....7,49

PCW 95 1 2 Carbon Multlstrlke X 2 ...6.99

PCW9512 New Fabric type x 2 6.99
Many other ribbon types avalablc*

COMPUTER PAPER
Prices On Application
9.5" x II" I Plv Plain
9.5" X 112 Plv Plain
9.5" x 1

1" 3 Ply Plain (boned 700)

14.5" x 11" I Plv Plain-premium
14,5" x 11"

I Ply Plain -music ruled
premium
14,5" x II" I Ply Plain-computer bond.

14.5 X I
1" 2 Ply-music ruled OTC

14.5" x 1
1" 3 Plymusic ruled OTC

14,5" x 1
1" 4 Ply-music ruled OTC

14.5" x 1 1" 2 Ply-music ruled CLT
14.5" X 1

1" 3 Ply- music ruled CLT
14.5" x 1 l~ 4 Ply-music ruled CLT

15 5/16" x 1

1
' 1 Ply Plain-premium

15 5/ 16" x 1
1"

1 Ply m/r-premlum
15 5/16"* I! i Ply m/r=compulcr bond

15 5/16" x 11" 2Plym/rOTC
15 5/16" x II" 3 Plym/rOTC
15 5/16" x II" 4Plym/r OTC

15 5/16" x 1
1" 2 Ply m/r CLT

15 5/16" x II" 3Plym/rCLT
15 5/ 16" x 11" 4Plym/rCLT

COMPUTER ADDRESS LABELS:
One wide - with sprocket holes

Two wide - with sprocket holes
Three wide - with sprocket holes

FORMS SUITABLE FOR SAGE
2 Ply Payslips
1 Plv Sla lenient
2 Ply Stalmenl

OTHER MULT1- PURPOSE FORMS
AVAILABLE

If you own machines other than the
Amstrad PCW [or would like to) please
telephone us for prices and avallabllltv of
supplies. We now trade in over 4.500'
lines of stock spread over a wide variety
of machines and office products
genera lly.

IFWE CAN HELP WE W1LL,

•TROJAN UGHTPENS"
•PCW Cadmaslcr (new version 1 27.95'
pC-Cadmaster (new-Just out) 15.95*

CPC-Cadmaster 17,95'

•CBMPlus4/C 16 Cadmaster 17.95*

•CBM 64/ 1 28 Cadmaster 17.95"

•Spectrum + 3 Cadmaster 21.95-

•Spectnim + 2 Cadmaster 17.95*

Spec. 48/ 128k Cadmaster 17.95*

The Last Word - Cassette 12.95*

The Last Word - 3" Disc..... 17.95'

'Graph-Pro Pack Casselle 27.95"
•Graph-Pro Pack - 3" Disc 35.95"

Trade Enquiries Welcomed

SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSORS

Prolext - Full system:
Worriprocessur / Spcllehecker/
Mallmcrge 39.75
Protext lller (needs Protcxtl. 21,75
Protcxt Office Ineeds Prolexll 27.95
Pocket Protext 27.75
Locoeombo (Loeoscrlpl & Spell) 29.75
Locoscrlpt II ,,„....,..,„...,..... 17.75
Locomall I or II 28.75
Tasworu K(KK) 17.75
Tas-SIgn 23.95
Tasprint 8000 1 1.75

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
Mlno Office Professional System ....19.95

Saxon Micro Collect Ion -5 Programs
in one pack - excellent value 39,95

SPREADSHEETS
SuperralcU 39.75
Cracker It 36.75
Cracker II Turbo , 44.75

DATABASES
Mastcrfilc 8000 34.75
Delta 1.25 69.75
dBase II 69.95
"dBase II Made Easy" - book 14.95

ACCOUNTS
If you arc unstire exactly which package
you need for vour particular business
please phone"and we will describe the

strengths and weaknesses of the various

faaekages In clear jargonless terms - but
eave you to declde.

Meridlan Slockmarket ...34.75

Money Manager Plus - For personal use
or
small businesses ....29.75

Comix Simple Accounts Plus 39.95
Comix Job Estimating 39.95
Comix - Product Cosllng 39.95
Diglta - Tax Planner 19,95
Dlglta - Business Controller 79.95
Micro Simplex -VAT made simple...87 .75

Micro Simplex Micro Pub Slock.-87.75

COMPACT ACCOUNTS
Accounts , ...,.,...165.75

Accounts plus 192.50
PaYTOll 77.95
Daybook (and others) 54.95

CAMSOFT ACCOUNTS: -

PSIL -Integrated. Stock / 1nv /Sales/
Purch/Nom 97.75
PSPN • INT. Sales/Pureh/ Norn 73.45
PPay - Payroll (and others] 37.25

SAGE ACCOUNTS :

-

Popular Accounts 79.00
Popular Accounts Plus 104.00
Popular Accounts Super 149.00
Popular Payroll land others) 59.50

Map Accounts:

-

Integrated Accounts 99,75
Payroll land others) 49 50

DTP AND GRAPHICS
Stop l*rcssand AMX Mouse 64.95
AMX Slop Press 32.75
Desktop Pub & AMX Mouse 59.75
Desklop Publisher 22.75
Master Paint 17.75
Master Scan 55.75
Master Pack (Scan & Palntl 62.75
Kempslon Mouse (the beslj 64.95

UTHLTTIES
Arnor-Maxam 11 ,..52.75

Amonr-C Compiler (also 61281 ...33.25

Borland- Turbo Pascal 49.75
HiSOFT-Thc Knife - Excellent! 18.75
Dlalup Communications
Software .67.75
Dlgita Supertypell 21.75

TRAINING
REELTIME

Top quality training course on disc with
instruction audio tape,

PCW9512 Locoscrlpt II 34.44
PCW8256/8512 - Locoscript 34.44
PCW8256/8512 Locoscript 11 34.44
CP/M Computing - learn
properly. ,*.*,....*...... 34,44
Supercalcil 34.44
dBase 11 34.44

IANSYST
Crash course In typing -

beginners ,-.-., 19.95
Two finger In touch typing 19.95

KOSMOS - LANGUAGE TUTORS
The French Mistress 16.75
The German Master 16.75
The Spanish Tutor 16.75
The Italian Tutor 16.75

EDUCATIONAL ft FUN!
KOSMOS

Animal, Mineral. Vegetable I 1.70

World wise 1 1 .70
Persona] Excellence Pack 19.75

TOPOLOGIKA
Yes Chancellor 9.75
Countdown to Doom 9.75
Return to Doom 12.75
Philosopher's Quest ..9.75

Achcton .....9.75

Kingdom of Hamtl .9.75

Giantklller 14.50

SCHOOL SOFTWARE
Better Spelling - age 9 adull 10.95

Magic Maths - age 4 - 8 10,95
Maths Mania - age 8 • 12 10.95
Better Maths age 12 - 16 10,95
Physics -age 12- 16 10.95
Chemistry age 12 16 10.95
Biology age 12 - 16 10.95

LEISURE
Heathrow Traffic Control and Southern
Belle (Train Simulation) 15.75
Tclris 15.75
Time and Magik 11.95
Strike Force Harrier 14.75

Guild of Thieves 19 75
Living Davllghls 11.75
Brian Clough's Football Fortunes .13,75
Hounder —,,.,,„ ,- 13.95
Clock Chess 88 the strong one .... 13.75
Cyras II Chess - great graphics, 13 .75

Colosuss IV Chess - very strong 13.75
Batman 1 1.75

The Pawn 17.75
Scrabble 15.75
Trivial Pursuit 15.75
A.CE. Flight Simulator 14,75
Tomahawk 14,75

Slargllder 18.75
Head Over Heels 12.50
Jewels Of Darkness 15.95
Hitchhiker's Guide To Galaxy 18.75

Leather Goddesses Of Phobos 18,75
Hollywood HIJInx 17.75
Fairflghl 2 14.75
Bridge Player 2000 1 1.75

If you see anything we sell being sold cheaper elsewhere phone us before you buy - Prices etc subject to availability.

Prices include VAT. Postage is free - there is nothing more to add!

Telephone lines open 1pm - 7pm MON-WED / 1PM-5PM FRIDAY / 9AM-12 Noon SAT.

WEST OF BRITAIN BUSINESS SERVICES dept s/ii.

CAPEL TOBI, FFAIRFACH, LLANDEILO, DYFED. SA19 6PR
Telephone: (0558) 823782

Cheques /P.O. s payable to W.B.B.S.' - PLEASE STATE YOUR MACHINE TYPE.



CLEAN
Beginner's guide to the spreadsheet: part 8
of the Mini Office tutorial series. Rob
Ainsley spreads the word

The Mini Office suite comes with a very powerful all-purpose
spreadsheet, which as you know is one of the most powerful
programs a business or computer user can possess'. So, what
exactly is it?

Short cut to

happiness
Any selection from any Mini

Office menu can be selecfed |usl

by pressing one letter, usually

the tirst letter. To see which letter

to press, press |+], to hide Ihe

lisl of letters, press [). For

example, in the opening menu ;-

selects the Spreadsheet wilhoul

you having to use the cursor and

[RETURNj keys

Sort of annoying
The only major drawback with

Mini Office's spreadsheet, rf

you're frying to choose between

il and another program, is that it

can't sort data, nor can i! export

or import data (so you can'i sort

data exlemally wiih, say, a

BASIC program), SuperCafc and

Cracker will though.

DTP note
You may end up deciding that it's

cheaper to photocopy or use a

slencil duplicalor (hence no

photos). With the above

spreadsheet, just press |f7] and

edit ihe formula m cell F7. Based

on cosls of 35p par A3 sheet

photocopying, and £3 per A4

sheet lor cutting the stencils

electronically plus paper costs of

£3.50 per 500 A4 far duplicating,

Ihe formula in cell F7 lor

photocopying is c$* .35 and fat

duplicating is

30 8000 PLUS to 88

Explaining spreadsheets is a problem. Think up an

example problem simple enough to explain in two

pages, and you go away thinking it would be easier to

do it on the back of an envelope. Work out a densely

calculated example of an accounting report for a

multinational company and everyone turns over the page.

The example here is a bit more involved arithmetically than

usual. Rather than show how to add up a column of figures

- which you can do easier and quicker on a calculator - it's

to show how, once set up, a spreadsheet lets you juggle

figures which are related to each other in a complicated way
very easily.

So, imagine you're preparing a desktop publication - a

parish or club magazine, perhaps. How much are you going

to charge for it? It depends on many factors - how much
each copy will cost you, how many sales you lose as you
raise the price, and how much profit, if any. you intend to

make.

Here are some figures based on our local High Street

printers in Bath for camera ready copy - ie. the pages are

already laid out, perhaps prepared under a desktop
publishing program, or with LocoScript and Letraset for

headlines. One sheet of A3 printed both sides - ie, four

pages of A4 (this page is on A4) - costs £43 for 1 00 copies,

but thereafter each additional 1 00 copies is only £7.95. Each
photograph costs £10, and VAT is not included. If you intend

to make no profit, how much should you charge if you
expect to sell 100 copies? Or 500? Or 2000? What's the

iree space; jcraiH
:ell C008 - Blank
.nter fornula
Contents :c4/4"

C. ,:,.',

"

Hetrang Parish Netis

Ho. pages M I!
ho. photos 4
No. copies 400

No. pages H3

Cover price

TOTAL COST
1NC0HE

optimum cover price which will bring in enough money but

not deter buyers? First you have to decide on some sort of

table layout for juggling your figures in. Suppose you decide

on 1 2 pages of A4 - ie. 3 pages of A3 - with four photos,

selling four hundred copies. Say 60p for the cover price and

250 copies will be sold; all you want to do is break even.

You'd get something like this:

No. pages A4 12 Cover price .60

No. photos 4

No. printed 400

TOTAL COST ?

No. pages A3 3 INCOME ?

Probable sales 250 PROFIT

You can work out the total cost, income and profit (or loss)

from the figures according to the prices above - but what if

it's unsatisfactory? (In fact you get a loss of £120!) You have

to start again with different figures - say you put the price up

to 95p and only have 8 pages... with a pencil, paper and
rubber, awfully tedious - you'll have to keep changing

figures until you get the sums right. With Mini Office's

spreadsheet, dead easy.

Clean sheet
Run up CP/M and at the A> prompt insert side 2 of your Mini

Office disc and type office[RETURN], selecting

'Spreadsheet' from the main menu and 'Edit data' from the

next. You don't actually have any data at the moment of

course.

You see a screen with A. B, C etc. along the top and 001.

002, 003 etc. down the side. These are references to 'cell

numbers', similar to grid references on a map. The cursor

will be in cell A1 , and you can move it with the cursor keys to

the right into A2, then down into B2, down and across two
into D3 and so on. You can see which cell you're in at the

top left of the screen.

The idea is that you can put text or numbers into these

cells, then tell other cells to show results of calculations

based on the figures in cells elsewhere - for example, cell

B6 might hold the sum of figures in cells B1 to B5.

First you want a title. This can go anywhere but a good
place might be cell B2, not too close to the top and side

axes. Cursor there and type the title - wetwang Parish
News or whatever. When you finish with [RETURN] you

see that it wont fit into the cell - what you can do is to make
the text you've typed an 'overflow string' which will flow into

the neighbouring cell. In cell B2 type [ALTJs -this is the

command to tell Mini Office to overflow your text - then type

the title again. It spills into the next cell giving you a full title.

Now you can set up a table similar to the one you
sketched out on paper. In cell B4, enter No . pages A4;in

B5, No. photos; in 86. No. copies; in B8, No. sheets
A3; in B10, Sales. All these get truncated - they won't fit

into the cell - but instead of making them overflows, you can
widen the column. With the cursor in the column, just press

[ALTJw and then the cursors to widen or narrow the column,

finishing with [RETURN]. The minimum width is four

characters.

Free space i 3 I 7440
Cell FDtO - B

Enter fornula
Contents :f8-f7|

He twang Parish Nms

Nd. pages R4 1?
No. photos
No. copies 400

No. pases 03 3
TOTAL COST 2 76.63
INCOHE 150,00



MINI OFFICE

The numbers to accompany these headings can go in

cells C4 to C1 0. You might narrow this column to four

characters for neatness as above. Column D can be blank to

give a bit of space; in cell E4 you can put the text cover

price, E7 TOTAL COST, E8 INCOME and E10 profit. Widen

it to suit.

Of course, you can put any text anywhere you like, but

the above arrangement corresponds roughly with the table

initially set out. To edit a cell, move to it and press [f7]; to

delete a cell, move to it and press [f 1 ].

Cell, by, cell

Now, the number of pages, number of photos, number of

copies you expect to sell and cover price are all to be

decided by you; the number of pages of A3 involved, the

consequent price, income and profit all depend on the

figures you've put in. You can immediately type in any

figures you like for the number of pages, photos and so on -

just move to the relevant cell and type the number, 1 2 for the

pages in cell C4, 4 for the number of photos in cell C5 etc.

Mini Office automatically puts two decimal places after

each; but each figure in this column is a whole number. You

can tell it to display only the whole number part by pressing

IALTJd and the cursors to raise or lower the number of

decimals. So pressing the left cursor twice has the desired

effect. All the numbers in the column are affected (so the

initial layout, with all whole numbers in one column, and all

prices, which have two decimal points to display pence,

wasn't quite arbitrary!)

The number of pages of A3 will always be the number of

A4 pages divided by four. Here you want a formula: you

wait whatever is in cell C4 divided by four. Move to cell C8
and press [f5) to introduce a formula then type c4/ 4 (ie.

'whatever is in cell C4 divided by four') followed by

[RETURN]. After a short pause you see a 1 appear in cell. It

you move back to cell C4 and make it 24 pages, you see the

number of A3 pages change to 6 automatically.

The income is easy - cover price times copies sold.

Move to cell F8 and press [f5], giving the formula as cl0*f4,

ie. number of copies sold in cell C10 times cover price as

shown in cell F4'. The result appears and is updated if you

revise the cover price or the expected sales. The profit is

easy too - just the income (as shown in F8) minus the costs

(as shown in F7). Move to F10, press [f5j and enter fB-f7. It

doesn't matter that some figures haven't been filled in yet -

Mini Office treats them as zero.

Now the total cost is £43 for the first 1 00 copies you want

printed, then £7.95 for each subsequent 100. All multiplied

by the number of A3 sheets. Plus a tenner per photo. The

formula is therefore a bit involved, but believe me it's

cB*(43+(c6-i00> *7. 95/100) + {c5*i0) . This goes in cell

F7. When you [RETURN] you see the total cost calculated

for you, and if you change the number of copies to be

printed or the number of sheets the cost is updated

automatically.

VAT's enough arithmetic - Ed.
Ah, wait a minute - this has left out VAT (another 15%). The

formula in F7 must be edited.

Move to F7 and press [f7] to edit. To make something a

VAT-inclusive price, multiply by 115%. or 115/100. Put a

bracket at the beginning and end and stick on *ii5/iu0.

The price is now VAT inclusive. (To get just VAT you'd

ree space:
fell C01I - Fornula---'--

: (intents sIFtClBNtt/noM !",")

A conditional formula

A dash of conditioner i
In a formula you can enter statements like 'II

something Is true, do this, otherwise do that'

The 'do this' can be text to be displayed -

enclosed in quotes - or a cell reference or

another formula.

For example, you can't sell more copies

than you print. Therefore in the cell C1

1

underneath 'Sales', you can display a warning

If the number of sales in C10 Is bigger than

'no copies' as shown in C6. In cell C11 enler

Ihe formula if (cl0>c6, "not ' !",""). In

English this says 11 the number in CIO Is

bigger than that In C6, print "no!!!", otherwise

print nothing'.

Or, you can check that the number ol

pages of A4 is a multiple of four - you're

getting it printed on double-sided A3 paper

which necessitates a finished product of 4, 8,

12. 16 etc. pages. Vou want to tell CS to

display the number of pages A3, or a rude

message if the number of pages A4 is not

One way of doing this is with a formula

like if (e4=4 or c4=8 or c*=13 or c4=16

or c4=20,c4/4,"no!!!") or, In English, 'if c4

is 4, 8, 12, 16 or 20, put Into the cell the value

of cell C4 divided by four- otherwise, print

"noil!"'.

Mathematicians will be squirming with

discomfort at this and preparing more elegant

formulae using Ihe inl' (unction which

rounds things down to the nearest whole

number, like if (int (ci/4) «4=c4,

c4/4, "no! !

!

") - ignore them.

multiply by 15/100,

to get a VAT
exclusive price from

a VAT-inclusive price

multiply by 20/23.

Adding cells is just

done by formulae

such as c5+c4+f7

and so on).

Now the fun

begins. You can go

back and change

any figure- the

expected sales, the

cover price, the

number of photos,

the number of pages
- and the con-

sequent total cost,

income and profit

appear almost

instantaneously.

Suddenly it's easy to fine-tune your figures to get the best

balance between breaking even and not setting too high a

price.

To save your sheet, [EXIT] then select 'Load/Save' and

Save all data' to the appropriate disc with a suitable name.

You can load it up next time similarly but selecting 'Load'.

Next month: you may have thought this month was

powerful, that's just peanuts compared to the functions

introduced next month. It'll also show you how to add a

column of figures if you have no calculator handy.

Where to go
Mini Oflice is available from

Database (06?5 878888) a!

E29.95, and o ly goad value loo

There's a good tutorial book by

John Hughes covering all ihe

programs in the suite. It costs

£11.95 and is available from

Sigma on 0625 531035.

ree space: j

)ell F0Q4 -

'otitents 1 0.95

Number — .'

Hetuang Parish Neus

No. pages fl4 li

No. photos
No, copies 25E

No. pages R3 3
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Cover price

TOTAL COST £35.49
INCOME 237.50

PROFIT 2.01

One possible solution to Ihe pricing problem

no. sa 8000 PLUS 31



ONTEST

ASSEMBLE HERE
Andy Wilton looks at HiSoft's updated program development package

Devpac80Mkll
If you want the best language for writing fast, compact programs,

assembly language wins hands down. When it comes to which set of

assembly language tools to go for, on the other hand, It's very hard

to find a clear winner. The choice of text editor, assembler and
debugger -the three being collectively known as a development
system - is crucial: without the right set of tools you'll find assembly
language punitively difficult to program in. All PCW owners have a

development package - there's one supplied with the machine! The
utilities MAC, RMAC and SID together provide you with enough
assembler and debugging power to get programming, but there's a

catch: they're written for the Intel 8080, a precursor of the PCW's
Z80, so they can't handle many of the Z80's more powerful

commands. They're also a bit short on documentation!

DEVPAC 80 Mk II

£49.95 • HiSoft (0525 718181) • All PCWs
HiSoft's Devpac80, for a long time the PCW hacker's first

choice of development system, was overshadowed last year

by Amor's impressive Maxam II, now slashed to £50 to

compete further. This Version 2 of Devpac is HiSoft's reply:

it's substantially upgraded from the original, with a new

debugger, and a Mini Office-style main menu to run the

individual utilities or your own finished programs from. But

how does it measure up as a whole?

HDE. Devpac s text editor, has a rather antiquated feel to

it. Like its predecessor ED80. it belongs to the WordStar

tradition of text editors. Editing a file is a clumsy business

unless you're familiar with WordStar conventions. NewWord
and BrainStorm users will feel more or less at home, but

anyone else (ie, most people these days) will need to spend

time creating a SETKEYS file and learning some of the more

he modules
Assembly language is a sugar-coated form of

machine code, the native language of your

PCW. Machine code Itself is an almost

unreadable series of numbers, each one

being an instruction or piece of data for the

PCWs ISO centra! processor chip. It you've

ever used SID to look at the contents of a file,

those hex numbers you see ere machine

code. Because these numbers are so

daunting, most people use assembly

language instructions - a series of three- or

four-letter mnemonics like LD (HL),87 and

SHLD LX!,3-and convert them into

corresponding machine code numbers using

a program called an assembler. As well as the

assembler you'll need a text editor to produce

your program text (or source code) in the first

place - most word processors can fill this

role - and you may well want a debugger too.

Sometimes referred to as a monitor (nothing

to do with TV-style displays!) a debugger Is a

tool that helps you find errors In your

programs, or examine the inner workings of

someone else's.

_
DEVPAC 80 MK II

PLUSES
A REL files

A Good hex facility for BASIC programmers

RANGE OF FEATURES
PERFORMANCE

MINUSES
Unfriendly text editor

Weak monitor

EASE OF USE
DOCUMENTATION

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT 3/5

obscure key combinations. Even the cursor keys have to be

defined before use, and simple tasks like saving your file

and returning to the menu take three-key, totally

unmemorable command sequences. For most users. HDE
will be an irrelevance. If you know WordStar codes you'll

probably own WordStar or NewWord already, and prefer

them to this pale imitation. If you don't you'll find HDE
extremely hostile, and most likely end up sticking with

Protext or LocoSchpt.

Pukka gen
The GEN80 assembler is the heart of the Devpac system,

and in its latest version (v 2.06) it's a very powerful piece of

work indeed. Expression handling in particular is first rate,

with full operator precedence and parenthesis. Macro

handling is excellent and inclusion directives can be nested

up to four levels deep, providing plenty of encouragement to

structure and organise your programming properly. More

importantly, GEN80 is extremely flexible. At one end of the

scale, experienced CP/M programmers will appreciate its

ability to produce .REL files, a vital feature if you want to

write your own RSXs. At the other, novices will find its hex

output facility an enormous help: write your code, assemble

it into Mallard Basic DATA statements rather than a .COM
file, and you can MERGE it into a Basic program with the

greatest of ease. What a painless introduction to assembly

language!

Rounding off the trio of tools, the new debugger ProMON

is quite an advance on HiSoft's older MON80 but still falls

some way short of the Maxam II standard. At heart it's a

command driven affair, with disassembly and memory

exploration being controtled by typing in short mnemonics -

MA to set the memory viewing address, SB to search for a

byte sequence and so on. You can move a cursor round the

disassembly or memory windows and shift your view around

that way, but it's a very slow process: Maxam definitely has

the edge here. The debugging facilities themselves are

powerful, with a nice set of conditional breakpoints helping

you track down those elusive glitches. You can even set a

global breakpoint condition, so that the program executes

continuously but stops as soon as a condition becomes true.

For those maddening times when you know what the

problem is but have no idea where it is, this is precisely what

you want. ProMON unquestionably looks very rough next to

the Maxam monitor, but will be sufficient for most purposes.

It's very far from idiot-proof however: exit the program while

switched to an alternate memory bank and you'll crash the

machine spectacularly I

Bottom line

If you don't like the HDE editor you won't appreciate HiSoft's

attempts at integrating the overall package, but GEN80 and

ProMON are still perfectly usable from the command line. If

you're after a slick, high-performance monitor and editor

you'd probably do better looking at Maxam II. GEN80 is an

excellent tool for beginners and high-flyers alike, however. If

you only really want an assembler - and many people will -

Devpac is well worth a look.

32 8000 PLUS toes



AMSTRAD ACCOUNTS
PCW 8256 - PCW 8512 - PCW 9512

This system is no nonsense, purpose designed, traditional style double entry book-keeping.

capaWe ol operating ai any fevet from a simple cash account right up to a fully sophisticated

feature packed system to handle up to 500 Nominal ledger acounts plus 999 Sales and 999

Purchase ledger accounts,

BOOK-KEEPING and ACCOUNTS
byAG Clougti F.C.A

PRICE (including manual:)

Version 1 book-Keeping only £57.50

Version 2 AsV.1 plus intergralad invoicing..., £69.00

Version 3 As V.I plus invoicing & stock control £60.50

Write or phone lor detailed information or. as we strongly recommend.

SEND FOR A COMPLETE DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE
Discs Only With Manual(s)

Version 1 £5.00 £1 0.00

Version 2 £7.00 £14.00

Version 3 £8.00 £16-00

This package, on two discs, programs and data, contains the whole unabridged system ready

to use , less only the facility lo set upthe accounts headings. We havedone this already, setting

up more than 200 example accounts with representative pnme entries for a lypical month.

ready lo put lo experimental use immediately after copying the disc,

EXPERIMENT WITHIN MINUTES. Having read only the simple single sheet

instructions, you can. tor example, view any ledger in normal or historic mode, sequentially

or by random account, produce statements orpayment advices, practise prime eniries. study

a credit control analysis, read or print a Trial Balance and even do a pseudo profit or losscai-

culation lor the period.

To properly understand the invoicing and stock control, and experiment with your own

invoices, you will need the manual.

Follow up service avilable.

ALSO AVAILABLE: ^p^^em spicing £19.50

Independent invoicing and stock control £29.00

CLUB ACCOUNTS £69.00

GOLF HANDICAP Records and revisions £29.00

Club Accounts offers full book-keeping facilities including subscription ledger and bar

takings control.

The handincap records system is suplied free with Club Accounts. It implements the latest

changes in the Standard Scratch Score and Handicapping system 1983

Manx Tapes, Garey Veg, Glen Auidyn,

Ramsey, Isle of Man
Telephone (0624) 813071

CASPELL
COMPUTER SERVICES
ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT -

PAPER
Allpricesper thousandsheets wcl VAT
1 1/9.5 GOgsm Listing £6.45
1 1/9.5 70gsm Microperf. . £7.95
1 1/9.5 85gsm Letter Qual . £9.95

A4 Size 70gsm Microperf . .£9.70

A4 Size 85gsm L/Qual . .
.£10.95

1 1/9.5 2-pt NCR £19.40
A5 Size Letter Qual £13.90

DISKS
Genuine

Address Labels
3.5/1,5, 1-or2-across£3.75

+ £2.50 P&P per order

(Paper/Labels only)

RIBBONS
(Please state machine type- with order)

PCW 8256/8512:
Black Norm Length
Black Extra Long
MuKistrike Films

Colours*
*RecJ, Blue. Brown,

PCW 9512: 1 Off 2-off

Multistrike Films £3,95 £7.45
Fabric Black £3.95 £7.45
Fabric Black L/Life £4.95 £8.95

Colours (Red, Blue) £4.95 £8.95
Mix 'n

1 Match Any5@E3.9S for £17

Any 5 @ £4.95 for £20

AMSOFT
£21 .95 for 10

£1 1 .50 for 5
incl. VAT & post

SPECIAL
1 0-in-a-box"

Smart, lockable box with 10 Am soft

e

(Box holds 20+ disks)

*Box on its own £9.95

FREE CATALOGUEn Cheques/PQs (no stamp needed):

CASPELL COMPUTER SERVICES
Dept 8k, FREEPOST. Poole, Dorset BH15 1BR

visA^frccEss (0202) 6661 55

The PCW Bnleins Best Loved

Word Processor

ISENSTEIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
UNIT 11

CHESTER ENTERPRISE CENTRE
HOOLE BRIDGE
CHESTER CH2 3NE

TELEPHONE 0244 312986
Phorw Out 24 Hour Hotline Nowf.

INTRODUCING THE NEW FIX-A-STRAD SERVICE
THE ONLY SPEEDY PCW REPAIR SERVICE!

• BRONZE SERVICE ([lack in 8 Working Days)

1) YOU PAY FOR DISPATCH AND COLLECTION.
^ WE REPAIR YOUR FAULTY PCW [TEM WrTHIN OUR MIN-MAX CHARGE, (below)

3 WE GIVE YOU A FURTHER 10% DISCOUNT OFF OUR ADVERTISED COSTS,

• SILVER SERVICE ((Jack in 6 Working Days)

I YOU SEND US THE FAULTY PCW [TEM FOR REPAIR AT YOUR COST.
J WE FIX IT WITHIN OUR MIN-MAX CHARGES, (son charges below)

3 WE SEND IT REPAIRED BACK TO YOU VIA OUR COURIER.

• COLD SERVICE (Hack in 4 Working Days)

1) WE ARRANGE COURIER COLLECTION AT OUR COST,
Z) WE REPAIR AND TEST THE FAULTY ITEM.

3 WE SEND IT BACK TO YOU VIA COURIER.
4) FOR GOLD SERVICE YOU PAY ONLY THE MAXIMUM CHARGE (see below)

This service is open to Access/Mastercard Cord holders only.

Ofticai Orders Welcome

PCW REPAIR
Faulty PCW8256/512 Keyboard
Faulty PCWS512 Keyboard
Faulty PCW8258/512 Printer

Faulty PCW9512 Printer

Faulty PCW8256/3T2 Monitor,.

Mln Charge Max Charge

.... E15.00 £85.00

.... £16.00 £95,00

.... EfS.OO , £70.00

.... £25.00... £95.00
£30.00 £150.00

Faulty PCW9512 Monitor, £30.00 £150.00

Faulty I Donl Know whal rt Is? (sending you the lot I) £50.00 E165.00

Not*:- For Bronze and Silver Service, Please send payment for our minimum charge

our Engineer will Inform you of the enact repair cost before dispatch

THE D.I.Y. AMSTRAD PCW REPLACEMENT PARTS
DEPOT (With free delivery)

• COMPLETE AMSTRAD PCW REPLACEMENT PARTS;-

ORDER
CODE
271000
2770OQ
271200
277200
271300
271301
277300

DESCRIPTION

PCW8256/512 Complete Working Keyboard..

PURCHASE
PRICE

£115,00
PCWB512 Complete Working Keyboard £155,00
PCW8256/512 Complete Wonting Printer £135.00
PCW9512 Complete Working Printer E2Q5 00
PCW6256 Complete Working Monitor _.....„ _ £145.00
PCW8512 Complete Working Monitor „ £245.00

PCWS512 Complete Working Monitor £195.00

REPIACEMENT AMSTRAD PCW CIRCUIT BOARDS:-

ORDER
CODE
710171
710181
700771
111171
600771
511171
500771
631171
800771

DESCRIPTION

PCWS258 PCB. CPU

EXCHANGE
PPJCE
£66.95,,....

PCW8512 PCB, CPU , £75.95..

PCW9512 PCB, CPU .

PCW8258/512 PCB, Monitor ...

PGW9512 PCB, Monrlor
PCW8256/512 PCB, Keyboard
PCW9512 PCB. Keyboard
PCWB256/512 PCB, Printer

PCW9512 PCB, Printer

PURCHASE
PRICE
£86.95
£93,75

£80.00 £97.95
E4S.85 £74.25
£48.95.. , £74.25
£21.95 £28.95
£21.95 E2B.95
£15.95 £27.95
£15.95 £27.95

REI'IACEMENT AMSTRAD PCW DISC DRIVES:-

ORDER DESCRIPTION EXCHANGE PURCHASE
CODE PRICE PRICE

500091 PCWB258/512 'A' Disc Drive £84.75 E80.O0
422171 PCWB512 "B' Disc Drive E72.75 £96.00
410771 PCWB512 'B

1

Disc Drive £82.75 £115.00

REPLACEMENT AMSTRAD I'CW PRINTER PARIS:-

ORDER
CODE
210771
721171
681171
761171
321171
121171
432171
112171
821171
621171
521171

DESCRIPTION EXCHANGE PURCHASE
PRICE PRICE

PCW9512 Printer Mechanism £79.95 £99.95

PCW8256/512 Primer Mechanism £39.95 £61.95
PCW825W512 Printer Head -.-.. £38.25

PCWS258/512 Motor Head Drive E14.25
PCW8256/512 Paper Holder (Black)

PCW8256/512 Paper Tray (Gray)

PCW8256/512 Printer Head Lid (Black)

PCWB256/512 Tractor Feed Unrl

PCW8256/512 24 Volt DC Cable
PCW8256r512 Printer Platem Knob (Black) .,

PCW6258/512 Printer Sail Bar Knob (Black)

£2.25
E8.75
E5.55

£15.75
.. £5.25
.. £5.85
- £5.45

REPLACEMENT AMSTRAD TCW KEYBOARD PARIS:-

PCW9512 Full Keyboard (Less Case)
PCW82S6f512 Full Keyboard (Less Case)

800771
620171
332171 PCW8256/512 Keyboard DIN. Cable

...P.O.A

£46.25
.. £7.25

REPLACEMENT AMSTRAD PCW PARIS MISC:-

825628 PCW8256 Memory Expansion Kit £49.95
825811 PCW8256/512 Service Manual , „ £12.00

851211 PCW9512 Service Manual E18.00

310171 PCW8256/512 On/off Power Switch £5.25

Please Add VAT To All Prices.



CLUB

JUGGLING CLUBS
The PCW can make running a club fun. Rob Ainsley, Sharon Bradley and
a few 8000 Plus readers show you how...

If it hasn't already happened to you, it will do. You have "a computer'
so you're pressganged into doing the secretary's job for your focal

train spotting or hang gliding club.

Fortunately with the amount of software now available your PCW
can handle everything: keeping membership records, looking after

the accounts, sending out newsletters... you can do the work of a

committee in just a couple of evenings' spare time a month. And it'll

leave you and the other members free to concentrate on spotting

trains or hang gliding or whatever the real point of the exercise is.

The most obvious role for your PCW in a club is to

handle all the paperwork - newsletters and

membership databases for example. As this is the

most tedious part of running an organisation this is just as

well.

But you can put it to a lot of other uses as well. Many
PCW user clubs get free 'public domain' software over

phone lines through their PCW plus modem and distribute it

to their members; Ipswich Fencing Club use their Amstrad to

produce illustrated training manuals; the Spartan Sports

Association have written themselves a program to calculate

their cricket team members' season and career averages;

History in the making

Gerald Gracey-Cox. regular 8000 Plus

reader, uses present-day technology In the

form of his PCW S512 to breathe life into

the past and resurrect il. Kidlington and

District Historical Society and the

Oxfordshire Family History Association, of

which he's a key member, require

dedicated use of his 8512 not just for

storing the results of hard-won research,

but also lor producing quarterly

newsletters.

The Kidlington and District Historical

Society alone has a paid-up membership of

over a hundred historians. One of their

prime interests has been in tracing the

history of Kidlington's School Road and its

various buildings, to which end the Society

has published a fourth booklet in a series

of historical guided tours.

At the moment, Gerald says the Society

is busy researching records, and entering

into a database land tax returns on the

parish between 1761-62 and 1785-1832.

This coincides with another study they're

doing, Kidllngton Enclosure Awards, which

charts the abolition of strip fields and the

distribution of parish acreage. 'Matching

that to the land tax returns helps

us trace all the comings and

goings in the area and, of

course, changes in the

ownership of land , says Gerald.

He uses Masterfife 8000 for

storing all his records. 'A typical

record', he says, consists of

Occupier, Owners, Property, Map

References, Sums of Tax Money

and the dates in changes of land

ownership - a good spread of all

sources, in fact'.

Gerald also makes interesting use of

DCS Software's Gen Base, a database

which has been specifically designed as an

aid to genealogical research. In it he

records the subject's name, date of birth,

name of parents and spouse. "If we can,

we're only too happy to supply visitors to

Kidlington, whose families originally came

from Oxfordshire, with details of their

family tree'.

GenBase costs £35 from DCS of Stockport

(0614394841).

Selective printout - search text;

Search start date: none set

Search end dale: nane set

Scrojgs Faiiiy Kidlington Oxon,

SUBJECT

SANDELLS 0flTHf:Y:

DATE

—h-h
birth

SCOOSBS ARTHUR —/-/

—

Usmg Ihe genealogical database GenBase.

FATHER

SMCELLS UNKNOWN

SCIHK6S ypi:HNt':

none

SCnRSQT fanny

iPCNiE

SCR0S6S ALBERT H:

UNKNOWN

34 8000 PLUS Nt~88

Kidllngton & Dist.rlot
His toHeal Society



Civil War Service
Guy Aston, from Kingston in Surrey, has a

two year old PCW 6256 and has been using

it to assist him In his work with the English

Civil War Society since day one.

The Society consists of two bodies, the

King's Army and the Roundhead

Association, and strives lo recreate many

of the actions otthe English Civil War that

took place throughout the countryside

during that tumultuous period ot history.

'We're at our busiest during the summer,'

says Guy. 'We recreate some of the more

minor skirmishes and sieges fought around

country manor houses and castles at that

time. In the winter, we go to banquets and

fairs.'

The Society is self-funding and has a

nationwide membership of 2000. Those

who |oin will invariably support the party

that held sway in their particular

neighbourhood over three hundred years

ago.

Guy uses his S25G to print out the

regimental magazine (he belongs to Cot.

Robert Overton's Regiment of Foot -there

are 30 regiments ail in all) and the Society

newsletter.

Ironically, perhaps, lor a society which

insists on leaving the twentieth century

behind, Guy uses LocoScript 2 for the

newsletters and 20-page quarterly

magazine, The Rediviva, though is planning

to upgrade his 8256 in order to accomodate

LocoSpel). 'Since the Society has, in

general, an annual turnover of £2000, 1 use

Money Manager to keep a record of the

regimental accounts and for monthly

analyses of cash flow - and I strongly

recommend it.' He uses Flexifile as his

main database for simple address lists,

attendance registers, and for storing rank

details of each regimental member, but

would prefer to use Infomaster (' - ff only it

would work on the 8256!"). He's also busy

at the moment putting together an

Illustrated handbook tor the regiment. 1

really want to start using desktop

publishing and will buy a program soon.

The only trouble is, where do you get a

selection of clip art featuring pikemen and

musketeers?'

CLUB

i«££34

SIEGE OF CARLISLE Attached to this

paper is a sheet giving details of a

facsimile reprint of Jefferson's 'Siege of

Carlisle', Your author has one and would

recommend it to you all - good value at £6,

Changed Rate
After deliberation at the recent

Commissioner ' s Meeting, the £1 rate for new

First page ol the Society newsletter

the Bristol Guitar Society have even built up a performing

database of their sheet music library. When you're looking

for a piece of music in the catalogue, you can get the PCW
to play you the first few bars of any entry through a musical

interface, to see if it's the tune you're looking for!

Breaking down the tasks involved in running a club into

categories gives you an idea of the sort of things your PCW
can do. and what software, if any, you need to do It

Letters begin
Letter and report writing is what LocoScript was designed

lor. You can build up a library of templates for press

releases, memos, notices, letters and so on. If you're not

happy with the output from your 8000 dot matrix printer you

ought to invest in a daisywheel printer (available tor around

E200 throughout the ads in 8000 Plus) and an RS232
interface (around £60). The output is equal to that of an

electric typewriter.

LocoScript 2 enables you to use daisywheel printers

directly (you just plug the printer in the interface at the back

of your PCW, move an appropriate file from one group to

another on your start of day LocoScript 2 disc, and

whenever you print it goes to the daisywheel instead of the

dot matrix) but at just £20 it's a must anyway - it really is

much faster than Loco 1.

LocoMail (£30, Locomotive, 0306 740606 . 951 2 owners

have it free already) is a mail-merge program - a program

which nominally writes a letter to all the names and

addresses appearing in another file, but which has vastly

powerful features besides. The idea is that in one fiie you

keep a list of all your members' names, addresses, phone

numbers, subs paid and so on. In another you write a letter

marking out slots tor the name, address and so on: 'Dear

(name) - We note that your subscription of (sub) has not

been paid. If you don't pay it we will send the boys round to

your house at (address)...' and so on. LocoMail then writes a

letter automatically to everyone in the specified list. You

have options such as 'only print a letter if the subs haven't

been paid' and so on. With a little ingenuity you can even

write routines to handle your accounts, calculate your

financial position and so on, using its mathematical

functions.

Regular newsletters to all members really keep a club

going. You can survive perfectly well on LocoScript, or on

the other hand you can buy a desktop publishing (or DTP)

program.

In LocoScript you can't do text in two columns, but this

needn't matter. If you want a smart multi-column printout

with headlines bigger than pitch ten double, you'll have to

resort to old-fashioned paste-up. You simply print out your

Data Protection

Act
This requires all those who hold

personal data on a computer

(eg. nameftddress/delails lists

on a customer or society

member database) to (agister

as a Data User - details on

form DPP, 1 available Irom post

otfes Registration costs

around £40.

Fortunately, personal data

held by an unincorporated

members club (eg. a sports or

recreational dub which is not a

registered company) it at the

Data Subjects are members

and none ot Stem object is

exempt - so you probably don't

have to worry! (Quote from the

Data Protection Ad:

Guidelines" issued by the Data

Protection Registrar].

n*M8000 PLUS 35



CLUB
text as one long column, make up your headlines using

Letraset rub-down lettering, then cut everything up with

scissors and paste up the bits of paper on a sheet of thick

paper. Your local printers or office stationers will be able to

print from the result or make up stencils for your duplicator.

You can also include line drawings and photographs though

the latter must be screened' into dot patterns, which will

cost a tew pounds each (you can get an idea of costs by

looking at this month's Mini Office article on page 26).

DTP OK
DTP programs are a bit more sophisticated (ie. difficult to

use). You have a page mapped out on screen and can mark

out boxes for text or graphics. Text prepared in LocoScript

can be fed into the boxes and good DTP programs let you

edit the text when it's in the box so you can get a good fit. In

the graphics boxes can go pictures cut' from a supplied

library of pictures and symbols on disc or images prepared

under another graphics or DTP program. Most DTPs have

some sort of drawing facilities and add-on graphics discs

can be bought for them all.

When you've prepared your page you can print it out on

your dot matrix printer (which you must buy separately if you

have a 9512) and then get those pages printed or stencilled

as above. DTP programs are good if you prefer onscreen

page make-up to traditional cut and paste (which can be

messy). Also the graphics don't need to be screened for

reproduction as do photos.

Stop Press (£50, AMS. 0925 413501) is probably the

best DTP package in terms of graphics (it also has the very

sophisticated ability to automatically flow text round the

contours of a graphic). Newsdesk International is good on

graphics and text too (£50, Electric Studio, 0462 675666).

The Desktop Publisher (£30, Database, 0625 878888) is a
good cheap alternative if you're more concerned with text.

On the record
At its simplest, keeping membership records just involves a

list of names and addresses and phone numbers - a straight

text document in LocoScript. Better than a written list

because you can easily update it and print it out.

However, for a few pounds' outlay and a few hours' work,

you can make things very easy for yourself. A database

program replaces those card-indexes your library used to

have before they themselves got a computerised database.

You store a collection of electronic 'cards' on disc, one each

to a person. On each card you mark out slots for the name,

address, telephone number and so on. The advantage of a
computer database is that you can sort the cards into any

order at the touch of a button - by name, by subs paid and

so on. You can easily select just those who haven't paid or

who haven't been to a meeting for a year. You can 'export'

these, or all. the names and addresses - ie. make a new file

on disc ot just the names and addresses (or any

combination of any of the items of information) for use in

LocoScript, perhaps. In this way you can easily produce up-

to-date lists of all members, or just those who haven't paid,

or just committee members, etc. in any order

you like.

LocoScript fans will be interested in

"he Fence of Norfolk
Bill Vinyard is coach, secretary, treasurer,

and armourer of the Ipswich Fencing Club,

which ha began running ten years ago.

When Amstrad announced the launch of

the 8256. he knew it was the machine he'd

been waiting for to help him cut through all

the paperwork that managing any kind of

club creates. 'The advantages over a

typewriter were soon obvious: the ease of

typing and correcting, the versatility of

margin and tab settings and above all the

ability to set the whole thing up correctly

before printing out.'

LocoScripts 1 and then 2 were of

invaluable help to him, and Bill put them to

rather unusual uses. It was handy for the

choreography of demonstration fights. We
do a tair number ol these, not only using

the modem weapons, but also weapons

such as the long sword, sword and buckler,

rapier and cloak, rapier and dagger,

smallsword, quarter stafl and single sticks.

The tab settings can be set as required for

blade movements and footwork movements

can be arranged for each fencer in

columns. I think out these fights sitting at a

desk and they usually need some

modification when we come to try them out.

The script can be amended with ease,

reproduced on disc when required, and the

'End Page here' option is useful to ensure

that a fencing phrase is not split over two

pages.'

Bill hasn't yet ventured into the realms

of databases for storing member details,

though realises that it's a step he'll

probably have to take quite soon. At the

moment, he prepares the club accounts

and annual financial reports with

LocoScript and an electronic calculator,

which he then checks over with a pencil

and paper.

Bill particularly likes combining text

with graphics for his illustrated notes,

score sheets and publicity material. He

uses Newsdesk International, for example,

to create a heading alongside a drawing of

a smallsword and saves it as a screen.

Then using LocoScript, he designs files so

that they will fit around the graphics. At

present, he uses coloured papers and

ribbons for posters and handbills, though

is thinking of investing in a colour printer

soon.

'Time,' says Bill, 'is still my biggest

enemy. Certainly the machine has speeded

up the work, but it has also eliminated any

chance of delegating any of my club duties.

In none of the jobs could I possibly be

replaced by anyone other than the proud

owner of an Amstrad PCW.'

IPSWICH FENCING CLUB
RAPIER AND DAGGER FIGHT No.l

RAPIER & DAGGER

1 ,R Inverso

Parry dagger left, low

Parry dagger left,

Riposte r Inverse

Break away

2. Stoccata under sw
:

Parry sword seconde
Riposte cut to right cheek Duck

36 8000 PLUS to B8

GUARDS



PANASONIC
As supplied

by Amstrad

!M UPGRADES
FD4 tfii

TYPE SECOND DISC DRIVE
l Megabyte unformatted (726K tormatied). Internal titling

PCW 82 SS version £119 PCW 9512 version £122

T>» FEW is only available with mmcnmg 'oil wrwte from panel Amsir&d now supply their FD4 kw both ihe

PCWB2S6&ndQ£l2
Wflh our simple, yel fully comprehefislwe slop by st&p instructions. Div installation really !* hubiv even Por

pig ineKpengnwd

Our unbeatable prices include VAT and 1st class Registered Post

FD2 PCW 8256 Second Drives Please Phone

nb. These drives are brand new, NOT reconditioned

/ & •

4 <r J
PCW 8256 Memory Upgrade

With our best selling, internal. 256K to 512K memory upgrade kit.

Our simple instructions assume no prior Knowledge, experience, or skills. We supply

ttaWd. TOP QUALITY fast (tSOnS) chips which are jig preformed lor ease ol

insertion NO BENDING REQUIRED - plus a practice' chip.

PCW 8256 MEMORY UPGRADE KIT £59.00

Memory Upgrade Kit plus FD4 E1 69.00

Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post, normally by return

Send UK ChequestMoney Ordersrt-A or Government orders 10:

SILICON CITY
Dept 8. Wheal Rose, Redruth, Cornwall TR16 SDR

Access/Visa orders: Telephone 0209 891 141

SIMPLY - THE BEST!

MARGIN MAKER"
*MM3'Cut Sheet LOCATOR* ALIGNER for PCW 8000 Printers

Vital when using printed stationary. Save time and paper, 'Waft' up to

100gms paper between arms and load, accurately! Lock arms anywhere.

Four scales marked. Simply fitted and adjusted. A real boon.

"..Excellent product. MM3 iff fcv far the best

product ofits kind on the market.'

•Your AmstradrW November 87

"Very well designed, extremely well made. You
would expect it to work well, and it does."

Am sir,id fCW Mdguine' October 87

"MM3 must be THE best add-on for theAmstrad
PCW!"
Mr. I.T.C.O. tonbridst-

ind. VAT&p+p
Send addressed adhesive LABEL, with REMITTANCE made out to:

"MARGIN MAKER"
Dept. 8 Box 121 Gresham Road, Staines, Mx. TW182AJ. England.

(Overseas. Add £2.00 Sterling)

RIL.. Dlb.AFTLN. No. 1Ml H7 i , « ,
> r s -«AHGINMaKEJT '*»)'

ONLY
£10.50

1 Bridge St,

Galashiels

TD1 1SW
Tel: 0896 57004

(24 hours)

LOWEST PRICES

AMX MOUSE/STOP PRESS
E6&95 NOW ONLY £62.95

COMMODORE COMPATIBLES "XT"
PC! 512K mono display single drive 369.99

POT 51 2K colour display single drive 494.50

PC10640K mono display dual drive. 780.85
PCiO 640K colour display dual drive 976.35
PCiO 640K enhanced colour display dual drive 11 48.85

PC2Q 640K 20 Mb hard disk mono display 1 148.85

PC20 640K 20 Mb Hard disk colour display 1 321 .35

PC20 840K 20MB hard disk enhanced col display 1493.85

AMSTRAD COMPUTER SYSTEMS
9512 Word ptocessor/daisywheel printer 527.95

8256 Single drive Word processor 'printer 365.95
8512 Dual drive Word processor-printer ....486.95

1640 RANGE
1640 Single drive/mono display 539.95

1640 Single drive/colour display ....689.95

1640 Single drivefenhanced colour display 849.95
1640 Dual drive/mono display 674.95
t640 Dual dnvertolour display ., ...824.95

1640 Dual drive'enhanced colour display 964.95

1640 Hard disk/mono display 990.95
1640 Hard disk/colour display 1 144.95

1640 Hard disk/enhanced colour display 1284.95

PORTABLES
PPC512S Single 720k 3.5" drive 429.95

PPC 640S Single 720k drive with modem 549,95

PPC 51 2D Double 720k 3.5" drive 586.95

PPC 640D Double 720K 3.5" drive wild modem 689.95

PRINTERS
DMP 3250 di dot mainx 1 89,95

DMP 4000 ddt matrix 289.99

LQ 3500 dot matrix (24 pin) 289.99

PERIPHERALS
Programmable joystick I'face 24.95

CPS8256 PCW Interface (RS232i'Centranics) 52.95

WSRLDWIDE
S O F T IVA R E

NEW PRICE REDUCTIONS

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
£21.05 NOW ONLY £19.50

PCW SOFTWARE
AMX Mouse/Desktop 64.95

AMX Mouse + Desktop Publisher 58.95

Dalaslore II 28.95

Dalabase Manager Plus 28.95

Desktop Publisher 1 9.50

HisoftC 35.95

Hisofl Forth 1 4.95

Hisofl Knile Plus 14-95

Hisofl pascal 35.95

Locoscriptll -t-Locospell 32,95

Masts rfite 8000 32.95

Masterpack (Masterscan + Masierpamt 58.95

Money Manager Plus 28,95

Personal Tan Planner 18.95

Plan II 16.95

Pocket Proiexl 26-95

Piospell 21 -95

Sage Paystips (1 000) 38.95

Sage Popular Accounts Plus (Acc+lnv) 102.95

Sage Popular Accounts -- 71 .95

Sage Popular Chit Chat Combo 71.95

Sage Popular invoicing — .51.95

Sage Popular Payroll 51.95

Saga Popular Relneve 49.95

Sage Staiemenls (1000) 38.95

Sage Super Combo (Aec+Pay+Inv) 142.95

Slop Press Software only 31.95

Supertype II 19-95

TasSign , 21.95

Tasprint 8000 ,
1 1-20

Tasspell8000 11-00

Tasword8000 '7.50

49 Stoney St,

Nottingham
NG1 1LX

Tel: 0602 480779
Fax: 0602 483102

FASTEST DELIVERY

10 AMSOFT CF2 DISK

£22. 5 NOW ONLY £21 .95

PCW LEISURE SOFTWARE
Bridge Player 2000 1 1 -95

Classic Collection 11.20

Classic Invaders 10.95

Clock Chess 88 11-95

Colossus Bridge 4 11-95

Colossus Chess 4 1 1 .95

Deluxe Scrabble 14.95

Frank Brunos Boxing 14.95

Guild of Thieves 18.50

Jinxler 18.50

Knighl Ore 14.95

Matchdayll 11-20

Mindftghter 1B.50

Professional Adventure Wnler 22.95

StarglWer 1B.50

Steve Davis Snooker 1 1-20

Strike Force Harrier 14.95

The Pawn ,
18.50

Time andMagik tl.20

Tomahawk - 14,95

Trivial Pursuit 14.95

PCW EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Animal/Vegelabler Mineral 11-95

Better Maths 1 (i2to16yrs) 11.95

Better Spelling (9 to 14 yrs) 11.95

Biology t (12 to 16 yrs) ...11.95

Chemistry 1 (12 to 16 yrs) '1-95

Magic Maths (4 to 8 yrs) 11-95

Maths Mania (8 to 12 yrs) 11-95

Physics i (12 to 16 yrs) '1-95

World Wise 11-95

Credit card orders accepted by phone or mail. All prices include VAT and delivery in the U.K. Overseas locations

all uk deliveries supplied with carriage at cost. Educational/Govt. /Commercial orders welcome, all uk deliverk

byistclassmail Cheques etc. payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE.
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Screen dump of a handbell using LocoSctipi 2's facility to prim musical quavers

Malcolm supervising a mass ringing in Buckfasl Abbey.

Be\\-lettres
Malcolm Wilson is the membership

secretary to the Handbell Hingers ot Great

Britain. This association also has a 2000-

strong national membership, is split into

seven regions and has registered teams

trom Shetland to the Channel Islands, East

Anglia to Northern Ireland. It keeps him

fairly busy, so there's never a shortage ol

uses to which he can turn his 3512.

He uses Cambase database tor the

purposes ol recording details of member

teams. There are seven Regional

Associations and membership to HRGB
automatically ensures membership to one

cl these associations. 'With 40 new teams

joining every year, I use Cambase to

produce totals of each category of

membership for each region, address

labels lor distribution of the Society

magazine, to produce the annual directory

of teams, and to store details of handbell

ranges for each team so that I can assess

potential demand for music or

publications. It also produces

lists of membership

defaulters for chasing-up

later.' Malcolm's only quibble

with Cambase is that it won't

reproduce the musical sharp

sign.

He uses Loco Mai I to issue

standard letters of welcome

to new teams, keying in the

relevant team number and

regional code with address

details. The letter is then

printed out, incorporating personalized

information such as to which region the

team in question has been assigned along

with details of the appropriate regional

secretary; it's been invaluable in saving

me time because of the ever changing

nature of regional secretaries trom year to

year - all Society officers are voluntary and

elected annually.'

All in all, Malcolm reckons that the

PCW has been of invaluable help to him,

especially in taking care ol enquiries,

writing articles for Reverberation, the

society magazine, and generating publicity

mailshots. Still, what can you expect from a

society that concentrates on one of the

fastest growing musical mediums today?

Cambase costs £50 from Camsoft (0756

831878) and is now available updated as

Cambase 2.
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Team membership details stored on Cambase Database
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LocoFile. a brand new database add-on to LocoScript. It's a

card-index type database, compatible with LocoMail, which

you cart call up any time from within a LocoScript document.

It should be available shortly and is fully previewed on page
10. Otherwise Masterfile 8000 (£50, Campbell Systems.

0378 77762) or AtLast 2 (£40. Rational Solutions. 0566

81511) are both powerful easy-to-use databases.

Mini Office Professional, the celebrated all-singing-all-

dancing suite of programs from Database (£30, 0625

878888) has a good database program on it. It also has a

word processor on which you can print mailshots from your

name-and-address database, a spreadsheet, a program to

draw bar charts and graphs and even a communications

package! The database is a good card-index type and has

all the features you'd need to run a club.

Account for yourself
You can use a spreadsheet to handle your club finances.

Also you can experiment with figures to see how best to cost

out a project, such as how much to charge for a club

newsletter, or how much the tickets for that concert you're

staging should be (for a demonstration on Mini Office's

spreadsheet, see page 26 this issue).

However, if you're not mad keen on learning how to use

what can be a rather involved program, you can get good
purpose-built accounts handling packages such as Money
Manager Plus quite cheaply (£40, Connect, 01-743 9792).

The advantages of PCW accounting are that your financial

records are easily updatable and printoutable, and of course

your calculations are all done and balanced for you!

DIY programs
There's always something you want done that no

commercial package can do quite right. Perhaps you want a

cricket averages calculator tor your team, a flight simulator

for your hang gliding club, or a just-for-fun multiple-choice

test for your Esperanto Society. Even in humble old BASIC
you can write your own programs to do anything you want: if

the PCW can do it, BASIC can do it - maybe not quite as

fast as if you'd spent three years learning to write it in Z80
assembler iangauge, but it can do it. Locomotive (0306

740606) do a good BASIC manual for £10.

Writing your own programs is addictive, great fun and

gives you enormous satisfaction when you get it right - the

only problem is you keep thinking of just one more
adjustmen t to make i t be tte r. .

.

A specially written program for a music society to locate a piece of sheet ttiusk; -

and play the first lew bars for you to check it's iris nght one 1 (For those of you

without sound , the lirst ten notes are BF#AGA8F#GD#E
.

)



NEW IMPROVED DESIGN WITH NEW CONFIGURATION OPTIONS. AVAILABLE FOR THE
PCW 8256, PCW85I2 & PCW 9512. FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH LOCOSCR1PT 1 & 2

Supplied with :- NEW HARD DISK CP/M & LOCOSCRIPT, BACKUP SOFTWARE (TO FLOPPY DISK A: or B:), PARK UTILITY

TO ALLOW EXTRA PROTECTION WHEN WEB IS IN TRANSIT, USER MANUAL, FORMAT & PARTITION SOFTWARE

The software for the 1.2 series WEB has been

completely rewritten in consultation with Lo-

comotive Software and therefore has no re-

strictions with regard to CP/M and
LocoScript. The software provided allows

you to partition the WEB in any of the follow-

ing ways.

1) 1 drive of 20 megabytes as drive C:

2) 2 drives of 10 megabytes as drives C: &. D:

3) 1 drive of 15 & 1 drive of 5 as drive C: & D:

4) 1 drive of 10 & 2 drives of 5 as C, D:, & E:

5) 4 drives of 5 megabytes each as C:,D:,E:, & F:

LIFE AFTER THE PCW
As we use industry Standard parts you will

still be able to use your WEB if you chang

computer in the future to a PC or comp alibi

T1MAT1C SYSTEMS Ltd

The Market,Fareham. Hampshire, P016 OLB
Tel (0329) 239953 -221735

RMS International

SOFTWARE
MASTERFILE BOOO E36

I

STOP PRESS * MOUSE £74
ABNOR PHOTEXT
.SAGE POP. ACC.
; SAGE POP, ACC. ••

/SAGE PAYROLL
;SUPERCALC2
jCRACKER II

'MONEY MANAGER
NEW WORD II

E47
£81

£121
£56,
£43
£39
£27
E47

17

ANOTHER 50 TITLES IN OUR 25
PAGE CATALOGUE

RIBBONS
PCW 6256 FASRIC E3.S5
PCW 8S56 CARBON E5.50
PCW 6256 COLOURS £4,85
PCWS512MULTISTRIKE £4.23
PCW 951 2 COLOURS £5.70

PAPER
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3
RMS INTERNATIONAL
36a ABBEY STREET
RUGBV,WARWICKSHIRE.
ENGLAND, CV21 3LH.

(0788) 69344

A4 70GMS2OOO £19.99
A4a5GMS10OO £12.17
11X9.5 60 GMS 2000 £13.95
ADDRESS LABELS 1000 £5.99
ADDE2.50CARRIAGEPERBOX

VISA/ACCESS

as

CF2 DISCS

5 x AMSOFTCF2 £11.95
10 X AMSOFT CF2 £21.95
AMS20L STORAGE BOX £9.95

BOOKS
1 5 HR WORD PROC. £5.95
ADV LOCOSCRIPT £8.50
AMS 8256/8512 W.PROC £9.95
AMST CP/M PLUS ' £12.95
INTRO OP/M PLUS AMS £7.95
CHOOSE USE CP/M BUS £6.50
COMPGDETOPKSV.2 £12.50
DESKTOP PUB AMST £9.50
GET SMART AMST £7 95
GET STARTED BASIC £5.95
LOCOSCRIPT 2 PCW £11.95
LSCRIPT2BASSOFT £9.95
MALLARD BASIC SOFT £9.95
MASTERING PCW £8 .95

POCKEWORDSTAR £7 50
PRAC REP GDE 8256 £5.95
PFWC AMS WORD PROC £7.95
PRAC LOGO ON PCW £6.95
PROG PCW 2ND E £7.95
STEP BY STEP GOE £4.95
USING PCW WRD PROC £8.50
USING DBASE PCW
WRD PROC AMST 8526
WFtD PROC AMST 8256
DOBBS Z80 TOOLBOX
PROGRAMMING Z30
Z-80REF, GUIDE
Z-80 APPLICATIONS
Z-60 ASS. LANG. PROG
UDERSTAND. DBASE IP

£8.95
£6.95
£6.95

£22.95
C20.95
£12.95
CIS. 95
£20.95
E21.95

EDUCATIONAL, GOVERNMENT.
AND PLC OFFICIAL ORDERS
ACCEPTED. ALL PRICES ARE
INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND P&P. WE
ENDEAVOUR TO DESPATCH ALL
ORDERS BY 4PM THE SAME DAY.
PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 7 DAYS FOR
OE LIVERY. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE TO NOTIFY OF NON
DELIVERY WITHIN THAT TIME. WE
USE THE P.O. TRAKBAK SERVICE.

/_//\/ /// / / /_//\/ / /

Successful projects, reports, courses,

meetings and presentations can be
yours with Brainstorm

• It's an ideas organiser

It enhances and encourages your thinking and creativity

•
It lets you build and rearrange maps of your thoughts

•
It's so fast, it never impedes your creative flow

• It's quick to learn and is genuinely easy to use

•
It's a tried and tested product with thousands of users

•
It comes with a full tutorial and reference manual

• It's sold and supported by the experts - its authors

Pleas* send me:

Amstrad PCW disk-only

Brainstorm— I enclose £29.99.

The manual is en disk in both

LocoScript and ASCII text formats

IFurther information.F

PC-compatible SramSterm and

PopUp BramStorm— I enclose

£52.95. This version can be 'popped

op' on top ol textual applications- ideal

lor quick-reference or for instant

capture of bright ideas.

My name is.

My address is.

JeL

Please make your cheque out to Brainstorm Software Ltd. Our address is

18 Courtlands Close, Ruisiip, Middlesex HA4 MX, Tel: 0895 677845.
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DOUBLE T PATIENCE
£17.95 • Thurston Techniques {0395 277496)
• All PCWs
The great thing about patience, to paraphrase Woody Alien,

is you always do It with someone you respect and admire.

But Double T Patience gives you an alternative: instead of

playing patience by yourself, you play it on the PCW - er, by

yourself.

The program comprises of an assortment ot six relaxing

games, which you can then either play alone or against your

computer. None of this Joyce nonsense: it calls itself Pat.

Pat converses with you by a series of short printed

messages on the screen which is a relief because it's

doubtful if you'd want anyone to hear what it's saying to you
half the time anyway. Pat acts as a rather haughty nanny
always telling you off and as a scorekeeper-cum-

commentator, a sort of cross between Edwirta Currie and
David Coleman.

There's something in Double T Patience for everybody,

whether the hard nosed poker addict or the player who can
still find hours of innocent enjoyment to be had from Ihe

memory game (er. what was it called again? Oh yes, Pairs).

This is the only one of the games available on Double T
Patience where you have the choice of playing atone, with

someone else or with Pat. Pat is not the most patient of

hosts and is likely to inform' you in distinctly brassed-off

tones that it's waiting for you to record your choice if you

take too long to enter your decision.

Should you choose to play Pairs with Pat as your

adversary, you can then choose which level of play. This

ranges from impossible to the pushover (roughly, say,

England Touring Team standard).

The other games are Poker Patience which involves

inserting a random selection of 25 cards into a 5x5 grid in

such a way as to try and create poker hands either across or

down the grid. You complete running flushes (series of five

consecutive cards of the same suit), straight runs and royal

flushes. It all sounds rather reminiscent of the morning after

a rather hot vindaloo.

Kuala Lumpur {so named bcause it was the favourite

pastime of the British Governor of Kuala Lumpur prison

when he was interned there during the Second World War -

what d'you mean, you're not interested?) involves capturing

the four aces from 1 7 stacks of three cards at the top of the

screen by strategically altering the structure of the stacks.

You assign each one to a base at the bottom of the screen

and then build upon them in consecutive suits in the hope
that you will ultimately finish with four kings. However, rather

like actors, all you ever get are queens or knaves.

Foundation and umpire
This has a success rate of one in six but the odds become
less reassuring as you progress further into Double T
Patience. The success rate for One Foundation, for

example, is one in twelve for the novice and one in seven for

T
OFTHI

Sharon Bradley and Tony Flai)

releases for the card-playinc

the expert. Thirty five cards are dealt facing upwards in

seven columns of five, one on top of the other. The
remaining cards are stacked face down and dealt out one at

a time, face up. When this happens, one or more cards from

the top of the columns are played on it in ascending or

descending value irrespective of suit. When you're stuck,

another card is dealt from the hidden stack. The trouble is

that the kings and aces are respectively the highest and

lowest cards, which means that only one card can draw

either of them Irom their columns - the queen or the two.

Suddenly the LBW rules of cricket seem so simple.

Not all the games require the same abilities from the

player. Some require a fairly sharp memory {like Pairs), with

others (for example. Foursome, the least satisfying game on

the disc) it's largely a matter of luck. Some (if you don't want

to get told to pull your socks up by Pat) really require you to

know what you're doing {Poker Patience is a case In point).

Don't feel too self-congratulatory when Pat informs you that

you've just made a brilliant tactical move, because it usually

precedes, by a split second, an impasse in the game.
The graphics are OK though of course you can't expect

wide-screen technicolour from a screen designed to display

text only. The program is written in BASIC and so can seem
a little sluggish at times.

Double T Patience can be pretty addictive. So Thurston

Techniques have thoughtfully built in to the program an

escape exit to

which you have

instant recourse as

soon as you feel

your boss looking

over your shoulder.

All you do is press

the EXIT key and

immediately a

plausible looking

bar chart entitled

Annual Forecast

tor 1988 appears

on the screen.

Unfortunately,

using the cursor keys to make all your selections and to

move the cards around does begin to feel slightly laborious

after a while. Neither does Pal like you being too brutal

the old ENTER key. After a short while you realise that there

has to be an easier way.

The only real advantage to using Double T Patience as

opposed to an ordinary pack of cards is the automatic

scoring facility and, of course, the feedback that you get

from Pat. Other than that, there's nothing the computer doe:

that you can't achieve with your common or garden deck of

cards at home. Still Double T Patience will allow you to

complete a move without causing any cards to slide off the

edge of the table. SB

;

ious

with
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gan, always game, look at new
or adventuring PCW owner...

RETURN TO DOOM
£12.95 • Topologika (0733 244682)

• AIIPCWs
In this game - the sequel to Countdown to Doom, released

last year - we find ourselves once again on the planet

Doom, or Doomawangera to give it its complete title.

Doomawangera, as players ot Countdown will be aware, is

not the most hospitable of planets. How appropriate then

that a spaceship carrying a gaggle of politicians should

crashland just there. Surprisingly, it's your task to rescue

them.

To complicate matters, Doom is Inhabited by a band of

renegade robots.

Distinguishing

politicians from robots

might ultimately lead

to some difficulty were

it not for the tact that

only one politican has

managed to survive.

She goes by the

unlikely name of

Ambassador Regina

and it is she that has

been kidnapped by

the recalcitrant robots.

You begin the

game in the control

room of your space ship. Pressing the lift off button will do

no good at all, which isn't surprising since you've only just

landed! However, a brief exploration of the area surrounding

your spaceship soon reveals many dangers. Go north west

and you'll be crushed to mash by a not so funny

Montipython. West lies a pair of giant gnashers which make
Esiher Rantzen look toothless South takes you into the jaws

ol the Grobbler who, when not playing in goal for Liverpool,

is the most dreaded creature in the universe'.

Such exploration marks the first stage of the game in

which death, usually yours, is virtually continuous. This is

one of the disadvantages of a game which seems so packed

with puzzle that there's hardly a moment of respite. In this

respect. Return to Doom is certain to please only the most

dedicated of masochists.

Reductio ad absurdum
In most adventures, the player is rewarded with some time

for exploration once a puzzle is solved. This deludes the

players into thinking that they are making real progress in

the game (sometimes delusion is no bad thing).

Unfortunately, in Return to Doom, it seems that as soon as

one puzzle is solved, there is another one to solve virtually

straightaway. Despite this disadvantage, the puzzles

themselves come in a a variety of forms - some verbal,

some logical and some wildly absurd.

For when you are really stuck, a comprehensive hint

sheet is supplied with the game, easily accessible by using

the HELP command. Each hint comes in a set (of which

there may be as many as four suggestions) some offering

the final solution for a particular puzzle

Whether hint sheets are a good thing is debatable. On
the one hand they certainly get you through some

troublesome and frustrating moments. On the other, their

presence is a little too tempting, tn theory, they should only

be used in cases ol complete and utter suicidal desperation,

otherwise they defeat the object of an adventure game
altogether - to baffle, to infuriate and to destroy any

remaining belief in yourself whatsoever.

As well as helping with specific problems, the hint sheet

provides useful information on what you can do with each ot

the many objects you encounter. For example, it will tell you

what to do with a helium extinguisher, a tank of chlorine and

a two-star rod - as if you didn't know!

The text permits verbose and normal modes, though not

to the same sophistication ol other adventures, say those

from Infocom or Level Nine. Unlike many other adventures,

the game has no EXAMINE command. Far be it from me to

question the judgment of a programmer, but perhaps this

might improve the feel of the game. We need only look at life

in general to see just how essential such a word is.

Without the word 'examine' how would we ever get a true

diagnosis of what's wrong with us? For a start, most of the

medical profession would be out of work. As for my
psychiatrist, how would he able to charge fifty pounds an

hour or maintain a heated swimming pool?

Despite some minor flaws, however, Return to Doom is

an entertaining text-only adventure in traditional style which

doesn't take itself too seriously. It may lack the

sophistication (and, for that matter, some of the pretensions)

of more recent adventures but it still has a lot to offer. TF

Oops
apocalypse
Enhancing the payability ot ttie

game « an OOPS lacilily, winch

does orove useful if you make

an inadvertent and normally

irreversible error Should you

make such a terminal error the

screen displays You re dead

Now on ihis occasion I can nelp

you Wou.d JOU l*e me la

pretend you didn 1 do that' How

kind However, be warned, tnrs is

noi something you have the

Dplion to use after every mistake

- some situations are emmia'jy

lerminal.

Verbose,

tautological,

longwinded
In verbose mode places are

described >n loll when in Pans

an adventure game might say :o

you You are silting on the south

Dank ot a large river rn a

streetside cafe The smelt ol

croissants ano coltee . etc In

brief' mode the places are

described more succinctly, so

that it you re revisiting a known

place you don I nave to srl

through long descriptions. Pahs

in trie! mode 'You are m a <aty

with a tug towei in the rroddk?

DOUBLE T PATIENCE
PLUSES
A Games quite challenging

A Addictive and fun

A Good documentation

GRAPHICS
ADDICTIVENESS

MINUSES
Repeated key pressing Laborious

No save facility

2/5 LASTING APPEAL 4/5

5/5 VALUE VERDICT

RETURN TO DOOM
PLUSES
A Clear scenario

A Good homorous lone in parts

ATMOSPHERE
INTERATION

MINUSES
T Sony, I like an examine command!

V Limited interaction

3/5 CHALLENGE
2/5 VALUE VERDICT

no. as 8000 PLUS 41



New PCW software from ARNOR
Word Processing
PROTEXT FILER - New Release! £24.95
This invaluable program will keep your address lists or other datafiles in

good order. Includes: datafile management from within Pretext;

extremely flexible file sorting program; label printing and mailmerglng

using the datafiles. Send SAE for full details.

PROTEXT OFFICE - New Release! £34.95
Invoice printing program as used by Amor. Easily configurable for your

own requirements. Works from within Protext. Produces invoices/credit

notes/delivery notes/statements. Includes Protext Filer. Send SAE for

full details.

PROTEXT Word Processor £59.95
Protext is now firmly established as the alternative to Loco script.

All the features you would expect from a good word processor - many
text editing commands, print commands, spell checking and mall-

merging. The refinement and thought that has been put Into the

program - logical keystrokes and commands, clear layout, speed and
power ... all go towards making Protext ideal for the novice or the

experienced user.

* On-screen help * Typewriter mode * Insert or overwrite typing mode *

* Word count * Undelete feature * Move/copy/delete/print blocks of text

* Box manipulation * Configuration * Personal dictionaries *

* Exec files * Two file editing * Keyboard macros * File conversion *

* Comprehensive Find & Replace * Foreign languages and accents *

* Program editing mode * Proportional printing, right justified *

* Conditional printing and loop constructs * Print any number of copies
* Works with any printer * Calculator * Print labels *

* Use the maths/string functions to produce personalised invoices etc *

New version 2.2
* Compatible with PCW 9512 * Enhanced spelling checker - larger

dictionaries, dictionary on drive M or on program disc *

* Many improvements based on customer feedback *

(Upgrade from earlier versions £20.00, please return original disc)

"Protext deserves to be the system by which all other word
processors are judged ... a superb product." your computer

"The great strength of this package is ks ease of use" cwta

"Protext is the solution to all Locoscript's drawbacks" pcw

"Makes Locoscript look like a snail" eooo plus

"Simply the best wordprocessingprogram to datefor the PCW...
Locoscript is effectively dead" putting your amstrad to work

PROSPELL Spelling Checker £29.95
Typing and spelling errors are simple to make and frustrating to miss.

But by using Prospell, you can produce documents that are error-free.

Prospell is an automatic spelling checker that points out any odd words
or dubious spellings.

* Works with Locoscript 1 and 2, WordStar or any ASCII file
*

* 33000 words * room for thousands more * up to 2000 words/min *

* Find words and anagrams - ideal for crosswords *

New version 4.1
* Compatible with PCW 9512 * Dictionary on any disc/drive incl. M *

(Upgrade from earlier versions £15.00, please return original disc)

"Anyone looking for a spelling checker need look no further" au

POCKET PROTEXT new low price! £29.95
Budget price version of Protext without spelling checker, mall merge
and box mode. Now compatible with PCW9512.

"Just as powerful as the full Protext and at a very attractive price"
aoooPLUs

cp/m Programming
BCPL new low price! £24.95
Flexible, fast, general purpose programming language. Extensive set of

I/O libraries including access to CP/M routines. Example source files

supplied, Including full screen editor and all the libraries. 60 page
manual covers the language and gives details of the libraries.

"Easy to use, yet both flexible andpowerful" cwta

"Amor's clear, concise manual mil have you programming
confidently very rapidly" amstrad action

C £49.95
Complete C development system now available at new low price

* Optimising compiler - Full implementation of K&R standard •

- Boating point arithmetic - 32 and 16 bit Integer arithmetic -

* I/O and maths libraries - Conditional compilation - File inclusion -

- Macros -Linker accepts C and assembler (with Maxam II)

- Stand alone generator produces COM files

* Protext compatible editor: * - Fast and easy to use - Two file editing -

- On screen help - Fully configurable - Powerful find and replace -

- Keyboard macros - Exec files - Compile directly from editor -

"Streets ahead in terms ofprogrammingpower" amstrad action

"In typicalAmorfashion, they've taken their time

and got it righ t
" amstrad computer useh

MAXAM II £49.95
Complete CP/M machine code development system at new low price

* Macro assembler * nested conditional assembly Mile inclusion *

* textual substitution of macro parameters * repeat loops *

* Full expression evaluation * Error listing to screen/file/printer *

* 8080 mode * Linking facility * Create object files for use with C *

Window based monitor, with:

* line assembler * disassembler * memory editor * find string * relocate

* move memory * compare memory * fill memory * bank switching *

* symbolic debugger * single stepping * set memory limits for stepping
* stack cheeking * conditional breakpoints * trace mode * edit registers

* Editor is program mode of Protext (as for 0, above) *

"Maxam II- now the best gets even better" cwtacpc

"Maxam His stunning ... the most complete and competent
programmingpackage around. Simple, speedy and sophisticated

AMSTRAD ACTION

Special Offer:

Buy one of Maxam II or C for £49.95, and the other can be yours for jus

£20. Remember that Maxam II and C can be used together to produce

hybrid C/assembler programs.

SUMMARY OF PRICES: Maxam II £49.95
Protext £59.95 C £49.95
Pocket Protext £29.95 Maxam II and C £69.95
Protext Filer £24.95 BCPL £24.95
Protext Office £34.95 Prowort (German Protext) £59.95
Protext Tutorial disc £5.00 ProtBxt (Atari ST) £79.95
Prospell £29,95 Protext {IBM PC eompalibiiw) £59.95

All programs work on Amstrad PCW8256/8512, PCW9512, CPC6128
Orders normally despatched on the same day they are received.

Please mention this magazine when ordering.

Releasing your Amstrad's potential ...tWW
Amor, Protext House, Ws/nmsn Road, Peterborough, PE2 OBU
All prices include VAT, postage and packing. 24 hour Access/Visa. {0733/ 239011 Pi)One NOW



LOCOSPELL

When I first bought LocoSpell, bundled with

LocoScript 2 at an irresistible price. 1 had no

inkling of its true potential. I saw it then as simply

a tool to seek out and correct typographical errors in my
writing, since I never make spelling (SiC) mistakes, with the

added bonus of supplying a word count.

In general, I like the program, though it seems a bit slow,

especially when the error in the highlighted word is glaringly

Obvious but you still have to wait for the dictionary to be

checked before a sometimes incorrect word is offered as a

replacement.

LocoSpell is a celebrated source of amusement when it

Iries to deal with proper names. The program suggests I

change my name to Stamen, while my wife Wendy becomes
Weedy. My daughters Katie and Sarah become Kale and

Salad respectively. Stamen. Weedy, Kale and Salad

Matchers 7 We seem to be a distinctly vegetable family

according to LocoSpell.

This idiosyncrasy is fascinating me. and so 1 have

undertaken some research into how LocoSpell interprets

names. Taking a random sample of first names, from Adam
lo Victoria, I spellchecked them using the small 36k, medium
68k, and large 160k dictionaries in turn The results raise

some intriguing questions.

Scrabbled eg.'s
You might expect the small dictionary to offer simpler

replacements than the large, but it is surprising how obscure

some of the words are, Claire becomes Clade, Hilda

changes to Hi la. Laura goes to Labra. None of these words

appear in Collins Concise English Dictionary, which contains

more words than the LocoSpell dictionary. Where did they

get the words from?

And why do some names evolve through the three

dictionaries? Victoria receives a sex-change to Victor under

the small version, then becomes Victorian before reverting

to her proper name with the large dictionary. Adrian was
branded an addict by the small

dictionary, then strengthened his

resolve to become Adamant, before

sliding into obscurity by becoming

merely Admin. Florence positively

galloped through the changes: first

she Flared, then she Fluoresced,

and finally in a fit of pique Flounced

off. Roger was a Roamer and a

Rover, until rather perplexingly

coming home to be a Roper.

Perhaps one of the great

mysteries is that Silas, not one of

the commonest of names, remains

unchanged on my list by any of the

dictionaries, yet does not appear in

any of them, while Jesus - a rather

better-known name, one might think

-is changed to either Jeans, Jests,

or Jess.

CASTING
Stamen Matchers (sorry, Steven Matthews)

reveals how LocoSpell can be used to tell

the future...

Every LocoSpell user loves and hates it: the insistence of

LocoScript's spell checker in suggesting replacements for any word
in your text that it doesn't have in its dictionary. Most of the time it

provides harmless amusement for all the family when it tries to

replace Hamilton' by 'Hailstone'. But it goes much deeper than it

might seem at first glance...

But this was not the only fruit of all my painstaking

research. After many hours in front of the Amstrad.

collecting, collating and correlating, it suddenly florenced

into my consciousness. Forget about your I (SiC)Chmg, your

(SiC)Tarot cards, or even the entrails of dead farmyard

animals; LocoSpell is a powerful computer-age tool of

divination!

PrTuerul^

|f?=Spell

Stopped at:

Replacement:

Replace and then edit
Edit this word
Consult dictionary
Ignore this word
Mark this word correct
Add to user dictionary

Replace and then
Edit this word
Consult dictionary
Ignore this uord
Hark this word correct
Add to user dictionary

Spell binding
Here's how it works: you create a

document, type in the subject's

name - let's say Janice

Bassingthwaite - then run

LocoSpell using either one

dictionary, or all three in turn,

depending on how detailed a

fortune you wish to give. Janice

turns out to be Jail Basing,

Jaundice Basing, and then Jangle

Bashing, It is a simple matter to

determine from this information that

poor Janice will have health

problems, a spell in custody, and

then a nasty accident.

Alternatively, a person's

character can be divined from their

name. Lynn is a Lying, Lying Lynx;

Cyril is a Cynic; Michael is up to

Mischief. And just in case you still

have any doubts as to the

considerable powers of LocoSpell

to analyse an individual's

personality, take a look at Meryl

Streep, who in reality walks a Mealy

Street, or Bob (Robert) Monkhouse,

who is a robber mongoose.

My current project is to devise a

LocoSpell-based system to work

out the winning horse in a race

purely from analysis of the names
of the runners and the jockeys.

Who needs Pro-Punter?

Learn the spell
This remarkable piece of

predictive software is available

from Locomotive (0306 740606)

for £20. Itiough it also comes

tmndied with LocoScript 2 for

£35.

No.** 8000 PLUS 43



The NEW SCA Mkii Serial/Parallel interface

WITH REALTIME CLOCK AND CALENDAR

THE ULTIMATE INTERFACE FOR THE
AMSTRAD PCW 8256, 8512 & 9512

SCA
SYSTEMS
FANTASTIC
VALUE
£50.00

+ VAT and P&P
(inclusive price £59.95)

100% COMPATIBLE: MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Full Duplex RS232 Serial Port

2 Wire Secondary RS232 Port

Full 8 Bit Parallel Port

Real Time Clock & Calendar

Rechargeable Battery Back- up

Demonstration Disk

Printed User Manual

SCA Systems Ltd

61 Ferringham Lane
Ferring West Sussex

Operates From 75 to 1 9200 Baud

Supports Split Baud Rates

High Quality Connectors

Automatic Time & Date Stamping

Attractive White Metal Casing

Fits Flush to PCW
On-Screen Clock Display

DIRECT ORDER
HOTLINE

0903-700288

Amstrad Training - £29.95!

With so many organisations trying to sell you

training courses, you need to be selective. And if price is

important too, the choice is simple - you need Keel- lime.

No other training course can offer: personal tuition;

disk-based tutorials; a full set of course notes on disk; and

a wealth of practical extras, all for just 129.95+VAT.

Best of all, your Reel-Time course is delivered to you

pre-recorded on audio-cassette and disk. The whole

course is yours to run on your own computer, at your own
pace, and repeat whenever you like.

Amstrad PC (1512 &
1640); * UIM/Compals (PC/XT/AT);
SuperCatc (for 3 & 4); • dBase-Hi
WordStar (3.3 ) Desktop Publishing}

33321353* Amstrad P( W 9512 (&
Locnscripi 2); Liiioseript il'CAv- N25dK
• The PCW Computer (for 8256/8512);

StlperCatc 2; * dBase II: • WordStar
Professional (3.3): NewWord 2.

Call today - Learn tomorrow!
Head-Line Communication Limited
P O BOX 22, HEREFORD, HR4 8UW
(Orders/enqs) Tel: (0602) 603623.

Ask for a full list or our
courses for IBM/Amstrad
computers and software.

STOCKMARKET
THE COMPREHENSIVE INVESTMENT PROGRAM!

STOCKMARKET is a program designed io help you plan your investments and keep a close and careful watch on their progress. It enables you to
record full details of your purchases and sales of stocks, shares, unit trusts and other securities. Dividends can be recorded as they are received. If
required, cash balances in savings accounts can also be monitored as stocks are bought and sold. It also lets you record and plot prices of shares, unit
trusts, exchange rates, indexes etc.

STOCKMARKET does not have to be used only with your real investments. We all see shares recommended in a newspaper or magazine that we™»™* well- Six months later if the price has gone up we wish that we had trusted our judgement. If the price has fallen we quietly forget it.
With STOCKMARKET you can record details of as many shares folios as you want. These can include hypothetical folios of 'hot stocks . recovery
shares, penny shares or whatever you choose. You can practise buying and selling shares and sec how well you do!

The program is easy to use and comes complete with a comprehensive manual and demonstration files including real price information going back
several years for several shares (inc FT 30 index, British Telecom, Amstrad, Marks & Spencers) so that you can plot graphs straight away.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
* Record full details of your portfolios of stocks, shares, unit trusts etc.
* Practise buying and selling and accurately record your progress.
* Up to fifty shares per folio. As many folios as you like.
* Buy and sell shares with automatic calculation of dealing costs.
* Ten sets of dealing costs which you can alter as necessary.
* Record dividend yields and price earnings ratios.
* Update prices and automatically recalculate share and folio values.
* Record tax credits [not CPC) and dividend payments.
* List one year's information for the tax man (not CPC).
* Keep records of your cash as you buy and sell.

* List your present folio, past transactions, dividends and cash accounts.

PRICE ANALYSIS
* Record values of share prices, unit trusts, indexes, exchange rates etc.
* Store up to 260 prices per share (equivalent to weekly prices for 5 years).
* List all the prices for each share.
* Plot prices and moving averages on a logarithmic or linear scale.
* Choose any period for moving averages. Plot them separetely or
superimpose them on the price.

* Automatic scaling of graphs so they always fill whole screen.
* Easy to read scales for prices and dates (not just week numbers).
* Complete with real weekly prices for several shares for the last few years

(inc FT 30, British Telecom) as a demonstration.
* Use curves as a guide to the best buying and selling opport unities.

Comprehensive fifty page manual. Complete with demonstration account and prices

AMSTRAD PC, PPC, IBM PC and compatibles £39-95

AMSTRADPCW £39-95

T\/TITDTT\IAXT (AMSTRAD CPC (disc) £29-95

]\l J2j JlV Jl I r I/V 1 ^ Prices are all inclusive worldwide. Send cheque or phone any day (including

?®St^©[?(§
weekends) from 8am to 9pm and quote CTedit card number for immediate
delivery by first class post.

38 Balcaskie Road, London, SE9 1HQ, Tel: 01-850 7057



B ft KL • t K
LocoScript lover Sharon Bradley looks at two new manuals for

everyone's favourite word processor

LOOKING INTO LOCOSCRIPT 2
by Susan Rogers
£13.95 • Prentice Hall (01 442 231555)
This is the latest in a series of 'Looking Into...' instruction

books which explores the merits of LocoScript 2 for the

benefit of the infrequent dabbler and the complete novice

who's never even so much as looked at a PCW before.

The introduction is aimed very much at typists converting

to word processing. For example, many typists are used to

using a lower case T for the number 1 and an upper case o"

for the number zero. She explains that, as a personal

computer operator, you can no longer get away with it.

Neither can you carry on blithely pressing the Space Bar in

place of shuffling forward with the cursor key because, in

wordprocessing, a space is recognised as a text character.

The book consists of 15 assignments all in all. At the

beginning of each assignment, there is a list of objectives or

goals to achieve (for example, copying, moving,

erasing and renaming files). Then follows step by step

numbered instructions as to how to achieve those

goals.

Each instruction is also accompanied by diagrams

of the keys you need to press, simultaneously or

otherwise, in order to get the desired result. The result-

ing screen display is also shown wherever possible.

The book covers all of LocoScript's editing facilities,

from the most elementary, like recalling a document

from disc, to the more advanced, like inserting one

document into another.

Where this book does score massive brownie

points over its rivals is in its dedication of the last three

assignments to LocoSpell and LocoMail. Although

complementary programs, most LocoScript tutorial

handbooks will tend to leave them out. Rogers, on the

other hand, explores the programs and the uses to

which you put them clearly and thoroughly.

Once you've read the book, cover to cover, Looking into

LocoScript 2 will provide a quick and easy source of

reference. Indeed, this will probably be its chief value to

readers of a slightly more advanced capability. At the back

of the book, you can find a series of appendices which

highlight, among other things, shortcut keypresses for

clearing and setting menus, a quick reference guide to the

disc management screen and a main menu flow chart (the

last of which is extremely useful because for the first time

you are able to see in black and white just how each of the

menus is related to the other four and exactly how they are

accessed). Then follows a six and a half page glossary of

terms both general and specific.

This book defies anybody not to be completely

conversant with the workings of LocoScript 2 by the time

they've turned the last page. Its treatment of the subject

matter is both friendly and thorough and exactly what the

complete beginner needs. I

LOOKING INTO LOCOSCRIPT 2
(ISBN 13 540445 2)

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT 4'5

HANDS-ON LOCOSCRIPT
by Pam Smith

£3.95 • McGraw-Hill (062 823431)
Hands-on LocoScript is another book that has been

designed to introduce anyone with little or no previous

wordprocessing experience to LocoScript - this time to

version 1.04, supplied free with the 8256 and 8512.

As the title suggests, this book adopts a practical

approach to mastering the basics; in other words doing is

the best way of learning. This process consists of a series of

eight units, at the beginning of which is listed a four- or five-

pronged objective. Underneath the heading of each sub-

objective you'll find a series of numbered instructions

illuminating each step of the way. Screen shots are

conspicuous by their absence, but then a clear lucid text

should be able to stand by itself. And indeed this seems to

do that.

The action proceeds at

quite a cracking pace. Indeed,

the tone of the book would

seem that little less indulgent

towards the complete novice

than others with a similar

purpose. Each unit

concentrates on a group of

related objectives rather than

on just one, so there is quite a

lot to do. The various tasks set

by Pam Smith for the user

incorporate facilities looked at

more closely in former units as

well as those just mastered in

the current one.

In addition, there is a brief

self-help test at the end of

every unit. This consists of a series of informative sentences

with strategically placed gaps which you fill in: 'to

start up the system you must insert the LocoScript

disc or disc into the disc drive'; they are rarely

so searching as to leave you in a state of feverish

anticipation for long.

This book is of minimal use to LocoScript 2

owners principally because of the differences

between the two programs in the keypresses

required to access many of the menus, particularly

on layout, These days LocoScript 2 is rapidly

becoming the 'official' version of the word

processor even though Loco 1 is still the one

shipped with the PCWs.
Still, the book only costs £3.95 and achieves

what it has set out to do: introduce, in a clear and

logical fashion, some of the more used and useful

functions of one of the most popular

wo rdproce s sing s of twa re package s to date .

HANDS ON LOCOSCRIPT
(ISBN 07 707013 5)

8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT 4/5

ONTEST
BOOKS

Testing, one two
LocoScript 2 is an updated

version of 1 , faster and with

many extra features. Version

1 comes with all 8256s and

85 12s tree, version 2 with

95 1 2s. 8000 owners can buy

LocoScript 2 lor £30 Irom

Locomotive (0306 740606).

LocoScript 2 is now regarded

as the standard' version ol

the program, not least by

Locomotive themselves.

OctK 8000 PLUS 45
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PREVIEW

PCW MADE
PORTABLE?
Rob Ainsley previews Isenstein's Odessa

Ever wanted to take your word processing with you on the train or to

the hotel? The only solution at the moment is to buy a portable

computer and link it to your PCW - see this month's Z88 feature.

Fine, but there are problems of compatibility; LocoScript and CP'M
don't really run on any other machine. They speak different

languages and the translations cost you in time and money.

However, Isenstein are hoping to bring out a genuinely compatible

alternative...

The Odessa is effectively a PCW which has been

stripped down and repackaged into a carry case. It's

the size and weight of a rather full briefcase, or

perhaps one of those metal camera cases full of zoom

lenses and spare bodies - easy to cart around from the taxi

to the hotel, but not the sort of thing you'd walk the Pennine

Way with.

The keyboard (a repackaged 8000 keyboard with the

same arrangement of keys) is fitted in the lid which folds

down from the main unit. The monitor and drives are in the

top of the main unit. You can't close the lid if the machine is

stil! switched on, so you never have the worry of running

your batteries down by mistake.

It comes with either one or two disc drives,

both of which are the same as on the 8512.

The internals are the same as the PCW
and so run your LocoScript and CP/M

discs and everything else as

normal. You can work on a

LocoScript or Pretext

document, a Mini Office

database, a SuperCalc

Further details

from...
Isenstein's address is Unity

Passage. Lower Bridge Street,

ChesierCW 1RY Telephone:

0244312966.

spreadsheet or whatever and use that disc in your PCW
when you get home with no modifications or transfer

procedures. Compare this to the situation with a 'genuine'

portable computer such as the Cambridge Z88 or the PPC;

the PPC uses 3" inch discs, the Z88 no discs at all. Neither

runs CP/M or LocoScript so you can only save your work as

ASCII (ie. simple text, no italics or layouts etc.) and then

transfer it across a cable link to your PCW using

communications software.

The price to pay is that you're getting a real compromise

- the Odessa is not particularly light, for example, and the

screen is a normal ninety-by-thirty display squashed into a

four-inch monitor. You get used to it quickly but if you're one

of those people whose arms aren't long enough to be able to

read a newspaper any more, you'll find it a trial. You can

plug in an external monitor, ie. your PCW at home, though

there doesn't seem to be much point in this as if your PCW
is there you may as well put the disc in the PCW drive and

work on it there. The expansion port the PCW has is also

included in the Odessa unit in case you want to fit on an

RS232 interface and modem the details of the business deal

you've struck from your hotel room back to base.

Get converted
On the technical side, really that's all there is to it. You know

what a PCW can do, and the Odessa does exactly the

same. It runs off the mains or off internal rechargeable

batteries. The claimed life of one charge is four hours

though, as ever, in practice the figure is rather less. You can

run the standard printer directly off the main unit though you

wouldn't normally want to lug that around with you as well.

Isenstein plan to sell the Odessa as it is, complete with

printer, for £529 (single drive) or £629 (double drive).

Versions with an added parallel/serial interface (enabling

you to plug in your modem or run daisywheel printers) would

be £70 more. Alternatively, you can supply your own 8256 or

8512 and Isenstein will convert it for you. You get an Odessa

plus printer back. Probable costs: £230 (8256) or £310

(8512). The conversion invalidates your Amstrad guarantee

though Isenstein supply their own twelve-month warranty.

Now, before you go sending your cheques off, remember

that this is only a preview, and so far only a prototype of the

Odessa has appeared. Full-scale production is a different

matter and hasn't started at this time, though Isenstein say

they've already had hundreds of orders. It would be wise to

check on the latest situation by phone before committing

yourself.
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The Odessa screen, life size!



WIN WITH

COURSEMASTER
COMPUTER HORSERACING PROGRAMME

* RATES ANY RACE IN SHCONDS - ANY DAILY NEWSPAPER IS ALL YOU NEED
* NEVER out of dae • Both N. Hunt and Hut - Put dan cnliy

* AMAZING ACCURACY !! • Now yuu CAN BEAT THE BOOKIE !!

t Wnkj ui the ample principle that FAST HORSES HfiAT SLOW OMiS !!!!

!

* Qeariy iifcatifiea beat selection in every race plua tbcac AMA*/I\T; i -'natures >

* Fim, Second and Third thnice ahowrt fur forctaata and Tricaala etc. Recomrnenda most auitablc type

at bet.

* Actually works out your WINNINGS cat most popular bel* including SINGLES and DOUBLES,
ail and each *ay, PATENTS. YANKEES. CANADIANS, HEINZ etc Good EACH WAY and

IJONO ODDS beta clearly shown

* WH PRINT out your BETTING SLIP for you

* Maintains a BANK ACCOUNT - BET Like PR0PF.SS10NA1-S Do!

* PLUS II - Tt IE, AMAZING COURSEMASTER SYSTEM . Try it! Can pay lor itself many timea

ever on the first day I

* Supplied with 20 page BETTTNG GUIDE and MANUAL.

FREE HOTTIP OF THE MONTH TO EVERY PURCHASER
All For £] 4,95 inc Peat + packing (Diac uacra pieaae add £2.00 for disc) Available now for all

Spectrum fine +3 disc version) Commodore 54/128 Sinclair QL, ( add £1.00 formdrivc)

Aniatrad CPC. all PCWa BBC and Elect™. Please sun; which.

£ PROFIT FROM YOl.R MICRO
YOI R OWN SMALL BrSINKSS I SING MICRO

WHATTi VfcR your MICRO i* you on UK il to nuke good incomcl liven it" you orJy Iimvc I caupit:

offaounsptre etch week !

' Wc hire put together package cif easy, aemible ami practical biuineu jdeu which um euily be

uied sy anyone witJi any mints. No computer CXpcflJK required !!

• Elm £Ti fmm home doing whai you enjoy doing - using your COMPUTER f It docan'l milter which

' You probably already hive, all you need to iiarl earning.

•THOUSANDS of potential cusiomera in your area who will GIADLY pay ft* your services. We will

ihorw you how to find them!

Full aiep lay ftp guide to EARNING MONEY FROM YOUR MICRO.
FREE BUS [NESS IDEAS CASSETTETAPE WITH EVERY COPY. £12.95 inc pAp

SKOAL OFFKRe- 1tu> luillml Iht ;il".vr - discount ii.iHl. Buy all Ihrce - disc

IM'RASET Lid. Illcpl WOT*> FKKBFOST
,,, n. rd, ,li 6 C.ILDKKIIALl I'LOSk, CORSE COVERT,

BIRniiWl ii ill.vi VK KIM,TON. CIIKSltlKi:. WAS 2BH ttergeSAF. for/ur

AMS STOP PRESS
EXTRA FONTS & CLIP-ART
Now there is another source for your Desk Top Publishing needs.

Tecnation. the creators of the home micro DTP revolution and the

authors of STOP PRESS, announce the launch of GETSET
TYPESET!, the ideal publishing partner for all users of Stop Press

on the Amstrad PCW82 56/85 12 and 95 12. A superb package that

includes 3 disks full of a wide range of new and exciting CLIP-ART,

FONTS and UTILITIES, to enhance Stop Press. Invaluable for

entrepreneur publishers!

The utilities include a PACE PREVIEWER. and an ASCII to

LocoScript converter allowing text from ALL Amstrad PCW WP
programs to be loaded into Stop Press.

£24.99 FULLY INCLUSIVE
Please make cheques payable to TECNATION and send to:

TECNATION

PINELANDS: PENWOOD. BuRCHCLERE. NEWBURY. BERKSHIRF RCIS 9EP

Innovation by Imagination

Stop Press' is Copyright Advanced Memory Systems Ltd

CHIBASE 3.0

MAJOR ENHANCEMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW

CHIBASE Can now convert an entire word processor file into a database

CHIBASE Now lets you 'Browse, search and selecT records tram large word

processor files

CHIBASE Can now splil Databases if they become too large

CHIBASE Now shows you the names of your disc tiles

CHIBASE Now has more menus and more options yet is just easy to use

CHIBASE Still has all the old features:

Editor To create/modify your free text records

Keywords in the text highlighted on-screen

Database functions Store. Recall, Amend. Delete

Recall records by just typing in a list ol keywords

Amend a record: just Recall. Edit and then press the amend' key

Sort To let you view recalled records in sorted order

Select To let you go straight to any recalled record

Index listing Shows you all the keywords on the database

Forms (optional) make tent entry even easier

Comprehensive indexed manual
Questionnaire for you to express your views

REMEMBER!

CHIBASE Is the only complete Iree-format text database system at this price

CHIBASE is easy to use: no complicated syntax lo learn

CHIBASE Has NEW, powerful facilities to import word-processor documents

CHIBASE Comes wrth a questionnaire: your views count!

CHIBASE Is fully supported by the author

CHIBASE Works with PCW8256, 8512, 9512 (Sort/select requires 51 2K RAM)

PRICES £49.35 INC.

Upgrade service £15.00 please ring author

ONLY FROM CWMBRAN COMPUTER CENTRE
(Dept. EP) 3-4 Ventor Road.. Old Cwmbran.

MP44 3JY. Gwent
Phone (06333) 60996 Access/Visa Welcome

Ring the author on 01 399 9758 (evening & weekends)

^MONITOR HOUSE
SELECTED PRODUCTS COMPETITIVE PRICES USER SUPPORT

Expanding the power of your Amstrad PCW:
Pocket Protest (Arnor): powerful word-processor .£27.95

Protext (Arnor): word-process, spell-check, mail-merge.. £39.95
Prospell (Amor): spell-check for Protext/LocoScript £21.95
Protext Filer (Amor): address list & labler for Protext £19.95
Protext Office (Arnor,: Protext Filer with invoicer £27.95
Card Index 2.2 (Cornix); easy-does-it filing £24.95
Data store II (Digits): gutsy index-card database £29.95
Masterfile 8000 (Campbell): relational database £34.95
dBase II: classic programmable database £69.95
Superflle (Southdata): the hold-onto-your-hats database £199.95
Simple Accounts EXT (Comix): book-keeping & reports £29.95
Business Controller (Digits): book-keeping & reports £79.95
Intact 2 (Cavalier): three-ledger accounting system £64.95
Simple Invoicing (Cavalier): Intact add-on £27.95
InStock 2 (Cavalier): stock control system & invoicing £64.95
InBuslness (Cavalier): Intact & InStock integrated £119.95
Contract Accounting (Cavalier): extension to (nBusiness £49.95
Product Costing 2 / Job Estimating 2 (Comix): new versions £64.95
Homevlew (Cavalier): database for estate agents £174.95
Diner (Cavalier): for restaurants & take-aways £49.95
Fotofile (Sophos): photographer's image-banker £24.95
Data news (MG): newsagency management system ....£69.95

Video (MG): video library management system £44.95
Personal Tax Planner (Dlglta): to check what you pay £1 8.95

(ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE)

For details, write or use this form & post today to:

MONITOR HOUSE, PO SOX ) 23, PETERBOROUGH PE1 SEX

NAM E & ADDRE5S -

Pteate «nd detail a of the following product*:

Or phone us (weekdays 2.00-5,00 pm) on: 0733 624P0



INDEX, THE EASY WAY TO
Ansible Index

The best fully featured extraction

indexer for LococScript text docu-

ments. Alphabetization by letter or

by word. Correct page references.

Indexes WORDS. PHRASES and

INVERTED PHRASES. Full editing

of the index is possible, plus page-

proof compatibility.

Ansiblelndex includes a trouble-

free word counter, and the devlish

GREASE! works on all Amstrad

PCW models. Price: £29.95

A.I.Q.

Random text generator, with un-

cannitly lifelike and (sometimes)

funny results. We include demos of

rude letters, awful recipes, horo-

scopes, etc Also. SHORT STORY
IDEA DEVELOPER for writers!

Every plot different . use ours, or

wrtite your own. No other PCW
program is like A.I.Q.

Price £25.95

Request our info sheet. All software comes with a manual

written in plain English. {8000Plus columnist David Langford is

behind all this.) The price shown includes VAT, Postage and

full after-sales support. No extras!

ANSIBLE INFORMATION
94 London Road
Reading
Berkshire, RG1 5AU
England Tel: 0672 62576

-(picis)-

LOOKING FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE?
fast delivery
low prices NOVEMBER SPECIALSf

CRACKER 2 TURBO
£35.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
£19.95

TIME & MAGIC
£10.95

DATABASES

At last Plus .£26.95

Cam base 2 E36.95

DBase II £70.95

Mastertiln 8000 £34.95

Sags Retrieve £49.95

DAATAfax ..£32.95

SPREADSHEETS

Supercalc2 E39.95

Scratchpad Plus £47.95

WORDPROCESSING

Loco5cript2 £13.95

LocoscriptE 4 Locospell £31.95

Locomail £28.95

Protoxl full £39.95

Pocket Protexl £27.95

NewWnrd 2 £55 .95

Supertype « - £ 1 9.95

Tasword 8000 C17.95

k/3ffiS0tt PSIL t. ' Urj.Hrj

Map Int Accounts £114.95

Sage Pop, Accounts plus £104.95

Sage Popular Ace £79.95

Small Business Accounts... £58.95

Colossus Bridge £11 .95

Colossus Chess 4 £11.95

Deluxe Scrabble £14.95

Guild 01 Thieves £1 6.95

Head Over Heels £11.95

Jewels 01 Darkness £14.95

Jinxter £1 8 .95

Knight Ore £14.95

Malctiday II £11 .95

Pawn £18.95

Silicon Dreams £14.95

SiarglUer £18.95

Steve Davis Snooker £11.95

Teiris £14,95

Leather Goddess £18.95

DTP GRAPHICS

Desk Top Publisher ..£21.95

DeskTop Pub. + Mouse £59.95

Fleet Street Editor £39.95

Stop Press £39.95

Stop Press + AMX Mouse £69.95

OR Draw t DR Graph £39.95

Mastefpack £59 95

Kempston Mouse +S/W £59.95

Artisoft 3""Discs 10 2V95

This is just a small sample of our extensive range oi software and peripherals lor the PCW.

We also have stocks for Anistrad. CPCrPC, Atari.. XUST, Commodore 64/1 28JAmiga.

Spectrum. BBC/Electron and MSX. Why not write for our Free catalogue and brochures

(state machine) . t Offers end 30th November Cheques/P.O.'s payable to:-

Dataline Computing Services
Registered Office
14 Duke Street
Wisbech
Cambs

Enquiries
Tel: 094,5 61736

Mon - Fri 10:00 -5:30

Mall Order
95 Axiom Avenue
Westwood
Peterborough
PE13 2AS

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT PES 7EH
POSTAGE AND PACKING __^^__^^_

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED <80<)0)

23, Hampstead House, Town Centre, Basingstoke, RG21 1LG

NEW!
Continuous stationery

for your Personal

Organiser 8Sgsm
£7.95 for 250 sheets

Stationery

DUST COVERS

PCW 8256/8S12 3pce Set £8.96

PCW 9512 3pce Set £9.95

Strong water-resistant, anti-static

nylon Grey with Royal Blue piping.

Labels 3.5" X 1.5" d across)

Labels 4.0" X 1.5" tl across)

Labels 4.0" X 1.5" C2 across)

Labels 2.75" X 1.5" t3 across)

250 500 1,000 2,OUU

£ 8.95 £14.95

£ 5.25

£ 8.50

£ 8.75

£15.95

£14.95

£ 29.95

""

£ 495 £ 9.50

-
£ 5 50 £10-50

—
£6.50 £11-95

—
£ 4,50 £ 8.50

AMSOFT 3 disks 1 = £2.50,

Printer Ribbons

= £11.95, 10 = £22.95

^M^i^ER PRICES

Credit Card
Hotline (0256) 463507 Faxline (0256) 841018

PCW 851 2/8256 Fabric £3.95

PCW 8512/8256 Carbon £3.95

PCW 8512/8256 Colours
*

£4.95

PCW 9512 Black Fabric £3.95

PCW 9512 Black Carbon ....£2.95

PCW 951 2 Colours" £4.95

' Red, Blue, Green, Brown, Orange, Purple

Red, Blue, Green, Brown

MINIMUM ORDER
VALUE OF £8

E3
|
Access]



FREELANCE FINANCES

Once, starving literary

hopefuls would crouch in

freezing garrets, scribbling

masterworks by candlelight while

rals gambolled underfoot.

Nowadays garrets are hard to find

(all converted to luxury yuppie

apartments), starving authors all

seam to own PCWs, workrooms
mustn't get too freezing for fear of

condensation in floppy disks, and
probably rats are an endangered
species. 8ut the squalor of

freelancing still has its charm...

(trough such writers spend long

hours not writing but thinking about

economics, and even longer hours

wishing for some cash to be

economical with.

Ursula Le Guin's advice to

aspiring freelances was simply,

"Marry money." Larry Niven

suggests getting your parents (like

tits) to put a million dollars in a trust

fund for you. And austere James
Blish warned against risking it until

royalties from books written in your

spare time exceed your "real world"

income (if any).

Q.OK. Langford, which method
did you use?

A: Er, none of them really. As a
sop to Le Guin my wife is at least

solvent, and I heeded Blish by

lining up two book contracts before

I tied the Civil Service, but when I

suggested Niven's method my
father remarked, "Pull the other

one, son, it plays carillon chimes."

For the record...,
A vital point when on your own is to

write everything down. Yes, I'm

sure that with an eye to future

fiction you already jot down cruel

word -pictures of people who
sneeze glutinously into your face

and tread on your toes in the bus.

More usefully, hang on to bus

tickets and every receipt tor

anything plausibly a writing

expense, with a view to the coming
tax return. Without tangible records

you'll forget what you've spent.

Paying by credit card and
Ireasuring the little greaseproof chit

can be useful when {as with British

Rail) getting a receipt involves

surly reluctance and delay But

when reclaiming VAT, strict

Customs & Excise inspectors won't

allow any expense not backed up

by a receipt carrying the supplier's

VAT number... so watch it.

Q; Where in my accounts do I

put expenses for disks and printer

ribbons?

A: Stick 'em both under

Stationery.

Q: Can I claim the cost of my
new PCW?

A: Eventually. However, a

computer is that wonderful thing a

"capital asset", and to encourage

industrial investment in new
equipment the Government lets

you claim only 25% "depreciation"

expenses each year. Pay £400 for

a computer and you can allow

£1 00 against profits the first year,

£75 (i.e. 25% of the remaining

£300) the second year, £56.25 the

year after that....

O: Blimey. You mean if I earn

£400 and spend it on a computer

solely for my writing business, I

pay tax that year on £300 profit

which I haven't got?

A: You're catching on. Actually,

£300 total profit is a couple of

thousand quid below the level at

which you start paying tax.

Learn to be a leper
My favourite cartoon shows this

hooded character in loathsome

rags, ringing a bell and calling,

"Self employed! Self employed!"

Full-time writers tend to be self-

employed, the exceptions being

those who've set up limited

companies to avoid graduated tax

on an embarrassingly huge
income. (Less wealthy authors

trying this dodge find they merely

pay embarrassingly huge sums to

accountants, who probably

suggested the idea for this very

reason.)

Self-employment gives you the

privilege of paying Class II National

Insurance contributions, which the

DHSS extracts directly from your

bank account to the tune of

(currently) £4.05 a week, whether

or not you're earning anything.

Exercise for the student: program

your PCW to calculate each
month's cost, bearing in mind that

DHSS months always have a

whole number of weeks. Each year

you re also done for Class IV

contributions, a percentage of your

taxable profit.

O. What benefit does that

bring?

A: None whatever. The Class IV

rake- in is your governmental

reward for becoming self-employed

and forfeiting unemployment

benefit. Sometimes the thrown -off

shackles of former employment
can took positively cosy.

Writers don't just write
Finally, the carefree joys of

freelancing had better not be

confined to writing. If your PCW
muse leans mostly to poetry or

short fiction, it's important to

diversify. Even famous poets don't

make a living from poetry: when
not independently rich or

mundanely employed, they live on
editorial work, reviewing,

journalism, reading for publishers,

teaching, lecturing, media

pontification, or writing articles in

8000 Plus about how the PCW
made it a doddle to produce The
Waste Land, The Faerie Queen or

Beowulf.

The list is similar for novelists,

with one notable addition:

hackwork. Ever wondered who
writes those novelizations of

obscure films... that is, those not by

Alan Dean Foster? Usually some

temporarily broke author of

moderate repute, who did a rush

job of padding out a thin script for

thick readers, and wisely used a

pseudonym.

I've tried most of the above
means of bridging the gaps
between "real" books. With practice

they work addictively well, leaving

no time for the Great Novel which

you feel you really should be

writing...

O: Oh come on, when I leave

my job I'll have lots of spare time

for everything.

A: It's a mysterious rule of

freelancing that an entire day with

nothing to do but write can produce

less than the few hours one used

to manage in the evening after

work.

O: Well, why are you wittering

on in 8000 Plus when you could be

writing chapter six of your sensitive

comedy of manners Sex Pirates of

the Blood Asteroid?

A: The money, chum, the

money

toea 8000 PLUS 51
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for alt your

Your One-Stop
Shopping Centn

COMPUTER
uraer oy jpm — wo
despatch by 4pm

(subject to availability)

Tel: 01-567 731

. OFF ALL PRICES
SHOWN FOR

OVERSEAS BUYERSI

PCW ACCESSORIES
Acoustic Hood (of PCW 9512 +

Daisywheel Primer £96.00

Additional Disk Drive to' 8256/9512 £137.00

Modem V21/V23 £99.95

HS232 Interlace £57,65

8256 Memory Upgrade POA

Trade In your old PCW
Part exchange your 8256/8512

tprPC1512/1640
CALL FOR LATEST PRICES!

3" DISK DRIVE
CLEANING KIT
Primer Maintenance KN

ONLY
£9.20

£16.00

PCW GAMES
,„,„., £14,00

£12.70

Clock Chess CP „

Bridge Player

Leather Godesse* - .«.,,„,,,„

£14.95

£18.00

....£20.00

£14.95

£14.95

Maichday II ,. £14.95

Ballyhoo £20.00

£20.00

£20.00

£20.00

„ £14.95
KnlQhi Ore £19,95

£13.50

£19.95

£24.95

CHRISTMAS BONANZA AT KAVIN!
1,000 PCW COMPUTERS MUST BE SOLD

BY XMAS - CHECK OUR PRICES!!
PCW 8256 Single Drive/256k Memory/VDU/Keyboard/
Dot Matrix Printer £387.39

PCW 8512 Double Drive/51 2k Memory/VDU/
Keyboard/Dot Matrix Printer £498.39

PCW 9512 Single Drive/512k Memory/VDU/
Keyboard/Daisywheel Printer £526.00

Plus copy of Mini Office Professional FREE with

every computer purchased

RIBBONS
LOW LOW PRICES
Ask for quantity discount

2
PCW 8256/8612103500 £3.90
8256/8512 Red or Blue £4.90

8256/8512 Carbon £4.90
DMP 2000*3000 £2 80
PCW9512 £3.85

PCW9512 Red or Blue £4.85

Minimum of 2

PCW 9S12 DAI5YWHEELS
Many styles available ,

4+
£3.70

£4,65

£4.85

£2.60

£3.75

4.75

PAPER & LABELS
2000 sheers M"j 14.5" lpt60gsm £15,50

lOOOsheels 1
1" x 9.5" 2pl OTC £16.95

2000 sheets II" x9.5" lpl60gsm £13.49

lOOOsheels 11" x9.S
-
2pi NCR £22.16

2OO0 sheets A4 1 pt 70gsm Microperl £16.95
1000 sheets A4 1 pt 85gsm Microperl £1 0.95

Libel i

2000 3 7," I 1 '/„'

2000 3 '/," X 1 "/„

2000 4
-
x 1 '<•...

1 Across
£8.85'

... £11.74

£9.53

2 Acrou
£9 20

£11.64

£9 65

CI 2 72

SOFTWARE
Account*

Sage Popular Accounts

Sage Payroll

Sage Invaice/Slock Control

Sage Accounts Plus

Camsoft Involce/S lock/Sales ledger

.

Camsoft Payroll

MAP Integrated _

Wordproceealng

J

...£66.95

...£48.50

...£48.50

.£105.00

... £79.95

...£38.95

.£105.00

LocomaH

Locospell (or Loco I or II

.

Locospell * locoscript n ..

Locoscrpl II

Locoroni

in..

.,£31.96

..£19.50

..£32.50

..£23.00

..£18.00

..£55.96

2000 4" xl'V £13.00
' a.<a*«H« in Slu*. v*tlow. Pink, Often (£1 »&»..

OTHER SIZES AVAimaLE

PCW BOOKS
Advanced Amstrad Basic (Locom) £12.95

AmBlrat)8256(8512

More Wordprocessing , £9.95

Amslrad CP/M Plus £12,95

Amstrad Comms (CPC/PCW) £8.95

Amslrad Companion (Mallard) £7.95

Amstrad Wordprooessing (8256) £8 95

Introduction lo CP/M Plus on Amslrads .... £7.95

Gel Staded 8256/65 1 2 £7.95

Mastering Amstrad Guide/

WP Amslrad 6256 £5.!

Practical Amslrad Wordprooessing £7.95

DmTAta
DAATAFAX by Kemptlon
U i a.' y.'P h on ecoo k/Ca lendar/NuJepad

Filolax on your PCW £33.50

Slatlonery „ „ £6,95

GIFT PACK (with Stationery/Binder) £42.00

Mini Office
PROFESSIONAL

Very successful - many new features

5 separate programs - Word process or

• Database • Spreadsheet • Graphics

• Communications Interactive

OUR PRICE ONLY £22

4 Brtllutl Pregnane from

•DIGITA
^PlNTER NATIONAL

BUSINESS CONTROLLER - lor corrplete

accounting to Tinancial planning £95.00

DATASTORE II Ljalabase £32.20

SUPERTYPE II (Loco II compatble) £19.50

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER Calculates your

Income lax - Ideal (or accountants £23.95

AMX MOUSE + DESKTOP
Graphic Front End.Desk Diary

Phone Address Sook-Memupad £57.50

PCW DTP
Fleet Street Editor Plus £46.00

E tactile Studio Newsdesk Inl .,£38.52

[Dai

|Dal

Database Publisher (Software) £23.00

Database Publisher 4 AMX Mouse £59.80

STOP PRESS!
DESK TOP PUBLISHING
13 Fonts, Clp Art, Typeset! ing, Cut 4
Paste Up, Graphic Design

STOP PRESS £34.50

STOP PRESS * AMX MOUSE .....£69.00

COPYHOLDER
Adjustable • Daskclamping

Convenient • Versatile

Only £14.95

AMS 20L
DISK STORAGE
Box Clever - protect your disks

with high quality perspex, lockable

storage boxes. Holds 20 3" disks & cases

ONLY £9.95

Amsoft Supercalc II , £34.50

Newstar Cracker II £34.50

taebaa*
dBase II £75.00

Datastore II £32.50

Sage Retrieve £48.30

Camsott Cambase II £34.50

Maslertile 8000 £33.95

Grephlo
OH Draw £34.50

OR Graph _ £34.50

Electric Studio Lightpen t Newsdesk £56.00

Electric Studio Mouse Set £79.00

Electric Studio Video Digitizer £92.50

Communication*

Sage Combo (EiV) £84.99

Sage Chit Chat (E&V) met Modem £209.00

Language*

French Mistress Kosmos .£16.95

German Master Kosmos ......................... £16.95

Spanish Tutor Kosmos £16 95

Italian Tutor Kosmos £16.95

SPECIAL OFFERS ON TYPING
TUTORS
lansysl Crash Typing £19.50

lansysi Two Fingers Touctilype Course , £19.50

DUST COVERS
PCW 9512 (3 piece) £12.45

PCW 8256/8512 (3 piece) £1145
PC1640 [2 piece) £9.60

PC 1512 (2 piece) £650

DMP2O00/3TXXM 160 „. £4.50

DMP4000 £5.50

LO3500. £4.50

Eliminates dust and stale with these attractively

designed dust covers

3" DISKS AMSOFT/MAXELL
5 10 20

CF2 £12.95 £23.95 £45.00

CF2-DD £29.00 £49.95 £90.00

Plua lota more
bargains
- ring for
latest

price Hat!
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HEALTHY & HAPPY
Andrew Bibby looks at some of the health risks of using computers

isaffected friends or partners, wondering what the

PCW has to offer that they haven't, may mutter

darkly that your relationship with your computer just

an healthy.

And they may have a point: wonderful as the PCW can

be, there are health and safety implications about using any

sort of computer system, and that includes the humble

Amstrad as much as a complex office based installation.

Lei's not be sensationalist about this: your health won't

be irreparably damaged the first time you take out your

systems disc and load LocoScript.

Bui let's not be blase either. You wouldn't refuse to

operate a lawnmower just because, if used carelessly, it

could trim off your fingertips as well as your grass, but you

would take sensible precautions, like keeping your hands

well away from the blades. A similar attitude should apply to

use ol the PCW: it's just common sense.

The problem is that since a computer is an electronic

piece of equipment, some of the potential health issues

aenl quite as obvious as those encountered with a

lawnmower. If you're the sort of person who initially found

the A> prompt hard to relate to, you may not be wildly keen

to discuss the safe levels of radiation to the nearest

millitesla. Not only that, but any foray into this highly

technical scientific world quickly shows how divided expert

opinion can be. Computers - even PCWs - are after all new
technology.

Nevertheless it's not all the stuff of PhD research. Let's

start with the eyes. Peering at the PCW screen seems
unlikely to cause any permanent damage to your eyesight -

reton does change naturally over the years and any

deterioration in your eyesight is probably just a sign that

you're getting old! What you may suffer from, however, is

eyestrain. In other words, the muscles which control your

eyes are getting tired. This can happen if you constantly

'ocus and refocus your eyes (for example, if you are

regularly looking down to read a text, then looking back to

he screen). Users of bifocals, incidentally, are likely to need

special glasses to adjust for the usual distance to the

Be honest: how many times have you switched off your PCW after a

hard day's (or night's) use, and walked away rubbing your eyes? Or

begun to experience dull aches and pains when you've been sitting

at your computer too long? Just how unhealthy is using a PCW?

Glaring deficiencies
Glare can also be a problem. Your eyes will obviously have

to work harder to read text on your screen if the screen is

picking up reflections or glare from elsewhere in the room.

One simple rule is never to position the PCW in front of a

window or source of light. It can make good sense, too, to

invest in an anti-glare filter, which can be bought for under

£20 from many advertisements in 8000 Plus.

It seems ironic, given the sophistication of computer

equipment, that something as basic as glare can so often be

allowed to sabotage its usefulness. Usually, it's just that

somebody hasn't thought: when the Observer recently

moved into their lavish new offices in Battersea park, the

screens for the sub-editors were placed directly underneath

a glass roof. The roof was very attractive, but the poor subs

were forced to resort to cardboard boxes to enable them to

read the text on their monitors.

951 2 readers, with their black and white screens, may be

wondering whether their screens are better than the familiar

lime green on dark green screens of the 8256/8512s. But,

despite the 'paper white' screen of the 9512 adverts being

claimed as easier on the eye, there is little research one way

or the other. Which you prefer is ultimately a matter of

personal taste.

It's not just your eyes which can get tired. A wrongly

positioned keyboard and screen (or a wrongly positioned

you) can cause aches and pains, including headaches. The

Manufacturing, Science and Finance union (MSF)

recommends that computer screens should be about 70cm

or so from the user (get out your ruler) and they also point

out the importance of correct posture. Obviously if you use

an uncomfortable chair or put your PCW on a table which is

too high or low you are creating potential problems; a proper

adjusting office chair may seem a rather unexciting

Screen test
Anli sialic screens are not a

common accessory lor the

PCW oul itiey are available at a

price Prom ar quote a once ot

£48 40 plot VAT 'or 9 selMll

screen, tor txjlh BOCOs and

951 2s. which also comes wlh

an earthing wire Promar's

telephone number is

Om 522434

'"";'*

r^fe-

fM



HEALTH

Any old ion?
If you ever need to feel extra guilt that you're

spending lime on me computer when you

should be doing the household chores, try

running a finger across the PCW screen.

Chances are it will quickly be covered in dust.

However, this won't be just any old dust,

not at least according to Alan Taylor of

Promar. He points out that the cathode ray

tube which produces the visual display has a

strong positive electrostatic charge, and this

attracts negtively charged dust particles from

the atmosphere around the screen.

In the meantime, the positively-charged

dust is being repelled from the screen, and

since human skin itself normally has a low

negative charge, these positively-charged

ions head straight for the person operating

the computer. He claims that this can explain

dry skin, sore eyes and general lethargy

sometimes expeienced by computer

operators.

The picture painted by Alan Taylor, of

positive and negative ions rushing about in

front of your PCW screen, might seem like

something out of a shoot-'em-up arcade

game, but in fact he describes the air

disturbance created as very similar to that

experienced during a thunderstorm. He also

claims that the absence of of negatively

charged ions in the atmosphere is not

particularly heatthy, an argument also

advanced by the companies who make air

ionisers, Ionisers create extra negative ions,

which some say help to make modem office

buildings more pleasant places to work.

The answer lo electrostatic, according to

the VDU Workers' Rights Campaign who say

that the problem is a serious one, is to (it anti-

static filters to computer screens; in fact, they

recommend that dual-purpose fillers be used

to cut out both glare and static. The difficulty

is that, for the filter to operate effectively and

drain away the static charge on the screen, an

earthing wire is necessary. PCWs, as we have

seen, are not earthed, and that means (hat the

earthing wire running off from an ant i- static

screen will have to be taken to an external

earth poinl.

Further info
(I you want to know more the

VDU Workers Rights

Campaign '5 parent

organisation. City Centre, has

produced a VOL) hazards

factpack. available tor £2 (inc

p£p) from City Centre, 32-35

FeatherstoneSl,

London EC1Y8QX

computer add-on, but could be a good investment. Some
specialists are critical that the PCW screens do not have a

tilt mechanism to enable users to swivel them into position.

Wrist action
Watch your keyboard technique too, say the Health and

Safety Executive - your wrists should be flat over the keys,

and not bending up to touch them, as can be the case if you

rest your wrists on the edge of the keyboard or table.

This is all the stuff of ergonomics, and it might seem like

glorified common sense. But, according to Gill Kirton of the

London-based VDU Workers' Rights Campaign it's

important. She is worried by the growth in Repetitive Strain

Injuries, RSI. caused by regular and recurrent movements of

the fingers and arms over a keyboard. 'This can affect

people working at home using their Amstrad PCWs', she

says, 'though often people don't connect their aches and

numbness with this.' At its most serious, RSI can shade in

tenosynovitis (inflammation of the tendons, sometimes

called typists cramp), which is a prescribed industrial

disease, and both debilitating and painful.

However, it is the subject of electromagnetic radiation

from computers which is the hot potato.

Tony Webb, a founder member of the VDU Workers'

Rights Campaign is nothing if not forthright. 'My

recommendation to Amstrad users is that they dispose of

them as quickly as possible' he says. Gulp. This is not the

sort of thing that readers of 8000 Plus (or its writers) are

going to want to hear. Does he really mean us?

Tony Webb claims that the low frequency

electromagnetic emissions from the Amstrad stable are

much greater than those from many other computers, such

as IBMs or Olivetlis. 'It would cost Amstrad pennies to

remedy this at the design stage, but they haven't taken this

issue on board', he says.

Radiate and fade away
The argument, however, is whether electromagnetic

radiation from computer screens is a danger to health. The

Health and Safety Executive say there's no proof that it is.

The radiation from VDUs is 'well befow the levels considered

harmful by responsible expert bodies such as the National

Radiological Protection Board in the UK', according to the

HSE's 'Working with VDUs' leaflet.

But recent research in California, much publicised in the

British media, found that there was a statistically significant

increase in the number of miscarriages experienced by

women who work at computer screens. Again, the HSE are

inclined to be reassuring: if you are pregnant or thinking of

becoming so, there is no reason to stop working with VDUs',

says their leaflet.

The case is not proved conclusively either way. Tony

Webb accepts this but adds, 'There is growing evidence that

electromagnetic radiation from VDUs could be harmful for

human beings and in these circumstances, if you can

eliminate something, it is prudent to do so,"

A fascinating case
IBM and other computer manufacturers have cut down on

these emissions by constructing earthed metal casings to

act as screens around components. PCW users could

arrange for their PCWs to be similarly shielded, but

according to Alan Taylor of Fromar Sales, which undertakes

this kind of work on commercial computer installations, it

would be very expensive. One additional difficulty is that the

PCW does not come supplied with an earth cable.

In general, however, what every PCW user can do is to

follow good office practice and take frequent breaks from the

screen. The MSF union advises their members to take a hart

hour break after every two hours of using a computer. In

practice, it can be hard to remember. Journalists on one

West Country newspaper even rigged up a flashing

computer message 'SCREEN BREAK' to persuade reluctant

colleagues to take it easy (perhaps someone out there could

devise a BASIC program to do the same thing for a PCW).

Which reminds me: I've been sitting typing this into my

PCW for at least a couple of hours, and if you don't mind I'm

going to go for a coffee.
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Letta-Head Plus
...isafully WYSIWYG screen editor with 14 different fonts,

proportional spacing, italics and bold. Graphics include

boxes, lines, circles, ellipses & shading. Design all your

letter heads, receipts, labels, posters etc. and print all the

copies you need any size. Price £1 7.50

WordFinder
the program for crossword and word game enthusiasts.

Instant access to over 24,000 unique words and names by

typing in the known letters, plus powerful anagram

function.Add your own words to the dictionary. Price

£12.50

Please add 50p per program P&P within Europe
£2 airmail, forACCESS orders or further details phone

(0433) 30799.

MUCH", UPPER PADLEV, IGPUNOLEIF^Pr-.

DEPE>*HIPE, S3K UA

CUSTOM CLIP-ART
for your

DESKTOP PUBLISHER
A NEW SERVICE TO AMSTRAD PCW OWNERS
Send us an image of your choice and we will digitise it ready

for use by your Desktop Publishing Package (currently

available for 'THE DESKTOP PUBLISHER" - but more DTPs will

be supported soon - send for details).

PERSONALISE YOUR DOCUMENTS
Plenty of Clip-Art libraries are available for the PCW, but this

way you can incorporate your own ideas e.g. Company Logos,

Cartoons, Photographs, Diagrams etc etc into Desktop-

Published documents.

USING THE SERVICE
The service costs £8.00 for the first image and £2.00 per

image thereafter [including return of your original material and

disc(s) containing digitised images).

Send original material plus remittance [Cheques/P.O.s

payable to CUSTOM IMAGES
1

) to:

CUSTOM IMAGES
28, Burnett Way
Bishopdown
Salisbury

WILTS SP1 3HX

or write for further details

ISENSTEIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
UNIT 11

CHESTER ENTERPRISE CENTRE
HOOLE BRIDGE
CHESTER CH2 3NE

Tha PCW Britain* Best Loved
Word Processor

H11EENSTC1H HmH
>K E3TELEPHONE 0244 312986

Phqne Our 24 Hour Holllna Now!

DO YOU HAVE A SOUND PROBLEM ON YOUR 9512 ?

HERE IS THE SOLUTION

!

(Unless you have ear plugs!)

THE PCW9512 ACOUSTIC PRINTER HOOD!

THE PCW9512
ACOUSTIC HOOD

WHY OUR HOOD IS THE BEST?
Easy to lift lid allows carefree loading& viewing ofsingle
sheet paper.

We have designed the Lid and case formaximum access
to printer controls.

A second lid allows you to change printer ribbons or
daisywheels without removing the printer.

Tlie rear ofcase has a slotfor continuous stationary and
printer cable.

Our Professionally moulded PVC padded case, in

matching PCW9512 colours keeps the lines of the 9512
unspoilt.

All materials chosen formaximum soundproofing, thus
reducingprinter noise to a minimum. (Nowyou can hear
the phone!)

Comes in two formats, Flat Pack "Anybody who can
knock up a MFfbookshelfshould be able to cope!" (8000
Plus December 1987) and Ready Made for those ofyou
with no time to spare.

With all thesefeatures andourlowprice why not giveyour
ears a treat!

We will even payfor courier delivery!

NEED WE SAYMORE?
HiiseiMsTeiN

THE PCW95I2 ACOUSTIC PRINTER HQOD:-
AS9501 (FLAT PACK) £32,95
AS9502 (ASSEMBLED) £39.9$

NOW AVALABLE FOR PCW8256/5I2 OWNERS
THE PCW8256/512 ACOUSTIC PRINTER HOOD:-
AS8201 (FLAT PACK) £25.95
AS8202 (ASSEMBLED) JE29.95

All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT.

Please Make cheques payable to :- ISENSTEIN LTD
Goverment and Educational orders welcome.

Free Courier Delivery.



Laser Printing ..

from 25p per sheet

Top quality laser printing in

a wide choice of typestyles

and sizes from your word

processor. Just mail us your

textfiles on floppy discs and

we will send you laser

printed masters by return.

SIMPLE - QUICK - CONFIDENTIAL

Phone or write for details today.

Laser Images
Tramway House, Mill Street,

Wantage,Oxon,OX12 9AQ

Disc conversions....from £5

DOUBLE-JAY Software
Sollwam lor the AMSTRAD CPC 61 28, all PCWs and IBM compatibles

CASK BOOK CPC • CASH BOOK PCW - CASH BOOK PC
ELECTRONIC CASH ANALYSIS

Simpla cash analysis and budge! control Quick postings, easy updates, automatic dale

soil, balance calculation and standing orders. Full and partial statements and summaries.

Ideal lor keeping track ol all income and expenditure.

refreshingly usei-lnendly and an efleclive means ot keeping tabs on expenditure tor

bolh borne and small business users --CWTAPCW November 1987

has some good facilities lor handling standing orders that would seem ideal lor keeping

tiack ol a personal account '-8000 PLUS November 1987

CASH BOOK r Voull wonder how you ever managed without il!

CASH BOOK CPC/PCW El 3

CASH BOOK PC Etfl

CPC 'PCW veisions iun undei CP/M Plus and are supplied on 3* disc PC version runs under

PC'MS-DOS and is supplied on 5.25" disc

Prices include manuat.iposlage, packing and despatch by return posl.

Cheques and PO's only. Overseas orders add Ei

DOUBLE-JAY Software and Services. PO Box 5. REDRUTH. Cornwall Tfl«3 ill

Please stale computer lype when ordering

DOUBLE-JAY- Practical Software at Realistic Prices

FABRIC RIBBON CASSETTE RE-INKING
Trial offer: £1.45 per ribbon

Post used casette (s) with payment to:

ALADDINK {Dept 80), FREEPOST
EYEMOUTH, TD1 4 5BR
(No stamp required)

Tel: 08907 50965

WORD PROCESSING

Locoscript II (new edition) ....

Locospellll

LocoScript II with Loco Spell

.

LocoMail II

LocoFont

Protext (latest version)

Pocket Protext

Tasword 8000

Tas-Spell 8000

TasprintSOOC

Tas-SignSOOO

.22.95

.17.95

32.95

27 95

. 17.95

.39.95

.27.95

.17,95

.11.95

.11.95

24.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

The Desktop Publisher

The Desktop Publisher with Mouse

Stop Press

Stop Press with Mouse
Masler Scan

Master Paint

Master Scan and Master Paint

Desktop Organiser and Mouse
AMS Mouse and Interface only

,19.95

.59 95

.32 95

64.95

.52.95

14,95

.59.95

.64.95

39.95

DATABASE

dBase II (version 2.4)

Mastertile 8000

Sage Popular Retrieve

Database Manager At Last Plus .

.67.95

.34.95

49.95

.29.95

SPREADSHEET

Supercalcll 37 95

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

Mini Office P rote ssional still only 19 95

Hitch Hikers Guide (R.fl.P. 29.95) 24.95

Leather Goddesses (R.P..P. 29.95} 24.95;:
supplies .

-
:

- : -^n

9512 Prinlwheels All UK styles 4.95

9512 Multistrike Carbon Ribbons 3.25

9512 Multisrike Fabric Ribbons 3.50

9512 Dustcover Set (3 piece) 9.95

8512 Multistrike Carbon Ribbons 4.95

8512 Multistrike Fabric Ribbons 3,95

8512 Dustcover Set (3 piece) , 9.95

Storage Box (holds up to 30 CF2) 9.95

Amsott CF2 1 pack 22.95

5 pack 1 1 .95

Maxell CF2 (with cases) 10 pack 24,95

If you don't see it - ASK

ALL OUR PRICES
INCLUDE VAT &

FIRST CLASS POST

LOCAL AUTHORITY, EDUCATION
LIMITED COMPANY & EXPORT ORDERS

WELCOMED

9512 owners
Please check the suitability of any title for

you machine before ordering

EDUCATIONAL

School Software Titles (Latest Version)

Better Spelling (age 9-adult)

Magic Maths (age 4-8)

Maths Mania (age 8-12)

Better Maths I (age 12-16)

Physics I (age 12-16)

Chemistry I (age 12-16)...

Biology I (age 12-16)

14.95

.14.95

.14.35

.19.95

.19 95

19 95

19.95

ENTERTAfNMENT

Time and Magik

Bridge Player 2000

Clock Chesss 88

Batman

Brain C lough's Football Fortunes .

Strike Force Harrier

Tomahawk ,

The Pawn
Starglider

11.95

11.95

11.95

.11.95

.13.95

.14.95

.14.95

.17.95

.18.95

ACCOUNTING

Sage Popular Accounts Plus

Sage Popular Accounts

Sage Popular Invoicing

Sage Popular Payroll

104.95

.73.95

...52.95

...52.95

COMMUNICATIONS

Sage Popular Chit-Chat .

Dial-up

.74.95

.67.95

COPY COMM SOFTWARE
Aytounhill. CUPAR, Fife KYI 4 6JH. SCOTLAND

ORDERS TO: COPY COMM, FREEPOST, CUPAR, FIFE KY15 4BR
TELEX: 76284 TELEPHONE: 033 77 444 FAX: 0334 56306



You can always tell a PCW owner by the pale, wan
complexion. Whole sunny summers are spent

cloistered in a dark room word processing away
feverishly How different are the happy Z88 owners who can

create immortal prose or concoct cheeky letters of complaint

on the beach or on top of a mountain. Their rosy cheeks and

sturdy legs set them out as far more adventurous, healthier

fitter specimens.

OK. That might just be overstating things a little, but it is

true that PCWing can be a compulsive behaviour which

certainly can restrict your outdoor activities. Worse still, after

about six months of constant use, many PCW owners find

they are so used to writing at a keyboard that they have

atrophy of the ballpoint pen and can't even write a note to

She milkman with out printing it out in near letter quality.

This is where the Z88 comes into its own. At the very

least it is a computerised Filofax, able to keep track of all

your names, addresses, details and dates. And how much
more impressive to update your Z88 diary on the train than

your Filofax. But with a bit of imagination and a little effort it

can become a powerful computing tool which acts a little bit

like a PCW on the move.

It has to be admitted here that few people would be

totally content with the Z88 as their only computer.

Restrictions in the operation (especially the screen size)

means that most users will be happy to slip into the

comfortable surroundings of LocoScript or Pretext to polish

up the finished article after a hard day's word-processing in

the back garden.

But this makes for the perfect symbiotic relationship.

Write a rough first draft on the Z88 word-processor and then

transfer over to the PCW for polishing and printing.

What is a Z88 anyway?
A Z88 is, like the PCW, a computer on which you can carry

out a wide variety of interesting tasks. Unlike a PCW
however you don't start up using a disc. All the applications

are there from the moment you start up. When you switch

off, Ihe task you were working in is saved and is ready to

use when you restart again - unlike Ihe PCWs memory
drive.

You can have a number of applications in memory at any

time or you can save and load files. Saving a file obviously

gives greater security against the file being lost if anything

goes wrong.

It runs on four AA batteries

(although you can get a mains

adaptor for £9.95) and this will last

for up to 20 hours of work or for

a year if the machine is lying

unused on the shelf. As the

applications are being

saved even when the

machine is switched off

,

m

PCW + Z88
Alec Rae starts a new series to see how
the Z88 and the PCW can live together in

peace and harmony

PCW owners will happily discount every other personal computer as
being totally useless - except a small black box about the size of an
A4 pad. Cambridge Computers' Z8S, brainchild of the charismatic Sir

Clive Sinclair, seems to have found a place in the heart of many
PCW owners. Before the complicated how-to-do-its start next month,

a brief introduction to what the Z88 actually is..

it is still using some power. If you remove the batteries

everything in memory will be lost.

Like the PCW, main use is probably word-

processing although it can also be used as a

spreadsheet and a simple database just using the

applications available.

In fact when you buy a Z88 you get a complete

package. No need to buy any of the Write Hand Man
or Companion type 'pop-up' utilities. They come as

standard.

Lowdown on popdowns
These popdowns' include a calendar, clock, alarm,

and calculator. A lot more than even a Filofax, you

must admit. For instance the calendar is accurate from 1 753

(handy if you haven't done your expenses for a while) and

will happily allow you to work out what day of the week the

first of January 3000 will be (it's a Wednesday by the way)

for those people who really like to plan ahead.

The alarm is perhaps a little on the quiet side to wake
you up in the morning but it would be invaluable for keeping

you in touch with important appointments during the day. It

does give you space for a message with each alarm so you

could set it to tell you to have a coffee at 11 o' clock and

again at 5.30 that it's time to go home.

But more important

than 'pop-

downs' are

the appli-

cations. These

are in effect the

equivalent of full

Where to get it

The Z88 is produced by

Cambridge Computers Ltd

(0223 312216) and is available

through branches of Dixons for

E299.The Zbase software s

available from Wordmongere

Lid (02S6 43787B)

A BBC BASIC manual is soon

to be available from M-TEC Lid

(0603 870620).
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blown programs on your PCW - a diary, a word processor, a

spreadsheet and an area where you can process in BASIC.

Applications in writing
The diary gives you as much space as you require to till in

your appointments for any day for certainly as long as your

288 will last. Tie it in with the alarm and every day the

computer will automatically produce your diary entry for the

correct day as you wake.

Instead of using scraps of paper, you can take notes of

all important messages, orders, memos and most

importantly you can keep track of your expenses on the

spread sheet and have the totals all worked out

automatically.

Whether or not you would use the BASIC section

depends on your own imagination. It is BBC BASIC, so

Mallard BASIC users would need a bit of time adjusting to

the differences but it is a powerful form of BASIC that will do

virtually anything you want. A manual specifically for Z88

users is supposedly on the way.

It is perhaps more difficult to work out what you would do

with BASIC on a Z88 than a PCW. As it comes with so many

utilities as standard there is not the burning necessity to

produce these in BASIC as there is with the PCW. However

there are still uses for it {especially in areas like preparing

text for word processors in other computers) and for anyone

into BBC BASIC (and who can get hold of the mythical CP/M

version of the language) this would allow you to program,

anytime, any place, anywhere.

But most important by far the Z88 allows you to write a

letter of complaint to British Rail about the lateness of their

services while actually on the train, or better still write your

next 90,000 word novel in the station waiting for it.

Pipedream - the arguments
The first thing you must learn about the Z88 is that

Where's the printer?
The main problem with the Z88 (like all

computers other than the PCW!) Is thai it

doesn't come with a printer. Perhaps the

makers feel there is enough crammed into

such a tiny space flut it has to be admitted

there is little point in being able to produce

hundreds of letters and not be able to print

them out. This means investing, at least,

another £150 tor the cheapest dot matrix

printer.

On the other hand PCW owners are

laughing. For the price of a RS232 (the box

that fits on to the expansion port at the back

of the PCW - about £50) and a serial cable

(about £9.95 from Cambridge) you can make

full use ol PCW's faithful old printer.

it Is, ol course, possible with a little effort

to print direct (full details later in the series)

but it is by far easier just to transfer an ASCII

file (save with the Plain Text option in the ZB8)

to Ihe PCW and then Insert Texl in LocoScript,

Tidy it up, adding headers, footers and print

codes and print out in the normal way.

58 8000 PLUS teat

Pipedream is the imaginative name for a rather imaginative

application which doubles as a word processor and a

spreadsheet.

As with any other change in word-processors there are a

number of features in Pipedream that will delight and some

which will depress. It is admittedly quite a complicated piece

of software which might take a week or two to get fully to

grips with. You can produce all effects by picking an option

on a menu or by one of an infinite number of keystrokes.

Instead of [ALT] or [EXTRA] keys, the Z88 has a

diamond and a square key. In simple terms the Diamond key

usually prefixes a command that will affect the program you

are in - for example Diamond S will swap the case of the

letter that the cursor is on, making a 'w' a 'W or vice versa.

Sometimes you find that you need to type in a number of

letters after the Diamond. For instance something simple like

split this line at the cursor,' the sort of the thing you could do

in most word-processors by pressing [RETURN], needs

Diamond ESL in Pipedream.

The Square starts a command that will allow you to do

something in another application or popdown. In Pipedream

pressing Square C will bring up the calendar or Square D

will take you to the diary.

Although it is possible to survive using the menus it is a

rather slow, tortuous business, involving pressing the Menu

key up to seven times before you get to the correct list of

options.

There are a number of the options actually printed on the

front of the machine just below the screen but even these

are only a fraction of the ones that are available. It may

seem frightening at first but at the end of the day you quickly

find you remember the ones you need.

The Future
Although many might be content with the package that

comes from Cambridge there are now a number of

developments that make the Z88 even more of a viable

proposition. First to appear was the RAM and EPROM
packs which add to the memory size of the machine.

The standard machine has 32k of available space, which

in practice is not enough. Save a couple of reasonable sized

files and have a couple of applications in memory and you

get warning messages about the memory being full.

Now you can get 32k, 1 28k and 51 2k RAM packs (from

£20 to £200) which allow you to store any files and modify

them at will. If RAM packs are removed from the machine all

data is lost. The 32k and 128k EPROM packs (£20 and £50)

are similar except that they keep a permanent record of the

files (they can't be edited) and they can be removed without

the data being lost. To clear these of data you need to get a

special EPROM eraser.

Where EPROM packs come in most useful is for

program files, the equivalent of program discs for your PCW.

For instance now you can get a modem that allows you to

send files along the telephone to any other computer

anywhere in the world. You get the modem (£172.45) which

is small enough to slip in your pocket (assuming you have

quite big pockets) with an EPROM Pack that contains the

comms software.

Last month Wordmonger, the software house

specialising in software for the Z88, launched Zbase, a

database for the Z88 very similar to the PCW's dBase 2.

Like dBase it is a powerful programming language which

allows you to produce very complicated applications. It is

thought that a number of commercial applications will be

developed using Zbase as a basis to allow for specialist

applications. Again Zbase comes on an EPROM pack.

Over the coming few months we will be looking at the

different aspects of the Z88 and how they can be tied in with

your PCW including using the PCW with the modem and the

new Zbase.



I You don't want to be
kept fully in the know.

You're happy with

news that's at least a
month old.

I You're in no rush
to find out about the

latest software for

your computer.

Then you'll not be interested

to hear about our new weekly

magazine New Computer Express".

It's packed with up to the minute
information on every aspect of the

computer scene: news, reviews, features

and tips.

And because it comes out every
week, you can be kept fully in touch

with events and product releases as

they happen - most things will be

reported some five weeks ahead of a

typical computer monthly.

If you want to be first with the facts.

just pick up a copy each Thursday from

your newsagent. If you don't, please

insert your head gently back into the

sand.

Launch issue on sale
Thursday, November lOth
If you have trouble obtaining a copy, please send a cheque or

postal order for 75p (inc P&P) and your name and address
to: New Computer Express, Future Publishing Ltd,

Somerton, Somerset TA11 7PY

COMPUTER
WP/?£SS\

first news, first reviews - every week

From the publishers of

ACE • PC Plus • 8000 Plus •
Amstrad Action • ST Amiga Format

Future Publishing Ltd
Magazines programmed for the '90s.



—Advantage
(EP) 56 BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GL50 7HJ

Telephone 0242 224340 or 0242 224848

• Your order will be processed wllhln 24 hours
• All prices Include VAT and FIRST CLASS postage
> Advertised Items are normally held In slock

- We give a full refund If you are not satisfied

Order by post or telephone. We accept Sterling Cheques,

Eurocheques, Postal Orders, Access or Visa. Overseas

customers please add £1 per Item.

Join the Addvantage Independent

ComputerUser Group and get a further £1

off every Item in this advertisment {£2 off

High Level Language compilers) plus

monthly Newsletters and support.

Annual Membership Is jusi £1 2 (UK) C1 s

(Europe) tIB (Best of World)

NFW LOW PRICES ALL INCLUSIVE OF VAT

TRIVIA QUIZ

At last! An enjovable but educational program fur children.

Trivia Qui/ Is a multi-choice came with graphics and sound,

competitive scoring and plenty of questions, frameplay is easy to

understand and each round is short enough lo maintain inleml.
"

i iua ranufit completely trivial" - Slum flu- £9.95, New sets of

quesl ions are ulsu available.

LETAFONT
i iHMfM a fonl from the .rangf of J 6 %uppli*?d on dKc {.niluding

Ipijir.ir. , M-ild. < riLirik>. Umv. St r ipi. I Jala i use it cm Itu1 screen -

print your text with il on your printer - or usr the l.cla-Kiiit

program to di^ipn vour own fonL "A. hand* adjunct Id am
programmer or iwslet.cr wrilcr" - 8000 PLUS 0J9

POSTAFQHT
i n .iii ymur own -'-lunv. k-lu-r headed paper, •eafleL'ijidvertiAmenl^

Milt pagt* etc. Hii;N (Jualily^lmusl infinitely variable si
m

/t k-llertne

with several fonts and slyta, ()n-dihc manual supplied I Printed

manual <an h*? tup plied for £4.951 "Realk frood Value fur

Moncv" K0O0 Plus £9.*5

BOURNES EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
thoose Trom World Wise. Timeman Two, Happy Writing and
Animal Vegetable Mineral "Kduraliunal and WOK too!" ONLY
fU/M per disc

SCHOOL SOFTWARE
Magic Mulhv Maths Mania. Belter Spelling, better

{.'herniary. Hiotogy. ONLY £13.95 per diac Hi*tu>
disc

PROTKXT + The definitive word processor ..- m
PROSPE1.L Spelling checker for Protest —
MASTKRI II t: 80011 Krtiiluinal Database
MINI (IrTrll K HHI1KLSSIONAL Inlcgraled suite..

STOPRESS Versatile and powerful DIP „_
DATABASE UKSk KIP PIHLLSHF.R Easy lo use

l»A I \H sSI I1KSK I IIP PI M.ISHKR
SlttTVlAKr » MOUSE _..._..„ —
KOSMllS KORLIIA LlStil \f,Y
TITOR IAUS EAC H: —
If I SOI-l liN IKE PELS Disc Sector/File Editor

SERIAL INTERFACE RS2JI and parallel purl

Ma lbs.

Rcccmcndcd"

.£49.»5

.£25.»5

.£J7.95

.£17.95

.{47.95

.£17.95

.04.95

.£17.95

.tlK.95

.£49.95

HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES maonvng prtnioj

MIX (" t frMPIl.KH _.._f2».9S

Hundreds of satisfied users agree this is the bc-sl floating poinl

C ^compiler for ibc PCW. Tpe package include, a camptehen-

*m- manual and lulorial

MIX SPLIT SCREEN TEXT EDITOR £19.95

Wurdsfar-similar functions fi.i editing source code

MIX ASM I TtLITV for iwejralinjj MASMSO I (Jt.95

MIX TLTORIAL EXAMPLES Save voqr typing! £4.95

MIX (IRA I'll t('S LIBRARY &.

H1.I. SOURCE CODE £0.95

NEVAIJA COBOL One step compile & run , £29.95

East commercial business programming on vour PCW
NEVADA PASCAL ScqucnliulfindcMd file "l Ml .£29.95

One step cum pile & run with trace si vie debugging
NEVADA FORTRAN ANSI X.s.9-1966 Fortran . £29.95

(leneralcs object code modules - just compile A run

H1SOK1 t." Compiler wilh graphics library — 144,95

H1SOFT PASCAL 1*0 Eslcnsive implementation £44.95

H1SOH FORTH with C.HX graphics £19.95

H1SOFT LISP Interpreter for Al applications ....£44.95

ZBASIC Advanced, powerful ojnipflcr £59.95

FTL MODI!LA 1 A poster! o I new tanguage £49.95

H1SOFT DEVPAC V2 Assembly language tool £44.95

THE BEST FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The ful lowing discs contain tried & tested software from the

public domain, tailored for Amslrad PCW computers running
I'P/M Plus. Each disc has MENU selection, sorted directory

and full documentation.

TEXT EDITING & DATABASES Ottirrw mute

1 TEXT EDITOR Kaay lu use lull scrctn ASCII editor wilh

autumn lie wurd-wnsp, pagt breaks, printer control - ideal For

cnnipiler -I'm 1 1. 1 code.

2 DATABASE A relational database for sorting simple data

and producing reports and forms letters. Free furmat query

language with marcos and commands. Kcaturts on-line help.

Disc also contains an Inventory Database.

J l-'IKKD ASSETS LOG Record up W35* items and iheir

value. For home inventory, insurance, stocktaking control.

Form* management and sort routine.

4 VIDEO CLERK Track vour video collection. This database

svslem feature?. 4 sort options and forms management plus

tAlgnsne dixu mentation,

SPECIALISTAPPLICATION ONLY £6.00 per disc

I COMMINK'ATIONS \ow featuring Viewdata, Preatcl Ha

Terminal Emulation Plus L'K Modem 7. Rem.it & YJKX
1 PCW DFJiKMASTER Appointments calendar, calculator

memo- pad, card Lite database Lube, printer, home accounts,

mortgage calculator, weather forecaster

3 PCW (jMAPHICS Useful Drawing Program, Screen Font

Designer, Ready-to-use Font** Biomorph - a fascinating

graphic demo of natural selection.

4 STD CODES All the IK cottcs in MMKRIC order wilh

corresponding ciehange name*

USEFUL UWUWES ONL Y £5, 00 per disc

1 COUPLEAl LTILITIES The famous ISiSWEEP disc

m . 1 1 . t ;j i t , S uperm p seclo r/filf edi lor. L'nerase. DISK ITA Tor

l7Sk VV2 formal, 51/4" second drive Screen dump etc

1 TEXT PROCESSING I TILITIE-S Sideways prints tcit teg

spreadsheet! on its side, Alphabetic Son. Word CounL
WSCIean convert WP file to AMll. Simple Spelling Checker,

Score Card t Generator, Banner printers. Typewriter
Emulator.
3 DISC ORGANISATION Catalogue your disc collection and

produce a primed index* File Finder. Archive program*

Squeeze - save disc space.

PROGRAMMING ONL Y £5.00 per disc

1 THE /Jill PROGRAMMER 7M Assemblcr/llisaMemhler,

/JSO IJebuggcr, ZW) Librari. 7M>- mm Iraoslalors

2 THE SMALL C PKIKIRAMMF^R Includes source code.

Produces executable machine code programs,

3 C TOOLBOX See how other programmers do it svith this

useful sel ofC Source code programs. Disc Includes the

executable programs

PROGRAMS FOR PLEASURE only csmpy am

I (iAMESCOMPENDU M Farm an, Sna he tiame, Polish

Pong, Chess, Othello. Maslcrmind. Spellil, Awari, Life, (ioir.

Mare, F
:

ii"i h\\\ Word Search Puzzle Maker, I >. -
1
-i'.-ih ail

svrillen in machine code.

1 ADVENTURES The famous Colossal Cave Advenlurc plus

Hcstiarv Return To Arg
i AMUSEMENTS & DIVERSIONS 29 games which run tm

PCW Mallard BASIC Slarlrek, Which word. Lander, 3D Tic-

Tac-To, Merchant, Othello, Hangman, Baseball, Civil War,
American Fouthall. Maze, Nim Horse Races. Balckjack Spies

tranv-K.

MONEY MANAGER PLUS
£39.95
finer. VA T)

AmstridPCW
S2S6SSU9SI2

Easy to use Financial Management Software
£39.95

Small Businesses Doctors
Company Departments Dentists
Expense Accounts Lawyers

Over 16,000 users!

Professionals
Tradesmen
Home Accounts

Writers
Farmers
Colleges

(Intl. VAT)

Amstrad PC PPC
IBM PC etc.

Clubs
Charities
Etc. etc!

MONEY MANAGER FLUSisaneasv to use yet powerful accounting system. I twill enable you to record and analyseal! your financial Iritisaclions. so that you know
exactly where you stand andean make sensibleand informed financial decisions. Checkbankslatemcnts.monilorcash flow, analyse sources of incomeandexpenditure,

make budget forfcasts, prepare financial statements. Ket?p one step ahead of your bank manager, convince tax or VAT inspectors, avoid nasty surprises!

MONEYMANAGER PLUS is very mucheasierand faster lo use than ordinary systems It has several reporting, analysing and graphic facilities not available ineven

the most expensive accounting systems. It would take you months of effort with a sophisticated database/ spreadsheel/graphics package to achieve half of what

MONEY MANAGER PLUS can. Whether you rjn a substantia! business or just need to sort out your personal finances, MONEY MANAGER PLUS can help you.

Torunthesystemyou rustswitchon, load MONEY MANAGER PLUS, and select a data file to be loaded from yourdisc into the system. You can then make new entries

inany order that suits you (or amend ex is ting entries) You can reconcile entries against bank statements received. Youcan produce your own statements and reports

(i ncluding graphical charts) with amazing variety and selecti vity to answer any questions you might have about your rurrcnl financial situation You then sa ve the

data file for the next time you need to use it. You mav have any number of separate data files (or setsof accounts) covering severaJ years, and store several on one disc

When required, a 12-month data file can be rolled forward by a month at a lime.

EJ
12 months accounts per file, 300 entries per month

Up to 9 use/ -defined accounts (banks, cash, credit cards etc)

Up to 50 user-defined classes ol income/expenditure

Optional reference (up to 6 characters) tor each entry

Your own descriptive text (up to 18 characters) lor each entry

Optional extra label in each entry to allow further selectivity

Fast and easy data entry - like lining out a bank statement

Correct incorrect entries at any time

Standing orders/standing entries

Sort entries into date order when required

Detailed statements tor any range ot months
VAT reports in detail and in VA T return format

Monthly reports lor each class ot transaction

Reports showing activity in each account

Consolidated class group reports

Account balances month by month

Bar charts lor up to three categones ot entry

Pie charts for up to IS categories ol entry (PC)

Facility to search through accounts tor lost items

Total monthly income, expenditure and cash llow

Account and class totals

Bank statement reconciliation

Budget cash flow forecasts

Automatic creation of data file back up copies

Print all reports

Comprehensive manual
Two sets ot practice data

Free telephone support

For mail order, send a cheque for £39.95, or phone quoting an Access, Visa or American Express card number, and the program will

be mailed to you within one working day. Please specify model of computer! Mori-Sun SAM- 1 0PM

Connect Systems 3 Flanchford Road, London W12 9ND. Tel.: 01-743 9792



Disc damage falls into a number of distinct types.

Corruptions are caused by power dips during disc

access, usually but not always in the directory area,

are the most common. Repairing this type of damage,
particularly in the directory area, is like a jigsaw puzzle. I

have to scan the whole disc to find the missing material and
then reconstruct the corrupted directory entries. I then use

the public domain program LOOKAT to dump them to the

printer, then I piece them together into whole files.

Damage elsewhere is handled slightly differently. Don't

try to mend a program that has been damaged - anyway
you have a master disc to make a fresh copy. LocoScript
documents, if damaged, usually can't be immediately re-

read by LocoScript, which either freezes up, stops at the

point of damage, or goes into an endless loop. To recover

Ihese. or data files from any other program, you need
thorough knowledge of the program's file structure.

Perhaps the second most common problem is caused by
faulty copying, either with DISCKIT or LocoScript 2, when
leaving the source disc in the drive instead of putting in the

destination disc. These copy programs make two changes to

the destination disc, first to avoid the use of a partially

copied disc and second to distinguish one disc from another.

This usually results in a 'bad format' type of error.

Knife Plus will replace the boot sector and make the disc

usable again, but it leaves the other change on the disc,

which may be in a key file or in an unused area. If it is in a

program it could be dangerous to use. You have to know
what you're doing to repair this (I use a modified version of

the useful repair utility from the public domain, DU).

The third commonest problem is not the kind resulting in

the dreaded 'missing address mark'. In these cases the disc

remains operable, but the programs being used object to the

data or behave curiously. There are many possible causes
of Ihis type of problem: bugs, bad 'exits' from the program,

power dips etc. Recovery of data is usually possible but

Ihere is no general approach.

The most difficult cases are those caused by disc drive

errors, mistakes made during formatting or gross corruption

over extensive areas of the disc surface caused by magnets,

X-rays and so on. Even here, depending on the damage,
there is often a surprising amount of information left on the

disc, but recovery is like piecing together electronic confetti!

If the worst happens and you do have a problem, make a

copy of the disc if possible before you attempt to work on it

again: you might erase or damage hidden but valuable

information on the disc. If you have erased a file

accidentally, do not use the disc to save any more files on. If

in doubt, don't dabble: call an expert.

Corrupted discs can be sent with a spare disc in the

same format in a padded bag with return postage and a note

of the error message to: Dave Smith, 41 Tutsham Way,
Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6UA, (el. 089283 5974 (it's a

good idea to phone first). Use a plastic disc box and a
padded bag But remember, prevention is better!

HEALTHY DATA

DISC
Dave Smith gives a few hints on stamping
out disc corruption

1m im mm
Eii i n 1 1 im rn m
CHILD PARENT GRANDPARENTm w J™*=H H Hirn m m
CHILD PARENT GRANDPARENT

The grandparerit-parent-child system of backing up The child holds Itle most recent version, the parent the prevmus
version, the grandparent Ihe one before that. When changes are made to the file, the new version is put on the

grandparenl; this becomes the new child. The old child becomes the new parent, the old parent the new grandparent. For

each subsequent version, the cycle repeats.

DAVE S.WITi-t

Pf5>£ REPAIR

I

N(V\iV\... TMi^ OHE- CoiMP &E TRiCK^.

a) Always, always, always 'back up', ie. keep

copies of, your discs. They wear out eventually

but are cheap in comparison with your time.

b) if you suspect a faulty machine get it

checked out and don't use it in the meantime.

c) When you format or reformat a disc, use

DISCKIT to VERIFY it. This takes a few seconds
extra but may avoid problems later.

d) Try to get a mains smoothing device, or at

least try to avoid using a ring main with other

devices on it which switch on and off - fridges,

How to beat corruption
freezers etc. - or which carry heavy loads.

e) Always put the write-protect tabs on the disc

if you don't intend to alter anything. Take care

to swop discs properly when copying.

f) Never switch the machine on or off with a disc

in a drive. This can cause a power surge.

g) Avoid magnetic fields (telephones, speakers,

children's toys, magnets or the odd X ray

machine you have lying around in your study)

h) Avoid static - earth yourself before you touch

the PCW. Get an antistatic mat, wear cfothes

containing less nylon and keep a pot of water in

the room but away from the machine.

i) Physical damage to the discs can be caused
by touching the brawn surface, moving the

computer while the discs are in use, or by

extracting the disc while it is being accessed.

Wait until the red light has stopped and you can

hear the disc motor stop spinning.

j) Don't leave the discs around for long periods.

The screen has strong magnetic fields. Recycle

them frequently, reformatting and verifying,

No»88 8000 PLUS 61N



B for BARGAIN PACKAGES
C for CARING

Computer systems

Unlock the power house with our help

ison 2 Park Avenue
Business^^^ Deal, Kent.

Centre I CT14 9AL
(1 5 m(fiulM (Tom Hft&cnl

PHONE (0304) 363313
For our gruat FREE catalogue

POOLS PREDICTOR
AT LAST The alternative

POOLS PREDICTOR
• predicts
• absolute
• NO
• NO
• PREDICTIONS
• STATISTICAL
• PRINTER
• FAST
• AVAILABLE

<ft RIMS
j; nARGAIN

UNIQUE SYSTEMS INONE^
Draws, Hemes and Away 5.

Ease { use bu i I t in.

Fiddly Fixtures Lists.
Redundant databases.
Rased on teams form NOW,
Forecasts (FC/PCW cnlyl.
Support Tor forecasts.
and easy to update and use,
Amstrad PCWs/PCs
IBM Compa t i b I es

Spectrum (dSK/ I2SK)
From CP/M/nOMExeepi Sptcirumj),
at £17.9$ Inc P&F

E8, 9) ( Spec tf urns)

/-,,-. c The Old Barn, Chapel Street. Corwen
Lorwen Computer bysterns r^ LL2I oAATd,< ,90>2 flc2/2294

Computer Supplies Ltd 0707-52698 (5 lines)

AMS0FT3"DISCS f
5PF9

CIALOFFER5 10 2° 50

Printer Ribbons Computer Paper
Price (£) per Ribbon 2+ 6+ 12+ Plain tanfold, micro pert edges

Amsirad Si;e Weiohi lOOO's Price per box

8512 Carbon 3.80 3.60 3.40 GSM per bx 1 box 3 bus 5bx

9512 Fabric 2.90 2.60 2.35 11 (9tfl 60 zooo 14 50 13 90 IM
851 2 8256103500 Carbon 4.95 4.70 4.4S 70 2000 17.60 15.30 144

B5 12 8256 LO3500 Fabric 3.90 3.60 3.35 80 20D0 1975 IB. 10 16.0

R BL GR, BR. Y. 4.S0 4.60 4.35

OMP 2000'3000.'31SO 2.80 2.60 2 35 EXACT A*
Canon 1080,'1 156 2.99 2.85 2.60 112^3x914 70 2000 2050 19.25 17.9

Epson LX80Q'MX.FXJRX80 3.35 3.20 3 05 B0 2000 23.95 2? 50 196

Juki 6100 MS 2-85 2.70 2.60 90 1000 1390 12.85 123

NEC P22O0 5.95 5.65 5.30 _ . . ,

Panasonic kxps 4.65 4.40 420 Computer Labels
SlarLCiO 3.50 3.10 2.85 Continuous fanlolded, sprocket led

Pnce per 1000 1000 3000 500

One off il ordered with other products. 70 x 36 23.4x1 7ii6 485 3.85 3.S

Please mil colours and types for best prices. 89 x 36 3i 2 x i J. is 5.35 450 4.1

R = Red BR = Brown BL • Blue. GR = Green, 89 x 49 3i 2 1 I1516 7 50 660 53

Y = Yellow Please state no.ol labels across sheet ( 1 ,2 ort

3" Head Cleaninq Disc £8.95 Mouse Pad £4.90

I! = Red. BR = Brown BL = Blue, Gt) - Seen 8»«49 Jfcl *. 7 50 &60 5 90

Y = Yetow Rease^atenootlabe1scK:ro55Sneer(i.2or3;

Daisywheels for the 95 1 2 £5.50 each Please send for typeface sheet

Computer Paper
Plain tanfold, micro pert edges
Size Weiohi lOOO's Price per box

GSM Per bx 1 box 3 b)fs 5 bxs

11x912 60 2D00 14 50 13.90 1355

70 2000 17.60 15.30 1445

80 2000 1975 19.10 15.05

EXACT A4
112^x91470 2000 20.50 19.25 17.99

B0 2000 23.95 22.50 19.65

90' 1000 13.90 12.85 12JO

Computer Labels
Continuous fanlolded, sprocket led

Pnce per 1000 1000 3000 5000
70 X 36 23.4 xl 7/16 4.85 3.65 3 .55

89x36312x17,16 5.35 4 50 4 10

89x49 312 i 11516 7S0 660 590

Please slate no. of labels across sheet (1,2 or3)

MD 12 3" x 12

Disc Box

1 £1190-

Orders to

Micro Medio, Freepost.

Dept. B0 + . Rydol Mount.

Baker St.. Potters Bar,

Herts. EN6 3BFr

ACCESS
VISA

0707 52698
C5 LINES)

OUT Of OFFICE HOURS
(ANSWER MACHINE)

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT & DELIVERY
Orders despatched 24 hrs. Please allow 5 days lor

delivery. Guaranteed next day delivery Irom £2.50

extra, please ask tnc delivery covers UK only.

Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm

Suppled with 1 2 cases & index cords Saturdays 9.30am 1 .00 pm
• Spring forward octon AUTUMN CATALOGUE OUT NOW
-* 3 (i*e m existing case

'- *—
""i (12 Pages) Please ring or write lor your free copy

BLAKELY COMPUTER SERVICES
• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT + DELIVERY •

WE CURRENTL Y HOLD THE CHEAPEST PRICES ON ATARI, COMMODORE, ZENITH & SHARP COMPUTERS.

WE ALSO STOCK MOTION COAT RETAIL & HAIRDRESSER PACKAGES.

PCW SOFTWARE

LOCO 5Cnp! II

Locospeli

Mail Merge

Datastore

Database II

Mini Office Pro

18 50

18.50

18 50

28 50

77 00

21.95

PC 1640

Single Mono 520.00

Double Mono ....673.00

Single Colour 667.00

Double Colour 820 00

Single ECG 814.00

Double EEG 905.00

20Mb Hardrive Mono 977.00

20Mb Hardrive Colour . 1124.00

20Mb Hardrive ECG 1 270.00

1 640 + 32Mb HardcarrJ add £300

_
DESK TOP

PUBLISHERS

Desktop Publisher * Mouse 69 50

Desktop Publisher 27 50

Newsdesk International > Mouse 77 00

Stop Press • Mouse 77 00

Fleet Street Edilor 59 95

DATABASES

Tasword 8000 20 00
Masterlile 8000 44.99

Delta 8500
ALSO

Locomail 25.00
SupercalC 44 00

ppc
PPC512S . 430 00
PPC512 .

522.00
PPC640S 516 00
PPC640D 610 00

PC 1512
Single Mono 483 25
Double Mono 602 00
Single Colour 644 85
Double Colour .763 00

PCW
"5T56 :

'

•

8512 470 00
9512 520 00

PCW ACCESSORIES
1 Mb Disk Drive Upgrade
lor all machines 150.00
HS 232 Interlace

For B000 Senas 62 00

PRINTER RIBBONS
PHONE FOR QUOTE

PAPER
ALL PAPER PRICES
FOR 2000 SHEETS

11 x9,5 80gsm 20 70

11 x 9.5 80gsm 22 00

11x9.5 60 OS"1 u 90
1 1 x 1 4.5 60 gsm 18.50

A4 80 asm 22 00
11 x 8.5 60 gsm 16 00
11 x 8.5 80 gsm 20.00

PRINTERS
Pansonic 1 79 00

Panasonic 1082 219.00

Micro Peripherals 135 144 00
Micro Peripherals 1 65 272.50

Micto Peripherals 200 279.50

Canon 1080A 314.00

Juki 6100 316.00
LQ3500 360 00

LQ3500 299.00

LO500 425.00

MP 26 (Daisyw heel ) 240 .00
MP 135 144 00

MP 135+ 155.00

MP 165+ 245,00

MP 200 276.00

MP 201 ... 289.00

MP 460 , .. 295.00

MP 700 . . 439.00

IBM Primer Cable 9 50

DISKS

ALL DISKS UNBRANDED
AND GUARANTEED

3"

5CF2 11 00 50CF2
10CF2 19.00 100 CF2
20CF2 35.00

.. 87.50

170.00

5 1/4" DSDD 96 TPi

PRICES INCLUDE 100

CAPACITY STORAGE BOX

25 . 1825 100 49.00

50 28.25

AMSOFT 3" CF2

5 ,..., 11.75 50 100.00

10 21 00 100 ...„_ 195.00

20 41 00

For larger quantities please

telephone for a quote

* CHEQUES/P.Q. TO *
BLAKELY COMPUTER SERVICES

RATHFR1LAND
BT34 5HQ

HOW TO
ORDER

* ACCESS VISA *

TELEPHONE
08206 38779

24 HOURS
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Eat what you watch! A type-in Pacman... and more

PACMAN
by P. Venton

Everyone and their friend has played

Pacman: in the arcades, on the 2X81 ...

now you can do it in Mallard Basic on the

PCW. However, there is always room for a new
version of an old idea. This particularly elegant

version uses only the cursor positioning strings

to perform its magic and yet still

achieves enough speed to be

playable.

The Q and A keys control vertical

motion while the K and L keys

change to horizontal. The Pacman
character moves continuously once

started and if allowed to leave the

playing window simply re-appears

from the other side. You eat all the

blobs in the fastest time possible.

By the way Mr Venton, I've lost

your address. Give me a ring I'll

send a cheque.

.<75,20>

10 h!5o* = CHR*(27> : bel*^CHHS(7> : RAHDONIZE 8: n 1 r;ft=(«rit:S*"

20 con*-esct<"e":cnf»=pnc**"f"
30 fiton«=pscl+"l" : stnf S=wsc?S+"0"
40 hniBR*^esc**"H" : mnve*^eF;r.S + * Y" : DIM pi 1

'if) PRIHT c1sS:PRtJ»T <7DfS
60 PRIHT TABOB) ; "Movement Key;-, ": PRIST
70 PRIHT TABUOI;*Up ; Q" ; TAB(tJO) ;

" Lei t
SO PRIST TAB(10);"Down : A" ; TAB COO) j

" Rlflbt
90 PRIHT: PRIST TAB(25);" I'rnm any key t.(

100 key* -IHKEYS: IF key* "" THKH 100
110 PRIHT clss*:GOSUB 470
120 FOR 1=1 Tn 10

b= 1 KT ( RHD (1 > »16) +4: a=IBT< RHD ( 1 > »bfi > + 1

IF pil Ie, (a, WOI THKH pi] Is (a. b) -1
; ELSE GOTO

150 F'RIHT mr)ve*;C.HK*<32+b>;(JHH*(32+H) ;CHHSUB8>
;

160 HEXT
I HT(RHD<1) *65)+10: y=1HT(RHD(l ) tlft) 14: IF pi

130
140

170

:K"

bcj^i n the ^ame

130

180 PRIHT ranveS;CHR*C324y);CHES<32 + Jf);'l C"
;

Ui<x,y) = 1 THKH 170

1A72
09 F3
OEbS
tea?
Qf;<;B

1 502
l ICD
1479
I !)HU

II ID
OH! 1

1 OSS
1 vol-;

1331
04 24
1 U9 h
11D7 ©

190 a=x: b=y
200 PRIHT hDme*;"Hit a key)"
210 keyft=IHKEYS: IF key*="" THEH 210
220 tl me = 0: count = 0: key*="" : diS"-

""

230 WHILE i:uunt<>10
240 tl me^time+1 : IF a=x AHD b=y THEN GOTO 280
250 PRIST nnve$;(;HRS(32+h);OHRS<32+n);" ";
2fi0 PRIHT rantffift;CHR»(32+y>;r.HNft<32t>c);"C";
270 a^x:b=y
280 keyS^IHKEYft: IF key*<>"" THHH diS^keyS
290 IF di*^~q" OR dl*^"Q" THKH y = y-l.:IF y<3 THEH y=20
300 [F dift-"«" OR dl*="A" THEN y-y+1 : IF y>20 THEH y-

3

310 IF di*-"k" DR di*="K" THEH x=x-l:IF xCIO THEH x=7f>
320 IF di*--l- OR di*-"L" THKH X=x+1:IF x>75 THEH x-10
330 IF pille{a,b)^l THEH count=ccjunt+l : pi I lf;<a, b> =0: PRIHT bel*
34 PRIHT home* ;

" T I me : "
; t i me : VF.HD

350 PRIHT al5*:PR[«T TAH(37) ;
-

. . . Hajse completed, . .
"

: PRIHT: PR! HT: f'R I HI
3(30 PRIHT TAB<17);-Tlae taken : ";tlme;", Your reflexes are :

"
: PR I NT: |"K I NT

05>: !

004 [)

1 127
0F.92
0t>AE

Ittnu

1041
i 11)3

05 I h
144F
1 725
15D3
lh<)F

I6A1
1 DEF
10DB
5KI7 t

HbAS

370
380
390
40O
410
420
430
440
450
4b0
470
480
490
500
510
520
530

IF

IF
IF

IV
IF
IF

>=200 AHD tlme<"280 THEH PRIST TAB(44 )
;

" FA IR"
ne>180 AHD time<200 THEH PRIHT TAB (40) ; -ABOVE AVERAGE"
>160 AHD tim- -c=180 THKH PRIHT TAB C4 0> ;" PRETTY SHARP"
<=lfiO AHD tln»>155 THKH PRIST TAB (40) ; "VERY IHPRESKIVB"
< = 155 THHH PRIHT TAB(21);"RKD HUT (Did you write this pame?)"
>2fl0 THEH PRIHT TAB (28) ; "SLOW (Vatnh out crnnii1n|; the street! J*

PRIHT: PRIHT: PRIHT: PRIHT:
PRIST TAB(32) j incin*;" Press any key tti proceed "

; i tiof ft

key*=IHKEYft: IF key*=-"" THEH 450: ELSE bO
FOR x=l TO fiOD: HEXT: RETURH
PRIHT move*; CHRK32+2) ;CKRS<32+9)

;

PRIST CHRSH34) ;

FOR x=l TO 6fi: PRIHT CHRft (136) ;: HEXT: PRIHT CHRS<140)
FOR x=3 TO 20
PRIST mr,vp*;r,HR6(32+x>;[;HRft(32^>;<;HK£(133>;SF(:<fifi>;(;HR*( 133)
PRIHT SP0<9) ;CHR»(131 ) ; : HEXT
FOR x-1 TO 66: PRIHT CHEft(133); :HEXT: PRIHT CHRS < 1 37) : RETURH

l'l,---

IDAl.
i
::«>:)

20ti0

HIGH
244 A

1 24 V

1 1)94

t*D7
OFytj
0F41-:

07F2
i :*: '
•>'•!>.

1A >!•

oeob
1 V 1 it
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CHECK 2-

THE SEQUEL
by Adrian Wilkins &

Peter Crane

Due to the large number of complaints

concerning the Checksum program, to

wit, that it doesn't actually work properly,

here is the revised version. You will notice that

the mistake lay in the line now numbered 200;

well spotted, Mr Crane, and a double issue of

Brownie points.

All future listings will be printed with

checksums from the revised version to be

known henceforth as CHECK2.BAS to

distinguish it from the original.

What it does is produce a number for each

line of a listing you're typing in based on the

characters you've typed. If it corresponds with

the check numbers at the right of our listings as

printed in the magazine, you know that line is

How to type in a listing
Load up Mallard BASIC - to do that, insert your CP M

disc, reset the machine and at the A> prompt type

basic(RETURN], Now you see the 'Ok' prompt. Just

type in the lines of the listing exactly as they are

printed on the page (but not the numbers on the

extreme right). Type list at any lime to print out

your typing so tar to the screen; if you want a

printout to pore over, type LUST.

Mistakes made before you press RETURN can be

corrected with the OEL keys, otherwise you have to

use the line editor. Suppose you've made a mistake

In line 100; type edit 100 and then you can use the

cursor keys and DEL keys to correct ft. Press

RETURN when the line is OK. To delete a line, type

its number only and press RETURN.

When you've finished, save the program to a disc

by the command save "fred (or any other suitable

name ol eight letters or less). To run the program,

type ion.

Programs rarefy run first time, but When BASIC

encounters a mistake ft tells you where it is. 'Syntax

Error In line 60' means a mistake in that line (though

the actual typing error may have occurred in a

previous line, causing problems in this one). Other

error messages can often occur too. Use the EDIT

command to correct it.

Vou can rerun the program another day by

loading BASIC up as before and, with the disc on

which you saved the program in the drive, typing

load "fred and then run.

OK. If it's different, you know there's a

discrepancy somewhere in that line.

When you run "check2 you are asked for

the name of the listing to prodcue check

numbers for. Give the name (including drive, or

inserting the disc with the program on it if

necessary) and the listing will be printed out on

your printer with the appropriate check numbers

at the right of each line. You must have saved

the listings to be checked in ASCII format:

instead of just typing save "prog.Bas you type

save "prog.bas", A. Programs saved as

ASCII work just the same as normal programs

and can still be listed, printed out and so on.

If you wart your checksummed version to

appear on screen instead of on the printer,

change the LPRINT in line 220 to PRINT,

TO
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

LPRINT CHR£C27>+"ml"
i.PRnrr chr$(27)+"Em

LPRINT CHR$(27)+"R"+CHR$(0)
LPRINT CHRS<27)+"d"

1$="" : iS=INKEY$:
CHR$(27)+"M"

PRINT"Do you want pica": WHILE
IF UPPER* (iS)="Y" THEN LPRINT
INPUT "Program name "

,
progfc

IF INSTR<prog$, " . " ) = THEH prag$=prog$+"
IF FIND4(prag$)="" THEH PRINT "Program not
OPEN "I" , 1, prog*

WEND

bas"
found' PRINT GOTO 70

110 WHILE NOT EOF(l)
120 LINE INPUT #1 , z$
130 y$=UPPER$(z$)

093E
08Ab
0B43
06A3
1C53
12DF
0F2D
14E4
2215
07 1C
092B
08AA
05FB

©
140 check%-0 : j%-0
150 FOR IS = 1 TO I.EN(yS)
160 y%=ASCCHID$<y$, i%, 1)

>

170 IF y% <> &HFC GOTO 190
ISO PRINT "Save It in ASCII"
190 j% = i% + 1

200 checK = check* + (y%-32)
210 NEXT
220 LPRINT zS;TAB(76); HEX* (check*, 4

)

230 WEND
240 CLOSE 1 : LPRINT CHHS (18) ; CHR* < 12)

250 END

IF y%=32 GOTO 210

END

(j% MOD 7 +1 >

06BD
09BE
106F
0A6F
107B
0301
ODEF
04 3 7
0F88
03F4
10B9
036C

64 8000 PLUS Nmas
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• A SMALL SELECTION FROM -

OUR WAREHOUSE
' HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS RRP WAVE

Amsliad PCW8256 Computer/Word Proc , E401.35 £355.95 ANC
ArasltadPCWa5l2 Computer/Word Proc .£516.35 £449.19 ANC
Am5lradPCW9512 ComputeriWord Proc £573.85 £481.79 ANC
FO-4 End 3' Disc Dme - PCW9512 (Genuine Amsirad Drive) £171.35 £119.95 C
Star LC 10 Parallel F&TNLQ Primer (While Stocks Last) £297.85 £208.50 A
Lead. Printer Centronics parallel -CPC82SSOr PCW95213 £14,95 £12.71 E
2GMB Arnstore Hard Disc & Network System Including

Nertaces For CPC & PCW (Only 2 leu, £2500.00 1 299.00 ANC
Ribbon Fabric - PCWB256/8512/LQ3500 PKT2 E5.40 F

Ribbon Multistnke - PCWS256'8512/LQ3500 PKT2 £6.30 F

Ribbon MuJtistnke • PCW9512 PKT2 £5.00 F

Ribbon Fabric PCW9512 PKT2 £5.40 F

Pnrrtwheels PCW9512 ( 9 UK Slyles ) £6.61 £4.95 E
Prntwheels PCW9512 ( 119 Foreign Styles ) £10.45 £8.89 E

Dusl Cover 3 Piece Set • PCW ( Stale Model

)

£11.44 £7.44 D

WE NOW HAVE AVAILABLE SPARE PARTS FOR YOU TO REPAIR YOUR OWN AMSTRAD

• BLANK DISCS I SOFTWARE -

Large Range of Books & Software Business Games Lltililies. elc. All at good discount.
Far too many items to list here. Send 3 19p stamps tor lists. Stating for which products.

Mrao- Simplex Small Bus. Ace S VAT-PCW £114.94 £68.97 C
Caitnn Cardbo* Card lndex/DB-6128/PCW £99.99 £32,60 D
Line Teach Vourself Locoscnpt 1-PCW £14.95 £10.47 E
Amor Pockel Pretext - CPC/PCW 8256/6512 £39.95 £23.97 C
Compsolt Delia 1 25A Dalabase - PCW8512 £9999 £69.990
Logieom Rotate Prints Sideways - PCW8000 £24,95 £16.22

Locomolive Printwheels Disc- PCW9512 £14.95 £13.46 E
Artisoft 3" Disc DSjAII 3" Dnves Box 10 ...£17.99 E
Highgrade 3.5" DS.DO 135TPI Blank Discs PKT 10 £8.75 D
Highgrade 5.25

- DS/OD 40'80T Blank Discs PKT 25 .£8.75 D
Siaiementsor Payslips For Sage Box 1000... £22.26 C
YUDD50L5 25" Disc Storage Box Holds 50 Discs .....£5.43 D
Send 3 T9p stamps for fasl mowno. Items price list State lor which producls Eng. Mainland post & Ins: (A)

£5.00 (B) £4.00 (C) £3.00 [0) £2,00 (Ej £1.00 (F) 50p (ANC) 3 Day E9.00 Ne«t Day £12.00. Maximum UK
Postal charge £6 per 20kg.t5.00. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT All sales subject to our Trade Terms ol Trading.

W.A.V.E. (Trade Dept 80001188)
WALNEY AUDIO VISUAL & ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

1 Buccleuch Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria LA14 1SR
Tel; 0229-870000 (6 lines) Hours: Mon-Fri 10.00-5.00

DISKETTES: BUY 2 GET 1 FREE
PROC

No.

1001

1002

looa

1004

1001-1

1002-1

FLOPPY DISK PRICE LIST

DESCRIPTION

~V/*~ OS/DO 4$TPI

S'/«- DS/QD 96TP1

57«' High Enmjr 1.6Mb

3'/=- OS 135TPI

5V1- DS/DD 48TP1

SV<" DS/OD 96TPI

PER BOX Of 13 DISKS

1-4

6.39

7.39

14.99

14.99

59
599
6.99

14.49

14,49

10*

5.59

6.59

13.99

1399
PER BOX OF 21 DISKS

12.19 I 11.29 1 10.99

13.99
|

12,79
I

11.99

BRANDED

2 FORI
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

(2 for 1 offers apply to branded disks only)

WHITE BOX & BULK:
Prices from

WHITE BOX BULK

5V«" DS/DD 4BTPI 2Spv 22p

5v4" DS/OD 96TPI 28p 25p
57*' High Energy 1.6Mb 70p 67c
371- DS 135TPI 75p 72p

BULK DISKETTES, minimum orOcr 1.000

Phone MYDISK LTD on Q
?? 0753 830466 X

All prices exclude ca^joge and VAT @P 1

1

MAINS FAILURE!
Our UK maide high quality uninterruptible power supply will keep your

PCW going forover an hour with no mains! Reduces risk of data or disc

corruption, also improves efficiency by allowing safer use of M drive.

Complete protection for £229

plus VAT. Allow £5 for P &P.

JSD Seawave Service
8 Fouracres Close, Tounton, TA13EF

0823-271614, Telex 46314

(Suppliers of inverters and UPS equipment)

EASYLABELLER ^
PURPOSE DESIGNED TO SOLVE ALL YOUR LABELLING NEEDS

NO FILES — NO FUSS — VERY FAST — EASY TO USE
ORDERING

PROGRAM FEATURES
" Instant automatic sorting
• Prints single labels
" Prints multiple labels
' Prints labels by category
' 99 numeric categories
1
Different on line print styles

' Up to 1000 labels on disc
' Any sue labels catered for

' Any number across the page
' Date stamping
' Serial numbering
' Label coding
1

Full On screen editing
' Command driven
' Over fifty commands
' Find text and changi
" Find text and print I

'

' Instani access to a
' On screen help
' Sel all margins gap:
' Pause printing betwe,
' Printouts in listing to:

' Scan labels lor easy
" Unlimited non print

eg. telephone numbers
' Multiple Pal a disc capability
' Test print lor setting up labels
* Test patterns
' USE WITHIN MINUTES
' Plus lots more 1

rMORE PROGRAM
FEATURES
' Stan all pnntouls from a

particular label
' Labels printed any number ot times
' New disc generation
' Serial number formatting
1

Serial number step setting
" Program help in memory
1

Program written m hi-speerf
' Date checking wijt
' Plus m^ 1

WHAT THE PRESS SAID

Naming a product is often a difficult

task but in the case of EASY
LABELLER |fiiir_-|ii— irir it all.

USE

uonery and

most powerfulprogram

l rnfon

al Industries (ICI)

I efecom
Fred Perry Soonswear
Michelm Tyres
Boots Ihe Chemist

ARE ALL EASY LABELLER
iCUSTOMERS!

rADDRESS LABELS
89x36 mm 1 or 2 wide

2000 4000 8000

Nett 9.00 17 00 32.00

VAT 1_35 2J5_ 4J0
TOTAL 10.35 19 35 36.80

tpther sizes are available

£29.95
+ £4.491

VATi

TiI.A.S.S. FFtEEPOST [BQ00+MOV}

53 DEREHAM ROAD
NORWICH [""please

NR2 4BH | COMPU TEH TYPE
I

TEL (0603)630768 L

^No stamp required

A DEMONSTRATION PACK FOR £5.00 + V.A.T.
FASY I ARELLER is ava<lable from more and more retail outlelsbul should you encounter any

d<Kicu>ljes m obtain^ your copy (lien feet f-ree l.o oide* direct

if you would Jifce ig see rue program before you pufcfcatee then take advantage oi our

demonstration pacn otler The progfam is lully functional bul the numbe? ol labels is resincEeo

and all output is Eo Ihe sureen A demonslralion pack «s available fof E5D0 * val and «s

.gde&^able agamsc a lui 1 marking versiorn.

PLEASE NOTE: EASY LABELLER is a purpose designed program and NOT a database adaption, 1 he need to

deal with disc files is NOT REQUIRED, THOUSANDS of satisfied customers, both experienced and first time users.

have found EASY LABELLER invaluable for producing MAILING LISTS, TICKETS, CONTINUOUS ENVELOPE
ADDRESSING as well as a QUICK and EASY filing system.
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MEMTYPE
by M. J. Ellison

This handy utility is the equivalent of

Direct Printing' in LocoScript, but it works

trom within BASIC. It's for those times

when you're in BASIC and want to write down

that phone number from the TV advert or jot

down the idea you've just had for a blockbusting

novel. The problem is that you don't have a pen

and paper handy because of your paperless

office and it's a bit of a fag to go back to CP/M

to get a paper copy of the message.

With this utility on your disc all you have to

do is type run "memtype and the cursor is

replaced with a Hashing underline character.

Type your text; the cursor can be moved back

over existing text to overwrite it. [RETURN]

sends your line to the printer and waits for a

new one.

Stop to exit; you're still in BASIC and can

continue from where you left off.

Good programs needed!
We're looking for well written programs of up to 50

or so lines which we can print In these listings pages

each month. Of course, since we can fit more ol the

shorter listings in, and they're easier to type, the

longer ones have to be really special, and the ones

over SO lines have to be mind-blowing!

We're only interested in BASIC or maybe Logo

listings... at the moment, anyway.

If you can program you could earn hard cash

and Instant fame by having your program printed in

3000 Plus. Give instructions on an accompanying

sheet for using the program, and if (here are any

useful modifications that readers can make by

simple edits to customise the program, mention

those too.

To submit a listing you must supply:

1) A printout of the listing;

2) A disc on which it is saved;

3) A stamped addressed padded bag for its eventual

return;

4) An explanation of what it does, why it's useful and

how to use it;

5) A signed statement confirming that the program is

your own work and hasn't been submitted to anyone

else - and hasn't been lifted from another source!

Send all this to Listings, 8000 Plus, Bath BA1

fEJand allow up to 40 days for the return of your

disc; we assess the listings in a batch once a month.

It's amazing how many programs submitted to

us just don't work! When you've finished your chef

d'oeuvre, get someone else to test it using only the

documentation you plan to send, and assume we're

not as bright as you are. if your stuff doesn't run

properly there simply Isn't the time tor us to find out

why!

Put your name and address on the outside of the

disc itself - not |ust the case - and a copy of the

documentation on the inside as an ASCII file. (Use

the LocoScript 'Simple text file' option). This is the

opposite of a paperless office, sometimes it gets

knee deep in here...

And finally, upgrades to previously published

work constructive criticisms and suggestions for

improvements would be appreciated.

Over the coming months we hope to introduce a

number of innovations to these pages; watch this

space.

OPTIOS RUH: esc$=CHR$ (27> : syseursan$=escS+"e" : syscursof fS=escS+" f
" 2453

ulineon$=escS+"r": ul ineof f$=esci+" u" 1296
cls$=esc$+"E°+escS+"H" : lmarg=l: rmarg=91 1224
DEF FNatS(x,y,aS>^escS+"Y" +CHRS (31+y> +CHRS (31+x>+aS 13F6
GOSUB 170: PRIHT syscursoff$; cls$ 12FC

Speecl=70: count=IHT (speed/2) : toggle=0 1524
IF count=speed THEH GOSUB 230 1019
count=count+l: inS=IHKEYS: IF inS="" GOTO 50 15DA
IF in*=CHR$(13) THEH GOSUB 160: GOTO 40: REM carriage return 1DC4

IF inS=CHRS(l> THEH GOSUB 200: GOTO 40: REM cursor left 1B12
IF inS=CHRS(6> THEH GOSUB 210: GOTO 40: REM cursor riglit 1B31

100 IF inS=CHRS<127> THEH GOSUB 220: GOTO 40: REM I Odell 1B50
110 IF inS=CHRS<3> GOTO 150: REM prese Estop] to end 1A07
120 IF polnt=rmarg-10 THEH PRIHT CHRS (7) 13bl
130 IF point=rmarg THEH PRIHT CHRS (7) ELSE GOSUB 190: point=polnt+l 22ED
140 GOTO 40: REM ***** MEMTYPE. BAS by Mike Ellison ***** 1941
150 GOSUB 250: PRIHT syscursonS; EHD: REM bye bye 19A6
160 GOSUB 250: LPRIHT lirieS: REM car ret & printout 1964

10
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
ao
90

©
170 point^lmarg: 1 ine$=SPACES (rmarg-1 ) : PRIHT FHatS Clmarg, 5, 1

:

infiS) 2006
175 RETURH 0522
180 point=pnint-l: inS= CHRS (32 > : GOSUB 190: RETURH: REM rubotit 1FFD
190 HIDSdineS, point, l) = inS: GOSUB 250: RETURH: REM add new character

22F4
200 IF point=lmarg THEH PRIHT CHRS(7): RETURH: ELSE GOSUB 250: point. -~-poi nt-1

2795
205 RETURH 05OF
210 IF point=rmarg THEH PRIHT CHRS<7): RETURH: ELSE GOSUB 250: pciint = paint+l

27B6
215 RETURH 0512
220 IF paint=lnarg THEH PRIHT CHRS (7): RETURH: ELSE GOSUB 250: GOSUB 180 23C5
225 RETURH 0515
230 IF toggle=l GOTO 250 OAbF
235 PRIHT FHatS (paint, 5, ulineonS+MI OS (1 ineS, po int, 1 >+ulineof fS> 2004
240 toggle-1: c«unt=0: RETURH OEAB
250 PRIHT FHatS(point,5, MID$ < li neS, point , 1) >: tnggle=0: count;=0: RETURH 227'

"> >~

®
66 8000 PLUS aa88



AMSTRAD PC SYSTEM FOR
UNDER £7 PER WEEK

Package includes Amstrad PC 1312 DD-Colour plus EPSON LXSOO
Printer plus maintenance plus "Ability' software and four games.

All makes of computer printer and software are available for sale,
lease purchase or lease rental.

Our trained staff are available for free consultations on all
products and our representatives are able to offer full on-site

demonstrations

PCW 9S12 ONLY £479 + VAT
PCW 8256 ONLY £335 VAT
PCW 8512 ONLY £434 • VAT

Maintenance Contracts available on All Machines

HARDSOFT INTERNATIONAL
2ZZ 1A THE SQUARE, SAW BRIDOEWORTH, HERTS.
MIL RING 0279-726488/726406 NOW

MAKE YOUR AMSTRAD EARN!
Yes making money becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is

irrelevant. Make the initial effort. NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's
"ditch". Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very
rich in a relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic
things! It's more rewarding than playing games. The benefits are
many and varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E.
to: HOME BASED

BUSINESS
31, PILTON PLACE (APCW2)
KING AND QUEEN STREET,

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

Try Before You Buy
AMSTRAD PCW AND PC

PAYROLL Includes all pay cycles, user-defined alterations, coin analysis,
cheques, giros, payslips. payroll summaries etc.

BOOK-KEEPING Includes Safes and Purchase Ledgers, Sank Statement,
Standing Orders, Invoice and Statement Prints, V.A.T. Reporting,

Try our systems first, and when you are satisfied, send the balance and we send
you the full system and manuals.

Demonstration Disks £12.00 inc VAT P&P
The full price is £42.00 for Payroll and £65.00 For Book-keeping.

Send Cheque with order to>

JENCOVE LTD.
FREEPOST, PO. BOX 392, FROME, SOMERSET, BA11 2SX

Telephone 0373 51824 for further details

Desktop Publishing Clips S. Fonts?
rit vPF r:r--, w Hf uinC'A iNTHMFfKinni

hoi-extra fiims i r.i |ps. over go clip bat
ILLUSTRATIONS UNO' TJRVE vEflSflTM FONTS
ON ONE DISC EB.SD +N£VV+
HO! DESKTOP HR0IC- 100's OF DESIGNS ON ONE

DISC, INCLUDING CARS, BU1L0INOS. BOGS, CATS,

HWERTIZING RIDS, ELECTRONICS U0RK5HOP RND

HANV MORE. ALSO INCLUDES THE BORDER HAKER,

MR 90 SEPERATF. DESIGNS UITH HUNDREDS
Of PERMUTATIONS. NIL FOR CI2.S0

'DESKTOP PUBLISHED USERS -NEW-
'

CLIP PACK, ESPECIAL Y FLATTED COfWLATIOK

OF CLIP ART FOR THE DATABASE DTP. HJO's OF

CLIPS CfiflrtNEO ONTO ONE DISC. FDR JUST CIS.50

(HDI&2 For Stop Press &
Newsdesk Internal tonal only)

Vip Pack' For The DesktopFUbisher

HD Design ft-wOesc
-

l ROUNDTHORN WAT//12-50
COLDSWORIH FARK V inc
WOKING SURREYGU213QNif

ISENSTEIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
UNIT 11

CHESTER ENTERPRISE CENTRE
HOOLE BRIDGE
CHESTER CH2 3NE The PCW Bniams Besl Loved

Word Processor

>k KSTELEPHONE 0244 312986
Phone Out 24 Hour Hotline Now!

YOU WILL NEVER LOOSE YOUR HARD TYPED WORK
AGAIN

!

MAKE SURE YOUR PCW MEMORY IS PROTECTED!
WITH THE PCW BATTERY BACK PACK!

Fitting a Battery Back Pack to your PCW is like taking out
insurance, because if the mains power
should be turned off or just drop

FITTS
ALL
CW,S

for a fraction of a second while
you are typing. The batteries in

the back pack stop charging
and keep your PCW
memory alive.

Thus saving your
hard typed work in

memory. Also built into

the Battery Back Pack is

a beeper which beeps for

a few seconds to tell you
that the mains power
has gone! after all

you could just be
turning your PCW
OFF!

The Battery Back Packs ptas"

moulded case fits into any
PCW via the expansion
slot. The pack has a
second expansion slot

to allow you to plug in

other add ons etc.

Allthough the interna) Batteries will run
your PCW memory for about 45-mins-l hour. Most people lose
there work by accidentally turning their computer OFF or
unplugging extension cables etc. Dont just think of power cuts
or power drops. The Battery Back Pack deals with any form of
power loss. Saving you hours of re»typing!

IS8901 BatteryBackPack ONLY£39.95 + vat.

NEW SOFTWARE FOR BASIC PROGRAMERS

From the author of EXBASIC we bring you:-

NEWBASIC For the PCW8256/512
EX9512 For the PCW9512

Both programs extend Mallard Basics commands

MEWBASIC Adds graphic and text commands to Mallard basic
without taking ANY memory away from basic. The new
commands behave like EXBASIC'S ie. Plot, Draw, Circle, Save,
Load screen. But we have added even more commands that
control the PCW8256/512 printer, new Dual screen and Text
control words plus tots more! NEWBAS1C makes GSX and other
TPA memory hungry programs a thing of the past.

NEW8ASIC COMES WITH FULL MANUAL AND EXAMPLE
PROGRAMS PLUS THE EARLIER EXBASIC SOFTWARE
Soft8902 ONLY £14.95 + vat

EX9512 Also adds new commands to Mallard Basic in a similar
manner as EXBASIC but it has been re-written to run on the
PCW9512. For the un-inittated this means being able to use
simple commands like clear screen, load screen from disc plot,
draw ect. EX9S12 Makes your basic programs come to life!

EX9512 COMES WITH FULL MANUAL AND EXAMPLE
PROGRAMS PLUS DIGITISED SCREEN DUMPS
Soft8903 ONLY £11.95 + vat



EMR PRO PERFORMER
The complete MUSIC PROCESSOR for your PCW!

PRO PERFORMER turns your PCW inlo a powerful and creative recording studio tor MIDI

instruments.

Established since 1982. EMR have put computer-aided music making inlo countless homes,

schools and studios - and now the mosi versatile system ison Ihe PCW. giving anyone able lo play

a melody on the keyboard a chance to become a better musician using PRO PERFORMER,

PRO PERFORMER has a new type of recording process [hat gives noijusione 18-irack recorder,

but 99 in memory at once! Using the quick arrangemenl lacilily, each 16-lrack "song" can become

part of the most complex piece in performance, lis single screen with easy- lo-remember icons

opens up a tremendous variety of music control using a lew keys, for recording and playback as

last or slow as you like, including step by step eniry (with any siie chords). A host of exira pro

features include "system exclusive" tor sound dumps, tape "sync" and midi thru. Works with any

midi instrument

"Easy to use and has a wide variety ol features that will make it useful to pop or classical

musicians.

'

"EIWrTs package does ihe tob well, and for all PCW-owning MIDI musicians, this is a must.'

8000 PLUS Magazine August 1)8 (who voted it 5 out of 5).

77ie sequencer worked very well, is very simple to use: lite icon system is easy to learn and

the manual is excellent' YAPCWNov B8.

Gal your free PCW MUSIC PACK Ifom EMR now, giuing full details ol the PRO
PERFORMER, plus discount voucher lor E6 worth ol midi cables.

PCW PRO PERFORMER SOFTWARE E59.9S

PCW MIDI INTERFACE £89.90.

Prices include VAT. Add £2 P&P for UK Access & Visa accepted.

ELECTROMUSIC RESEARCH (EMR) LTD,

14 Mount Close, Wickford, Essex SS11 8GH.

Tel; 0702 335747. Fax: 0702 430405.

SIGNWRITER/
Quality lettering

from your PCW £29.95
Many extra fonts (£5.75 each plus disk*, e.g.:

H* IDCCC Cfud Corn Crll

Also:
PAPER BASE DeLuxe t™ b.bi.(*r.pM«

LABELWRITER tor product labcu

QXSTAT for statistic*

COLOURED RIBBONS

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
Depl. SP
$4 Roan Street

London SElO 9JT

Tel. (Ol) 858 2699

AMSOFT 3" DISCS - £21.95 FOR 10

DISC BOXES - TO HOLD 60 X 3" DISCS
ONI Y £9 95

8256/8512 FABRIC RIBBONS - £3.85 EACH
9512 RIBBONS - £2.95 EACH
5 1/4" Second disc drive £126.95
3" Plastic disc cases 25p each

PCW Catalogue now available -

contact us Ibr details

All our prices include VAT & 1st class post |L1K only)

The price you see is the price you pa>

Order now, from:-

K & M COMPUTERS, 8P
UNIT 1, 40, FAIRSTEAD, BIRCH GREEN.
SKELMERSDALE, LANCS. WN8 6RD.

24 hours phone 0695 29046

DOUBLE T PRODUCTS

THURSTON TECHNIQUES
FOR ALL WORD PROCESSOR USERS f

CHRISTMAS
CHARACTERS

on
TempDisc 2D & 8

TempMate - A grid on clear acetate. Simply place over a form or letterhead and instantly seen are margin, tab and line positions

for the entire page. Eliminates trial and error, waste paper and bad language. Size 10 or 1 2 c.p.i. ITS SO EASY! "Excellent . ,
there

are a number of aids like this on the market but this is the best I have seen . . a simple idea that works well" AmstradPCW Magazine

August 87, "extremely useful" BBC Ceefax 1986. *NEW* Mini Templates for 'those' 6 Holed Planners.

Page Boy - The clear PVC ruler that measures text at 10, 12. 15 and 17 c.p.i.

TEACHERS AND WORD PROCESSING TRAINERS; Both TempMate and Page Boy are also essential teaching aids and ensure

the trainees quickly 'bridge that gap' of mystery between screen presentation and printer output. Quantity discounts available.

LOCOSCRIPT USERS - IT'S SO EASY!

TEMPDISC - A data di sc of I rvstant Temptates. After "toad-

ing" Loco Script replace Ihe disc with TempDisc and press

hey (17)- LocoScripi 2 or (II )= LocoScript 1

)

"The Author is eminently qualified . . mastery he has

acquired shines through in TempDisc , . instructions are

clear and precise . . excellent investment": . . Comp with

Amstrad PCW (Sept) 87).

OPTIONS: TempDisc 1 D (LocoScriptl ) & 2D (LocoScripi

2) both double sided. 2D has 12 Christmas Keys i.e.

&irJ^ b
1 D. 2D. & 9 all include 88. B9 calendar & diary and layouts

for those six holed planner pages! School options.

TEMPLATES to order! LOCOSCRIPT TUITION.

PCW9512 OWNERS!
TEMPDISC 9 - B70K USED. Over 670k used PLUS
Loco mail FILL and MERGE including 12 invoice options,

simple calculations, analysis sheet with column & line

totals, 2-way 28 choice metric conversion Knock-Out
chart (puts competitors into drawn positions, places

seeds and byes) fixture lists, numbered tickets.

rrs so easy

•NEW* PCW8512 OWNERS !

TEMPDISC 8.2 For LocoScript 2+ Locomait users, a

double-density TempDisc for Drive 8 of Ihe 8512. It

includes all the features of TempDisc 9 PLUS the 12
Christmas Characters from TempDisc 2D.
51/4" versions of TEMPDISC 'B.2' and '9' are now
available.

TempDisc

PLUS
TICKETS WO ^ls
OTSCMB£LS -

FOR AMSTRAD IVY*

PCW COMPUTERS V*

'DOUBLE T PATIENCE
TT Patience otters SIX games Ol Paying Card
Pa(j*ocafOfallPCWownefs, Four of the games
are nol widely known grid include " KUALA
LUMPER", a Hilnkor's gairve r thus named be-

cause it was the major pastime of the British

Governor of KLpfisonwhQn interned in h<5 own
camp during World War ll

•STOP PRESS*
NEW1 Avadabte from Thurston Techniques
Qualilied F.Ed., teacher Brian Thurston, has
no* completed new disc tutorials lof Minerva

Software. LernLoco? for LocoScnpE 2 £24.95
(Teaches LocoScript within LocoScript)

TypeRite2 lor LocoScript 2 C24.95 (Touch
typing nj!onalwnfi,n LoCDScnptl (Slale 8256 Ol

SSI 2 when ordsrlnol LAUNCH OFFER
Christmas spiril begins nore: order TypeRlte 2

> LernLooo2 before December 1st and claim a
FREE Pago Boy word procossmg ruler.

Double T PATIENCE

GAMES OF SKILL
I17-SS

At present for PCW users only

TempDisc '8.2' or 9' £1

TempMate P10
All Prices Include VAT

8.95, TempDisc '1 D or 2D £15.95. TT Patience £17.95,

or 12 £4,95. Page Boy £2.45, LernLocol £19.95

and UK post and packing. Dealer enquiries welcome.

THURSTON TECHNIQUES
Freepost, Exmouth, Devon EX8 2YZ
Telephone (0395) 277496



Time adds up

You can use LocoMai I to add up
times in minutes and seconds for

you. saving a lot of tedious

calculation. The method here totals

times inserted in a document, and
is very useful if you need to add up
times taken for each part of. say, a
play script or an outline for a

meeting.

There are three units which you
type in to the document as you go
along. Put unit A at the very

beginning, it sets up a counter,

which you can set at zero, if you're

starting from scratch, or at any
other duration in minutes and
seconds if you're continuing from

somewhere else. Then paste unit B
wherever a timing is to be inserted.

Atthe very end put unite.

Unit A:

(+Mail)pins=?#:

secs=?# (-Mail)

Unit B:

<+Mail)m±n=?#:sec?# (-Mail J

(+Mail) min {-Mail) ra

l+Mail) sec (-Mail) s

(-t-Mail)mins- [mins+min] :secs=
[secs+sec] (-Mail) [RETURN]

Unit C:

(+Mail)secs=[ [mins*S0] +secs]

:mins=0:minloop=" (+Mail)

[RETURN]

lsecs>=60:<:mins=[mins+l] :fi

nish=l:secs=[secs-60] ;><:

€)

Donnerwetter! Zut alors! Ah so!

In der Locoscriptdokument grosse probleme? Est-ce qu'on ne comprend pas le

LocoMail? CP/M de wa komatteru no? Don't Just give up and say It's all Greek and
double Dutch, come to Tipoffs, the best plain English advice pages in anybody's
language.

If you have a piece de resistance in LocoScript, a way to say sayonara to that problem
in Mini Office, or a bit of Vorsprung durch Technik in CP/M, tell us - the best win £30,
three hundred francs, ninety marks or seven thousand yen!

The money this month goes to Colin Dennison of Brighton for his LocoScript
collection, and John Blandford of St Albans for his LocoMait price lists.

J:
group 9/IIMES . Editing text.

Layout 1 FilZ LSI CR»9 LPS
flections f2=Lmout f3=Style

'folia i I ) TliTBi gTTTSJ H -H* \i\i>

Printer idle. Using It

Page 1
* t7=3n»ii ffl=r>pt

lining for play "The Bath Soap'*

lin^t -. , SceneC

[WW 1 1 j ^TTBi.ii i hi, i iiiimmmmun 1 1 -Ha 1 1 > -i-wllndy nesting t

J(-Hail)[tn»ili5Ji"(-Hail| n (tMail)ilB(-Mait) s f
EaH-tiail) +«dt the night club,

in? light. Bon goes none early and msses it all.C

(-Nail) n (naiUSEf.-Hail) 5 *<

J(-Hail) ..4-jlPk-t noriiing. Ollie
list happened. (*

ratatn*
HfEmEfilf

ft: group J/TMS . Fill docunEnt.
Layout 1 till LSI cm* LFE
flections Si-limul f3=Stule t

lining for play The Bath Soap'

line Scene

Printer idle. Using A
Page 1

f T--: nfl l I

and nisses it all

Andy nesting the Norwegians in Hatchetts.

At the night club. The f igJit. Bob goes hone early

finish=0 :>[ RETURN

]

(-Mail) [RETURN]

%minloop@finish (-Mail)

[RETURN]

Total time: (+Mail)mins
(-Mail) m
(+Mail)#secs<10:<(-Mail)
0(+Mail) sees (-Mail) s

(+Mail)x:secs{-Mail)"
When you've finished, use FILL

mode. You go through the

document inserting timings at each
place where unit B prompts you,

and you'll get a total at the end
(with minutes and seconds counted

up correctly for you). You can save

the filled script in the usual way.

and make adjustments and
alterations to the insets in

subsequent fills.

If you deal with hours and
minutes - tor timesheets perhaps -

you can use exactly the same
routine as above, but replacing 'nf

by 'h', 's' by W, 'min' by 'hr' and

'sec' by 'min' etc. Of course you
can use the [EXCHANGE] facility

to make the changes.

Malcolm Ruthven

London

Boxing match

One deficiency of LocoScript has

always been its inability to print out

boxed tables of figures. However,

version 2.12, with its ability to re-

design up to 1 6 characters if you
buy the add-on program from

Locomotive called Locochar,

remedies this. Here are some
useful patterns to create which

make box drawing easy.

In a typical table as shown in

Diagram A there are nine different

kinds of junction but they are all

derived from one basic cross

pattern (which is junction 5) by

deleting either one or two arms of

the cross. To design the characters

uhat happened.
Nest norning. Ollie Hakes up and cannot renenher

Total tine; 8 nins 55 sees

The document Idled



TIPOFFS

you need, all you have to do is

follow the instructions to get

Locochar up and running and in

due course the grid patterns for

Locochar [0] will appear. Ignore

these and press 5 to get the

patterns for Locochar [5] on the

screen. Delete all three patterns by

pressing the 'delete right' key and

then enter the patterns shown in

Diagram B to produce Locochar

character [5] on the screen. Copy

11 I IICI ML11T
F3 : MtfT

Mllllllll
llll Ill

1

•#•••

#

1

FS : SCREE*

i i iff i i i

"#'"—H—

H-"—H——H—

t-t-t't 4,1 <« .(.)••*'

* * *

....*»

*
.,,,,..,.*....

•*

t

Diagram B Basic pattern for tabulator l

them to the Scratchpad using CUT.

Now work through Locochar

characters [1 ] to [4] and [6] to [9]

one at a time by pressing the

appropriate number. When the grid

patterns of the old character have

appeared press COPY to replace

them with the basic cross patterns.

From each pattern delete the parts

of the cross that are not required

for the correspondingly numbered

junction and. when you have done

Tetrishhhhh!
One of the problems with Tetris.

apart from its addictiveness, is

that annoying beeping that

accompanies the drop of every

brick, However, with a bit of

ingenuity you can silence it.

The idea is to play Tetris, then

copy the four files (blank), A, B,

and C (yes. one file has a name
consisting of blanks I) from your

Tetris master disc to a new disc.

Then you rename the file with a

blank name to TETRIS.COM
using LocoScript, then use SID to

change the byte at OCEF in the

file C to 3A. Sounds complicated

but it's easy, here's what to do in

detail.

Load CP/M and play a game
of Tetris. Quit the game as usual

and at the A> prompt type dir —

meaning your Tetris disc. You see

the four files blank, A. B and C
being copied to the memory.

Next insert a freshly formatted

disc in the A drive and type

A: =M:*.* [RETURN], Those four

files are now copied from the

memory to the new blank disc.

When PIP has finished its

stuff, remove the disc in A, which

will be your Tetris copy disc,

press [SHIFT)[EXTRA][EXIT] to

reset the machine and insert your

LocoScript startup disc. When the

disc manager appears, insert the

Tetris copy disc, press [f7] to

change discs ([fl] in LocoScript 1

)

and use [f3] ([f5] in Loco 1 ) to

rename the file which was called

blank (in Loco 1 its name may
now be a string of capital thetas).

Give the new name as

you'll see that there are now four

files called A, B, C and a blank

name. (This is necessary, as

before you play there is only a file

called TETRIS.COM - don't ask

how the directory apparently

changes in the meantime I)

On an 851 2, first put side 2 of

your CP/M discs in the B drive.

On either an 8256 or 351 2 now
type B:PiP[RETURN]; on an

8256, you'll be prompted to 'put

the disc for B: in the drive and

press any key'. In this case side 2

of your CP/M systems discs is the

'disc for B:'.

At the asterisk prompt type

M:=A: *. -[RETURN] - on an

8256 you'll be prompted to 'put

the disc for A: into the drive',

Once nore? (V7N)ii
fl>Air a:
A: : 6 : C
AM): pip
CP/M 3 PIP VERSION 3.0
*n:=a:*.«

COPYING -

:qp*ing -

Disc wanagewent,
IGfilM

Prh

Renane file

.-Vireaie new noeunent t-Ltiit ciocunem r-i

fl=ftetions f2=Disc [*BflE f4=Croup fSOocunent fS^Sett

Jrive fl:

97k used 76k free 4 files

"13 group 4 Ok
uk group S Ok

group £ Ok group 6 Ok
group 3 Ok group 7 Ok

: group 4 files HiSVSTE
2 linbo files lw

i:"i:m»ni;>M«l ;

Old Wane:
Croup; group t

S hidden 250k

Renaming thai blank file in LocoScript

TETRIS.COM.
Remove the Tetris copy disc,

press [SHIFT][EXTRA][EXIT] and

insert the CP/M startup disc. At

the A> prompt, insert side 3 of the

systems discs and type

sid[RETURN], When the #

appears insert the Tetris copy

disc in the drive and type

ra : c[RETURN]. After a bit some
junk appears which you can

blissfully ignore: just type

SOCEF [RETURN] (the second

character is a zero) and a 28

should appear. Type

3A[RETURN], followed by a full

stop when the next number

shows, followed by HA:C after the

#. After a bit you see a message
saying some records have been

written. Press [STOP] to get back

to CP/M.

Your Tetris copy disc now
plays Tetris as normal whenever

you type TETRIS - but now.

mercifully, in complete silence!

Alan Dennis

Hinckley

Ttpotls editor adds Hastily: If you

start making copies of Tetris to

run on machines other than your

own it's illegal, and distributors

Mirrorsoft have lots more money
than you or me to pay for

lawyers, so don't say we haven't

warned you!

A) sid
CP/M 3 SID - version 3.0
" r& i c

ffiXI MSZE PC END
'700 C700 0100 DfiFF

.sOcef
KEF 28 3a
lCF0 01 .

tuatc
U8Ch record(s) written.
K

*,".-'
i s en!

70 8000 PLUS Nwi



TIPOFFS
all three, move on to the next

character. This technique

guarantees accurate alignment

both vertically and horizontally.

For horizontal lines, the dash
(iALTj hyphen) lines up exactly to

make a continuous horizontal line

and the unshifted hyphen produces
a broken line if you need it.

That ieaves you with six

Locochar characters [A] to [F]. You
can make these extra characters to

embellish the original boxes to your

taste - finely dotted lines or double
lines for example. Finally a few

words of advice.

1

.

Use half-line spacing. When
jsing Pitch 1 2 this makes the table

on screen look twice as high,

compared with its width, as it will

eventually print out. (Other pitches

have other ratios).

2. Cancel any carriage returns

extra before you start - setting up
a stock layout specifically for tables

is well worth the effort and enables

you to avoid the worsf hazards.

3. Almost every other (half-) line of

a table consists entirely of verticals

at predetermined distances apart -

use [COPY] and [PASTE].

4. Pitch 10 and Pitch 12 are best.

Don't try mixing Proportional

Spacing with tabular work - a

recipe for disaster!

SCBeer
Ilkeston, Derbyshire

this also has the effect of disabling

STOP, thus preventing 'break-in'.

The whole process of scanning

the keyboard and interpreting the

key that is pressed can also be
made more efficient by replacing

the simple line c$=inkeys by

CS="": WHILE CS-"":

cs=inkey$:wend which makes the

program wait for the next key to be
pressed, so that it doesn't

repeatedly loop unnecessarily

through the tests that follow.

For example, if you want to do
something (say GOSUB 1000}

when the right-hand arrow key is

pressed, you would have a line

after the one above containing

something like if cs=Chr$ (6)

THEN GOSUB 1000.

Lawrence Simons
London

Multiplan
organisations

Multiplan is a powerful spreadsheet

but is let down by the obscurity of

its handbook. For those valiant

souls who are still struggling the

following two tips may be of help.

Printing in condensed print:

Using condensed print will allow

10-12 columns of a spreadsheet to

be printed across the width of an
A4 sheet. To convert the printer to

condensed print call up PRINT -

©QQQQQQOQQQ
CDGO
CeQQOqQ(P|©®oo

jQQ©@@®G3
Codes returned to INKEVS when the keys are pressed

Key facts

It is difficult to understand the

widespread practice in BASIC of

using the W-A-S-Z group of keys
for UP-LEFT-RIGHT-DOWN when
the PCW has proper arrow keysl

These keys all return unique codes
when the keyboard is scanned
using INKEYS and almost all of the

'LocoScript' keys can be used in

this way if you know the codes they

return. They're listed above.

Certain of these codes
(specifically, those for the 'function

keys' and the STOP key) will only

be returned by INKEYS if the

command option run is included

at the beginning of the program;

OPTIONS and enter the following

formula in the set up area:-

"0"Q139 (where * is [EXTRAJu)
Also set print margins with print

width of 139.

Results on a 'what If model:
If the spreadsheet has been used
for a 'what if model it's useful to be
able to record the results of several

runs on the same spreadsheet.

This can't be achieved by Copying'

the results to another part of the

spreadsheet as the formulae are

also copied and the previous run's

results are replaced by the current

result. However if the External

COPY facility is used only the

values are copied.

First set up a copy of the 'initial

conditions' and the 'results' on to a

convenient named' line/column of

the sheet; then enter the new Initial

Conditions and run the model and
then 'Save'. (The two functions are

combined if only 'Save' is used).

Thirdly, call up EXTERNAL COPY
and enter data as follows:-

from sheet: enter name and current

spreadsheet,

name: enter name of result

line/column

to: enter cell where results

line/column is to start.

Alternatively, a set of results

can be compiled by using the

printer to print out only the named '

line/column at the end of every run,

P A Roberts

Barnstable

NewWord theme

Here's something for users of

WordStar/NewWord which gets a
more legible print style than

normal. The default (ie. usual)

settings for pitch and right margin

are ,cw12 (10) and column 65.

With this in the left margin:

.cwl4

.rm56

the printed lettering from the PCW
printer comes out stretched and
thus appears to be slightly darker

and more defined due to it being a
little thicker.

R R Mann
Grampian

give each price reference number
corresponding with the sequential

listing of the prices across and then

down the original catalogue pages
- for example, the simple price list

in figure 1 . This price list can be

converted into a merge document
by placing this LocoMail unit called

X at the top of the first page:

(+Mail)X"{+Mail) PRICE:

eoiftLL supplies irn

UtflAilUct Lbai 2_toti

SI IS. 9* 15,52 15,21

hi 17,47 16. U 15.83

II 2S.27 2J.09 23.65

Fig. I Origina price Hit

f«. i

$+ i-Mail) " (-Mail)

All the prices are then replaced by

the LocoMail perform instruction:

(+Mail)%X(-Mail)

At all the places where a price

would normally appear, the PASTE
facility comes in useful here.

X inserts a price and moves on
to the next price in the data file.

The instruction %X says 'do the

program X at this point'.

Figure 2 shows the converted

document The LocoMail data file to

go with this merge-document is

C*rtail)tfH(thail)iaiaS£(-rUil) ,V
f
[-NailMtDUPrm c rTni-iin,u

f
[*UL)I^(-ULM*UL)1J^<-i|L)-i<*UL)2Jl
«!-» (tHaiTiW-Mai]U(*HanT
Sa-t {tMailjJK -MailL «Kailj-
ft3+ (+Kail)'3E(-MailU!+KailViav

Fg.2

The fame of prices

Even using a word-processor,

updating figures in a long

document - eg. prices in a

catalogue can be a time-

consuming business. You'd

normally keep all the pages of a

price catalogue as a text file,

making any changes to the prices

by altering them one at a time

wherever they occur in the

document, involving laborious use

of the cursor keys.

Using LocoMail, it's much
easier. The basic method is to

remove all the prices from the price

list file pages and keep them in a
data file instead. (The same
method here holds for other similar

things which need figures to be
revised - exam result lists for

students etc). Obviously prices in

the data file need to be referenced

in some way; the easiest being to

:S¥SHN /PLISIHt.m Edit
UHHlt 1 File LSI CI
l=Actions F2=L»40ut f3
......~JL^.« •J...AJ

HEFERENCE/PRKEtJ

p!/ie,9w
pMS.§2i»
p3/lS.21f
P4/I7.4' f
pS/iE,li ¥
ps/is.s: f
P7/3G.E- e
l>8/24.0< f
P9/23.6S
1

*>

Fig. 3

shown in figure 3.

When the PRICE LIST is

merged with the data file, the

prices are automatically inserted

into the correct places and the

price list can be printed. Using this

method, price lists running to many
pages can be handled as one

toss 8000 PLUS 71



I /CWHCMT.W1 Hill*) int.
1 PiM LSI at* LPS

affia*iaiaeHi.iiii>

':»i'»j.moiJ:)Hcnnk

wmmwfmmmutmmt
Fig 4

MiSJSTDl /CHWGMI.W1 Editing tent.
Lisout 1 Fit) LSI CM LPS
-i.*._. m—W -__i ' *v- r- i . . i _

MFEHENCI/PRKl7SmiBf

Printer idle. Using
Pige 2 1

»=5mii [hOptio

aEaiaiiiafitt-tifsiDc

llHCTIMPln
IEBHHF

Fig.6

document. Alterations to the prices

are easily made directly into the

data file, the prices are

automatically inserted into the

correct places and the price list can

be printed. By merging again, a

new price list is produced.

You can do much more. For

example you can increase a I!

prices by a fixed percentage. One
way of doing this is to create a

data-change merge document that

will produce new data files with all

the prices increased by a rate

determined when it is run.

The data-change merge

document that will do this is shown
in figure 4. This idea can be taken

a stage further to allow only

;VSIEM /PLISTDfll.ma Editu
lout 1 Pi« IS1 CM
fictions fZsLavout f3=!

j»1/IG.90/¥*»
p2/15.52/nV
p3/lS.El/y*>
P4/17.47/W
PS/IG.WIIV
PB/1S.83/NC
p7/£6.£7/hV
p8/24,09/hV
pV23.6S/hV

Fig.5

selected prices to be increased. To

achieve this, the structure of the

price data file has to contain a

further item-name which is called

STATUS in figure 5. The status of

an item is Y if the price is to be

changed or N if it is not,

The CHANGE-PRICE loop

program now has to contain

conditional clauses as in figure 6

so as to increase some prices and

leave the others unchanged.

Further enhancements are

possible, eg. by developing the

range of status codes, some items

could be increased by one

percentage and others by another.

John Blandford

Sandridge, St Albans

Mini Script

Many Mini Office owners use its

word processor for writing articles

to length, using its instant word

counter. The problem comes when

you want to print it out - Mini Office

isn't as reliable as LocoSchpt.

Well, when you've finished

writing a document in Mini Office.

just save it as normal and start up

LocoSchpt. Make a new document,

and 'Insert text' from [f1] ([f7] in

LocoSchpt 1). The original text

comes in (you just delete the first

line of junk which appears) and you

can now go through adding Loco's

bold, italics etc. To make fancy

layouts, use LocoFont - the best of

both worlds!

John Walker

Great Barr, Birmingham

Loco font

Users of LocoFont may be

disappointed to find that, if they

make new MATRIX.#xx files to hold

Drive: A File: ANYTHING.DX INSERT Size: IK 14 lines

Page: Lire: 14 Column; 61 KrUer: 1 Tree: 9S K 6126 lines
ri:S«i r2:Sm Block f3:Pi9i toil N:l)idt hi rSlCWNEl r6iRiiove Cedes (?:««« r9:Cka

{—I_„f T- T -T- —

T

—T- T 1- >k.

ue nou sceml as nuch on the (iueen as ue do on defe
Eon.'. Is be able to defend tlienselues in the event a

foreign rowl persona jes? j

'Ihe no&t likely scenario, according to Bri
officials, is that Queen Juliana of the Nether land

King Haakon of Norway., would Launch an attack on t

coasts in the snail hours of the norning, Our nona
with a Defence Force consisting of the Queen and P
nerue centres of London and Cheltenhan, and furtht
defences hg deploying several ninor royals -^rrinc

Inserting a Mini Office documenl into a LocuScnpi file

sets of characters designed with

Locochar. there is apparently no

way to set up a document, or the

printer, to use the new files.

Only 1 character sets can be

displayed at a time. Your new
character set file can't be selected

or displayed on the list, because

the other sets have already

occupied all the available places

So what is to be done? First,

make room in the list by deleting

some less-frequently used

MATRlX.#xx files, from both the M
drive and your startup disc. Make
sure also that the printer is not set

up to use any of these (if it is, there

will be a tick against the character

set, when you go info the printer

control screen with [PTR], press

[f5] and select the character set

option). Then press [f6] from the

disc manager screen, select "for

character set' and you will see that

the files you have decided to delete

now have a ? against them.

Highlight each in turn with the

cursor, press [CUT], and hey,

presto I it disappears from the

screen (and from the setting file).

Now there should be room to

display your new MATRIXJxx file,

when it has been copied to group

on your start of day disc. Add it to

the settings file, via the 'write to

disc in drive A' option when you

leave the settings menu.

Cyril Coffin

New Maiden

Hi iron* t/RDiflLS
Uyout 1 Pit*
f l=AcL LcnE f 2-l.i

KK Editing text,
LSI CM US

Printer idle, UsiflO

Pas* 1 1

nam BAtll tteSetla

Hirti Office PCM Hard FrocessorHD _ . MtB1 „__
W)C'BISpB-,fi^?TnTlP4 ttR5'£«fft !.jH[MlM lw«al(l>^»;FH*
now sv^nA as nucb an the Gueen as ne do on defence- So hw
uould our Royals be able to defend thenstlves in tn* event of

An attack trtm foreign royal WMttMrin f
The nost Likely scenario. According to British Defence

officials, is ibat Queen Juliana di tbe Netherlands, uith
f]?Uwes of Kin? Haako of Koruayj u-.iiJ'f \i

Loadsa Loco tips
Seven neat tips from Colin

Dennison for all LocoSchpt users.

Printing and editing

You can't edit a document while it

is being printed out. So before

printing a large Locoscript

document, copy into M drive and

print it from there, then go back to

editing the original on disc. Errors

can be amended in this version

while the copy on M prints out.

Cameo part

To print part of a page, also

KiSlSTW /KOHLS -MC Hi tins tut.
Usout 1 Pilt LSI CM LP6
n-Hctimi [2=Lwut H=Shl> t4'Si:

Printer idle, tlcirrg

* r?r?i,»iL rg-Dpii
IM I/H
mi KIT

t now spend as nuati on the Queen as ue do on ctefei

a u Id our Royals be able to defend then selves u
n attack frort foreign royal ftrsonjges? ^

-t The n*jst likely scrnano, accuran
officmlSj is that Queen Juliana of the

relative; of Km 3 Haakon of Horuf"
the British southern coasts in tl

respond ullh a pete
:e Philip At the ntr

ind further strenqtben o
"

rowls - Princess Mich
isses At the Cinque Forts

Experts fear this could escalate into
larchicdt conflict^ fttb the probable entr

K-ttiiTj Z09 of -QlbAiua aik) Enperor Hirobito
cenario.

Marking out She texl to be pri riled as a sepataie

Ihen printing just thai page

page.

it in; text,
CM LP6
fJ^Stslr f4=Size fS=Fi9*

preferably in M, make the part

into a complete page of its own
by putting [ALT][RETURNj at the

beginning and end of the part to

be printed. Then choose 'Print

some pages' from the print menu
and give the appropriate page as

the only one to be printed.

Let's split

To split a long document in two,

type in $ near the middle. Then

copy. In the first copy,

[FIND]$

[CUT][DOC][CUTJ. In the

second copy,

[CUT)[FIND]$[CUT]. If the

document is likely to

contain $, make your

marking entry $$. Delete

afterwards.

Remind me to ermm...

Make reminders or diary

Prin

notes in TEMPLATE.STD, You

will then get a reminder each time

you create a new document to

your usual letter template.

Play it straight

Avoid proportional spacing, and

therefore SuperType or LocoFont

if your document has tables which

need to be straight.

Nice accent

If writing in a foreign language,

store accented letters as phrases:

[PASTE]n for a n-tilde is easier

than remembering the keystrokes

to get a tilde as normal.

Addressage
Address labels are most easily

printed on long continuous rolls of

sticky paper. Ignore the per-

forations; if any, cut with scissors.

Colin Dennison
Brighton

72 8000PLUSnov88
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[Independent Aids to Desktop Publishing
f»

The BODD Plus reuieiu aaid

:

'_ pnd, «n9i3fc?ni, easy lc rt«i fonts* «1th f l*i
-.

'

TFiia 13 tortus, all t r* notorial produced by ^N^riu
Dniau ha a t*sn anckrt *no r»- uoct-&j until it unnot be laprowd

K-titf "P™1, C1UWI tr* ^tKions oT the ledum, us ft1i to qIw a prpfrct
^r^M bh*t it both prat ttm-wrf m gtmurd *rxf fair in pries, and. ih*fi

^pOMl&te. iiBflgirafciuff in artwort.

— —£ Disc prices are £12.50 [*W]
TuiQ riEUi discs

: '*-**—nwiwifmiwriiiTBiinMi rumntimtt i

COMPLEMENT 2 • R further disc of Fonts and
Rorders, including six body text ronbs Tor

Newsletter editors, a true Celtic face and
American Uncial < often used as Celtic.)

ILLUMINRTIDN • R disc of Decoratiue Fonts
and Large Typefaces for tidy headlines. It also

1

includes " illuminated " lettering for the start
paragraphs. [ Including a screen of examples. 1

There are also some special offers for Christmas, ft
for details send sas. to i

Dragonfly Designs, 5fl, The Shroblands, H0RSF0RD, HR ID 3 EL

Mallard BASIC
The BASIC on the PCW

You've got the program . .

.

. . . now read the book!
Locomotive Software's complete guide to Mallard
BASIC. Suitable for beginners and experts alike.

AMSTRAD RECOMMENDED REPAIR CENTRE
For guaranteed repairs to Acorns - Amstrads - BBCs
Commodores - Sinclair QLs - Spectrums - and many

other makes of popular home and business computers,
printers & disk drives.

SALE OF ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT.

Many second hand computers bought and sold.

Free Estimates.

MANCOMP LTD

Phone

061-224-1888 or 061-224-9888
for details ©

_5fi _ c. , ._:

GQ5UB

« - Htlidnhninaiiiiil

Com-Stax
THE ULTIMATE SPACE SAVER

Interesting solution interesting price' says 8000 Plus.

The new Com-Stax 8 Series is

a unique stand that will

stack your PCW 8256 or 8512
plus your keyboard and primer in

under a quarter of a square

metre of floor space. Its

reclining monitor position

and angled keyboard make
the PCW even more user

friendly. The Com-Stax is

98 cm high. 41 cm wide and
beautifully finished in

durable red. white or black

lacquer, the unit comes to

you as a flat pack kit which is

easily assembled in minutes
with the alien key provided

THE PRICE: £29.95
PLUS VAT £4.49 arid P&P £3 75,

TOTAL £38 19

TO ORDER:
Posl your cheque for £38 1 9 together with your name and address and choice ol
colour: red white or black to:-

COM-STAX LTD, FREEPOST, LONDON, SW5 OBR
Tel: 01,244 8292
Pleaso allow 2B days lot delivery. The Com-SIa* & s Copyr^iii design Pateni applied lor

please quote: 8

Muni in nurt »(B ua dm Ilk sLj S^"""^— *"•

nmimm w- m
"

6^3 SSST™..— .

itrKirn Hd dltFtlOTHU* 4*1 k>i*a hCafeki«M^.W«hW 11W taB^qiCmpMiiaii,
. r^.'"" * ^M^"**"W*"*1

| M.n.lki,Birma.

'

I IE
Malkidi
BASIC

To: Kaly Euchan, Locomotive Software,

Allen Court, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1YL
Phone (0306) 740606 - 24 hours

Please send me a copy of the guide to Mallard BASIC

From:

Addmss

I enclose a cheque for

£9.95 payable to

Locomotive Software Ltd

Charge my Access/Visa card

Postcode
I

'
I

I I I

I
I I XI I.

Signature

,
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These pages provide a comprehensive guide to the

Amstrad PCW software. Published in three monthly parts,

this time it's the turn of Word Processors {including Desk
Top Publishers), Accounts Payroll packages and Utilities.

We've set out to cover every important piece of software

we could lay our hands on, and to give you enough
information to decide whether they are suitable for you.

All software will run on both the 9512 and the 8000
series machines, though the former's daisywheel printer

cannot print graphical output.

The selection isn't comprehensive, but the software

listed here represents what we think is the best of that

currently available.

As well as a brief summary of what they do, the main

Plus and Minus points for each program are listed -

Pluses have a A by them. Minuses a . Those we think

are particularly noteworthy have a corner flash. Have fun

window shopping!

•WORD PROCESSORS •

LocoScript already comes bundled with its own
word processor, so you might not think of buying

another one as a priority. In fact, whatever you

may have read in some magazines. LocoScript

is a pretty good wordprocessor and you won't

find many editing and layout functions it doesn't

have. Its principal disadvantage was its

slowness, but the release of Locoscript 2 has

lessened that.

There are advantages to be had in changing.

LocoScript cannot run from CP/M, and this may
cause you trouble.

Many other word processors have a built-in

'mailmerger' program. This is a way of doing

bulk mailshots; you store your address list in a

data tile, and write a letter with labelled gaps

where you want the names and addresses to

go. Then, when you print, the letter comes out

once tor each address, with the information in its

correct place. Also, you often get a spelling

checker thrown in free - look for one which

allows its dictionary to be modified so you can

include non-American spellings.

One thing's for sure, whatever word
processor you buy it will be totally different to

operate from LocoScript. The PCW keyboard is

custom built to run it. and if you change you may
have to get used to some arcane choices of

keys to do even simple operations. Also, you

won't be able (very easily) to use all the printer

styles that you can in LocoScript, though there

will be enough to get by with.

74 8000 PLUS Novse

2
£1 9.95 Locomotive Software 0306 740606

As bundled wilh new 9512, the new version ol everyone's first

word processor. If you know how LocoScript 1 works, you'll have

minimal relearning |o do. and it puts right (almost) all the delects

of the old version at a rock botlom price. Greek and Cyrillic

alphabets, and version 2 12 even lets you define up to sixteen

characters of your own design.

PLUSES' MINUSES
A 'Find page' command makes moving around faster

A Superb range ol foreign accents and symbols available

A Can now drive daisywheel and other printers

A Has DISCKITs formatting and copying built into ii

A New 3O0-page manual

Mailmerger and spelling checker not included

V Inconvenient for regular CP/M users

T Sul I no word counter!

T Slill Slow at Find. Exchange and scrolling

£19.95 • Locomotive/Amsoft 0306 740606

The ultimate spelling checker for LocoScript users. II is run as a

simple menu choice white you are editing a document normally,

and you can check erlher an entire document or only a

paragraph. When it finds an error, n suggests a correction.

Reasonably fast, given LocoScript's inherent sloth.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Runs totally from within LocoScnpl

A Can do small sections of a tile

A Suggests alternatives lor misspell words

A Reformats the text as it makes corrections

A Provides the much- missed LocoScript word counter

Canl remove spellings you don't like (eg -ize) from

dictionary

The manual gets bogged down sometimes

T Slow al scrolling ihe dictionary window

LOCOMAIL
E29.95 Locomotive/Amsoft • 0306 740606

As a mailmerger lor LocoScript. its difficult to see how anything

could be better than this. It runs directly from LocoScript. and

can process any LocoScript commands. Has many advanced

features and is highly recommended tor all LocoScript users.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A You don't have to run it from CP/M
A Can print any LocoScript text formatting commands
A Can automatically rejustily paragraphs after insertion

A Can insert numeric calculations into letters

A Can read data from non LocoScript {ie ASCII) liies

A Large manual, wilh example tiles on disc

Need separate program to sort and titter addresses before a

print run

£29.95 • Arnor • 0733 239011

A stand-alone spell checker lor use with almost any

wordprocessor that runs on the PCWs. Reads LocoScnpt.

WordStar and ASCII liles, and allows you to make corrections

directly, view the context, change the did io nary etc, Specify

which machine when buying.

PLUSES- MINUSES
AChecks LocoScript and WordStar documents dtreclly.

A Displays the context of a suspect word

ACan edit misspellings directly from Prospell

AAnagram and crossword solvers too

Processes liles of 15K or more in sections

POCKET PROTEXT
E59.95/E39.95 Arnor - 0733 239011

The best CP/M wordprocessor. Very fast at moving around large

tiles, and packed with features Works with key combrnalions

rather than menus, but uses LocoScript keys too. Comes
complete with a good spelling checker, a lightning fast word

counter and a very powerful mailmerger. Pocket Protext' is a

stripped down version - essentially the same word processing

features, but no spell checker or mailmerger, and lacking one or

two incidental laciliiies like two column priming. Specily which

machine you have when buying.



THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE
WORD PROCESSORS ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL

PLUSES- MINUSES
* Complete with spelling checker/word courtier

A Packed with features, eg calculate facility, text editor lor

writing programs, 'print to screen' option etc,

A Lets you work with two documents at once
A You can do all ol CP/M's functions without leaving Pretext

A Very fas] at moving around, doing exchanges and so on
A Extremely powerful and flexible mail merger

Forces you to team another new set ol control keys to use it

* Printing labels is virtually impossible

Not as stick as LocoScnpt in its prrnter controls

MINI
£29.95 Database 0625 878888

The word processor module Ol this live-program package is very

fast and powerful with a word counter, but suffers from a mass
at bugs in file saving and printing (and proportionally spaced
lu&lilied print takes ages) : doesn't yet rival LocoScript or Pretext.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Very last and packed with leatures

A Unlimited headers and foolers (eg. tor footnotes)

A. Can access printer directly (eg. for graphics)

A Screen can show exactly what will be printed out. italics.

Dotd pitch changes and all

T Currently riddled with bugs m priming, tile handling, etc
T No phrases facility

£11.95 • Thurston Brown * 0395 68385

Asetol ready made TEMPLATE,STDs made up ol lancy

patiams ol exotic characters for you to embellish and use with

LocoScript Essentially tor social/personal business use You
could win £10 Irom the suppliers by designing your own'
PLUSES* MINUSES
A Using it tells you a lot about the intricacies ot LocoScript

A You can get professional results easily

T You could write your own templates for free by reading the

LocoScnpt manual

£34.44 • M.A.S.S. • 0603 630768

Labelling program which stores your names and address list and
*rt\ print out in label format selected items trom it.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Useful options like printing out current date
A Good Search facilities

A Range ol printing options will lit most stationery

Data needs an entire disc to itsell

V Data entry is stowed by constant returning to mam menu

NEWWORD
£69.00 NewStar Software 0277 220573

NewWord exploits the WordStar market by doing the same job

better It uses much the same key commands as WordStar and
will even edit documents prepared under WordStar Comes with

a spelling checker, and the on-screen help is belter than
WordStar's, though the keystokes are still as obscure
PLUSES- MINUSES
A Does everything WordStar does, even reads WordStar tjles

A Spelling checker included

A Can un -erase words and lines

4 Onscreen help belter than WordStar's

A Full reformatting ol leaf within mailmerger

Weak on use of keypad and printer support

Like WordStar, formatting troubles and obscure commands

£25.00

PRINTER
Microdraw • 0622 685481

Very simitar program |o Easy Labeller il not quite as powerful

Usual features ol a labeller and you can store comments with

each label's data.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Menus simple - easy to get the program going

A Fast data entry

A Can store comments with each entry

No import or export ol data

Data needs an entire disc to itself

3LEINDEX
£29.95 • Ansible Information • 0602 62576

Takes a LocoScnpt hie and compiles an alphabetical index with

page numbers Irom all the words marked, You mark the word to

be Indexed by using locoScripIs (*RV) code. The price includes

ihe AnsibleCheck word counter/proof reader program too. which

is also available separately at El 4.95

PLUSES 'MINUSES
A LocoScript documents don't have to be converted to ASCII
A Can "invert' phrases, eg 'Smith. Fred' or "Fred Smith'

A Can produce a single index over several different files

Output index not LocoScript document - must convert il

Can only index words appearing literally, no| general topics

WORDSTAR
£49.95 • MicroPro/Davis Rubin • 0386 853610

For many business users, word processing means Word Star

Almost everything you could need in a text processor is here

and despite the title this "Pocket" version has all the leatures ol

the original. Efficient and proven, but now showing its age and
there are alternatives unless you are committed to WordStar

already. ££Q extra buys the De Luxe version with spell checker.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Probably Ihe world's most widely used word-processor

A Documentation is complex but well-structured

A Includes a mail merge utility

A Keystroke commands fully described on on-screen menus
A You can save your own favourite customised version ol the

program

Doesn't make full use ol the PCW keyboard and printer

Page and margin formatting commands are rather awkward

to use

•ACCOUNTS -PAYROLL*

VITAL SAVINGS
£29.90 • Vital Software < 0732 810330

Ideal for someone with a reasonable portfolio of slocks and
shares. Program letls you your net worth' like a balance sheet
All information is elicited by question and response
PLUSES* MINUSES
A Fast and efficient way of keeping track of share values

¥ Questions asked are not always relevant to your needs
You have to be keen to do all the background research

VITAL INSURANCE
£29.90 Vital Software 0732 810330
Will help you make an inventory ol all your possessions and pul

a value on them, You divkfe your possessions into categories of

your choice and make a systematic list, room by room.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Inventories completed room by room
A Detailed coverage ol Ihe policies themselves (eg:

exclusions)

A Simple way ol linding- out what your property's worth

Again, you have to be keen; it's time-consuming

VITAL INCOME
£29.90 • Vital Software * 0732 810330

By typing in income and outgoings at regular intervals, the

program will keep an accurate track ol your money. It will store

details ol standing orders, say, and their frequency, It's a logical

way to check if bills or cheques have been paid

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Allows budgeting

A All information is entered by on-screen prompts
How various ol the operations work is not clear

Oifticull getting the information you need from the manual

CHECK ACCOUNTS
PROGRAM
£9.95 • M E Hodges 03722 75053

A much more detailed accounts package, which allows you to

make forecasts and keep track ol the Interest charged on your

personal linances. Simple to use and the program also allows

you to |ump to any lime in order to work out any interest

accumulated in ihe meantime.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Easy to learn from demonstration files supplied

A Interesting use of time scales

Relatively slow screen update

Only useful lor the really organized

DIGITA BUSINESS
£69.95 • Digita International • 0395 45059

Not a lull accounting system, but a very easy-to-use package
with an excellent manual. Nominal ledger already set up and you
can be up and running in minutes, No aged creditor/debtor lists

can be produced, and problems with VAT handling- not really for

VAT businesses. For other small business it's very good value.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Delight to use with a very good manual
A You can gel Ihe system working in minutes

A Financial ratios can be included in reports

VAT handling very cumbersome, suit non-VAT business

No facility for producing aged debtors/creditors list

AND ACCOUNTS
£57.50 (£80.50 with stock control) Manx Tapes - 0624 81 3071

Supplied with a very useful introductory demonstration disc, the

program advocates a very traditional style of double entry book-

keeping, Program has high degree ol llexibility-

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Solid, tradiiional approach to double-entry book-keeping

Program doesn't make full use of the PCW
Screen prompts not always that helpful

Written in BASIC, so prone to sluggishness

COMPACT
£199.99 • Compact Software Ltd • 0703 611214

Another very large integrated package supplied on several discs

and consisting of sales, purchase and nominal ledger together

with invoking. The package is available on much larger micros,

and since the format m which data is produced is the same as
on PCWs. the system is particularly suitable for users planning

to upgrade their hardware at a later date-

PLUSES-MINUSES
A Audit kails are an auditor's dream
A Data can be used in WordStar Mulliplan or SuperCalc 2

A Superb prepayment facility

A Can run a number ol companies separately

A Easily transported to bigger computers

Lots Ol disc Swapping necessary

Can be slow to use - it runs in Mallard Basic

Quirks m cash allocation routine and account code sysiem

ANAGRAM
£86.25 • Anagram Systems 0403 59551

Sophisticated package for users familiar with accounts, Small

details (discounts, VAT) handled welt but no permanent records

are kept on disc: you must use its report printing options,

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Invoice printing is easy

A Handles customer details efficiently

Key presses are rather obscure

Best to have some idea okaccoums betore using rt

-A.P.

£149.95 • MAP Systems • 061 624 5662/3

This is a very powerful package moved onto the PCW at a
fraction of its cost on larger micros. The size makes il a little

cumbersome to use, but apart from that there are very few
significant problems. The integrated suite includes the same five

modules as Camsofl. but they are supplied on four sides of disc,

making it effectively impossible for ihe software to be run as an
integrated system on an unexpanded 8256

Nov es 8000 PLUS 75
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THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM
MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswmrter is a sophisticated Pools

prediction aid It comes complete with the largest database

available - 33000 matches over 10 years,

PREDICTS NoE just SCOREDRAW5, but AWAYS. HOMES
and NO SCORES
SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Pcwlswinner performs
SLgrufacantly better than chance

ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given or every fixture -

choose as many select tons as you need for youi bet. The
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can

develop and test your own unique method.

SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team names are in the program Simply type ui the reference

numbers from the screen. Or use FKGENto produce fixture list automatically (see below)

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE All English and Scottish League teams are supported.

and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons.

PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer.

PRICE £18.00 (all inclusive)

AT LAST: No more ju-uggling; for hours to get the

firnire list into the computer. FDCGEN has been
programmed with all English and Scottish League

fixtures for 198&18. Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated

in seconds. Pully compatible with Poobwinner. Yearly updates available.

POOLSWUWER with FLXGEN £19,50 (fox both)

FIXGEN88/9

C0URSEWINNERV3
NOT JUST A TIPSTER
PROGRAM,. Coursewinner
V3 can be used by experts

THE PUNTERSCOMPUTERPROGRAM and occasional punters alike

You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the

analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses

statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course

statistics, prize money,, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It

outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecast tiicasls etc. The

database includes vital course statistics for all British courses. You can update

the database - never goes out of date. FULL PRINTER SUPPORT

PRICE £ 1 B ,00 (all inclusive) includes Plat AND National Bum VMkM

AVAILABLE FOR AMSTRADCPCs
All supplied on tope SSmodOREWm
( Automatic Conversion to disc) spectrum

AMSTHADPCW
DISCS IBM Format~~'' COMMODORE AMIGA
(Rdd£3.M) ATARI ST

Send Cheques/POs tor

return of post service to .

SOFTWRI phone 24 hns

62 ALTRINCHAM RD. CATLEY, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 4DP. S 961-428 742S

PROFESSIONAL BUILDERS
ESTIMATING SYSTEM

BV SUfllDERS

Saves hours of estimating time

Hundreds of satisfied users

For factsheel and sample printout ring -

(0387) 88612 Tony Moseley

(0387) 54547 John Donnelly

^illllllA £;« + VAT

McGregor Software : Prestonmill : Dumfries : DG28AE

<r*
MIDAS SOFTWARE

44 LIME GROVE, DODDINGHURST, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX CM15 OQY
^f0245J 461946

^

r -\
MASTER FILE 8000

1 £37.45~l

CRAI

~£29Ji ^ [ £37.95 }
MONEY MANAGER PLUS CRACKER 2 TURBO

MINI OFFICE

PROFESSIONAL

MAP INTEGRATED
ACC'S

I £23.95 k I £109.95 I

r

dBASE 1

1

NEW WORD 2

£51.75 II £74,95 I

LOCOSCRIPT 2 WITH LOCOSPELL 2

[ £32.90

AMSOFT 3" DISCS
^

£19.95 I

11"X9'A" LISTING PAPER

1 pt PLAIN 60g + M/PERF

[ £13.95 ~l

PCW8256/8S12
FABRIC RIBBON

PCW DUST COVERS
ALL MODELS

£8.95 I

PCW 8256/851 2

CARBON RIBBON

[ £3.75 I [ £4.95

PCW9512
FABRIC RIBBON

£3 25 I

PCW9512
MULTISTRIKE RIBBON

£2.99 \

V
DMP 2000/3 J 60 FABRIC RIBBON

[ £2.99 I

^B ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE
WillMm



£149,95 • Cambrian Software

E69.95 • NewStar • 0277 220573

Using ihe splil-screen method, the prompt-drlven program leads
you through the hazards of double-entry book-keeping as
painlessly as possible. Again, very uselul demonstration files

supplied with the program. It also handles VAT easily
PLUSES -MINUSES
4 Excellent system of screen prompts
A Good demonstration liles

A One ot Ihe easiest double -entry systems for the novice
Manual is really lor Ihe PC

ACCOUNTS
£100.05 • Sagesoft • 091284 7077

An Integraled accounts package consisting ol purchase, sales
and nominal ledgers. For another £50 you can buy Accounts
Plus which also has invoicing and stock conlro!. Aimed al small
companies with the emphasis on ease of setting up. Bui a
number of limitations, eg Ihe package cannot cope too easily
mlh rapidly increasing numbers of customers and suppliers
PLUSES 'MINUSES
A Clean, tidy and logical screen layouts and menus
A Easy to sat up and use with excellent documentation
A Good audit trails and VAT reports

A Can produce formatted I rial balances

THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE
ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL

»

UTILITIES
PLUSES -MINUSES
A A very comprehensive and professional package
A Very good audit trails

A Sales/purchase ledgers can run over different period from
nominal

A Facility lor handling prepayments and accruals
A Able to print lull managemenl accounts
T The siie of the programs means lots of disc swapping
T All normal responses need ic be in upper case

CORNIX SIMPLE
ACCOUNTS
£49.95 • Cornix * 0462 682989

Simple cash-book style package which allows you id keep track
ill debtors and creditors (Ihough not aged ones) Simple to use
and you can make changes il you make a mistake. Slow to use
lor complex operations and number ol entries in given period is

limited, but vary good simple program for small businesses
PLUSES- MINUSES
A Simple, easy-to-use program
A Can correct errors

A Keeps track of debtors and creditors
T Slow for complex operations
f Ability to alter ligures won't please accounting purisls

PSIL
0766831878

Consists ol live integraled packages. Sales, purchase and
nominal ledgers, invoicing and stock control. In lerms ot

sophistication il tails somewhere between the Sagesoft package
and the larger systems Irom MAP and Compact. But its easier
town than Ihe larger packages since all Ihe software can be
squeezed into ihe M drive. Good package for a small company
PLUSES-MINUSES
A Already set up for 8256 or 851

2

A No need for pre printed stationery

A Excellent sort and search facilities

A Invoices shown on screen as you create them
r Constanl need to input lull five-digit acoounl codes

No linal accounts reports available on nominal ledger
T No facility to run the ledgers in different accounting periods

CAVALIER INSTALL
£99.95 * Load & Run • 01-639 6683

A comprehensive inlegrated package. Comprises 'Intact

accounts and 'Instock' slock control, available separately lor

£59.95 each. Welt designed, easy lo run and powerful enough
lor most businesses

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Other packages (eg: Teleadd' address book) can be added
A Comprehensive range ot features when used as a package
A Sophisticated pricing and order features in Instock section
A Flexible accounts, traps most mistakes, useful summaries
A Interesting forward planning facility in stock control
T Manual gives you a confusing number of options

SMALL BUSINESS

Restrictive account numbering system
Only single Nominal ledger and VAT analysis per item
Does not cater for settlement d iscou nts
Won't print remittance advice slips

Cramped on 951 2 printer - need 1 7 pitch daisywheel

MAP PAYROLL
£49.00 MAP Systems • 061 624 5662

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Can amend and re-run al any stage (even after priming)
A Cash analysis is broken down into departments
A System prevents re- use or amendment of leavers
A Can hold up to 40 slandard hourly and weekly wage rales

No SSP calculation facility (bul can record all amounts paid)
T Programs necessitate a lot of disc swapping
V No printed record ol automatic tax code changes

COMPACT

POPULAR PAYROLL
£69.95 -Sagesoft -091 284 7077

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Any or all employees payroll can be rerun at any stage
A Full pay history available for all employees and leavers
A Calculates average pay lor holidays etc

A Very easy lo install

L im ited number of addi tions/deductions

Doesn't pnnl a list of cheques
No analysis ot additions/deductions

£99.95 • Compact Software Ltd • 0306 887373

PLUSES-MINUSES
A Supplied with test data

A Facility to change employees lax codes following budgel
A Can run payroll for several companies
A Program available for PC compatibles - data transportable

Musi be run Irom Ihe master discs

Needs input form and check calculation lor each employee
Once payslips are printed nothing can be changed
Most expensive payroll program

£49.95 • Cambrian Software • 0766 831878

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Full payslip displayed on screen, any Hem can be amended
A Facility for freehand narrative on any payslip

A Uses M drive for programs to speed operation

A Built in on-screen help facility

A Search-sort routine for ouiput to screen, printer or disc
A Uses alphanumeric employee codes
* Screen menus a tut unlidy and sometimes difficult to f<

No listing of cheques

BRAINSTORM
£29.99 • Brainstorm Software Ltd 0895 677845

A new improved version, reconfigured tor easier use on the

PCW- Works as an ideas processor': you throw your ideas In

any order and then use Ihe program lo rearrange them and
impose a struclure

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Quick and efficient and easy to use
A Encourages structured thinking

A Versal ile
;
many different edil ing facili lies

A Results can be ted into a word processor lor polishing up
Namesakes musi be exact malches
Manual is on disc, so you can'l eonsull while using
BrainSlorm unless you print it out

£49.95 (PC/PCW) £59.95 {PPC/PCW) •

Newstar • 0277 220573

Ideal lor people who do regular Iranslers between PCW and PC
and who warn to do it quickly Supplied with CSTAM are the
cable to connect the interface lo the PC serial port and 2 discs
with Ihe transferring software. Number of transfer options are
available: you can specify certain files, all files or no files lor

transfer.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Quick and easy to use
A Also works with the PPC

Expensive: you can Iransfer data wilhout spending money
You need a serial .'parallel interface

PRO-PERFORMER
£59.95 • Electromusic Research • 0702 335747

The only real musical add-on for the PCW. Easy lo use software
runs on CP/M, has a wide variety ot powerful features and is

icon-driven. Sophisticated recording facilities and ihe program
will allow you lo save compositions as tracks, songs or
performances. Ideal tor pop and classical musicians.
PLUSES- MINUSES
A Icon -based screen

A Can record lines independently or in an arrangement
A Punch-in editing facilities

A facility for stow recording and fast playback
A Step-time recording for strict in tempo fines

A Tracks can be looped (made to repeat)

Manual glosses over all of the important ihings like

arrangements

Can't edil notes individually

No musical notation anywhere

JUMBO
£14.95 • CBS Services < 0736 794422

Finds out in minutes the Maltard Basic command that youVe |usl

torgotten. Jumbo is simply a disc with nearly 200 Mas lisling

every command in BASIC including a few you haven't even
heard ol. When you get stuck tor Ihe right command or syntax
you jusi call up the directory and a list of file names is displayed
PLUSES- MINUSES
A Lisls all the Jelsam commands
A File lists all useful escape codes
A Very simple to use and examples provided
A You can call up Jumbo without it affecting your work on the

program

Could do it all yourself

JOB ESTIMATING &
PRODUCT COSTING
£79.90 each • Cornix Software • 0462 682989

Both programs aim lo provide help to small businesses by
keeping track of cosls. You break down the product you're
cosling or the job you're doing into a series of costing lines -

recording quantity and price per component. Program analyses
profit margins and can produce customer printouts

PLUSES -MINUSES
A ExceHenlly-written manuals
A Simple and robusl to use
A Changes in material costings instantly reflected in all quotes
A Neat way ol doing on-the-spot quotes

Only suitable lor small to medium-sized businesses
Cant add new components to a description once it's

been set up

novm 8000 PLUS 77



Basic Version £39.95 (with Mieroiiie e«.9s witu

mouse £79.95 Kempston Data 0908 677886

Used in conjunction with a persona! ring-binder, it helps you 10

Keep track of appoiniments. names, addresses etc. Also prints

oui data in a lorm that will til the average personal organiser

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Easy lo use

A Flexible lo allow you to do what you want

A Generates diary pages - saves buying inserts

A Very useful For name and address organization

Preparing I he data needed can be very time-consuming

Keeping everything up to date is tedious

No particularly sophisticated features

PS-HEADINCS
£11.95 • ORB Systems {01 690 8534 } • 8000s only

Software addition to Amor's Pretext word processor. For the

first time, you can create headings m Pretext documenis without

having to use a DTP program. Three (ants are available and

two prim modes.

PLUSES < MINUSES
A Fonts on otter are functional and suitable lor most

documents
A Printed output looks good

A Easy lo use

A 13 variables available, like underlining, reverse printout etc

Main font variation is one ol size ralher than style

Not so easy centring following texl

II
£14,95 Locomotive Software (0306 740606) • 6000s only

A batch of six exlra fonts now available, including Old English

and flowing script You can have up lo ten styles available at any

one lime. New characters reproduced surprisingly well.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A All accents and characters in any alphabet supported

A Very easy to use

A Cheap
A Can linally get out of that one-pattern print-out

Can't mix styles in one document
Reproduction is not excellent because of 16 dot limitatic

FLIPPER
£24.95 • Software Imperatives (0453 886931) • 9512'8512.

This program allows you lor the first lime to flip between CP/M
and LocoScript II without resetting the machine. Ideal for easy

import/export of data.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Quick, simple and easy to use

A You flip back to where you lefi off in the other environment

A Works with mosl CP/M programs and BASIC
A Works with all variants ol LocoScript 2

Wont work with games that ignore SHIFT EXTRA EXIT
T Won't work wilh LocoScript 1 or Mini Office

Be careful of hardware when flipping; stale of printer or disc

drive lor example

PRO-PUNTER
£57.50 • DGA Software • PO Box 36, Astiton-

under-Lyne OL7 9AJ

Not only wilUhis program tell you Ihemosl likely oulcomeo) a

horserace and calculate the true odds about the probable result

II will also single out those events where the combination ol

factors is Ihe most advantageous. Replaces gambling element

with soundly-based mathematical probability.

PLUSES. MINUSES
A Best attempt yei lo apply probability lo racing odds.

A Analyses past form in depth

A Used properly, over 60% winners claimed

A Advises you when nol to bet too

Entering race data is lime -consuming

T Expects Ihe user to be a serious racing fan

STOCKMARKET
£39.95 • Meridian Software • 01 858 7057

Good lor ihe investor who wants to keep irack of the value of his

portfolio and an orderly record of dividends for tax purposes.

Prices can be shown in graphic format for buy and sell indicators

based on moving averages*

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Very good manual

A Dividend pnntoul suilable for tax returns

A Records share-holdings, dividends and cash accounts

A Easy price movement analysis by moving average method
Capital gam calculation does not allow tor indexing

Fail safe default values are .minting

MARKET MERLIN
£39.95 • Burncastle Associates 0483 36591

Uses an interesting form or technical analysis based on point

and figure graphs, coupled with ten analysis models to pick

undervalued shares. The user can feed in subjective data which

helps refine ihe buy recommendation. 80% success is claimed.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Unique ability to recommend buy shares

A Easy to use

Comprehensive manual marred by poor spelling and

presentation

No ability to record sales, purchases or holdings

No indication of when to sell

£99.95 Synergy Software • 05827 2977

A powerful and versatile program designed lor the investor who
likes to buy and sell shares according to technical analysis.

Prices can be charted using moving averages, exponentially-

weighted Curves, HiLo. point and figure .etc.. Records

transactions, dividends and dealing costs.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Very powerful leatures for technical analysis

A Comprehensive and well-written manuals

A Good graphics

Data is not output in a form suitable for tax returns

ORGMENTOR
£19.95 (with binder £29.95) HPA Systems 08697 508

Based on making ihe best of LocoMail (the LocoScript

mailmerger). Orgmentor is a suile of programs lo create a diary.

and name and address file. It also has a task manager (or

priority lislar) and a money manager. Programs are usually run

by merging a program with the latest daiafile.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Works in Ihe familiar ground ol LocoMail

A Task Manager torces you lo think in an organized way
A Basic accounting facilities

A Flexible diary formal

A little complicated to work

Needs LocoMail to use it

T No continuous paper wilh the package

£14.95 • Locomotive Software 0306 740606

This successor to LocoChar is a Keyboard customised which

means lhat any key can be made to produce any letter. At the

touch ol one button, the program will reproduce any one of the

sixteen LoccChar-delined characters.

PLUSES. MINUSES
A Enables customisation to any distribution of keyboard letters

(ie. non-QWERTY keyboards)

A Handles any combinations ol accent and character

A Works with LocoChar defined characters

T Will only be of limited use

£1495 • Digita International

II
03954 5059

A program for users of LocoScript (1 or 2} and CP/M programs.

which modifies Ihe fonts {ie, Ihe look of the characters) used by

the PCW printer SuperType has 4 'business' lonts and 4

novefty' lonts, like Ofde English. It works by directly altering the

relevant files for LocoScript or CP/M, so you only need run ii

once - after lhat. the new chosen font is automatically available.

PLUSES* MINUSES

A Once installed, you can totally lorgei its there

A Genuinely useful range of fonts available

A Works with LocoScript as well as CP'M
A All LocoScnpfs print size and style options still work

A Doesn't take up any extra disc space

You can't mix different fonts in the same document

MOUSE &
£79.95- AMS- 0925 41 3501

A whole new way of using your PCW - banish CP/M for ever.

For your money you get a mouse and software which emulates

the GEM Desktop environment found on PCs. AH commands are

given by pointing to icons on the screen, not typing at Ihe

keyboard. You also get calculator/calendar (etc) utilities

PLUSES* MINUSES
A A genuinely useful desktop organiser, with useful utilities

A Well presented and easy to use

A Makes CP/M commands easy

A The mouse can be used with a variety of other software

Takes up a lol of space m the M drive

Utilities not available white running other programs

Can be irritating if you are proficient with C
"

MONEY
MANAGER
£39,95 • Connect Systems Ltd • 01 743 9792

The souped -up version of the personal accounts package

Money Manager which would serve a small business quite

nicely. It acts as a daily diary, over 1 2 months, recording all

jncomings and outgoings between up 10 9 accounts. Similar

transactions can be grouped together, and simple reports can be

printed. Money Manager also available for £24.95

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Simple lo use, need no accounts or computer knowledge

A Standing orders can be defined for each month

A Detailed and summary statements can be printed cut

A VAT reports can be separated out

A Can present results as bar charts

No audit trail integrity

The statement formal is not very flexible

Transfers between accounts are nol cross- referenced

PLANNER
£25.95 • Digita International 03954 5059

Simple program which asks you all the questions relevant lo

your year's tax affairs, and prepares your tax return claim (or

bill!) Can, for example, find oui whether married couples would

be better assessed separately or not Annual updates available

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Simple to use
A Needs a minimum knowledge of the (ax law

A Forces you to keep your tax details in one place

T Limited application - might only use it once a year

Can't handle unusual cases
T Program updates (for a new allowance level) cost £10

KNIFE
E19.95 • Hisoft * 0525 718181

An essential tool lor retrieving data from corrupted discs. Knife

Plus will copy all uncorrupted sectors on to a fresh disc which

you can Ihen patch up without risking the original.

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Copies all uncorrupted daia Irom damaged discs

A if boot sector damaged, will copy good booi sector onto disc

Requires some knowledge of basic disc structure

Manual nol written for beginners

WISE ONE
£34.95 • Swallowsoft • see below

An expert system - you input rules and information and Wise

One becomes an intelligent' program which can. (or example.

do simple diagnoses according to symptoms you type in. From

PC Box 107. Walton on Ttiames. Surrey KT12 5PQ,

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Power to be genuinely useful

a Elementary arithmetic

A Help screens can be set up lor the user

Obscure way of writing rules - need programming instinct

Manual dry and academic

78 8000 PLUS f^ee



THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE
UTILITIES • DTP

TAS-SIGN
£29.95 • Italian Software 0532 438301

Takes time to print out but you can print signs of up to five imes
of text up 10 seven inches high with up to 32 characters in each.
Four fonts, eight hatching patterns, and you can print

lengthways on continuous paper for long signs,

PIUSES' MfNUSES
A Wtde range of fonts and shadings
A Long signs will print out in landscape ' (sideways) formal

Long signs take lime

T Some symbols {yen signs etc) won't print Out on PCW

DISC MATE
£24.99 - Siren Software • 061 848 9233

Disc Mate is a set ol CP/M utility programs which bring complei
disc recovery operations within (he scope ol CP/M novices.
Facilities include recovering erased files and making tiles read
only' (ie, uneraseaole).

PLUSES- MINUSES
A Simple on-screen instructions once you've got started

A AJIows easy recovery ol accidenially erased tiles

A ZIPDISC" program speeds up disc access by 10 to 20%
A Friendly tile copying program in case you dislike PIP
A Can reed both single and double density discs
t You'll need to understand CP/M basics

JEEVES with
KEMPSTON MOUSE
£79.95 • Kempston • 0908 677888

A desktop organiser' which lets you do the mundane functions

of copying, deleting files etc. by icons and pointers - you use the
mouse to move a pointer over me symbol lor "delete

-

such as a

dustbin and then click a burton on the mouse. Also has built in

calendar, clock, calculator etc.

PLUSES. MINUSES
A Avoids a lot of dreaded CP/M commands
A Continuous time display

A Works from within SuperCatc. BASIC, dBase, WordStar.
Cracker. Sage Accounts
Problems rl you try to run il with just about anything else

Calculator, walch, notepad and calendar will cost you £5

WRITE
HAND MAN
£29.95 - Hisoft • 0525 718181

This ulNily program sils in the background whatever you are
doing = for example, il you ere word processing, press the key
and up pops a calculator, a notepad, or a diary. Designed to

eliminate paper, but the more advanced functions (notepad) are
so cumbersome they fail to be at all uselul Betler to buy a £4.95
Casio calculator and a pencil and paper.

PLUSES' MINUSES
A Results Irom calculator can be pasted directly onto files

A You can redefine the PCW keys lo produce strings

Manual is technical and incomprehensible

Notepad functions are slow and cumbersome to use
Takes up a lot of disc space and CPWI workspace

£15.50 * Astrocalc 0442 51809

A starter program tor astrologers. More sophisticated programs
to help the Interpretation ot the charts are also available.

PLUSES -MINUSES
A Takes the sweat out of creating natal charts

A Genuine astrological tool - nol jusi a fake horoscope
No graphical representation of the charts

Tutorial section rather pointless

•DESK TOP PUBLISHING*
Desktop publishing - or DTP - packages enable
you to produce your own newsletters using your
PCW. They come with a variety of fonts of a
range of sizes for headlines and body text and a
selection of graphics to include in your creations

. You read in your articles prepared by a word
processor into text boxes. If you can't edit the

text from within the program, you have to go
back to your word processor to fine-tune the

article to fit - this is very tedious. Then you put

your graphics in graphics boxes, make up your
headlines, and then lay out your publication on
the PCW by juggling the position of your boxes
on each page. Finally you can get a copy of

each page on your printer {though not if it's a
daisywheel, of course, as on Ihe 9512) and
photocopy the results.

Graphics can be taken either from the
package itself or from TV/video via a digitiser.

The results won't be of sufficient quality to

compete with the professionals, but for club and
company newsletters, leaflets, posters and
small publications, DTP could be invaluable.

THE DESKTOP^JPUBLISHER
£29.95 • Database Software • 0625 878888

Tremendous value for money. Graphics and text boxes can be
easily moved around and page layout is clear. You can edit text

from within Ihe program, using LocoScnp! like commands 10 set
bold and italics. Good range of fonts and graphics too, at hall

price ol its rivals! Mouse optional lor £50 more
PIUSES- MINUSES
A Tent editor allows you to edit articles to tit the space eaily

A Boxes and general layout easy 10 manipulate

A Works with three mice, bul tine with keyboard alone
A Half the price ot other packages
A Good range of fonts and graphics, and can design your own

Can't lix sue of test boxes - Ihey expand to take all the text

Headlines can look a bit jagged

SNIP ART.
E7.45 each am • Electric Studio • 0462 420222

DTP add-on (or Newsdesk International and ihe widest selection

of clip-art material on the market.

PLUSES. MINUSES
A Includes wide range of topics; sport, leisure, travel, eic

A Good quality line drawings

A Some of the drawings are digitised photos

HEADLINES
£7.99 • WaddSoft • 0253 721303

Three sheets of illustrations to complement The Desktop
Publisher.

PLUSES. MINUSES
A. A wide variety of subjects lo choose from: soon, faces,

hands, etc

A 12 new fonts supplied

Fonts designed on a 16 by 1 6 pixel grid so they look jagged
or 'stepped'

It's easy lo distort the pictures

Program reverses everything on screen so difficult lo assess
quality before printout

V Some illustrations, though uselul, are imperfectly drawn

MR DTP
GRAPHIC LIBRARY
£1 2.50 - £1 4.50 • Mr DTP (32a Rumburgh

Rd. Lowestoft. Suffolk N32 4JL;

A complete library ol images tor The Desktop Publisher supplied
on 3 clip-art discs.

PLUSES^ MINUSES
A Subjects like transport, animals, zodiac signs, musical

instruments and sport covered.

A Drawings generally of a high standard
T Very expensive

Solely clip-an, no fonts

Only exotic animals are shown, not ordinary ones
Drawings sometimes a little small

£49.95 • AMS 0925 413501

An excellent DTP Package, very strong on graphics, very well

designed, and once you get used lo it, easy to use,
Sophisticated lexl handling features such as aulollow, bul can't

edit text - that all has to be done in your word processor before
flowing ihe text in. A lot ot good fonts supplied too.

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Excellent graphics facilities, good as any graphics program
A Wide range ol text styles

A Menu and key commands system suits beginner and expert

A TextautoMow

No text editing ability

Some quirks In text handling - apostrophes, spacing, etc.

HD COMPUTER
AIDED GRAPHICS
£7.99 • HD CAD Design • 04867 81394

An add-on package ot dip-art (or use with Stop Press DTP
program. Varied selection of images that can easily be modified
id sun personal tasie.

PLUSES' MINUSES
A Clip-art is varied

A Drawings generally of a high standard

A Some of the digiiised pictures are excellent

A 1 2 extra 'ants are available on Ihe disc

A Fonts designed on 36 by 3G pixel grid so they biow up well

Some of Ihe digitised pictures look amateurish
Still strange fetish lor doors and windows

INTERNATIONAL
£49.95 • The Electric Studio 0462 420222

Versatile package with a vepf wide range of graphics lactlrties

and high quality headline text. Page make-up is flexible, Ihough
Ihe program can be a bit cumbersome, mainly in text handling
Same graphics facilities as Electric Studio s Art' package.
PLUSES- MINUSES
A Good control over the elements on the page
A

, Powerful graphics facilities

A Good quality print in headlines and large fonts

A Can use font editor lo create your own high quality fonts

Text handling slow and cumbersome
Not easy to undo mistakes

EDITOR
£49.95 • Mirrorsoft 01 377 4645

The most versatile and powerful package Vbu can create

template like page dummies' il you use several pages of the

same format, and handling of text, setting of margins and size of

text boxes etc r Is well controlled. Tends lo slop working abruptly

for no reason though and uses memory space extravagantly,

PLUSES* MINUSES
A Versatile integrated package
A Text handling and editing sophisticated and controlled

A Can set up page dummies for regularly used formats

Crashes occasionally

Odd use of memory In lext editor

Still lots Of serious bugs even now

NEXT MONTH
The guide continues with DATABASES,
COMMUNICATIONS, EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES and
PROGRAMMING, After that it's SPREADSHEETS,
GRAPHICS and GAMES and the month aller that its

back to this month's categories.

Our intention is to keep publishing the three parts

of the guide in rotation, updating it each month lo

include all new products. It you would like lo see other
sections of the guide, back Issues of 0000 Plus are
available lorm our Somerton address at £1.75 each.

Meanwhile, if you are aware of any significant

errors or omissions in the Files as published, please let

us know. We want to maintain it as THE authoritative
guide lo PCW software.
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ORDER FORM No. 26
HOW TO ORDER
Jus1 list the items you require. in the Order Form below or

ring our 24 hour hotline on (0458) 7401 1 and ask for

Credit Card Orders. All goods are sent by first class post,

normally within five days of order. But please allow 28

days in case of temporary shortage.

New Subscribers please note:

The first issue of a new
subscription will be one

or two issues away
from the one current

when you place your

Subscription Order.

Please send me the following items from the

8000 PLUS Special Offers pages

Order code Title Price

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Name

Address

Postcode

Payment is by (please circle)

Cheque • PO • Access • Visa

Make payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD.

Your credit card number is

Expiry date

Pounds Sterling Only Accepted

Send this form plus payment to

SPECIAL OFFERS • 8000 PLUS
SOMERTON • SOMERSET • TA11 7PY

(valid until November 30th 1988)

Published by Sigma Press, this John Hughes book is a friendly,

down-to-earth and readable guide to LocoScript 2. Whether you're

an 8256 or 8512 user converting from LocoScript 1, or a brand new

9512 owner, this will tell you all you need to know. It covers the

basics of layouts and tabs, LocoMail and LocoSpell, alternative

printers and even gives you

an Introduction to the world

of CP/M If you find the

Amstrad manual a bit

daunting, then this is for

you!

FREE
Copy of Locoscript II wallchart

included with this book

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

WITH THE AMSTRAD PCW
Only £8.50!
Your PCW is a powerful desktop publishing tool • with it you can

print everything from newsletters to posters. With the right

software for your needs the options open up your computer as a

handy way of earning your living.

What Mike Milan does in this book is to look at the possibilities.

He leaves the actual choice of software up to you and discusses

page layout, reproduction methods, printers, fonts, trim marks,

photo layouts - all in a clear and heartening prose. An essential

companion tor DTPers.

We have limited quantities of the back issues

listed below. The prices include a nominal 25p
postage. All issues contain excellent TipOff

sections and a selection of BASIC listings, plus

the other regulars. Don't miss the chance to

expand your collection.

Issues 1-6 SOLD OUT!

Issue 7 £1 .50 Spreadsheets special. LocoScript troubleshooting.

Reviews of Cavalier accounts. Personal Tax Planner, Stockmarket

packages. Adrian Mole. Order code 8015

Issues 8 & 9 SOLD OUT!

Issue 10 £1.75 Graphics packages compared. £10 database. More on

LocoMail. LocoScript templates. Teach yourself Logo. Order code 8018

Issue 11 £1 .75 How to recover lost disc data. Installing a second drive.

The SUBMIT command. Reviews of Desktop Publisher, Red Boxes,

Leaderboard. Order code 8019



Mini Office Professional - an incredible value suite of database,
spreadsheet, word processor, graphics and comms programs - is

one of the most popular products ever sold through our Mall
Order pages. The problem in using it is trying to follow the
manual. This book by John Hughes will answer all your questions
about the way Mini Office works. Each part of the suite, and how
it fits in with the rest, is

described clearly and
thoroughly.

To take Mint Office to

the limit, look no further!

Order Code 8042

FREE!
20 3" disc labels in four colours are

included free when you order the

Mini Office book through Ihese

pages.

Issue 12 SOLD OUT!

Issue 13 £1.75 Linking to portables. PIP revealed. Genealogy software
Proiext and Hitch-hiker's tips, Datastore. Fleet St. fonts.
Order code 8021

Issue 14 £1.75 Full review of the PCW 9512. Connecting to a
synthesizer. LocoScript 2 wallchart Reviews of Poolswinner, low-cost
business software, battery backups. Order code 8022

Issue 15 SOLO OUT!

Issue 16 £1 .75 Budget printer survey. Accounts packages. Programming
languages. Mint Office Professional full review. Order code 8024

Issue 17 £1 .75 Specialist software. Stop Press review. SETKEYS
command explained. History of computers series. Order code 8025

Issue 18 £1.75 LocoScript vs. Protext, Hard discs. CP/M for hackers.
AtLast Plus review. Order code 8026

Issue 19 £1.75 Special Comms issue. CP/M Wallchart. Wordstar 4,
Lightning Basic. Order code 80019

Issue 20 £1 .75 Computer filofaxes. Mini Office tutorial. Add your own
2rrf drive. Cracker Turbo spreadsheet Order Code 80020

Issues 21 £1.75 New Locoscript fonts reviewed. Guide to add-ons.
PC'PCW link. Poster printing packages. Order Code 80021

Issue 22 SOLD OUT - SORRY!

Issue 23 £1.75 Composing music on your PCW with EMR. Locomail.
DTP clip. art and fonts reviewed. Three new accounts packaqes
Order Code 80023

HEAD OVER HEELS
Only E9.95! (RRP
£14.95)
The incredibly-animated program from

Ocean in which you control TWO separate

characters, using their different abilities to

solve some mind-bending puzzles. Head
over Heels has a huge playing area and
probably the best graphics on a PCW game.
Totally absorbing gameplay.

Order code 8007

a.^UJIHITEH
eiffigV SCRABBLE

•SCRABBLE
Only £12.95 ? (RRP £19.95)

This will appeal to anyone who enjoys

playing with words. A super enhanced
dictionary and full board displayed on-

screen means you get the full feel of

this classic game. Play against friends

or take the computer on. Can you

beat your PCW at word processing?

Order code 8008

TETMS
Only £14.99 (RRP £19.99)

"H

9512
software:
The following

titles do not

run on the

9512;

Tau Ceti;

Head Over
Heels;

Tetris

The first Russian game to

reach the West has won
rave reviews everywhere.

All you have to do is guide

blocks down the screen

into complete rows on the

bottom - but be warned it

has a Just one more go'

rating of 100 per cent!

Order Code 8027

TAU CETI
Only £9.95 (RRP £19.95)
This arcade adventure from CRL
creates its own cosmology and
combines the best features of shoot-

'em-ups with intelligent gameplay.

Set in 21 40, on a planet whose
defence systems are going wildly

wrong, you must sort the situation

out before possible catastrophe.

A classic that breaks down the

distinction between arcade and
adventure gaming.

Order Code 8012



8000
PLUS
MINI OFFICE

PROFESSIONAL
Only £23.95 (RRP £29.95)

An incredible value-for-money integrated package combining

database, spreadsheet, word processor, comms and graphics

function. Mint Office combines features often not included in

software three times the price:

sideways spreadsheets, full

database sorting, Prestel

compatibility and extremely

fast word-processing including

a word counter.

In one package, this does

just about everything it's

possible to do on a PCW - if

you want to break free of

LocoScripl, this amazing

value program is for you.

Order Code 8011

8000 PLUS

DISC LABELS JW
Packet of 20 for £1
(when ordered with another product)

Spare labels for your 3" discs in four

different colours — yellow, green, red,

blue. You get five of each colour when

ordering with another item from Special

Offers.

Order Code 801

3

8000 PLUS
DUST COVERS
3 piece set for 8256/8512 only £11.95
3 piece set for 9512 only £12.95

Dust is like a disease to your computer. Once it sets in it can only get

worse, and leads to clogged keyboards, printers and

even disc drives. These specially-commissioned

8000 PLUS covers are made from high quality.

anti stadc nylon fabric, coloured soft grey with red

piping (ivory piped with brown for the 9512).

The sweetest three piece you'll ever come across.

Order Code 8005 (8256 8512). 8006 (9512)

ACADEMY
£12.95 (RRP £19.95)
A brilliant sequel to the ground-

breaking space exploration

game Tau Ceti. In Academy you

must complete 20 missions,

grouped in five levels of four;

combat skills and environmental

understanding mean must both

be completed to succeed.

Graphics and control factors

have been heightened to push

computer gaming to a

completely fresh level. You won't

be disappointed!

Order Code 8035

HIGHLIGHTER PENS
Three for £1 .50

The idea is simple— you use

these highlighter pens to mark out

any key text you want to stand out

in a document- For £1.50 you get

green, red and yellow

8000 PLUS-stamped

pens in a clear plastic

wallet.

Order Code 8001



ATLAST PLUS
An excellent database for just
£29.95 (RRP £39.95)

'Superb value for money" was what 8000 Plus

called AtLast. Now, with the release of AtLast

Plus by Rational Solutions, you can buy one of

Ihe best databases for £1 less than the full

retail price!

Features include up to 32,000 records, 20
fields per record, and 99 elements per field,

user-definable printing and screen layouts, fast

indexing/sorting facilities and automatic data re-

organisation. As well as this, unused data

space is not wasted, making AtLast Plus an
essential database for PCW 8256 owners.

Order Code 8220
(
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MAGAZINE
BINDERS
Store up to 12 issues
for just £4.95

We aspire to the belief

that you would like to

collect your copies of

8000 PLUS, and to that

extent we have

produced this superb

gold-embossed green

binder, which allows you
to collect 8000 PLUS as

it comes along. Buy one
and watch your

collection grow into the

definitive library of PCW info

Order Code 8004
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HACKERS HANDBOOK III
by Hugo Cornwall • £6.95

There is no other book like this! Hugo
Cornwall clears up all the mystique of

hacking, while also providing an exacting

code which all hackers would do well to

use as both map and compass.
A bestseller when it first came out, this

new edition goes from first comms
principles to networks, videotex, radio

computer data - all written in entertaining

prose that carries you along with the

enthusiasm of discovery. For the general

reader and specialist alike.

Order Code 8231

Yes! Paying £17.95 for a years subscription means 8000 Plus will be sen! to

ome for a full 1 2 issues, and you join the growing band ot people who

> their copy directly Irom the primers. 8000 Plus has a strong (amity

. as is shown by the tact that It has one of Ihe highest percentages of

subscribers ot any magazine in the UK.

k anyone who knows; they'll tell you 8000 Plus contains more up-lo-

lformalive and unbiased information about its chosen subject than

\er you're likely lo lind.

d in case you need a bit more persuading, we've put together a gift

lai will appeal to anyone who uses a PCW, professional or hobbyist,

wonder how you ever got along without them! Worth more than £12.

pulling them your way just as soon as we can. lis Ihe

t way to becoming the compleat PCW
! .
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Subscribe already?
"d like a gift pack, but already have a subscription to 8000 Plus, you

>uy Ihe pack ai a special discount price of £8.95. Jus! use the Order

Form and quote Order Number 8100.'
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Only £74.99 (RRP £89.99)
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A Jus I some oil he fonts available on AMS Stop Press'

Desktop publishing -doing page makeup
on your computer instead of the old cut-

and-paste method - is the boom area of

home computing. All the national dailies

are switching over to DTP methods - and

so are thousands of PCW owners, to

produce newsletters and flyers.

Want to try your hand? The best

developed DTP package for the Amstrad

PCW range is now available from Future

Publishing at an all-in price of £74.99.

Stop Press's incredibly versatile and

powerful software plus mouse will turn

your PCW into a DTP machine.

The Swiss-made mouse is probably

the best currently available and offers

high resolution movement al! over the

screen. The software makes the best

possible use of this sensitivity, featuring

as it does a wide range of DTP facilities

which would probably cost three times as

much on higher-priced computers.

Just a few of the features are: -

14 different fonts supplied

Type sizes from 9 to 96 points

Clip art ready made to insert into files

Text entered directly or imported

from word processor

On-screen text formatting, including

autoflow around a picture

Draw, spray or paint - your own
designs or those supplied

Up to nine columns per page!

Bold, italics, underline, reversed boxes

Centering, ragged right and literal

justification

Prints up to 108 pages in one go

Shape drawing includes triangles,

squares, cubes, circles and ellipses

Compatible with digitised pictures

from MasterScan, Electric Studio and

the Rombo digitiser

9512 compatible using an Epson

compatible dot matrix printer

Altogether, this is a superb way of

getting to grips with DTP. We don't

expect to offer any other DTP
package through these pages again,

because we've held back until we
were absolutely sure that this was the

best deal. So here's your chance to

get going.

Save £15 on the manufacturer's

recommended retail price by placing

an order with our mail order

department (telephone 0458 74011)1

Newsletters, fanzines, posters,

letter heads, leaflets, charts, graphic

business reports, flyers... all are now
within reach, allowing your

imagination as much freedom as

possible. And with Stop Press there's

no better way into the world of DTP.

Order Code 8023



8000 PLUS SMALL ADS!
WRITERS, STUDENTS. EDITORS!

TexAtrix Program analyzes documents:
Word, Sentence, Character Counts. Plus

useful readability indexing. Idea! Xmas
present far freelance triends! Only £5.99

Irom Scarabeus Software, 38 Midship Point,

London E1 4 8SW

"NAME THAT NUMBER" Lists STD Codes
tor the UK in numerical order saves your

phone bill! Send £2. 95 to: CB Publications

DeptSOOO, 11 Havenview Road, Seaton,

Devon.EX12 2PF

GRAPHICS DISC 1 & 2 FOR: Fleet Street

Editor, Stop Press, Database's DTP. or

newsdesk international, with well over 100

graphics for only £1 2.50 per disc, or £22.00
for CF2/DD Disc with both disc's on one

Send cheque with version and disc number
required to: MG.D 7 Waverley Park. Greal

Sheltord. Cambridge, CB2 5BA For more
information send S.A.E. State version.

NAVANT/PORTSMOUTH Amstrad PCW
Word Processing Tuition. Electronic Office.
Keyboarding, Beginner, Refresher, and
Audio Typewriting. Individual /Small
Groups. Hill's Secretarial Agency. 22

Homewelt, Havant, Hampshire
Telephone (0705] 453745.

SAGE ACCOUNTS FOR THE NOVICE
BOOKKEEPER. Complementary manual to
make life easier! PCW but helpful to all

computer users. Visa/ Access accepted
£7,50(0734)700512. Harvey.

6 Westlyn Ro ad . Pamberheath,
Basingstoke, RG26 6DT.

LOCOMAfL consultancy and programming
service for Amstrad PCW users Free
estimates given before work is started.

Contact John Blandford, 15 St Albans Road,
Sandridge. St Albans,

Herts AL4 SLA. Phone [0727) 59913.

DISK TRANSFER SERVICE- PCW/
CPC to and from other CP/M computers.

IBM and some BBC. Details (sae
please) from MAPEJ, 32 Carew Road.

Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 2JH
Tel: 01 -640 7676.

DESIGNER STUBBLE: The
professional guide for "Desktop

Publisher" users. Highly praised by
reviewers and customers. £16.95 (two

A-Format Discs), £13.50 (one B-Formal
Discs). John Evans, 20 Grosvenor

Place, Bath BA1 6AX.

DO YOU NEED A SPECIAL
PROGRAME for your business.

Programs written to suit. Vertical
Software a speciality. Phone or write to

Martin Evans, Pentre Gwyn Tyn-Y-Cefn
Corwen.Clwyd.LL21 QER.

Tel: 0490 2902

'TRY BEFORE YOU BUY" any PCW
now available for short or long term

lease from just £1 .00 per day. Delivery
and training available. Ring 0206 68970

(24 Hrs) now for details.

CHRISTMAS / WINTER SPECIAL
OFFER. Enjoy your PCW fully.

Summer/Autumn Special Offer (FREE
Lesson included.) Word Processing.
Keyboard ing, Electronic Typewriters /

Audio Tuition. Qualified Teachers Your
machines or ours Individual / Small
Group. Anytime. (0202)516197.

BESPOKE PCW SYSTEMS. W.S.
Boardman. Systems Designer, 6 Cote
Lane, Hayfield, Stockport, Cheshire

SK12 5HL. Tel: 0663 45831

HELP ADVICE TUITION Amslrad 8000
9000 1512. Qualified experienced

teachers training lo meet your needs in

your office or home weekdays /

weekends, reasonable rates, free

afterservice back-up, Molesey
Educational Services 01 -941 1364.

SPECIAL 3 PROGRAM OFFER: Bar
chart graphics, simultaneous printing.

character redefinition. All user
friendly. Full instructions. After sales

telephone support £5.00 per
program, £10 for all three Richard

Cox [01)346 6870.

WORDPROCESSED DOCUMENTS
SERVICE Manuscripts, reports, etc.

Produced on disc or printed on
daisywheel printer (PCW951 2) All

work considered. Contact Sally
Barnett, 74 Tabernacle Road,

Hanham, Bristol.

(0272) 604362 afler 6 30 pm.

55 EMPTY DISK CASES 1 5p Each
Kador acoustic hood for 9512 £1 5 00
Fleet Street Editor Plus £10.00. Disk
boxes 2 large 1 small £2.00 each and
£1 00. Tel (0708) 762753 after 6 pm.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
ONLY £4.00 PER DISC. Writers

Toolkit. Oulliner, Expert System Shell.

Hackers Toolkit, Database. Graphics,
Desktop Manager, • and More. SAE
for Catalogue. Hartland, 10 Gains

Road, Portsmouth P04 OPL

PCW 9512 10 MONTHS OLD, mint
condition, infrequent use. bought in

error. Upgrade to PC1 512 explains
sale. Includes Database DTP and
mini Office Sfotware Spare Wheel
and Ribbons £450 o.n.o. Phone

Sheffield 302330

TURN LARGE PROTEXT FILES TO
POLYPRINT. Soft returns. European
characters translated. £9.00 (UK/

EEC)
,
£1 1 .00 worldwide or SAE . for

sample. Mr Gorman, 8 Freshcliffe
House East. Bury Street, Guildford

GU2 5AN.

PCW FILE - International User Group
Free '20' Disc PD Library when you
join' Monthly Magazine. £18 for 12

Issues £1 .50 To: 11 Havenview Road
Seaton, Devon EX12 2PF

(0297) 20456

WORDPROCESSING SERVICE Let me
type your documents on my Amstrad PCW.
No joy too large or too small. Margaret

Nickolls, 8 Fisherton Island, Salisbury. Wilts

SP2 7TG. Tel: (0722) 25802 .

BIRDWATCHERS RECORD SITINGS ON
AMSTRAD PCW/PC. Triplists, Yearlists.

Lifelist, Logbook, Printouts with Editing
Facilities. Stale Computer Model. SAE

Details. £1 5.00 Cheques. Davis and
Makohon 7, Corns Grove, Wombourne,

Staffs. WU5 OBZ.

DO YOU NEED A SPECIAL PROGRAM
FOR YOUR PCW. Programs written to suit.

Vertical Software a speciality. Fast, reliable
and friendly Service. Martin Evans.

Pentregwyntyn-y-cefn. Corwen, Clwyd.
LL21 QER. Phone 0490 2902.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSOR
OPERATOR using Amstrad PCW 8512
offers a fast, reliable and efficient Typing
service at competitive rates. All types of
work undertaken, neatness and accuracy

guaranteed. Phone Atherton

(0942) 870767.

WORDPROCESSING SERVICE. Let me
type your documents on my Amstrad PCW.
No joy too large or too small. Margaret
Nickolls, 8 Fisherton Island, Salisbury

Wilts SP2 7TG
Tel: [0722) 25802.

FOR SALE PCW 851 2 complete set
including books, ribbons, interface, discs.

Very good condition. Only £275, David
Tamor. ivy Cottage, Upper Ham Road, Ham
Common, Richmond, Surrey. TW10 SLA

Tel: 01-940-8601

MAKE YOUR SCREEN EIGHT TIMES
BIGGER! Scr^.i up. down. ,:nd sideways!

Interactive basic tutorial, index on -disc! The
best font d ^signer! Detai from David

Wilson Comp. ironies, FRE OST.Chalhill,

Nothumberl? m.
NE67 5BR.

This sect ion oUhe magazme offers you the chanee to speak
directly to ihe huge waiting world of PCW owners.
You can place an ad of up to 30 words tor just £7,50 So

you could use it to sell a computer or launch a user group or

publicise a piece of software you've written.

One thing you CAN'T advertise is the sale of swap of
software you've purchased. Such ads can be misused
by software pirates. ws rsce jve your order)

To place an ad. just fill In this application form and
send it to us with payment We'll then place the ad in

the next available issue (published 2-7 weeks after

Order form Send to; 8000 Plus Small ads. Future Publishing Ltd, 4 Queen Street. Bath BA J IEJ

Name __

Address

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of 8000 Plus

I enclose payment of £7 .50 by Cheque/P.O./Access/Visa

Credit Card number .

Credit card expiry date

Telephone Pleasemake chequesand POspayable to Future Publishing Ltd

. ^_ .
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...age, oarracking

and bathos bandied around by a

bankrupt Ed.

Yes folks, B is the letter of the month. Got one in your bonnet? Tell all - this is the forum

for discussion about the PCW world. Or even the real one. Write to us at PostScript

8000 Plus, 4 Queen St, Bath BA 1 28L.

There's an International look to this month's letters: correspondents from Finland,

Portugal, Poland, and Watford {there's your bathos). Now read on...

Poles apart

In your September issue you asked

one of the competition winners a

question. The winner was Marek

Lasota from Warsaw, Poland, and

the question: how many PCWs are

there in Poland? As it happens. I

also live in Poland (not in Warsaw,

though) and I am also a PCW user,

so I hope I am at least a bit entitled

to answer. So: not many, really. At

most there is a tour digit number of

them (with the first digit rather

small). I do understand the

situation on the micros market in

Poland.

First of all, micros are relatively

expensive. In fact they are even

incredibly expensive; the PCWs
price is almost that of the small car

(a new one). Then, you have much
difficulties with good software -

professionals are working for PCs
some of them for Commodore
Amiga or Atari ST series - sorry if

you consider these names foul

words (and you should a magazine

such as yours). Polish currency is

blocked, so it is not easy to put

your hands on Mini Office or Stop

Press.

The most popular micros (I

mean those owned by private

persons) in Poland are - I am
ashamed to say - Atari XE and XL

series and Commodore C64 with a

small addition of C128. People who
are professionally interested in

programming are running for IBMs

86 8000 PLUS toea

and its clones. The PCW has its

own enthusiasts and supporters (I

am one of them). It is cheap - as

for the full set of CPU. monitor,

keyboard, disc drive and printer the

price is relatively low. It is running

the best word processor I know of,

that is LocoScript (I have never

tried Protext but I am not sure I

would like to). It has some pretty

good implementations of Pascal or

C, 1 am a mathematician myself

and - besides - 1 do a lot of

translation (English to Polish,

mainly science fiction). I found the

PCW totally satisfying on both

fields.

So - there are not many PCWs
in Poland, but the few of them that

are, are in the hands of people who
knew what to buy.

Piotr Cholewa
Poland

A question of letters

I have a number of questions that I

hope you will be able to help me
and others with.

1 . 1 use LocoScript 2 with

LocoSpell. As I am dyslexic this is

the best investment for me. I have

the Amstrad PCW8256 with

memory and drive upgrade, and I

wish to use Supertype 2 as well as

LocoSpell. Can you please tell me
if there is any way to load my start

of day disc in drive B on a 706k

disk as this will allow the space to

use all the functions that I need,

thus saving me chopping and

changing files from disc to disc.

2. Will you be publishing any tips

for the use of LIB.COM (CP/M)?

3. Can you tell me if there is any

way to convert Fleet Street Editor

Plus and Mini Office Professional

to load in drive B and to continue to

run in B?
4. Can you tell me the name of a

good book that covers in detail the

functions of CP/M on the PCW?

And a quick note of praise for

your mag and the Amstrad PCW. It

has changed my life, before I had

the PCW I never did anything that

involved pen and paper but now as

you can see I am sending letters

and so much more.

Mark Malcolm-Brown
Cambridge

8000 PLUS IS you start up LocoScript with

a disc in drive B which has a dictionary in

group 0. it will automatically be copied to

the memory on starting up. That should

solve your first problem.

AsforUB.COM. the next couple of

issues may surprise you.

There is absolutely no way to load Mini

Office and continue to run it from drive B. tt

is impossible. Nobody in the world can do

it. {This is the best way to get someone to

write in saying how it can be done).

The standard books on CP/M are The

Amstrad CP/M Plus (Clarke & Powys-

Libbe, MML Systems. 01247 0691) and

The Digital Research CP/M Pius Manual

(£14.95. Heinemann. 01 581 9393).

Dyslexia is the butt of a lot ot feeble

jokes, and its image is clouded by the tact

that it is commandeered by a lot ot people

as a fashionable excuse forjust being bad

spelters. So it's nice to know that those

who have it can also benefit from the quiet

technology revolution. The PCW isn't just

tor businessmen and writers!

Time flies

The method of adding hours and

minutes in spreadsheets

suggested by Mr Buddin in the

October Tip Offs appears to have

some brackets moved about in his

formula no 1 . (The one that first

converts entered hours and

minutes to decimal hours).

He also suggests that there

could be a degree of inaccuracy in

the final total, therefore I suggest

the following for formula no1 :-

(((Bl + 0.00001) - int (Bl) I

/ 0.6) + int (Bl)

The small value of 0.00001 is to

prevent certain combinations of

added hours and minutes from

appearing, for example, as 7.60

instead of 8.00. Formula no 2 for

displaying a final total in cell B4 is

unchanged.

Alan Hepworth
Radstock, Bath

Not on the tip yet

Four weeks ago I purchased a

PCW 851 2. Within a few days I

was wondering why! Although in

retirement we are all advised to

keep our brains active, there must

be a limit, and I thought i had gone

over that limit with LocoScript 2.

However, my life (and attitude

to same) has changed - a) I

discovered your excellent 8000

Plus in the local newsagent b)
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signed up for a 12 months
subscription c) requested and
received a number of back issues

and d) have read your TtP OFFS
section and others.

[ know you are busy but please

issue the necessary instructions for

the production of reprints of the

TIPOFFS collection 1 -6, or even an
update! I do not wish to get the

iady in the Barn' in trouble but she
did say she had received many
calls like mine and said 'the editor

did not think the exercise

worthwhile'.

While writing, may I

congratulate all your Sales/Order

Staff - the response time to a

telephoned order for subscriptions

and various other items does your
company credit.

B J Joint

Watford

PS I have bought Mini Office to be
getting on with and am gaining

confidence every hour. It's very

good, but it's a shame it hasn't

MiniSpelll

8000 PLUS Not worthwhile? Dont believe

a word of il! You 'II be glad to know we're

putting together a collection of all the tips

we've published ever about anything.

Details in Keywords' on page 3.

Here comms trouble

Enough is enough. For some time

now I have suspected an unwritten

bias against the area of computer
communications in your otherwise

wonderful magazine. Your

response to the letter on Email in

the September issue has finally

made this explicit. Please do
something to change your views,

and indeed to change the coverage
in the magazine, for it is actively

unhelpful of you to perpetuate the

idea that comms is not for ordinary

people: the more people stay away
from it the less use it is.

For the record I am a journalist

and have no specialist knowledge
of computers, hardware or

software. Anything I can do on my
PCW can be done easily by

anyone else. I have an 8512, a
Miracle WS4000 modem that was
simplicity itself to connect, run the

Sagesoft Chit-Chat package and
subscribe to Microlink. Easily 50%
of my time at my PCW is spent this

way, rather than word processing.

All I have to do to get working is

plug the modem into the phone
line, turn on the computer and
insert the software (self loading), I

select Microlink from the menu and
the software (which was a doddle

to set up) dials the number and
connects me automatically. Unlike

your correspondent, this has so far

not involved me remembering a
single 'ridiculous key stroke'.

Once on Microlink, I have to

type 'ee' and then 's' to send a
letter by Email. Not too hard, I think

you will agree. The problem comes
with the difficulty of finding anybody
to contact, so widespread is the

comms terror. And this is where
your attitude is so counter-

productive. Many people like me

would benefit if only they hadn't

been led to believe that

communicating computer to

computer is 'too complicated and
unreliable'.

As just one example I have
broken a big story, which involved

collecting a great deal of

background information, without

once leaving home to read a single

cutting or queue up at a
companies' house. Microlink gives

you access to the commercial

databases that make this possible.

Profile offers key word searches
through a large number of national

newspapers; this means you can,

for example, select every reference

to 'bumble-bees' in, say, the FT
and the Sunday Times over the

past two years, something which
not even the most sophisticated of

non-computerised reference

systems can offer. ICC, Jordans
and Infocheck enable you to find

any British company that, say, has
its registered office at "The Hive,

Hove, Sussex' and discover who
owns it. All the information can be
easily stored on disc, edited and
printed out.

It is true that all this costs

money, but the readership of your
magazine is wide, and not just

restricted to hobby users on pocket

money budgets.

An additional point: I would no
doubt enjoy running some of your

Listings. But as a freelance I value

my time too highly to spend ages
typing them in. If you, like

Computing with the Amstrad (hiss),

WORLD EXPORTS (1988)

JAPAN USA.

8.1%

- ADVANCED NATIONS

EEC

$k- DEVELOPING

10.8 31.5

OTHERS

EFTA _|

5.8 7.8

NATIONS

OPEC OTHERS

H SOCIALIST
NATIONS

f

1Q.6 14.6

1
-

--- —

T

10.8

TOTAL AMOUNT £1,806J 00,000,(100

All done wilh LocoScript 2!

Easy for you to say
I was interested to read DIY
GRAPHICS (Sept '88) but would
wish to correct one point. In the

article, discussing the possibility

of inserting graphics into a word
processor document, the claim is

made that 'you can't do it in

LocoScript'. Not true! I enclose

two pages produced on a PCW
8256 using LocoScript 2 and
printed by laser. Without leaving

Locoscript it is possible to create

any graphic effect which can be

done with Basic GSX, but it is

much easier using the bundled

word processor, and laser printed

output is so much better.

J Wollaston

Brighton

8000 PLUS OK. I was completely wrong, I should've said "you

can do graphics instantly and easily in LocoScript provided of

course you have a list of typesetting marks and a two thousand

pound laser printer next to your PCW.

'

also offered the listings through

Microlink, it would be a matter of a
few minutes to download them on
to my own disc.

As this letter has turned into a
long commercial, I will finish with

some niggles; Sagesoft have set

up ChitChat in a way that makes it

not the best software for the big

American databases, Dialog and
The Knowledge Index. And their

text editor doesn't like large files.

Also, try as I might, I have never
succeeded in sending a telex

through Microlink. An online news
service would be helpful, as the

one on Prestel is useless.

Sebastian Cody
London

8000 PLtJS The next few issues may
surprise you.

Pro-scribed

I use Protext as well as LocoScript,

though for different purposes. I

have occasionally needed to

transfer text from one to the other.

Transferring LocoScript text to

Protext is easy, using the ASCII
conversion option in LocoScript,

but I haven't yet found a way of

doing the reverse. If I try to insert a
Protext document into a LocoScript

template I sometimes get

practically nothing apart from the

first word or so, and on other

occasions get the whole text, but

with some odd substitutions in

many of the words. Can you help?

M S Ruddock
Banbury

B0O0 PLUS To insert a Protext document

into LocoScript. first put a ruler line at the

top ot the Protext original which is. say, two

thousand characters wide, format the

document with ft and save as normal.

When you 'Insert' this ([ft] LocoScript 2,

[f7j LocoScript JJ into a Loco document it

should be OK, certainly in LocoScript 2

anyway. The occasional capital sigmas and

lower case alphas can be removed by

[EXCHj, using 'Super Shift' to enter the

Greek letters to be replaced.

Guten organ

I recently needed to produce a list

in alphabetical order of just over

800 organ-building terms in

connection with the Esperanto

section of a multilingual organ

building dictionary in which I am
collaborating.

Having carefully typed into

'Arnold' my 8256, the second index

maker provided in the listings

section of your September 1987
issue, I loaded the ASCII version of

my text and waited. In a very short

time I was greeted with the

following error message;
"Subscript out of range in 90"

Nov m 8000 PLUS 87

I
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As the text did not in fact include

any subscript I wondered whether

the trouble was lack of memory

space for proper functioning of the

program, and this seemed to be

borne out by the fact that when
confronted with up to some 450

items - just over half the complete

text - the program worked perfectly

and very rapidly, too.

Very well, 1 innocently thought, i

will betake me to my brother-in-

law's 8512 and do my indexing

there. Result: the same error

message appeared as on the 8256

whenever the machine was asked

to handle more than approximately

500 items.

Finally, in desperation, I typed

in the first, shorter and simpler

program, which you suggested was
only suitable for short lists, due to

its lack of speed. Success! True,

the indexing took Arnold about half

an hour but it did the job-without

complaining even once, allowing

me to have my tea in peace.

Can you please enlighten me
as to what goes wrong with your

second more rapid program?

By the way, Arnold' owes his

name to my wife, who has now.

after a year or so, more or less -

come to terms with having a

computer in the house and having

me disappear for hours on end into

what used to be a spare bedroom

but now is ominously referred to as

The computer room', I wonder if

any other 8256s have acquired

similar status as family 'pets' with a

name?
David Hill

Harlow

8000 PLUS Just alter the dim w$ (500) in

line 10 ot (he program to dim wS(1BB0) or

whatever you like. That makes the

maximum capacity ot the sorter bigger.

And as tot other 3256s having

acquired 'pet' status with names... 1 hope

not.

Finn lines

As a user of a very early version of

Fleet Street Editor Plus program

for an Amstrad PCW 8512 I fully

agree with Mr Hobart (8000 Plus

September 1 988) concerning the

number of bugs and Mirrorsoft's

total unresponsivness to enquiries.

I have found the following bugs

in the software:

- you can print a publication only

once without reloading the

software from beginning; the text

gets corrupted, eg. part of text from

page 2 is mixed with text from

page 1 on page 1.

- you cannot have two adjacent

pictures without any text between.

If you try the second picture

appears twice and even then is not

completely correct.

88 8000 PLUS Nmsa

- the page is too long for the

Amstrad PCW printer when using

single sheet feeding.

- the [RELAY] key in the Layout

editor functions as a start strike

and not as a relay.

- when editing an old text the

editor adds two blank lines to the

beginning of text.

- if you do 'box column'/remove

box/box column etc several times

the column becomes narrower

every time.

Have I to buy another more

reliable desk top publishing

package?

Antero Airola

Finland

8000 PLUS Br - how can I put this?... Yes.

Protect and survive

I read Mr Stevenson's account of

the requirements of the Data

dead people). Fortunately purely private

use is exempt: you only have to register if

you use your PCW lor business, it in doubt

ring the Registrar on 0625 535777.

SuperCalc printing

I note with interest Mr G Hayward's

letter in September 8000 PLUS
and your reply, which in substance

was also published in the February

1987 TipOffs feature.

I tried this in 1987 without

success and was prompted to have

another attempt but again with

similar results. When keying in the

codes as suggested by you nothing

comes up on the screen nor does

the printer produce high quality. In

effect, we have a choice of a

screen dump at about Pitch 17 or

Draft quality. Is it possible that we
have an incompatible SuperCalc?

A further point; the Supercalc

manual refers to CTRL and ESC

i Hope <io<Ap.e f&&i^t&pep uHp&j?
Tt-<& PATA PROT£CTlc?H ACT "

Protection Act (Postscript. October

1 988) with interest. However, I

believe his conclusion that 'staff

reports' entered onto a computer in

a purely text format using a word

processor, can be regarded as

being outside the Act' is in error. I

corresponded at length with the

Deputy Data Protection Registrar,

Mr F G B Aldhouse. I hold names
and addresses of my correspond-

ents on my computer as part of the

processor exemption only applies if

the PCW is used as the equivalent

of a typewriter, and no copies of

the letters produced are retained

as computer files. Hard copies only

are permissible without

registration!

J Macluachlan

Yeovil

8000 PLUS Before all ofyou who've ever

stored a tetter on disc go andpay £40 to

register as a data user, rest assured.

Registration is compulsory tor anyone

who stores information about living people

and references them by name - so if you

have your letters on disc it applies to you

(unless of course you only whte letters to

keys. Can you confirm that these

are ALT and EXIT on the 8512

keyboard.

A G Mather

Guernsey

8000 PLUS The problem is that SuperCalc

sends codes to the printer automatically

any time you print. If these happen to be.

say, the code which selects condensed

text, then even sending the code for 12

pitch manually gets overriden. You have to

reconfigure this code to zero using the

INSTALL program. Run INSTALL and

select the 'Modify printer' option, select

item 8 to change and give zero as the new

printer code. Your new SC2 will accept any

of the codes given previously.

Yep. [ALT] on the PCW keyboard

corresponds to [CONTROL] on most other

keyboards and jESCj is (EXIT]. For

example, CHR$(27) is the ESC ol 'escape

codes '. Just as you'd type chrS(27)*-"E"+

chr$ (21) * "H" to clear the screen in

BASIC, pressing fEX(7MEX/T/H in GBM
does the same,

Port of call

Sorry for disturbing you with my

PCW problems, but those who
should assist us in Portugal -

Cominfor. the Amstrad

representatives for this country -

are too busy with bigger machines

like PC and do not pay much
attention to those poor ones who
bought typewriters named PCW.

I am using my machine - a

PCW 8256 converted to 8512 -

since at least three years ago and I

must say that I like it very much, I

am using LocoScript 2, LocoMai I,

LocoSpell and LocoFont (both

series) and I am quite happy with

the results, except for a few details.

1. When using LocoSpell f have

always to use a system dictionary,

otherwise it does not work with

only a user dictionary.

For English (and a few other

languages) there is no problem,

but for Portuguese I am making my
own dictionary of Portuguese

words and have to have them

always mixed up with English

ones.

2. If I could have an empty system

dictionary, I could very easily solve

the problem as I can add new
words to a system dictionary, but

people at Locomotive Software say

they can't sell me such a system

dictionary and give me no solution

for a problem which I believe to be

that of a large number of non

English speaking people.

3. But I don't use my PCW as a

typewriter only. I also use it to run

programs made by myself in

Mallard Basic, but I always have a

small problem, .

As you probably know.

Portuguese is one of those

unfortunate languages where

accents are necessary. Though I

can redefine the keyboard to put

any of these characters on the

screen, I can't do the same with

the printer.

3, On a back number of your

magazine (August 1987 - page 84)

I read about a program named
HOTSHOT which would be very

much more interesting if it could

work with the last versions of

Locoscript (I have LocoScript 2

version 2.14)

Well, I think this is trouble

enough for one letter, but I would

thank you very much if you could

assist me with your advice and I

hope to see your answer on one ot

the next issues of the best

magazine about PCW machines

that I ever read.

H Silva

Amadora, Portugal

8000 PLUS Your LocoSpell problems are

over: Locomotive, being good sound cross-

culturalists. are bringing out a Portuguese

LocoSpell shortly. You'll also be interested

in Locokey, theirprogram which can

redefine LocoSchpt 2 so that any
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Mind your heads
I am a professional writer,

researcher and photographer and
I rely a great deal on my Amstrad
8512, which I have had for two
years. I use Stop Press,

MasterScan (I edit a couple of

house magazines for small

fault, ie it does not print the tops
of capital letters.

I am wondering if perhaps the

printhead needs cleaning and
would be obliged if you would let

me know what sort of cleaning

product and method to emptoy.

SflfflPUiS You can a) take it to your

local computer shop b) order a new
printer mechanism for £80 from Isenstein

(0244 312986) or cj repair it yourself as

per Ike Dawson's tip in fast February's

8000 Plus.

You need a tiny (eg. watchmaker's)

companies) Supercalc,

Brainstorm, Sophos (a splendid

cataloguing system for my
photographs) and LocoScript 2,1

6

for my word processing. Until a
few days ago, all was well and
the printer worked satisfactorily,

but recently it developed a major

If you think that there might be
some other fault in the printer,

would you be so kind as to advise

me accordingly. If I need a new
printhead, for instance.where can
I get one? Amstrad are no help.

Margot Moran

London

screwdriver With the print head still

tethered to the printer by the copper

braid, remove the lour tiny bolts from the

printing side of the head. Keeping the

metal striker part of the print head

uppermost (black plastic and printing

face downwards) carefully ease the metal

striker away from the black plastic

combination of letter and accent can be

assigned to any key.

As for the BASIC problem, the easiest

nay out might be to define strings such as

stilde$= l,

a"-tchr$f8)-ichr$(126l. This

wttprintana, then backspace, thenphnt

the tilde. A bit clumsy but you can extend

this andputphrases in your SETKEYS file

making, say, [EXTRAjA into a phrase like

"; "a "+dir$ (SI +chr$<126> ;
" and then

you can press (EXTRAja in the middle of

an LPRINT statement and the required

combination will be output.

Hotshot is, alas, no longer available

Good for him
My grandson Reuben Thomas has
instructed me to point out an error

in the listing for 'Patience' printed

in your July edition, page 59.

Line 280 should end with

INT(RND(1 )*100+1) and not with

INT(RND(1)+100+1). As printed,

the game is always at the highest

level of difficulty.

He also points out that it is

wrongly named. Patience is a
game for one player only. The
game listed is a competitive game
which has been known tor many
years as Pelmanism or Pairs.

Basil Rose
Abingdon

Character sketch

I was interested to read the article

in September issue of your

magazine, entitled 'The Good
Software File' about LocoScript

2.1 2 having the facility to create

character of ones own design. I

have the 295 page manual which
was supplied with my copy of

LocoScript 2 and I proceeded to

search through it for instructions on
how to do this.

The only mention I can find, in

the whole manual, comes almost at

the end, in Appendix III, I quote.,

"you can also type 1 (not 1 6) 'user

definable' characters. How to

define these characters is

explained in the Locoscript 2
Reference manual"

I do have another problem that I

can't overcome easily. I have tried

using my PCWs matrix printer for

addressing envelopes but they get

creased up and the roller slips. I

would appreciate some assistance

in that quarter too if anyone can
help.

R S Chamberlain
Leeds

8000 PLUS To define your own characters

you need tocochar' from Locomotive

which lets you redefine 16 (not 10)

characters - see this month's Good
Software Guide on pages 78-79. It comes
with instructions, and 8000 Plus did a

feature on it in issue 1 7, Feb. 88.

Amstrad won't be happy if I say the

PCW printers are cheapo things, not really

robust enough to handle envelopes, so I

won't. I'll just say that you cant use thick

'quality' envelopes and the thin ones you

can use must be eased through by hand.

Not so the 9512 printer which is stronger.

Free!

Users of public domain software on
the PCW often find that a program
doesn't work under CP/M Plus or

that it needs installing, or that the

documentation is abstruse to say
the least. Your readers may be
interested to know that these

problems will be over if programs
are obtained from the above
source. An ever-increasing number
of PD/Shareware programs are

available and guaranteed to run on
the 8256/8512 machines. Clear

concise documentation is available

for each program. The lists include

languages, utilities, databases, text

editors, games, and so on.

Interested readers can obtain lists

of available programs from the

above address. All programs are

available upon receipt of a small

copying fee plus a formatted disc.

Mick Reed
PCW Software Library,

11 Older Way, A ngme ring

Sussex BN1 6 4HQ

Dummy run

I use a DMP off the par socket as
the main printer on my PCW 9512
which, as you pointed out in your
October issue, will not work if the

internal printer is unplugged. This

is a nuisance to anyone who has to

move the machine about.

ts there a dummy plug which
will fool the 9512 into thinking its

own printer is connected?

When I phoned Amstrad to

enquire, I must have got their

telephone answering parrot which
kept repeating: "We don't publish

technical information", even when I

gave up and asked what the

weather was like down their way!
D C A Layzell

Newnham

8000 PLUS At least Amstrad would tell us

what the weather was tike down their way

(cloudier than yesterday) but not much
else. Locomotive however (famous tor their

printer support) said they are trying to track

down why this should be so. As soon as

they find out, we'll tell you. Meanwhile all

you can do is keep trying - apparently the

PCW does recognise the dot matrix without

the daisy plugged in hall the time. At the

moment, though, no one knows why.

Enough of your sauce
Having on more than one occasion

{somewhat bog-eyed from

spending too long at the computer

housing holding the pins. Put the black

plasticpiece on the table, printing face

downwards.

Note the position of the circular pin

tails on a circular diagram. With a pair of

eyebrow tweezers, carefully withdraw the

pins and lay them on a circle. Remove

the return leaf spring, ft has a small

protrusion which slots into a matching

slot on the plastic case so it wonl go

back in the wrong position. Beneath the

leal springs ring, there's anotherpacker

ring which exactly matches the leal

springs ring; beneath that is a fibre

washer to stop dust.

Douse the plastic printing head and

particularly the fine slots in which me pins

slide with lots of WD40. Reassembly is

the reverse procedure.

at one time) switched off without

first having removed the discs, I

decided to do something about it

and so I pressed into use a metal

sauce bottle top and a small piece

of sellotape which was used to

hang the top over the on-off switch.

I now have to lift up the top to

switch on or off which causes me
to think why I put the top there in

the first place.

I am now thinking of marketing

a special kit consisting of a cap
and a small roll or sellotape. Given
with it will be a free bottle of Heinz
Tomato Ketchup. Initial price has
not been fixed but will be some-
thing under £20. Any interested

manufacturer can contact me
through 8000 Plus.

L Morley

Cleveland

Ti-^H TO 5H>K6 IT ^^t^
"Me P£H^ -sWiTtHEP OfJ..."

novbs 8000 PLUS 89
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Type-through

keyboard

cover
Protect against dust,

spills, ash & grime.

Removable,
Washable,
Re-usable

Can be custom-made for any

keyboard. Ring lor details.

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FR CATALOGUE

Tiirn PCWS hay-

board feet -£3-45

8 Data Swnjtfi

bM £26 as

C Mouse P«J £5.95

D Peace n Ouiel

Acoustic Ektf Primer

with slanct. Aise

available For other

modete £36.95

Without Eland £33. 95

E Feed 'n Print paper

tray FCVY8 £7-50

F Flanker twf working

disc haWar £2.30

3 Chewup Mug £3.75

H Disc Storage

Holder .....£5.50

l Screen in ViewVDU
Rltof E14.50

J QexetleCopy

Holder A4 £8.50

A3 C10.00

RE-INKING SERVICE PRICES ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE

* All types of fabric ribbons

* Re-inked like new
* Same day service

* Free transporter SAE
* For all types of fabric ribbon

v>

Trade Enquiries welcome

Cheques/PO payable to: Kador

KADOR, Unit 4
Pontcynon Ind. Est. Tal:

Abercynon, Mid Glam. 0443
CF45 4EP 740281

FREE RE-INK WITH
ORDERS OVER £5.00

'

COMPUTER
REPAIRS

AMSTRAD
We repair Amstrad models 464, 664, 6128, 8256,

8512, PC1512 and Amstrad Monitors.

All repairs carry a 3 month warranty.

PHONE US NOW FOR DETAILS

DEPT +, UNIT 6

STANLEY HOUSE
STANLEY AVENUE

TELEPHONE: 01-902 5218 WEMBLEY, MIDDX HA0 4JB.

SUREDATA

££ LOOK & SAVE ££

Micro Simplex Accounts .90.95

Sage Popular Accounts ..73.45

Sage Popular

Accounts+ 99.95

Locomail2 29.95

Loco Spell 2 18.95

Signwriter 29.95

Money Manager 21.99

Personal Tax Planner 19.95

Sage Payroll 60.95

EasyLabeller 24,99

Mini Office Professional ..19,45

Personal Ancestral File ...59.00

Fleet Street Editor Plus ...39.95

Protext 46.99

Pocket Pretext 29.95

Loco 2 with Spell 34.90

Loco 2 19.95

Cracker 2 38.99

Supercalc2 38.99

Supertypell 19.95

Stockmarket 34.95

Masterscan + Paint 65.95

Desktop Publisher

&Mouse 57.95

dBase II ver 2.41 69.00

•• SPECIAL ••
MASTERSCAN 52.50

DESKTOP PUBLISHER ..1 9.95

MASTERFILE 8000 32.00

STOP PRESS 32.99

STOP PRESS + MOUSE 63.00

MONEY MANAGER PLUS 24.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 1ST CLASS P&P CHEQUE P.O ONL Y PLEASE

TEL 0840-212063 KINTECH FAX 0840-212064

5b, Highfield Ind Est, Cameltord, Cornwall, PL32 9RA



Genuine Amsoft
CF2 3" disks

Guaranteed Amsoft
quality and reliability

Supplied in the new
protective sleeves

Buy from the UK's
largest supplier

m £ion
BOXOF (>Jl ,_ ^^

TEE £191?
| DISCOUNTS FOR LARGER QUANTITIES!

|

/

20L DISK STORAGE BOX
The ideal way to file your valuable disks

protected from dust, spilt drinks etc.

Holds 21 cased 3"

CF2's or up to 40
uncased.

Hinged, smoked
perspex lockable lid

CLEANING
CLEAN PR I NT- Cleaning Ribbon

SPECIAL OFFER

/
89F AM SOFT 3"

CF2 DISK
WITH EVERY
AMS20L BOX

Removes ink deposits

Maintains print quality

Protects and lubricates the printhead

PCW 8 Series £6.95

PCW 9 Series £6.30

.26

QUALITY PRINTER RIBBONS

/ Q,U*^
tdto"v QUALITY

COMPATIBLE

I

Genuine Amstrad
printer ribbons or

one of our quality

compatibles, either

way it adds up to

GREAT VALUE!!!

/ FABRIC / CAFiRi'hN
i

PCW
8 SERIES £4.30 £4.95
PCW

9 SERIES £3.35
DMP

2/3000 £4.30 -

—

DMP
4000

i

"

£295

£2.95

£4.95

7
£2.95

Safer data storage

Prolonged disk and
drive life

r Easy to use

£7.39

SUNDRIES
LISTING PAPER
2000Sheets 1 1

"* 9!4", 60gsm
DUST COVERS
PCW 8/9 Series from only

SCREEN FILTERS
PCW 8/9 Series

CPC Mono/Colour

£13.00

£8.49

£14.95
£10.39

[.> Usually ssmw day despatch

p* FRff next woriung day (Wrvafy on all

hardware, allow 2-b daya for other items

r> Large stock* to* immediate despatch

[> FAST. fftVoent service

II any item provtt* to hove a manufacturing
fault within 30 days we will replace tree of

charge of refund in full

p^ AfWf 30 days and within tha warranty period,

we will repair «t qui expense

All prices exclusive of VAT

[>

Friendly advice and after sake* support

Any fwobJanii qutcMy f»oh*d to your
complete satisfaction

Special otters to existing customers
We aim to please . and usually do!

Prices/ delivery subject to availability and only applicable to UK mainland, N. Ireland and BFPO's.
Compumart are licensed credit brokers. Simply ask for written details.

EfrOE

/ y y y
Compumart
A Great Deal More.. For a Good Deal Less

COMPUMART LTD
FREEPOST (8 0+)
LOUGHBOROUGH
LEICS LE11 0BR
TEL: 0509 61 0444
FAX: 0509 610235



NewStarSoftware presents. . .

.

THE CATALOGUE
Software forPCWs and PCs
It's all in the NewStarSoftware Summer Catalogue, complete with introductions and explanations

to the various subject headings. Information to help you choose, presented in one complete
catalogue.

There isn'troom in a single advert to show you the comparative merits of the various databases,
accountspackages, wordprocessors communications software, orspreadsheets.

But there certainty is in 48 pages!

To order your free copy of the NewStar catalogue

call (0245) 26501

7


